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A6strøct

The development of commercial and military millimetre wave systems for communications

and radar applications is currently hindered by the need for compact and cost-effective

methods of generating useful amounts of power at these wavelengths. One technique that

shows promise is spatial power combining, whereby the outputs from many solid-state

sources are summed in free space using radiating elements in an array configuration. Solid

state devices are appropriate for satisfying the size, weight and cost constraints of modern

millimetre wave systems, while free space power combining produces the required power

levels in an efficient manner.

Despite the efforts of researchers over the past two decades, there remain signif,cant

difficulties in the realization of effective millimetre wave spatial power combining sources.

In particular, analysis and synthesis techniques have not been developed to the level

required for accurate engineering design. Structures capable of simultaneously achieving

correct phase and frequency synchronization, resulting in efficient, coherent and directional

radiation, have seldom been demonstrated in practice. The research presented in this thesis

addresses these problems in an effort to advance the state-of-the-art in both design and

fabrication of millimetre wave spatial power combining antenna arrays.

Based on a comprehensive review of past techniques and power combining structures, a

class of spatial power combiners compatible with the requirements of millimetre wave

operation are identified. They are the antenna array power combiners which operate

coherently by means of internal injection locking caused by mutual coupling between the

antenna elements in the aÍÍay, and feature direct integration between the oscillators and the

radiators. Within this class of combiners, a new structure referred to as the dipole-transistor

(DT) active array is conceived. The DT elements consist of a transistor oscillator with

feedback control directly integrated to a microstrip dipole. A general theory is developed to

analyse and design the DT active affay. The theory treats both the oscillator design of

individual elements as well as the coupled oscillator design of the array to ensure correct

phase synchronization. Each part of the theory is experimentally verified.

Advantages of the DT active array include an established method for design, compatibility

with monolithic integration and effective control of synchronization. The DT active array is

shown to be a candidate for the cost effective power generation of millimetre waves.
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1.1 The Trend Towards Millimetre Waves and Beyond

Since the first deliberate generation and detection of electromagnetic energy by Heinrich

Rudolf Hertz (1857-1894) in his famous experiment of 1886, the desire to utilize high

frequency bands for scientific and commercial purposes has existed. This desire was

initially driven by practical reasons, such as the convenience associated with using smaller

dimensioned equipment, but then became applications orientated when the significant

benef,ts of short wavelength radiation were recognized. V/ith the exception of a few

stagnant periodsl, engineers involved in transmission technology have been interested in

sources capable of generating the highest possible frequencies.

The experiments by Hertz, which proved the mathematical concepts of James Clerk

Maxwell (1831-1879), used an innovative apparatus in which a spark discharge, in

conjunction with a resonant circuit, produced a pulse of electromagnetic energy t1l-t31.

Figure 1-1 shows a schematic of the first transmitter-receiver system. Hertz's initial

experiments were conducted at wavelengths of about 8 m (37.5 MHz) but he later used

frequencies as high as 1 GHz. His monumental achievements opened up a vast new field of

research in which many scientists and engineers became involved. Scientific investigations

quickly went to shorter wavelengths where it was more convenient to conduct experiments

Historically, two clearly discernible time periods can be identified which exhibited the general

subsidence of interest in high frequency RF sources. During the early 20th century, the focus on

long distance communications caused the lack of interest in high frequency RF sources while the

1970s to the mid 1980s saw the same trend due to the focus on optical technology.

1



Chapter 1 - Introduction

and by 1925, experimental Hertzian2 oscillators were capable of generating pulsed energy

at frequencies up to 3 THz [4].

The Hertzian oscillator was used exclusively for scientific purposes until the mid 1890s

when the f,rst commercial application appeared in the form of wireless telegraphy. The most

notable contribr-rtions in the initial development of wireless telegraphy were attributed to

Guglielmo Marconi (I814-1931). Using the Hertzian oscillator and receiver, he was able to

electromagnetically transmit the dots and dashes of Morse code. One of the first working

systems, demonstrated to the British Post Office, operated at a frequency of 1.2 GHz with a

range of approximately 10 km. Subsequent systems moved to longer wavelengths for
transmission over greater distances. In December 1901, Marconi came to world prominence

after establishing the first trans-Atlantic wireless communication link. Long wave signals

(in the LF band) sent from Poldhu in Cornwall, England was successfully received 3000 km

away at St. Johns in Newfoundland, Canada. The following two decades saw feigning

commercial interest in the higher frequency bands with the focus firmly fixed on long

distance communications.

In 1904, the first vacuum diode was invented by Sir John Ambrose Fleming (1849-1945).

The triode electron tube was developed shortly after by Lee De Forest (1873-196I) in 1906.

The De Forest tubes were initially used as detectors and amplifiers until 1912 when the

oscillating properties of the tubes were discovered. This revelation led to sources capable of
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FIGURE 1-1: Schematic of Hertz's transmitter and receiver

2. A'll components of Hertz's apparatus are commonly described by the term Hertzian. The
transmitting circuit is often referred to as a Hertzian oscillator or a Hertzian transmitter while the
receiver is called a Hertzian receiver.
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low frequency, phase coherent, continuous wave (CW) operation. The triode electron tube

superseded the Hertzian oscillator and its invention was a significant milestone leading to

the beginning of radio communications. Wireless voice transmissions became possible by

l9l4 and commercial radio broadcasting started in 1920.

Interest in short wavelength radiation was re-kindled in the 1920s with the development of

high frequency CW sources. Heinrich Barkhausen (1881-1956) and Karl Kurz produced a

triode electron tube that was capable of oscillating at frequencies as high as 1.5 GHz. The

split anode magnetron was developed before the end of the decade and the start of the 1930s

signalled a new era in high frequency technology. High frequency communication links

were being considered, waveguide structures were being developed and William Hansen

(1909-1949) began to study the high Q properties of resonant cavity circuits. The high Q
cavity revolutionized the design of high frequency devices and was a key component in the

construction of the first Klystron in 1937. It was during this decade that the term micro

waves (initially composed of two words) was f,rst used by engineers in a report on short

wave radio communications across the English Channel [4]. The term microwaves has a

broad definition and traditionally, is not defined by specif,c wavelength limits. Instead, it is

characferized by the analysis techniques employed. The microwave region can be identified

as those frequencies in which distributed-parameter elements must be used rather than the

lumped elements encountered in low frequency circuit theory. In modern times, the

microwave band is generally considered as the frequency range extending from 1 GHz (30

cm wavelength) to 300 GHz (1 mm wavelength)3. Currently, there is no official designation

defining the frequency limits of the microwave band.

Historically, the single factor which most stimulated activity in microwave technology was

the development of radar during the 193014. Rudu. is the principle in which the direction

and range of an object is ascertained by the detection of electromagnetic energy reflected off

that object. In order to achieve reasonable resolution, fundamental physics requires the use

of short wavelength radiation. Radar was developed for military purposes in several

countries5 simultaneously in an environment which necessitated its quick development.

Political turmoil was rife in the northern continents and the outbreak of war was anticipated

in many nations. Foreseen vulnerability of the British Isles placed intense pressure on radar

research in that country and resulted in several break-throughs in high power, high

3. Many references define the microwave range as starting from 300 MHz rather than I GHz while
some references place no upper frequency limit on the microwave range.

4. The initial concept of radar was attributed to Christian Hulsmeyer who was awarded a patent

covering the principle of radar in 1904. This occurred two decades before the concept was first
implemented in a working system.

5. Radar was developed concurrently and independently in Great Britain, Germany, Canada, the

United States, Italy, Russia, Japan and the Netherlands.
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frequency sources and microwave components. British radars using 3 GHz,10 GHz and24

GHz frequencies were operational during World War II and were a contributing factor to the

final outcome of the war. The momentum of the war sponsored effort led to equipment

operating on the fringes of the millimetre wave spectrum (around 35 GHz) by the late

1940s.

The post war years saw many dramatic developments which indirectly contributed to

microwave technology. Most eminent was the invention of the transistor in 1947 by John

Bardeen (1908-1991), Walter Brattain (1902-1981) and William Shockley (1910-1989).

The transistor was an alternative to the vacuum tube and was pivotal in the advancement of
electronics. Its small size, low heat generation and small power requirements allowed the

miniaturization of complex circuitry. The introduction of printed circuits during the 1940s

also contributed to the general reduction in system size and produced manufacturing

economies. These developments had their greatest initial impact on lower frequency

systems but they also signif,cantly influenced microwave technology. The evolution of
printed circuit boards was a source of inspiration for the development of different types of
planar transmission lines. Advances in solid-state technology led to microwave

semiconductor devices. Integrated circuits became possible by the late 1960s and evolved

into microwave integrated circuits (MIC) and then monolithic microwave integrated

circuits (MMIC). These developments produced significant reductions in the size and

weight of microwave systems. In particular, the arrival of solid-state devices capable of
generating microwave frequencies was a major technological advancement since it
substantially reduced the cost of the technology.

The millimetre wave part of the spectrum began to attract interest in the latter half of the

20th century. The millimetre wave band is often quoted as the frequency range between 30

GHz and 300 GHz. The official IEEE frequency designation, however, specifies the

millimetre wave band as the frequency range between 40 GHz and 300 GHz. Other related
fprminnlncr¡ innlrrrla naor-millimafro rrrqr¡oc 
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to 1000 GHz and submillimetre waves corresponding to the 150 GHz to 3000 GHz band

[5]. Figure 1-2 displays these frequency designations in a visual format.
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FIGURE 1-2: Millimetre wave frequency designations.
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The initial interest in utilizing the millimetre wave band was attributed to the missile and

space eras of the 1950s and 1960s. These applications placed greater demands on system

specifications. In terms of the missile application, the requirements of high accuracy

targeting and guidance functions could potentially be satisfied by millimetre wave radar

systems. The need for the transmission of large volumes of data in satellite communications

was the driving force for the development of millimetre wave based solutions in this field.

During the 1950s and 1960s, numerous forecasts were made predicting the proliferation of

millimetre wave systems. The lack of suitable millimetre wave sources and components,

however, meant that the interest in millimetre waves rarely matertalized into significant

systems. A prime example is the closed waveguide millimetre wave communications

application which experienced intense research yielding little in the way of practical

systems. Bell Telephone Laboratories first suggested the concept in the 1940s with interest

lasting for three decades. The United States initiated development of a circular waveguide

network referred to as the WT-4 project while Russia constructed an equivalent system

named the VESNA network. Japan successfully completed an experimental line in l9l5 as

part of the W-40G project. By the mid 1970s, all research on millimetre wave waveguide

communication systems were terminated in favour of projects involving fibre optic

networks [6].

The introduction of optical technology was a significant retarding force in the development

of millimetre wave technology. The invention of the laser by Theodore Maiman in 1960 and

the refinement of fibre optic cables during the 1970s were eminent events. Research into

high frequency systems rapidly moved to the optical region, essentially bypassing the

millimetre wave part of the spectrum. The development of millimetre wave components and

devices was slow during this period. The majority of the engineering community believed

that millimetre wave technology could not grow gracefully6 and therefore favoured optical

technology. A classic example demonstrating the switch from millimetre wave to optical

technology is the terminal missile guidance application. Missile guidance systems were

initially primed for the implementation of millimetre wave technology. However, with the

emergence of optical systems, precision guided munitions (PGMs) evolved based on the use

oflaser target designators, laser seekers, TV trackers and infrared sensors.

The early 1980s was a period that saw a slow resurgence of activity in millimetre wave

technology. This was attributed to the perceived need in US military circles for millimetre

wave systems to be implemented for missile guidance and target acquisition. The optical

systems used in this application had reached a plateau of operational effectiveness [8].

6. A technology is said to grow gracefully if it enters the marketplace in its primitive stages of
development and finds successively wider applications as it matures [7].
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Further improvements in optical sensors were limited by fundamental physics. In particular,

the inherent characteristics of the optical wavelengths meant that the desired all-weather

capability could not be achieved. Light and infrared radiation cannot effectively penetrate

the atmosphere in poor weather conditions or in the presence of smoke, smog, dust and

haze. The use of millimetre wave technology could potentially provide the required

functionaiity in adverse atmospheric conditions.

By the end of the 1980s, research into the development of millimetre wave technology had

again intensified. The additional impetus was provided by the emergence of new

requirements in modern applications. Notably, the explosion in the personal portable

communications market has generated a high level of interest due to the requirement for

spectrum space. Automotive collision avoidance and satellite communications are other

commercial applications set to embrace millimetre wave technology. The characteristics of
millimetre rwaves and the reasons why these applications will benef,t from such properties

will be discussed in the next section.

The interest in the millimetre wave band is unlikely to subside in the near future. With the

current research effort, break-throughs in millimetre wave sources and components will
inevitably occur. Cost effective and reliable components are one of the last requirements

limiting the widespread commercial implementation of millimetre wave technology. In

particular, there is a strong need for high power, lightweight, cost effective and reliable

millimetre wave sources.

1.2 Properties and Applications of Miltimetre Waves

Millimetre waves exhibit physical properties that are beneficial to many modern

applications in the fields of communications, radar and other electromagnetic disciplines.

One advantage that arises from the short wavelength radiation is the general decrease in size

of miiiimetre wave components compared to their iower frequency counterparts. This can

result in a significant reduction in system size and weight, which are important

considerations in applications requiring high portability. Another non-application specific

advantage comes from the fact that the millimetre wave band is many times larger than all

the lower frequency bands combined. It therefore has a very high traffic capacity. With the

low level of current usage, systems utilizing the millimetre wave spectrum are unlikely to

experience any congestion or electromagnetic compatibility problems in the near future.

Since many applications rely on electromagnetic transmission through the air, atmospheric

propagation effects are a prime consideration. Electromagnetic radiation of a particular

frequency can shift the energy level of gas molecules by resonance absorption. When these
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molecules relax, they re-radiate the energy at the same frequency but in a random fashion.

This results in attenuation of the incident RF energy and the generation of incoherent noise

causing degradation of the signal. The main constituents of air which affect the propagation

of millimetre waves are water vapour, oxygen molecules, ozone and various products of

environmental pollution such as carbon monoxide and nitrous oxides. In addition, further

attenuation occurs in the presence of rain, fog, snow, mist, clouds and other adverse weather

conditions. Figure 1-3 shows the typical atmospheric attenuation characteristics at sea level

and at an altitude of 4 km t5l. Dominant features include the absorption peaks

corresponding to the resonance lines of oxygen and water. Oxygen has a magnetic dipole

moment with26 resonant lines centred around 60 GHz and two centred at 118.75 GHz.

Water vapour has an electric dipole moment at approximately 22 GHz, 183 GHz and a

further 150 resonant lines distributed throughout the submillimetre wave spectrum [9]. The

regions in between the absorption peaks correspond to local attenuation minimas and are

referred to as electromagnetic transmission windows. The transmission windows are of

particular interest to applications requiring maximum transmitting range.

Many applications of millimetre waves can be classed under the general fields of radar and

electromagnetic sensors. Millimetre waves are useful in such applications because of the

significant improvements in the radiation pattern obtained from the usage of the small

wavelengths. An antenna aperture of some physical dimension will have a larger electrical

aperture size as the wavelength of operation decreases. The larger electrical aperture

produces a smaller radiation beamwidth which improves the gain of the antenna and
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increases the radar range, assuming comparable atmospheric propagation effects and a

constant transmitter power output. Furthermore, the narrow radiation beamwidth affords a

high angular resolution which firstly, allows low elevation angles to be used in ground

based radar and secondly, reduces the unwanted radar return from the clutter surrounding

the target. The low diffraction and near line-of-sight propagation of millimetre waves

significantly increases the immunity of radar systems to unwanted detection and decreases

vulnerability to countermeasures and interference (intentional or unintentional). The

increase in frequency produces higher object resolution for target identification or imaging

functions in applications such as synthetic aperture radar (SAR), radiometry and terminal

missile guidance.

The main disadvantage of millimetre wave radar, when compared to lower frequency

systems, is the lower penetration through the atmosphere. For this reason, most interest is

concentrated on the transmission windows of the spectrum and the focus is on high quality

short range radar. The current lack of economical and reliable millimetre wave components

is also a factor that severely inhibits the use of the technology. In particular, the absence of a

suitable high power solid-state millimetre wave source is a major reason why millimetre

wave radars are not more prevalent.

With regard to sensor applications, millimetre wave sensors need to compete with the well

established optical based sensors. The main advantage of millimetre waves over optical

frequencies is the improved penetration of millimetre waves through the atmosphere in

adverse environmental conditions (poor weather, environmental pollution, smoke, dust, fog

and cloud). An example of an application in which millimetre wave systems are being

considered over optical based systems is that of military weapon systems using airborne

sensoÍs for target acquisition and identification. A recent US GAO (General Accounting

Office) report [10] evaluating weapon system performance during operation Desert Storm

of the Gulf War, highlighted the main problem with the current infrared, electro-optical and

laoor or¡cfa-o o-^l^.ro.l '|.ha rannrf cfofarl fhof flraca nnfino-l cêñc^rc ¡¡¡ara "cprinr¡clr¡r4ùvr ùJùLvruù vrrryrvJvu. rrrv rvPvrr ùL4rvu rrluL LrrvJv vyLrvqr ùvrrùvrr

degraded by clouds, rain, fog, smoke and high humidity" which "prevented determination

of whether a presumed target was a tank or a truck and whether or not it had already been

destroyed". Such shortcomings are unacceptable in military systems. Sensors must maintain

usable performance regardless of the environmental conditions. The scenario whereby

missions have to be scheduled around the prevailing weather is no longer acceptable in the

modern war environment [11]. The use of millimetre wave technology has the potential to

provide the all weather capability desired in guidance, target acquisition and identification

systems.
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Automotive collision avoidance is a commercial application which requires the all-weather

capability of millimetre wave sensors. With the increasing population of automobiles,

traffic accidents and high road tolls are serious and expensive problems. Many of these

accidents are attributed to complicated traffic conditions and the driver's inability to

recognize and respond to these conditions appropriately. Traffic safety aid systems are being

developed to extend the driver's ability for time and motion perception. Automotive

collision avoidance sensors have been of interest since the 1960s with the first systems

using conventional microwave radar technology [12]. This path was abandoned, however,

when it was determined that practical application of the technology was not cost effective.

Laser sensors were employed but resulted in collision avoidance systems which did not

meet the desired level of functionality. The inadequate propagation characteristics of optical

wavelength radiation caused the systems to fail under difficult driving conditions such as

snow, sleet, hail, rain, smog and pollution. These are the conditions in which the systems are

most needed because the driver's own senses are affected by the poor visibility. Interest has

since turned to developing cost effective, millimetre wave automotive sensors. Automotive

sensors used in adaptive cruise controlT have been developed [13] but a fully functional

collision avoidance system that is commercially viable is still a vision of the future.

Millimetre wave sensors have also been considered in systems used to aid aircraft take-off

and landing in poor visibility conditions.

The other main group of applications, in which millimetre wave systems are being

considered, can be classed under the general heading of wireless communications. Perhaps

the most important advantage offered by a millimetre wave communication system,

compared to a lower frequency system, is the abundance of bandwidth. V/ith the rapid

growth in information technology, bandwidth has become a valuable commodity.

Transmission of multimedia requires the handling of large quantities of data with a high bit

transfer rate. The millimetre wave spectrum can provide the required bandwidth for these

high information carrying capacity applications. Furthermore, the spectrum space can cater

for a large number of frequency channels and is unlikely to suffer from congestion and

interference problems in the near future.

As with radar applications, the transmission properties of communication antennas are

important considerations. Millimetre wave antennas with electrically large apertures offer

several benefits to direct link communications. The line of sight transmission is less

susceptible to interference and security intrusion. Furthermore, the system can exploit the

millimetre wave frequencies in the high attenuation bands to provide additional link privacy

7. An adaptive cruise control (ACC) system is similar to standard cruise control except the vehicle
speed is automatically adjusted to the traffic speed ahead.
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and reduce interference to neighbouring systems. The high attenuation limits the range of

transmission past the intended receiverS. The question of link privacy has become an

important issue in today's telecommunication environment. Given the confidential nature of

some of the transmitted information, any additional security afforded by the transmission

technology is welcomed. The discussion above is also applicable to military

communications where espionage and intentionai jamming, as part of inforrnation warfare,

are distinct possibilities.

Wireless local area networks (V/LAN), currently being developed, are good examples of

communication systems attempting to exploit the properties of millimetre waves. The use of

a wireless network provides desirable features such as office layout flexibility and terminal

portability. Existing systems using lower frequency bands or infrared wavelengths are

available with data handling rates up to 10 Mbps. Future WLANs will be expected to meet

a number of requirements:

. Transmission speeds in excess of 150 Mbps will be needed for multimedia

applications.

. The network must be capable of handling a large number of channels given the

expected proliferation of communication terminals.

. Terminal transceiver stations should be compact and lightweight for maximum

portability.

Millimetre wave systems can meet the above criteria and are ideal candidates for

implementation in future V/LAN networks. A 60 GHz system is currently being developed

in Japan [14]. The 6O G}Jz frequency band was selected because of its propagation

characteristics, the availability of devices and the frequency licensing restrictions in Japan.

The wavelength corresponds to a high absorption peak due to the resonance lines of oxygen

molecules. The attenuation loss is negligible when considering transmission distances of

only 30 m or less and it is an advantage from the point of view of frequency reuse. Figure

1-4 shows the basic WLAN conf,guration.

Satellite communications is another application that can potentially exploit the properties of

millimetre waves. The abundance of spectrum space in the millimetre wave band and the

compactness of millimetre wave components are the main features of interest to this

application. Furthermore, satellite to satellite crosslinks can exploit the frequencies

corresponding to high atmospheric attenuation. At these frequencies, satellite to satellite

8. From a systems point of view, the required transmitter power needed to maintain a particular
quality of service can be calculated for a particular frequency and transmission range. In the high
attenuation band, more powerful transmitters are needed to compensate for the atmospheric
attenuation. Beyond the required range, however, the power diminishes at a greaÍer rate than the

case where frequencies in the transmission windows are used.
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links in space aÍe unaffected but the high atmospheric attenuation prevents any

eavesdropping by ground based receivers. Several satellites using systems operating close

to the millimetre wave band have already been launched t5lt6l.The first satellite capable of
K band operation was the AT5-6 (Applications Technology Satellite) launched by NASA in

1974. The K band system on this satellite was used for propagation experiments [15]. Two

experimental communication satellites, LES-8 and LES-9 (Lincoln Experimental

Satellites), were launched in 1916 to test a 31 GHz system for use in uplink, downlink and

crosslink communications. Other experimental systems have also been launched by

European, Japanese and Russian space agencies. Japan, in particular, has been actively

involved in the development of millimetre wave satellite systems over the last two decades.

The CS-l (Communications Satellite) spacecraft was launched in 197'7 for experimental

testing and CS-2 in 1988 for commercial use. In both cases, frequency bands around 30

GHz and 20 G}ìz were used for the uplink and downlink, respectively. True millimetre

wave satellites operating in excess of 40 GIJz are currently being developed in Japan for

commercial use as part of future personal and mobile communication networks [14].

Considering the properties and characteristics of millimetre waves, it becomes apparent that

millimetre wave technology essentially represents a compromise between microwave and

optical technologies. There are numerous attributes that make millimetre wave systems an

attractive alternative for many applications. Only the radar, sensor and communication

fields have been discussed but there are other applications which have, or intend to, exploit

the millimetre wave band. These include radio astronomy, biomedical diagnostic and

treatment, spectroscopy, geographical surveillance, radiometry, remote sensing and other

engineering disciplines.
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FIGURE 1-4: Basic WLAN configuration.
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1.3 Millimetre Wave Sources

The growing interest in exploiting the millimetre wave band has created the need for quality

millimetre wave sources with the following desirable attributes:

. High Power - The sources should be capable of producing appropriate levels of

power to compensate for the reiatively high atmospheric attenuation of millimetre

waves and provide sufficient range for transmitting systems.

. High Frequency - The sources should be able to generate high frequency radiation

well into the millimetre wave range. Current applications are focused on the lower

frequency end of the millimetre wave band but as the technology develops and

improves, the higher frequencies will also be utilized. The maximum frequency of

operation is closely linked to the power generating capacity of the source. In general,

there is an inverse relationship and a trade-off exists between the frequency of

operation and the power output of the source. As part of the "high frequency"

criterion, the frequency stability of the source must also be considered. A millimetre

wave source with poor frequency stability will only have limited applicability in real

world systems.

. Minimum Size and Weight - It is highly desirable for millimetre wave systems to be

compact and lightweight. These requirements have some ramifications on the

millimetre wave source. Clearly, the source should also be small and lightweight.

Furthermore, it should be compatible for integration with microwave integrated

circuits (MIC) or monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC). In MIC, a hybrid

construction process is used in which the active devices are connected to planar

circuitry. The circuit substrate is not the same block of substrate used in the

fabrication of the active devices. In MMIC, the active device and all circuit

components are monolithically formed on the same substrate block. References [16]

and [17] provide good reviews on the system requirements for MMIC and MIC

fabrication.

. Low Cost - Millimetre wave sources must be inexpensive to be considered for

implementation in a commercial or military system. This inevitably means they are

required to be compatible with hybrid or monolithic integration to produce cost

effective scale economies in mass productton.

. High Efficiency - Millimetre wave sources that are capable of eff,ciently converting

I)C power (Poc) into RF power (P¡¡r) are obviously preferred over equivalent sources

with lower efficiency. The DC to RF conversion efficiency (q) is defined by (1.1)

P*t
Po.

t2

n (1.1)
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Reliable - High reliability is also an important criterion for a millimetre wave source.

Sources that are prone to damage under normal use are clearly unacceptable in

modern applications. The reliability consideration should also include the life
expectancy of the source.

Low Noise - The sources should be capable of generating spectrally pure millimetre

wave signals with minimal noise.

The lack of adequate and economical millimetre wave sources has been a dominant factor

inhibiting the exploitation of millimetre wave technology in many applications. This is

especially true for systems requiring moderate to high power sources with stringent

restrictions on size and cost. Current available sources, including microwave vacuum tubes

and solid-state devices, are unable to satisfy all the criteria simultaneously.

Microwave vacuum tubes are the only sources currently capable of independently

generating high levels of millimetre \^/ave power. Many different types of tubes are

available but all utilize an electron beam on which space charge waves are excited [18].

These velocity modulated electron beams are made to interact with electromagnetic fields in

cavities or slow wave circuits to produce microwave signals. A microwave tube essentially

comprises several basic components. It has an electron gun which generates a beam of

electrons from a hot cathode by thermionic emission. The beam is usually focused by a high

voltage anode or a solenoidal electromagnet. The electron beam is then passed through a

region in which some mechanism of interaction with an electromagnetic field occurs to

generate a microwave signal. Finally, a collector element completes the electron flow to the

power supply and the RF energy is coupled out of the structure using a transparent window

or a coaxial coupling probe. As a consequence of the requirement for a vacuum and the

need to dissipate large amounts of heat, microwave tubes are generally large and bulky. In

addition, heavy magnets and high voltage power supplies add to their overall size and

weight.

A microwave vacuum tube can be classified in terms of the type of interaction between the

electron beam and electromagnetic field. In a linear beam or O type tube the electron beam

flows in a direction parallel to the electric fleld. Examples include the klystron, the

travelling wave tube (TWT) and the extended interaction oscillator (EIO). In a cross field or

M type tube, the interaction takes place between an electron beam and an electric and/or

magnetic field orientated perpendicular to the electron flow. The most well known M type

tubes are the magnetron and the gyrotron. Alternatively, microwave tubes can be classified

as those employing resonant cavities or slow wave circuits.

Figure 1-5 illustrates the general frequency and power performance of some common types

of microwave tubes [19]. V/ith reference to the curve defining the approximate power
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limitations of solid-state devices, most tubes are capable of higher frequency and higher

power generation than their solid-state counterpart. Microwave vacuum tubes are currently

the only choice for high power applications such as long range radar and industrial heating.

The gyrotron is the latest addition to the microwave vacuum tube family and is likely to

have an irnpact on millimetre wave technology. It is capable of producing the highest levels

of power in the millimetre wave band and is expected to supersede the magnetron and

extended interaction oscillator (EIO) in the future. For low to medium power requirements,

the cost and size of vacuum tube oscillators make them an undesirable option. For this

reason, low power tubes such as the helix backward wave oscillator (BWO) and the reflex

klystron are gradually being replaced by solid-state sources.

Solid-state sources can generally be categorized as either diodes (two terminal devices) or

transistors (three terminal devices). The most common microwave diodes are the Gunn and

IMPATT diode. The Gunn diode is a transfened electron device that uses the bulk

properties of certain semiconductor compounds, such as GaAs, InP or CdTe, to produce a

negative resistance characteristic. Coupled with an external resonator, the Gunn diode is

capable of stable operation at over 100 GHz. The IMPAIT diode uses the reverse biased

avalanche breakdown of a pn junction to achieve the negative resistance effect. IMPATT

sources are generally more noisy than Gunn devices because of the shot noise associated
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with the avalanche break-down phenomenon. They are therefore unsuited to low noise

applications. IMPATT devices, however, possess a number of characteristics that are

superior to those of the Gunn diodes. IMPATT diodes are capable of higher power

generation, they have a greater DC to RF conversion efficiency and they exhibit better

temperature stability.

The latest family of solid-state devices to have been developed are the resonant tunnelling

diodes (RTD). The operation of these quantum-well devices is based on quantum

mechanical principles. The resonant tunnelling diodes are capable of generating extremely

high frequencies from 100 GHz to 1000 GHz. They have minuscule dimensions thus their

power handling capabilities are exceedingly small. Resonant tunnelling diodes operating at

frequencies in the middle of the near-millimetre wave band have power output ratings in the

100 nW range.

The other category of solid-state sources is that of the transistor oscillator. Although these

sources have lower cut-off frequencies and lower power handling capabilities than the

diodes, they do have a number of advantages. A transistor oscillator design allows greater

control of the operating frequency, temperature stability, output noise and power than a

diode oscillator design. Transistor sources are also more suited to frequency tuning,

injection locking and modulation techniques. Furthermore, they have a greater DC to RF

conversion efflciency. Transistor oscillators using GaAs devices are readily compatible with

MMIC circuitry.

There are a number of transistors currently available ranging from the traditional silicon

bipolar junction transistor (Si BJT) to the newly developed pseudomorphic high electron

mobility transistor (PHEMT). Silicon bipolar transistors are generally preferred over field

effect transistors (FETs) below 5 G}ìz.In this frequency range, the Si BJT has higher power

handling capabilities. In addition, the silicon bipolar technology is more mature and

manufacturing costs are lower. Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) is not normally used in bipolar

devices because of the difficulty in controlling the rapid diffusion of dopants into the

material. Heterojunction technology, however, was recently used to produce a new class of
BJT called the heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT). A heterojunction is typically a

junction formed at the interface of an AlGaAs doped alloy and an undoped GaAs layer. It
originally found application in FETs but is also compatible with the BJT structure. The

result is a GaAs BJT transistor which exhibits a greater electron mobility thereby improving

its high frequency performance. HBTs are capable of operating at frequencies in excess of
100 GHz.

Generally, for high frequency operation, GaAs FETs are preferred. They have a better high

frequency performance compared to Si BJTs because GaAs has a greater electron mobility
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

than silicon. In addition, GaAs FETs are better suited to low noise applications because of
the absence of the shot noise associated with pn junctions. The use of heterojunctions in

FETs creates a channel with a very high electron mobility. A transistor of this type is

generally referred to as a HEMT (high electron mobility transistor). However, they have

also been identified by other names including MODFET (modulation doped field effect

transistor) and TEGFET (two dimensional electron gas fieid effect transistor). A slight

variation on the HEMT is the pseudomorphic HEMT or PHEMT which uses an additional

InGaAs layer to produce a slight improvement in frequency and porwer performance.

Figure 1-6 shows the basic performance parameters of the main classes of mlcrowave

solid-state devices [20]. Solid-state microwave oscillators are superior to vacuum tubes in

nearly all aspects. They are reliable, compact, lightweight, inexpensive and require only a

low voltage power source. Even with the rapid advances in semiconductor technology,

however, it is unlikely that a single microwave solid-state source will be capable of
surpassing the microwave vacuum tube in output power. Fundamental device physics

demand that millimetre wave semiconductor devices be extremely small and, therefore,

their power handling capability is correspondingly limited. The problem of insufficient

power from semiconductor devices has meant that millimetre wave systems employing

such sources are unsuitable for many modern applications. These applications include

terminal missile guidance, compact active sensors and wireless communication systems.

Power combining techniques, to be described later, promise a solution to this problem.
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FIGURE 1-6: Power versus frequency performance of common solid-state
microwave devices.
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Chapter Summary and Thesis Outline

1.4 Chapter Summary and Thesis Outline

This chapter has provided an overview describing the general trend in modern applications

towards the exploitation of the millimetre wave band. The specific applications of terminal

missile guidance, automotive collision avoidance, millimetre wave WLAN and satellite

communications were discussed to illustrate how many modern applications gain to benefit

from the implementation of millimetre wave systems. The properties and characteristics of

millimetre waves were outlined and the advantages that are gained from the utilization of
millimetre waves was described. The discussion on millimetre wave applications

highlighted the need for compact, lightweight, high power, reliable and cost effective

millimetre wave sources. A summary of the current available millimetre wave sources was

presented and microwave solid-state devices were identified as the only viable source for

many of the applications of interest due to stringent requirements on cost and size.

Semiconductor sources, however, are inherently low power devices and are often unable to

generate the required power levels. Future developments in solid-state technology are

unlikely to change this outlook.

The field of power combining was conceived to overcome the power deficiency problem

inherent in single, discrete, high frequency, solid-state devices. Power combining involves

the summation of the output power from multiple devices in order to generate the power

levels required to meet system specifications. Although the concept is straight forward in

principle, power combining is not easy to implement in practice due to various difficulties.

Two of the major factors plaguing millimetre wave power combining is the problem of

excessive circuit losses and multiple frequency operation. Of all the techniques proposed to

date, spatial power combining (SPC) appears to be the only method with the potential to

fulfil the demands of modern millimetre wave systems. The technique uses radiating

elements to combine and transmit the power of multiple solid-state sources in free space.

Spatial power combining is the general topic of this thesis.

Chapter 2 will provide an overview of previously proposed power combining techniques. It
will be shown that nearly all the power combining methods are unsuited to millimetre wave

implementation except that of spatial po,wer combining. Spatial power combining is a

relatively new technology and the current literature on this topic is somewhat diffuse and

confusing. Chapter 2 critically assesses the different SPC configurations and suggests a

suitable classification scheme for SPCs. Limitations of the various spatial power combiners

and weaknesses in the associated theory are emphasized. This constitutes one of the

contributions of this thesis since a logical and informative overview of the spatial power

combining field is overdue.
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Chapter 3 treats the transistor grid oscillator (TGO) in detail. The TGO is a spatial power

combiner that consists of a radiating grid periodically loaded by transistors. This structure is

one of the more high profile spatial power combiners. The existing theory used to analyse

the TGO is comprehensively discussed in Chapter 3 with particular emphasis on its

application to millimetre wave TGOs. Transistor grid oscillators built on electrically thick

grounded substrates are studieci since TGOs employed in practical millimetre wave systems

are likely to have electrically thick substrates due to MMIC fabrication constraints. A study

of this kind does not appear to have been conducted in the past and reveals some important

observations that have not previously been documented. In order to test the validity of the

theory, a C-band TGO with an electrically thick substrate is designed. Although the actual

oscillation frequency is approximately 4 GHz, the TGO is designed to be directly scalable,

in all respects, for operation in the millimetre wave band. The design, construction and

testing of this TGO are presented with particular focus on any problems encountered. The

contents of Chapter 3 serve to illustrate the diff,culties associated with designing spatial

power combiners using the existing knowledge. It emphasizes the need for accurate design

tools. This is particularly critical in MMIC structures since monolithic fabrication is not

amenable to postassembly tuning.

In Chapter 4, a spatial power combining configuration referred to as the Dipole-Transistor

(DT) active array is proposed. This structure consists of an array of elements consisting of

transistors directly integrated to microstrip dipoles. It is a power combining configuration

that has not previously received attention. The advantages of this spatial power combiner is

presented along with a design and analysis method. The design is based on the satisfaction

of the oscillation condition at the ports of the transistor device. An equation is derived

which describes the behaviour of the DT array and a synthesis design procedure is outlined.

A numerical method of moments (MoM) analysis is implemented to calculate the

impedance seen at the device terminals due to the microstrip dipole. The MoM analysis is

accurate and does not neglect key components in the power combining array such as the

eäect oi the substrate and the mutuai coupiing between array eiements. One of the probiems

with SPC structures using direct integration between the source and the radiator is the lack

of control in the design. A solution employing transistor feedback is described.

Experimental evidence showing the validity of the DT analysis is outlined in Chapter 5. The

design, fabrication and testing of single DT elements are discussed. A number of

configurations are treated including single elements incorporating common source and

common gate transistor orientations. In addition, designs based on the operation of the

element at the microstrip dipole resonant frequency and at a predefined specified frequency

are considered. Practical aspects of the design are also discussed including the issue of
transistor biassing.
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The design of a full power combining array adds an extra degree of complexity. The

question of how to force the solid-state devices to lock to a particular frequency and phase

to produce useful, coherent and directional radiation becomes an issue. The most elegant

technique is to utilize the natural mutual coupling between elements to injection lock the

sources. Chapter 6 addresses the concept of injection locking and introduces the new field

of coupled oscillator theory which deals with the locking behaviour of mutually coupled

sources. The existing knowledge on coupled oscillator theory is presented and critically

reviewed. A new method of analysing the coupled oscillator behaviour of a power

combining array is then presented. This analysis is based on the injection locking diagrams

of the oscillators and is dependent on the mutual impedance information between the

radiating elements in the array. The mutual impedance parameter is a well defined quantity

that is calculable and measurable. The stability of the various possible modes of operation is

considered and the coupling mechanisms in general power combining arrays are identified.

The analysis of a general two element coupled oscillator system is presented to initially

verify the coupled oscillator theory.

Chapter 7 applies the newly developed coupled oscillator theory to the DT active array. A

method for numerically calculating the mutual impedance between elements in the array is

presented based on the MoM analysis. The coupled oscillator analysis is then applied to the

specific cases of a two element collateral DT active affay, a two element collinear DT active

array and a 2 x 2 DT active affay. The coupling mechanisms responsible for the coupled

oscillator behaviour in each array configuration is identified and the results are interpreted

and documented. The integration of coupled oscillator theory with the DT design

procedure, to produce a methodology suitable for the design of practical millimetre wave

DT power combining arrays, is described.

Finally, Chapter 8 will draw conclusions from the comprehensive study given in this thesis.

The relevance of the study to the spatial po!'ver combining f,eld and its suitability for

implementation in future millimetre wave systems are thoroughly discussed. Scope for

future associated research is also provided.

The significant contributions to knowledge made in this thesis include the following:

. A detailed review of spatial power combiners is provided which critically assesses the

different configurations previously proposed and their potential for operation at

millimetre wave frequencies.

. An in-depth review of the transistor grid oscillator design methodology is presented.

The problems associated with the existence of substrate modes in TGOs with

electrically thick substrates are verified and the conditions under which the analysis

fails are identified.
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' A new spatial power combining affay consisting of dipole-transistor elements is
proposed.

' Theory is developed to accurately analyse the DT active arrays, including the effect of
all key features of the structure such as the presence of the substrate. A design

synthesis procedure is developed.

' Experimental results of single DT elements are used to test and validate the proposed

theory.

' A coupled oscillator analysis based on the mutual impedance between antenna array

elements is derived. This analysis is capable of predicting the coupled oscillator

behaviour of an active power combining array. The stability of modes is considered

and the dominant coupling mechanisms in general power combining anays are

identified.

' The coupled oscillator analysis is applied to various DT active array configurations to

determine the coupled oscillator behaviour of such power combining arrays.

' A complete methodology for the accurate design of practical DT power combining

arrays is given.
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2.1 lntroduction and Overview

Towards the end of the 1960s, two factors led to the formation of the power combining

concept. Firstly, there was the interest in high frequency solid-state microwave sources and,

secondly, it was realized that the power levels generated by single discrete devices were

unable to satisfy requirements in many applications. By definition, power combining is the

process of summing the power outputs of rnultiple solid-state sources to generate a higher

power level than that possible from a single solid-state source. The first power combiners

were relatively simple in concept and structure. They were limited to low frequency

operation below L band and were capable of only power combining a few sources. As the

technology developed, however, the power combining techniques have grown in
complexity as the operational parameters of the structures (such as the maximum frequency

and power level) have been extended. Current research has focused on the development of
power combiners that are capable of operation at millimetre wave frequencies. Spatial

power combining (SPC) has been identified as the prime power combiner candidate for

implementation in future millimetre wave systems. Nearly all the power combining

research conducted in the last decade has concentrated on spatial power combining.

The aim of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive review of the power combining field

and lay the foundations upon which the rest of the thesis is built. Firstly, the traditional
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Chapter 2 - Review of Power Combining Techniques

circuit-based power combiners are briefly discussed. These combiners comprise those

structures consisting of conventional microwave circuit components such as transmission

lines, couplers and cavities. Only the spatial power combining technique is excluded from

this grouping because of its usage of antenna elements. The basic operating characteristics,

benefits and limitations of the circuit-based power combiners are presented with particular

emphasis orr their potential for operation in the millimetre wave band. Other reviews on

circuit-based power combiners can be found in references [21] and 1221.

A substantial portion of this chapter is dedicated to collating and evaluating the existing

information on spatial power combiners. A classification scheme for SPC structures is

proposed and the characteristics of each category are discussed. Recently, other reviews on

SPC technology have been published l23ll24l. These publications are mainly concerned

with the general documentation of the spatial power combining field and are not as critical

as the discussions found within this chapter. The contents of this chapter are necessarily

critical because the assessment of the existing spatial power combining structures

predominantly determines the research path followed in the rest of this study.

The last part of the chapter discusses the general topic of quasi-optical technology to

provide insight into how a spatial power combiner can be integrated into a practical

millimetre wave system. Although peripheral to the scope of this thesis, it is instructive to

have a basic understanding of quasi-optical technology in order to see how spatial power

combining f,ts into the overall vision of future millimetre wave technology.

2.2 Desirable Properties of Mitlimetre Wave Power
Combiners

As a millimetre wave source, a power combining unit should have the attributes listed in

Section 1.3. In terms of power combining concepts, a millimetre wave power combiner

should possess the following characteristics to be useful:

. The combiner must be capable of reliably power combining the outputs of millimetre

wave solid-state sources.

. The power combiner should have a high combining efficiency (r¡pç), defined as the

ratio of the total power output from the power combiner (P1) to the arithmetic sum of

the power from the individual devices (P¡). The mathematical formula is given by

(2.1) where N is the total number of sources in the power combiner.
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Traditional Circuit-Based Power Combiners

. The power combiner should be capable of combining a large number of solid-state

devices in order to generate high levels of power. Furthermore, the power combiner

dimensions may be large compared to the wavelength of operation since it physically

has to contain all the sources.

. The power combining structure must be economical to manufacture since cost is

invariably a dominant consideration in practical systems. The cost criteria translates

into the requirement for all components of the power combiner to have a planar

structure so that the entire unit is compatible with hybrid or monolithic fabrication

techniques. This leads to scale economies in mass produced systems.

. The power combiner should be capable of producing an output that is spectrally clean.

Poor spectral purity can result from multiple frequency operation or excessive noise.

. The amount of losses in the power combining circuit is an important parameter. In

general, power combiners incorporating minimal circuit components and

transmission lines will have reduced loss and are, therefore, more suited to millimetre

wave operation.

. Accurate design tools, applicable to the particular power combining structure, should

exist. The requirement for accurate design tools is particularly important in MMIC

power combiners since monolithic fabrication is not amenable to post assembly

tuning.
. The ability of a power combiner to degrade gracefully is a highly desirable feature.

Graceful degradation refers to the property of the power combiner that allows it to
function satisfactorily even if a number of individual devices fail.

From the above factors, it is clear that several compulsory requirements must be met before

a power combiner can be considered for millimetre wave implementation. The power

combiner must have a reasonable combining eff,ciency and be capable of combining many

devices at millimetre wavelengths. Additionally, it must be compatible with monolithic or

hybrid fabrication processes. Power combining schemes which do not satisfy these

fundamental requirements are unsuited to millimetre wave operation.

2.3 Traditional Circuit-Based Power Combiners

Figure 2-l lists the various classifications of circuit-based power combiners. Each category

is briefly discussed in this section with particular emphasis on the limitations of the

combiner when considered in the context of millimetre wave operation. For a more in-depth

treatment, the reader is referred to the indicated references.
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Power Combining
Techniques

Chip Level
Combiners

Circuit Level
Combiners

Resonant Cavity
Combiners

Non-resonant
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Other
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Cylindrical
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N-way
Combiners

Corporate/Chain
Combiners

FIGURE 2-1: Power comb¡n¡ng techniques.

. Chip level combiners are historically the first power combiners to receive attention.

The chip level power combining technique is rudimentary in concept and involves

clustering the sources in a region that is small in extent compared to the operating

wavelength. All the devices are in approximately the same electromagnetic

environment and can be considered as a single source from the RF point of view. Two

examples of chip level combiners are illustrated in Figure 2-2 l25l [26]. The main

limitations of the chip level combiner are associated with the constraints placed on the

number of devices that can be combined and the operating frequency of the combiner.

If either of these parameters increase, the lateral dimensions of the structure can

become comparable to the wavelength of operation and the devices no longer share

the same electromagnetic environment. It then becomes difficult to correctly

impedance match the circuit to the sources and device interactionl o."urr. In addition,

excessive clustering of devices can lead to problems with thermal dissipation.

TIVÍPÄTT dindec

Quartz Post

Quartz Copper Stud
(a)

FIGURE 2-2= (al Swan's chip level combiner using five diodes in parallel. (b) Rucker's
chip level combiner using two diodes in series.

Unless designed correctly, the interaction between oscillators generally results in multiple
frequency operation. A complete design would require the coupling between the sources to be
modelled which substantially complicates the oscillator design and analysis. Coupled oscillator
behaviour is not a well understood phenomenon and is generally avoided ifpossible.

Diamond Heat Sinks
(b)
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Resonant cavity combiners and other circuit level combiners were developed to

overcome the fundamental limitations of the chip combiner. In the resonant cavity

combiner, power from several devices is coupled to a resonant mode of a cavity. The

coupling into the cavity mode has the effect of stabilizing oscillations so that single

frequency operation is obtained. The first resonant cavity combiner, reported in l91I
by Kurokawa and Magalhaes l2l),is illustrated in Figure 2-3. This unit combined the

power from twelve IMPATT diodes using a rectangular waveguide cavity formed

between an iris and a sliding short. Each IMPAIT diode is housed in a module which

is coupled to the magnetic field. Consequently, the diode modules are located at

magnetic field maxima positions and are spaced at intervals equal to half the guided

wavelength. This criterion sets a limit on the device packing density of the combiner2.

For single frequency operation of a resonant cavity combiner, the cavity needs to be

designed so that any adjacent cavity modes that fall into the frequency band of

interest are widely separated in frequency. The important parameter that quantifies

To bias

Waveguide Cavity

Tapered/^
--' lefTnlnatlon

Transformer

Diode_ Quarter Wavelength.{---
I ransloÍner

Diode End View

Magnetic
Field

Io = wavelength of- elecLromagnetic fleld
in waveguide cavity

Iris Sliding Short

Top View

FIGURE 2-3: Kurokawa's rectangular cavity combiner

2. The diode capacity can be increased by placing multiple diodes at the magnetic field maxlma
position. Such a scheme is equivalent to a multiple level combining technique where chip level

combiners are used as the first stage (i.e. clustered diodes) with a second stage resonant cavity
combiner.

Rectangular
Cavity
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this criterion is the mode separation. The mode separation within an incremental

frequency interval centred around the frequency (Ð, for a three dimensional cavity, is

inversely proportional to the product of the frequency squared and the cavity volume

(V). This relationship is expressed mathematically by (2.2).

mode separation * +rV
(2.2)

As the frequency or cavity dimensions increase, the mode separation decreases and

the likelihood of power coupling into more than one resonant mode increases. If
power is coupled into modes other than the desired mode, a substantial reduction in

the combining efficiency occurs and the output will have multiple spectral lines. This

is the multi-mode or multiple frequency problem which inhibits effective cavity

combiner usage at millimetre wave frequencies.

Another well known resonant cavity combiner is the Harp and Stover combiner [28],
shown in Figure 2-4. This combiner uses a cylindrical cavity as the resonating

structure to increase the diode module packing density. The cylindrical cavity is
resonant in a TM6¡6 mode which has a magnetic f,eld maximum at the cavity wall.

The number of diodes that can be combined for a particular cavity size is therefore

determined by the number of device modules that can fit on the circumference of the

cylindrical cavity. The cylindrical cavity combiner has a much higher packing density

than the rectangular cavity combiner but it is still restricted in size by moding

problems. The mode separation still has to be greater than a certain critical value to

prohibit the excitation of multiple modes.
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FIGURE 2-4: Cylindrical cavity combiner.
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In general, some properties of cavity based power combiners are advantageous in a

millimetre wave implementation. Resonant cavity combiners can have a very high

combining efficiency because the output power from the devices is combined directly

with very little path loss. They are also capable of operation at reasonably high

frequencies well into the millimetre wave band. Cavity combiners operating at

frequencies as high as 217 GHz have been reported 1291.

Various other characteristics inhibit the use of millimetre wave resonant cavity

combiners. The main problem is linked to the multi-mode phenomenon which limits

the size of the cavity and the number of devices that can be combined. As the cavity

dimensions increase to accommodate more diodes, the maximum frequency of

operation falls dramatically if multiple frequency operation is to be avoided. The 2I1

GIJz rectangular cavity combiner described in reference l29l only combined the

outputs from two diodes. Another inherent disadvantage of resonant cavity combiners

is the lack of, or difficulty associated with, electrical or mechanical tuning. They also

have narrow bandwidths of only a few percent. The structural complexity of

millimetre wave cavity combiners produce manufacturing difficulties which increase

the cost of construction. Furthermore, they do not have the planar structure needed for

compatibility with monolithic or hybrid fabrication.

. Corporate/chain combiners use non-resonant techniques whereby the power

combination occurs over several stages. In the corporate/chain combiner, the basic

building block is the hybrid coupler combiner or power adder module shown in

Figure 2-5. Identical sources are connected to ports 2 and 3 ofthe coupler. For a 180o

hybrid coupler, the two input signals are summed at port 1 while they cancel at port 4

due to the coupler phase characteristics. The combiner output port is therefore port 1.

Assuming an ideal coupler, no coupling exists between ports 2 and 3. This provides

the isolation required to eliminate interactions between the oscillators.

Output

Sum Port

3dB 1800

Hybrid Coupler

4 Difference

Matched
Load+

Port

-12

Source 2Source I

FIGURE 2-5: Schematic of hybrid coupler combiner or power adder module
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Several types of hybrid couplers, implemented in different transmission media, are

shown in Figure 2-63 . The choice of the transmission medium impacts heavily on the

resulting size and circuit losses of the combiner. Microstrip configurations tend to be

the most compact while waveguide implementations tend to have the lowest loss. The

hybrid couplers of Figure 2-6 have two features in common. There is a means of
matching the impedance of the source ports to the output port and isolation exists

between the source ports.

N devices can be combined in a number of stages using either a tree/corporate

configuration or a serial/chain configuration. The tree or corporate structure,

illustrated in Figure 2-7 ,has N-1 levels and is capable of combining the outputs from

2N devices. Ideally, the tree can have as many levels as desired and is capable of
generating as much power as required. In practice, however, the losses associated

with the couplers limit the combining efficiency, the number of devices that can be

combined and the usefulness of this approach.

The configuration shown in Figure 2-8 combines the N devices serially. Each

successive stage contributes 1A{ of the total output power. The stage number

determines the required coupling coefficient which is given by 101og1s$) dB for the

Nth stage assuming lossless couplers. The serial combiner has two main advantages

over the tree structure. Firstly, the approach is non-binary meaning the number of
devices to be combined does not have to be a power of 2. Secondly, another stage can

Source Source
Source

Output

Source Output
Source

+

2Way Wilkinson
Combiner

Branch Line Coupler Rat Race Coupler

Source

Source+I o
Output Source

Output Source

Waveguide Short Slot Hybrid Coupler Dielectric Waveguide Coupler

FIGURE 2-6: Common types of power adders.

3. The 2 way wilkinson combiner of Figure 2-6 is technically not a hybrid coupler combiner by
definition but is actually a N-way non-resonant combiner. Since it is still a two input power adder
and can be used to implement corporate or chain power combining configurations, it has been
included in this section.
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simply be added by connecting the new source to the line after the Nth stage through a

coupler with the correct coupling coefficient. The number of possible stages,

however, is limited because couplers with high coupling coefficients are difficult to

rcalize in practice. Losses in couplers also reduce the attainable combining efficiency.

In general, corporate or serial combiners using hybrid couplers are characterized by

several advantages that make them the most commonly used type of combiner at low

frequencies. Their most beneficial properties are their straightforward design and

simple construction. In addition, they have the potential for wideband operation with

bandwidths greater than 5Vo. The hybrid coupler generally has high port to port

isolation thus interaction between devices is minimized and instability associated with

multi-device operation is removed. The use of microstrip couplers results in an

overall planar structure that is compatible with MIC or MMIC technology.

Conversely, there are several drawbacks that make corporate or serial combiners

unsuitable for high frequency operation. These are mainly associated with losses in

the coupler and transmission lines. The losses limit the number of devices that can be

combined and affect the combining efficiency.

Output

2N Devices 2N-l Adders 2N-2Add".r --2Adders lAdder

F|GURE 2-7: Corporate or tree combiner configuration.
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FIGURE 2-8: Chain or serial combiner configuration.
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zd
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Side View End View

FIGURE 2-9: Wilkinson's N-way non-resonant combiner.

' N-wa)¡ non-resonant combiners sum the power of N devices directly in one step. They

have the potential for high combining efficiency since the power generated does not

have to pass through several combining stages. They are also capable of broadband

operation since they employ a non-resonant technique. Figure 2-9 shows a commonly

used N-way non-resonant combiner. The Wilkinson N-way combiner [30] has N input

lines, each with a characteristic impedan"" ,[NZo, feeding into a single output port of
characteristic impedance Zg. Each input line is a quarter of a guided wavelength long.

Isolation between ports is accomplished by means of a resistive star network. The

principal problem with the Wilkinson combiner is the isolation resistors. The resistive

star configuration is diff,cult to implement at high frequencies and it cannot be

realized using planar circuits.

Other types of N-way non-resonant combiners include conical combiners, Rucker's

combiner [31] and radial line combiners [32]. In all cases, attempts to operate these

N-way non-resonant combining techniques at frequencies approaching the millimetre

wave band have resulted in isolation difficulties. Without source isolation, the

interaction between sources causes multiple frequency oscillation. In addition, only a

limited number of devices can be combined and there are loss problems associated

with the structure.

' Multiple level combiners incorporate multiple, complementary power combining

techniques in stages to improve the overall performance of the combiner. A common

multiple level combining scheme uses chip level combining as the first stage followed

by a circuit level approach to increase the power output and device capacity. The main

problem with multiple level combiners is that they are still essentially limited by the

constraints of the combining schemes used within the stages. In particular, the

maximum frequency of operation is defined by the combining technique with the

lowest upper frequency limit.
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The conventional circuit-based power combining techniques are, in practice, fundamentally

limited by restrictions associated with multi-moding, device interaction and loss problems.

Figure 2-10 summarizes the assessment of the different power combining schemes

according to the four main criteria for millimetre wave power combining. Suitable

candidates must be capable of combining a large number of devices operating at millimetre

wavelengths with a high combining efficiency. Furthermore, they are required to be

compatible with hybrid or monolithic fabrication. In this figure, empty circles indicate the

particular criterion is not satisfied while black circles signify the criterion is met for the

particular power combining scheme. Half filled circles are used in cases in which the

criterion is only partially satisfied. A half circle in the "capable of millimetre wave

operation" column suggests the power combining scheme can only function at the lower

end of the millimetre wave band. A half circle in the "capable of combining a large number

of devices" column indicates the power combining scheme can only power combine a

moderate number of sources. A large number of devices is considered to be in the order of

100s to 1000s, if not more.
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Chapter 2 - Review of Power Combining Techniques

Considering the desirable properties of millimetre wave power combiners, it is apparent that

the circuit-based schemes discussed in this section do not meet the requirements for

millimetre wave systems. Novel new techniques need to be proposed and developed if
power combining is to be a viable option for the generation of high power millimetre waves

in compact and cost effective systems.

2.4 Spatial Power Combiners

The field of spatial power combining (SPC) has received significant attention over the last

decade because of its perceived importance in many future applications. It has the potential

to provide adequate power levels for millimetre wave transmitting systems in an

inexpensive and compact unit. Spatial power combining, by definition, is the process

whereby the power output of multiple solid state oscillators are power combined in free

space using radiating elements. Amongst researchers in the power combining field, the

spatial power combining technique is considered to be more suited to millimetre wave

implementation than any circuit-based power combining scheme. There are two main

reasons for this view:
. Spatial power combiners are not constrained in terms of dimensions and can be many

times larger than the operating wavelength. Consequently, problems associated with

size restrictions on circuit-based combiners are not applicable to spatial power

combiners. Constraints on the combiner size, leading to circuit fabrication difficulties

and limitations on the number of devices that can be accommodated, are the

predominant reasons why resonant cavity combiners and chip level combiners are

unsuited to millimetre wave operation.
. Since the power is combined in free space, spatial power combiners have minimal

losses associated with transmission line circuitry thereby maximizing the attainable

combining efficiency. Losses associated with circuit components are the main reasons

why corporate/chain combiners and N-way non-resonant combiners are not

considered for millimetre wave implementation.

Despite its potential, spatial power combining has been plagued by many practical

difficulties that have prevented accurate and reliable designs. Where traditional combining

techniques require non-reciprocal elements to prevent device interaction, spatial combiners

depend on the controlled interaction between devices for proper operation. The

inter-element coupling, however, greatly complicates the oscillator design. There is a need

to identify and characterize the underlying mechanisms controlling the power combining

and radiating processes. Of paramount importance is the design of the structure so that

correct phasing occurs between the sources, otherwise power loss and poor eff,ciency may

result. Another design problem is the difficulty in characterizing the electromagnetic
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behaviour of the system as seen from the device terminals. The equivalent load presented to

the device is required to determine the frequency and power behaviour of the combiner.

These hurdles have largely been responsible for the slow development of spatial power

combining technology. There is no well-founded theoretical basis for design.

Research over the last decade has produced many innovative and novel techniques to

spatially combine the power from solid state devices. It is often very difficult to class these

techniques into subcategories and several classification schemes have been suggested

t33l-t351. The most intuitive scheme is to categorize the structure depending on the primary

mechanism responsible for the power combining process. Using this classiflcation criterion,

spatial power combiners can be broadly classed into two main groups.

. The flrst group is the quasi-optical4 resonant combiner comprising a quasi-optical

(wavebeam) resonator and a source array of oscillators and antennas. The power

combination occurs via the coupling of power into a wavebeam mode.

. The second category is the antenna array combiner which consists of multiple sources

feeding an array of radiating elements. The power combining principle of the antenna

array combiner is based on the superposition of fields generated by the radiators. In

order to generate useful, coherent and directional radiation, some form of coupling

must occur between the sources so that the oscillators lock to a particular frequency

and phase. Combiners within this group can be further classified based on the type of

source, radiator or coupling mechanism employed within the structure.

Figure 2-11 illustrates the spatial power combiner classifications in a visual format. The

origins of spatial power combining are peculiar in that it has roots in a number of separate

fields. The development of phased antenna arrays has lead to the antenna array combiner

concept while the predecessor of the quasi-optical resonant combiner is the circuit-based

resonant cavity combiner with inspiration provided by laser technology.

Numerous spatial power combiners have been suggested and presented in many

publications since the dawn of the technology. It is not productive to discuss every single

structure. The main aim of the following sections is to provide a broad overview of the field

of spatial power combining. The primary SPC categories are critically examined with

emphasis on the benef,ts and disadvantages of the various techniques. The combiner

assessments are biassed towards compatibility with MMIC fabrication, suitability to

millimetre wave operation and the accuracy of the design procedure. The accuracy of the

associated theory for a spatial power combiner is particularly important in structures that

4. The term quasi-optical is used to describe RF systems and components with electrically large

dimensions. The large size compared to the operating wavelength means that optical concepts are

also applicable to these structures.
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Spatial Power Combiners

Antenna Array
Power Combiner

Quasi-Optical Resonant
Combiner

Quasi-Optical Resonator Source Antenna Coupling

- Spherical Resonator Diode

Transistor

- Dipole

- Patch

- Notch

Slot

-Internal or External
Injection Locking

- Strong or Weak
Coupling

- Fabry-Perot Cavity

_ Spherical-Planar
Resonator

- Direct Line or
Electromagnetic Coupling

FIGURE 2-11: Classifications of spatial power comb¡n¡ng techniques.

are built monolithically. Previously fabricated examples of spatial power combiners are

discussed in order to provide insight into the current status of the technology. In addition,

the examples serve to illustrate the difficulty associated with designing these structures.

2.4.I Definition of Performance Parameters

A number of parameters have been defined to quantify the performance of spatial power

combiners. Def,nitions for the DC to RF conversion eff,ciency and the combining efficiency
^^- L^ A^.,-l:- cr^^¿:^-^ t a ^^.l ô ô -^^-^^¿i--^I--L4rl uç rrrulrLr lll ùçLtlulls l.J il'¡tu ¿.¿, Igsptruuvgry.

The Directivity (D) of an antenna is defined as the ratio of the maximum power density5

(U,nu*) at the peak of the main radiation lobe to the power density (PB¡/4n) of an isotropic

radiator at the same range with the same total radiated poìù/er (Pnp). The mathematical

formula is given by (2.3).
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The directivity is a dimensionless quantity normally expressed in decibel units (dB). The

directivity gives an indication of the peak power and beamwidth of the main beam

compared to the radiation in other directions.

The Isotropic Conversion Gain (ICG), defined by (2.4), is obtained by multiplying the

DC to RF conversion efficiency (n) of the combiner by its directivity (D).

ICG = TD (2.4)

The isotropic conversion gain is the spatial power combiner parameter that is equivalent to

the gain6 parameter of conventional antennas. The only difference is that the input power to

a spatial power combiner is DC power. The ICG is a dimensionless quantity normally

expressed in decibel units.

The Effective Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP) is defined as the product of the

isotropic conversion gain (ICG) and the input dc bias power (Ppd. The mathematical

formula for the EIRP is given by (2.5).

EIRP = ICG'Poc = GPin = 4ßU.u* (2.s)

Equation (2.5) is equivalent to the standard definition of EIRP in conventional antenna

systems which is defined as the product of the gain (G) and the power input to the antenna

(P¡n). The units of EIRP are watts or decibels relative to 1 watt. The EIRP is sometimes

referred to as the effective radiated power (ERP). The ERP, however, is usually defined

relative to a half wave dipole rather than an isotropic radiator. In order to avoid confusion,

only the EIRP is considered in this thesis.

2.4.2 Quasi-Optical Resonant Combiners

In the low microwave frequency band, the most commonly used combining technique is the

resonant cavity combiner (e.g. Kurokawa's combiner). The quasi-optical resonant combiner

is an extension of this traditional configuration where certain fundamental limitations have

been addressed. The main problem with a conventional cavity combiner is the restriction on

the cavity size. In order to excite only a single high frequency mode, the cavity volume

6. The gain (G) of an antenna, given by (A), is defined as the product of the radiation efficiency (¡r)
and the directivity. P¡n is the input power to the antenna.

4nU
G = î-D = ----I3l (A)'r P.
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must be small in all dimensions to achieve an acceptable mode separation. Inspired by laser

technology, a proposed solution to this problem was to use a quasi-optical resonator. A

quasi-optical resonator is formed by two reflectors separated by a distance d. Although

physically a three dimensional structure, it functions like a one dimensional cavity since the

mode separation is dependent only on the axial length of the quasi-optical cavity. The cavity

length is constrained but the cross sectional dimensions are not. Consequentiy, a large

number of devices can be accommodated by increasing the cross sectional size of the

quasi-optical resonator.

The analysis of a quasi-optical resonant combiner is best treated using the theory of beam

optics t36l-t381. A beam (or wavebeam) representation of electromagnetic phenomena is

simply an extension of the ray approximation where the divergence property of

electromagnetic radiation is recognized.

Figure 2-I2 shows the general construction of a quasi-optical resonant combiner. The

principle upon which it operates is relatively simple. The source array excites a Gaussian

beam which propagates between the two reflectors defining the quasi-optical cavity. The

wavebeam is the injection signal used to synchronize the sources. Such a coupling scheme

is global since each source affects the operation of all the other sources via the wavebeam

mode. The inter-element coupling is strong so that injection locking is relatively easy to

induce. Multiple frequency operation, which is normally associated with strong coupling

techniques, is eliminated by exploiting the frequency selective properties of the resonator.

In this way, the signal interaction between the beam and the oscillators leads to injection

locking and stable single frequency operation. The power combination occurs due to the

coupling of power into the wavebeam mode and a proportion of that power is extracted

Input Reflector Output Reflector Cross Sectional Beam
Intensity across A-A'

Source Array

Output Coupling
Mechanism

Beam
Gaussian Beam Intensity

A
I

Beam Waist
I

I

A,

FIGU B E 2-12: Typical quasi-optical resonant power com bi ner conf i guration
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from the combiner via some output coupling mechanism. An analogy can be drawn between

the operation of the laser and that of the quasi-optical resonant combiner.

The quasi-optical resonant combiner is composed of three main components. The first

component is the quasi-optical cavity. The dimensions, curvature and separation of the

cavity reflectors determine the wavebeam parameters and the frequency of operation. Three

main types of quasi-optical cavities can be implemented in a quasi-optical resonant

combiner.

. The planar resonator or Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity consists of two flat reflectors. This

resonator is not well suited to the spatial power combining function because of the

high degree of mirror flatness required to keep diffraction losses to a minimum.

Furthermore, its resonant properties tend to be sensitive to reflector misalignment.

. The spherical resonator consists of two spherical mirrors. It is a more stable

configuration than the Fabry-Perot cavity since there are no critical geometrical

design parameters. Its operational characteristics are relatively tolerant of

misalignment and reflector parallelism is not a strict requirement.

. A planar-concave conflguration is produced by utilizing a planar mirror and a

spherical mirror. The planar concave resonator possesses the advantages of the

spherical resonator with the additional benefit of the beam waist being located at the

planar reflector. The source arlay, typically placed at the beam waist, can therefore be

positioned at the planar mirror which can serve as a ground plane for the oscillator

circuits.

Figure 2-13 illustrates the basic structure of the three quasi-optical cavity configurations.

Regardless of which conf,guration is employed, the reflector aperture must be suff,ciently

large to intercept the bulk of the beam energy.

The component of the quasi-optical resonant combiner that excites the wavebeam mode is

the source array. Consequently, the design of the source array is critical to the power

combiner operation. A signif,cant amount of research effort has been invested into

developing theory to accurately design the source array. James Mink published one of the

first significant papers which theoretically analysed the effect of the source configuration on

d d
d

Planar Resonator /Fabry Perot Cavity
Spherical Resonator Planar Concave Resonator

FIGURE 2-13: Quasi-optical resonator configurations.
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the excitation of the wavebeam mode [39]. The main conclusion of this study was that the

orientation and positioning of the oscillators in the source array significantly influenced

which Hermite-Gaussian modesT were excited. Generally, the fundamental Gaussian mode

is the desired mode of operation since it is the mode with the lowest loss. Higher order

beam modes have a field distribution which extends further out from the resonator axis

hence there is a tendency for more energy to be lost through the resonator sides. Sources

located near the beam axis couple strongly to the fundamental mode while peripheral

sources (positioned near the beam edge) tend to contribute to the higher order beam modes.

The effective cross sectional area available for oscillator positioning is therefore confined to

the spot size8 of the fundamental mode.

Research on quasi-optical resonant combiners in the last five years has predominately

focused on the accurate modelling of the resonator in order to determine the equivalent

impedance seen at the device terminals [34]. The impedances are needed to design the

source array for operation at the frequency corresponding to the desired wavebeam mode.

Recently, the approximate Green's function for a planar-concave resonator was derived and

used in a full wave method of moments analysis to determine the impedance matrix of the

source aruay [40][41].

The f,nal component of the quasi-optical resonant combiner is the power output coupling

mechanism. An output can be obtained via an output probe, a transmission window or a
partially transparent reflector. Besides determining the proportion of power extracted from

the resonator, the main effect of the output coupling mechanism is to increase the effective

losses in the cavity. The output coupling scheme therefore influences the Q factor, the

frequency selectivity of the resonator and the overall frequency stability of the combiner. In

addition, poorly configured output structures can potentially perturb the quasi-optical cavity

characteristics.

Figures 2-!4 to 2-16 show exarnples of pre..'iously designed quasi-optical resonant

combiners. The first documented quasi-optical resonant combiner, by Wandinger and

Nalbanian, is shown in Figve 2-14 1421. A symmetrical focal quasi-optical cavity

consisting of two spherical reflectors was used. Input dielectric launchers were employed to

inject po\¡/er from two InP Gunn oscillators into the quasi-optical cavity to excite the lowest

order Gaussian mode. Another output dielectric launcher, matched to an output waveguide,

extracted a proportion of the beam porvver from the combiner. As a proof-of-concepts

7. The family of Hermite-Gaussian wavebeam modes are solutions to the paraxial Helmholtz
equation. The Gaussian mode is the lowest order or fundamental mode of this wavebeam family.

8. The spot size is defined as the cross sectional diameter of a wavebeam in which 86Vo (l - l./e2) of
the total beam power is contained.
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design, Wandinger's combiner was successful in that it showed power combining was

possible using the quasi-optical resonant technique. Single frequency operation at 60 GHz

was detected with a power level greater than the output power from the single InP Gunn

oscillator source. As a practical power combiner, however, Wandinger's combiner was

unsatisfactory because the combining efficiency was only 54Vo. The combiner output power

was only marginally larger than the power generated from the single oscillator. The low

efficiency was attributed to the noticeable diffraction at the reflector edges and the leakage

of energy from the sides of the quasi-optical cavity. The poor performance of the combiner

is most likely linked to the lack of consideration given to the design of the source alray

consisting of the two input dielectric launchers. Higher order Hermite-Gaussian modes

were probably excited, resulting in the low combining efficiency.

Shown in Figure 2-15 is a quasi-optical resonant combiner designed by Cogan et. al. [43].

In this combiner, a planar mirror and a concave spherical mirror formed the quasi-optical

cavity. A 21 element source array was located near the planar reflector at the beam waist.

Each element had an IMPAIT diode connected to a radiating loop. Although designed for

operation at 60 GHz, only low power oscillations were detected between 40 and 45 G}ìz.

Significant problems arose due to the packaging of the IMPATT devices and due to

difficulties with impedance matching the diodes to the antenna. The source array design was

again the reason for the poor performance of this combiner. Cogan's combiner was

constructed to validate the theoretical research conducted by James Mink [39]. Other

experimental research programs which attempted to verify Mink's results are documented

in references 144l-[46]. In all cases, however, difficulties in the actual power combiner

2 InP Gunn Oscillators

Dielectric Launchers

Waveguide Output

Input Reflector

60 GHz
(À=5mm)

Output Reflector

Operating Frequency: Reflector Dimensions
Diameter: 150 mm
Radius of curvature: -300 mm
Focal length: 150 mmDistance between refl ectors

Dielectric launcher len gth:
150 mm
25 mm

FIGURE 2-14: Wandinger's quasi-optical resonant power combiner.
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constmction and testing prevented the definitive validation of Mink's theoretical

conclusions.

Figure 2-16 shows the schematic for the novel grooved mirror resonant combiner proposed

by Mizuno et. al. t47l-t501. It is similar to the confocal planar configuration except that a

grooved planar mirror is used. The solid state sources are mounted inside ihe grooves of the

planar mirror. The main disadvantage with Mizuno's configuration is the diff,culty and cost

of construction. The grooved mirror needs to be precision machined in a millimetre wave

design.
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Waveguide
Output

Source Array
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FIGURE 2-15: Cogan's quas¡-optical resonant combiner
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In summary, quasi-optical resonant combiners have several desirable properties that are not

evident in other spatial power combining techniques.

. The coupling into a resonator mode, employed by the quasi-optical resonant

combiner, is a relatively simple and stable injection locking technique. The strength

of the locking signal seen by the oscillators is strong hence the source locking

bandwidth is relatively wide. The large lock range means that source synchronization

is comparatively easy to obtain. Furthermore, the combiner performance is reasonably

tolerant of dissimilarities9 between devices.

. Since the coupling is global and all oscillators contribute to the Gaussian mode, the

quasi-optical resonant combiner performance is relatively immune to the failure of a

few individual sources.

. In general, the quasi-optical resonant combiner output has superior spectral

characteristics compared to other SPC techniques due to the utilization of the high Q

quasi-optical resonator.

In terms of disadvantages, there are several aspects associated with the quasi-optical

resonant combiner that limit its use.

. The source array is difficult to design for efficient power combining. There are

significant problems associated with accurately characterizing the quasi-optical

resonator for integration into the oscillator design.

. Efficient power combining requires the source array to be confined within the spot

size of the wavebeam thereby limiting the number of devices that can be combined

for a given quasi-optical resonator.

. The three dimensional nature of the combiner is not completely compatible with

monolithic fabrication. The source array can be built monolithically but the reflectors

cannot.

. The size and weight of the combiner is large compared to alternative SPC designs.

These disadvantages have been responsible for the gradual decline in interest in

quasi-optical resonant spatial power combiners in recent years.

9. In weakly coupled systems, the capture and lock ranges of the individual oscillators are relatively

small. The complete injection locking of all sources, therefore, requires near identical

semiconductor devices to ensure some overlap occurs in the lock and capture ranges of the

individual devices.
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2.4.3 Antenna Array Power Combiners

2.4.3.1Overview of Antenna Array Power Combiners

The origins of antenna affay power combiners, powcr combining anays or active arrayrl0

are found in two main fields of engineering. The active array concept was pioneered as

early as the 1960s as part of the evolution of phased arrays. The initial motivation was to

improve various characteristics of the array such as increasing bandwidth, reducing RF

losses and improving system noise performance t51l-t541. With the birth of spatial power

combining during the 1980s, active arrays were considered for this application. Originally,

the active array was the prime candidate as the source array of a quasi-optical resonant

combiner but it was eventually realizedthat the resonator was not necessarily needed for the

source anay to synchronize. This fact suggested that the active oscillating array should be

considered as a spatial power combining category separate to the quasi-optical resonant

combiner.

In recent years, interest in spatial power combining techniques has almost completely

moved to the field of antenna array power combining. The antenna array power combiner is

similar to the classical phased antenna array in that it uses a two dimensional grid of
radiating elements. In contrast to classical arrays which employ a single source with a

power distribution network, the power combining array uses multiple sources to feed the

radiators. The oscillators are synchronized through some coupling mechanism which, if
correctly implemented, forces injection locking and single frequency operation. The

oscillators are required to synchronize to a single frequency with a uniform phase

progression across the array to produce useful, coherent and directional radiation. The

power is then radiated and combined in free space. All antenna array power combiners

function according to the above fundamental operating principles.

In general, the antenna affay power combiner consists of identical elements replicated to

form an aruay. The elements typically use microstrip technology to be compatible with
hybrid or monolithic fabrication and comprises three main components. The first

constituent is the solid state oscillating source. Currently, there are a range of
semiconductor oscillators available for use in the microwave to millimetre wave spectrum,

including various diodes and transistors. In general, transistor devices such as MESFETs,

HBTs, HEMTs and PHEMTs are preferred. These devices have superior frequency and

10.The term active array refers to any array configuration that employs active devices in the elements.
The functions of such elements include amplification, rectification, multiplication and mixing.
Strictly speaking, the correct terminology conesponding to antenna array power combiners is
active oscillating arrays. For brevity, however, the term active arrays will refer exclusively to
antenna array power combiners in this thesis.
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power performance over other transistors and are fully compatible with MMICs. Compared

to diodes, they have a greater DC to RF conversion efficiency, they add an extra degree of

control by means of the third terminal and they are more easily integrated with planar

circuit structures.

The second component in antenna array combiners is the radiating element. The choice of
radiator depends on a number of factors.

. The antenna element should be planar so that it is compatible with hybrid or

monolithic construction. Consequently, only microstrip antenna structures are

generally considered.

. The antenna should have radiation characteristics suited to the intended application.

For example, an application requiring wideband performance will need to implement

a wideband antenna.

. In addition to performing the radiating function, the antenna is also part of the load

presented to the active device thus the antenna input impedance is an important

parameter affecting the oscillator performance.

. In some power combining arrays, the radiator has the additional task of providing the

coupling mechanism for the synchronization of sources. In such arrays, injection

locking is accomplished via the mutual coupling between elements hence the

antenna's effect on the locking mechanism is another aspect that must be considered.

The third and most critical constituent of an antenna array combiner is the coupling

mechanism used to synchronize the array. This crucial factor can often dictate the final form

of the power combiner. The coupling mechanism can be described in a number of ways

including internal or external injection locking, strong or weak coupling and direct

transmission line or electromagnetic free space coupling. In external injection locking

(EIL), an external RF source is used to generate an injection signal which synchronizes the

oscillators of the array to the injection signal frequency and some phase. A power

combining anay utilizing EIL generally has good frequency stability characteristics and is

reasonably easy to design. The EIL scheme, however, has the disadvantage of requiring an

external source. Furthermore, the external source is required to be isolated from the array so

that the characteristics of the injection signal are not affected by the operation of the power

combining arfay.Issues regarding the distribution of the injection signal also need to be

addressed. Spatial injection locking can be employed by illuminating the array with a plane

wave injection signal that typically forces in-phase locking. Spatial injection locking,

however, requires the injection source to be placed in the direction of the main beam at a

sufficiently large distance away to illuminate the elements with an equiphase field.

Consequently, the injection signal source can obstruct the main lobe of the radiation pattern

and may be required to generate an impracticably high level of power to illuminate the array
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with adequate intensity. The alternative distribution method uses a network of transmrssron

lines and power dividers. This circuit based approach wastes valuable substrate area, has

significant losses at millimetre vr'ave frequencies and may be cumbersome in very large

arrays.

Internal injection locking (IIL), also known as inter-injection locking or parasitic injection

locking, relies on the mutual interaction between oscillators to precipitate the locking

mechanism. Internal injection locking can be further divided into strong and weak coupling

schemes. Strong coupling techniques typically use a direct transmission line connection

between the array elements while weak coupling techniques depend on electromagnetic

means (free space or surface wave). The use of transmission lines introduces losses which

adversely affect the combining efficiency. This is a significant disadvantage in millimetre

wave power combining. In most antenna array combiners, the strength of the coupling

between the elements is weak so that the locked oscillators operate close to their free

running state. The frequency of operation is therefore predominantly determined by the

individual oscillator design. The use of IIL with weak coupling simplifies the array design

and improves modularity as more elements can be added to increase the power without

significantly altering the operating frequency. The main disadvantage with weakly coupled

power combining arrays is the difficulty in achieving synchronized operation. The weak

coupling results in small oscillator capture ranges, hence the element characteristics must be

approximately identical for synchronization to occur. The level of similarity between the

active devices becomes a critical parameter. If the sources are not suff,ciently similar, due to

design flaws or practical limitations, they may not lock under conditions of weak coupling.

Several other aspects of antenna array power combining need to be discussed. Firstly,

within the active array element, there are generally two methods of connecting the active

device to the radiating structure.

. In a direct integration configuration, the solid state device is directly connected to the
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absence of any other circuitry. The antenna must provide the correct load for the

required oscillator performance since matching networks are not permitted. The main

advantages of direct integration are the reduction in circuitry and the conservation of

substrate real estate. The disadvantage is the lack of control in the active element

design.

. In a circuit fed antenna (CFA) configuration, a complete oscillator circuit feeds the

radiating element. The oscillator circuit may incorporate matching, optimization and

resonant networks to set various operational parameters. Consequently, the antenna is

not the critical component in the oscillator design. The CFA configuration increases

design flexibility in the active element design due to the use of the extra circuitry. The
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additional circuitry, however, increases the losses in the active element which can be a

problem at millimetre rwave frequencies.

Figure 2-ll illustrates the differences between the direct integration and CFA

configurations.

The second feature of antenna array power combiner design that needs to be discussed is the

technique of dielectric feedback whereby dielectric slabs are placed in front of power

combining arrays employing internal injection locking. A dielectric slab positioned in front

of the array provides additional electromagnetic feedback. The extra feedback facilitates the

injection locking mechanism of the array and provides a means of frequency tuning the

array by varying the slab location. The dielectric feedback concept is a remnant of the

quasi-optical resonant power combining origins of antenna array power combiners. The

initial perceived function of the dielectric slab was as a partially transparent reflector in a

Fabry-Perot resonator but the reflectivity of a dielectric slab is generally too low to justify

the use of resonator theory. The effect of the dielectric slab can be better explained in terms

of its influence on the antenna impedance and the increased mutual coupling between the

elements of the array. Power combining arrays employing dielectric feedback are often

referred to as open resonator type structures due to their link with quasi-optical resonant

combiners. Figure 2-I7(c) shows a schematic of the open resonator structure.

Antenna array combiners are the preferred method of spatial power combining because of

their simple construction and ease of fabrication. Other advantages include their general

compatibility with monolithic fabrication and their capability for power combining a very

large number of solid state devices. There are no fundamental constraints limiting the

Antenna

Direct Integration

(a)

CFA Configuration

(b)

Power Combining
Array Dielectric Slab

Dielectric Feedback

(c)

Antenna

FIGURE 2-17: Schematic showing (a) an active element using direct integration,
(b) an active element using the CFA configuration and (c) the use of dielectric

feedback to facilitate locking in power combining arrays.

Microstrip
Circuit DeviceDevice
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number of sources that can be accommodated. Unfortunately, despite being quite simple in

concept, the antenna array combiner is difficult to implement in practice. The problem of
integrating the solid state devices to the radiating array is further exacerbated by the

questions of frequency and phase synchronization. The operational characteristics of the

antenna array combiner are not well understood and the technology is still in its maturing

phase. Furthermore, research in this field is often hampered by practicai difficulties in

building these structures for testing. The theory used to design the power combining arrays

assumes all devices are identical. This assumption is unrealistic in practice. The

construction of experimental arrays using monolithic fabrication can potentially produce

near identical devices but this option is often not feasible due to the high development costs.

It therefore becomes necessary to use packaged devices with individual element tuning to

satisfy the identical device assumption. The tuning can be accomplished by means of
individual element biassing or circuit tuning components. Separately tuning every element

in an array can be tedious. Other practical problems pertain to the biassing scheme used to

power the active devices. Bias networks can interfere with the oscillator performance or

affect the racliating characteristics of the array. Finally, testing the antenna anay power

combiner is often problematic since measurement probes can perturb the combiner

operation. In general, non-intrusive measurement techniques are required. Even then, the

use of test equipment for near field probing can interfere with the operational characteristics

of the array due to the effect of the equipment on inter-element coupling.

In summary, antenna array power combiners have the potential to fulfil the spatial power

combining function. A vast number of different antenna array power combiners have been

proposed to date. In general, designs incorporating minimal circuitry are better suited to

millimetre wave operation. Microstrip circuits introduce losses and are diff,cult to
implement as the frequency of operation extends into the high millimetre wave band. At
very high frequencies, it may not be possible to fabricate the electrically thin substrates

required in conventional microstrip transmission lines due to monolithic fabrication

constraints. The substrate may neeci to be a certain thickness fbr structurai integrity. Thick

substrate microstrip lines can become radiative thereby interfering with the antenna

operation and introducing additional circuit losses. Another problem is the availability of
substrate space. In order to obtain appropriate radiation characteristics, the elements in the

array should be spaced less than half a wavelength apart. There may be insufficient

substrate real-estate to include circuitry additional to the solid state device and the antenna.

For the above reasons, designs that feature direct integration and internal injection locking

by means of electromagnetic coupling are assessed as superior to those that do not.
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2.4.3.2 Examples of Antenna Array Power Combiners

A high proportion of antenna affay power combiners utilize microstrip patch antennas as

radiators. In Figure 2-I8, two examples of power combining arrays incorporating

rectangular microstrip patch antennas are illustrated. The first power combining array

employs Gunn diodes as the active device while the second combiner uses MESFETs.

These particular designs were proposed by York and Compton t55l-t571 but similar designs

can be found in references [58]-[64]. The antenna array power combiners of Figure 2-18

feature direct integration between the source and the radiating element, with weak internal

injection locking used to frequency synchronize the array. Since only weak coupling is

employed, the array operation is predominantly determined by the design of the individual

elements. The frequency of operation and power output is set by connecting the

semiconductor device to the point on the patch surface with the appropriate load impedance.

Since the MESFET is a two port device while the patch antenna is a one port structure, the

FET-patch active element employs an unconventional patch antenna structure. The

radiating element shown in Figure 2-18(b) is essentially a patch antenna formed by two

microstrip lines coupled by a naffow gap. The MESFET is mounted in a common source

Operating Frequency =9 G}lz

Estimated Total Radiated
Power = 415 mVy'

DC to RF Conversion
Effrciency = lVo
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Bias Line

Bias Lines
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FIGUBE 2-18: Schematic of antenna array power combiners using (a) microstrip
patch-Gunn diode active elements and (b) microstrip patch-FET active elements.
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configuration across the gap with the source leads grounded through the substrate. The

feedback capacitance across the gap is sufficient to produce instability in the device and

cause oscillations. The MESFET-patch design behaves like the Gunn-patch element, except

for the higher DC to RF conversion efficiency. The operating characteristics of the two

fabricated 4 x 4 arcays are listed in Figure 2-18. As is typical of power combining arrays

employing weak coupling schemes, synchronizing the array to a single frequency and phase

was difficult. York and Compton employed dielectric feedback to facilitate source locking.

Examples of Gunn-Patch elements using strong internal injection locking can be found in

references t65l and t661. In these designs, the elements of the active array are

inter-connected via microstrip transmission lines. The advantage of hard-wired strong

coupling is that the electromagnetic mutual coupling between antenna elements can be

ignored. The design is therefore simplif,ed but the strong coupling tends to lead to

multi-mode problems. A four element linear anay is illustrated in Figure 2-19(a). The

design features a CFA configuration in which a two stage, quarter wavelength, impedance

matching transformer is connected between each diode and its corresponding patch antenna.

An open circuit stub below each diode enables the individual tuning of the elements. The

electrical length of the coupling line between adjacent sources is approximately a full
guided wavelength at the frequency of the desired mode of operation. The use of a full
wavelength long coupling line is typical of transmission line coupling schemes and is

Patch Antenna

Resistor

Gunn Diode

Stub RF Choke

Tì/- Þi-.
(a)

Line Structure Loop Structure

(b) ¡ Oscillator Unit
Coupling Line

FIGURE 2-19: (a) A Gunn-patch linear power combining array using strong coupling
between elements and (b) a diagram showing the loop and line configuration used to

construct a two dimensional artay.
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required for in-phase injection locking. The length of the coupling line often determines the

minimum separation between adjacent elements. Consequently, if transmission line

meandering is not implemented, the element separation normally exceeds half a

wavelength. Large element spacings cause undesirable grating lobes to appear in the

radiation pattern. The power combining array of Figure 2-19 does, in fact, have an element

spacing greater than half a wavelength. Multimoding was eliminated by the inclusion of

chip resistors in the coupling line which suppressed the undesirable modes.

Construction of a two dimensional array employing the Gunn-patch elements shown in

Figure 2-I9 is difficult because of the serial coupling strategy used between the devices.

Two configurations, referred to as the line and loop structure, are illustrated in Figure

2-I9(b). In general, the loop structure is less proned to multimode operation due to the

degeneracy of some modes. The other problem to overcome in the design of a two

dimensional array is the lack of substrate space. A double sided circuit was implemented in

[66] in which the antenna elements were fabricated on one side with the oscillator circuit

etched on the other side. A ground plane separated the two sides with interconnections

made via coupling apertures. The advantage of employing a double sided configuration is

the ability to use two different substrates to optimize both the oscillator circuit operation

and the array radiation performance. In addition, the ground plane acts as an

electromagnetic shield between the circuit and antennas thereby eliminating any unwanted

interference between the two components.

A similar design to that of Figure 2-I9(a) was used in a second harmonic spatial power

combiner [67]. In this power combining affay, all the elements synchronized to some

fundamental frequency but the power combination occurred at the second harmonic

frequency due to the non-linear properties of the active device. Using the operating

principle of the second harmonic spatial power combiner, the potential exists to extend the

operational frequency limit of the combiner past its normal capabilities at the cost of a

lower DC to RF conversion efficiency.

Examples of active arrays incorporating external injection locking for frequency and phase

synchronization can be found in references [68] and [69]. One configuration is shown in

Figure 2-20 wl'rcre each oscillating element is equipped with its own injection port as well

as an output port. The element schematic illustrated in Figure 2-20(a) shows a single FET

amplifier with feedback provided via a directional microstrip coupler. The coupler provides

a high degree of control over the feedback signal thereby improving circuit performance.

The source represents the signal injected into input port 1 while the load connected to

output port 4 represents the antenna. The voltage source associated with the load is included

to model the effect of any stray signal that may couple into this port. The physical
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construction of the active element is shown in Figure 2-20(b). The oscillators were designed

for operation at 6 G}ìz and the rectangular microstrip patch antennas were attached

perpendicular to the oscillator circuit through via holes. This type of three dimensional

structure is not ideal since it complicates the construction of the array. A linear array of five

elements was formed by connecting the output of one oscillator to the input of the next

using directional couplers, as shown in Figure 2-20(c). The entire affay was synchronized

by a single external injection signal applied to the first oscillator.

Figure 2-21 shows a 4 x 4 power combining anay in which the external injection signal is

distributed via a network of Wilkinson power dividers in a tree configuration. The power

combining affay was constructed using a two sided microstrip circuit with a common

ground plane in the centre. The circuit elements were designed for 6 GHz operation with

individual element tuning capability. The frequency of each oscillator vr'as tuned by varying

the length of the short circuit stub attached to the gate and the open circuit stub connected at

the drain output. The elements were tuned as close as possible to a common free running

frequency before the performance of the array was assessed. The power combiner had a

maximum EIRP of 28.2 W with a combining efficiency greater than lSOVo. A combining

efficiency in excess of IOOVo is possible in power combining arrays in which the active
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FIGURE 2-2Oz Diagram showing (a) the schematic for a FET-patch active element using
external injection locking, (b) the actual element structure and (c) a series array

configuration of the injection locked elements.
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element design is optimized for power performance in the array environment. The

individual active elements therefore generate a higher power level as part of an array than

when isolated on their own.

Numerous other novel designs utilizing microstrip patch antennas have been documented.

A three element Gunn-patch linear array was proposed by Dinger et. al. [70] in which only

the central element was injection locked using an external signal. The two remaining edge

elements were synchronized via the mutual coupling to the middle element. Navarro et. al.

lTIlll2l used an inverted stripline circular patch antenna to improve spectral characteristics

and eliminate surface wave modes from the microstrip array. Birkland and Itoh l13l]4l
described the use of a periodic microstrip patch antenna operating in a leaky wave mode.

Other examples of active arrays incorporating microstrip patch antennas can be found in

references ll5l-U61.
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FIGURE 2-21: (al Side view of an element showing the layered structure. (b) The

16 element array with the network of power dividers. (c) The Microstrip layout for
the oscillator element.
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Microstrip patch antennas are an excellent choice for the radiating element in active arrays.

They have a planar structure that is compatible with hybrid or monolithic fabrication and

they can act as a high Q resonator for the active device thereby producing spectrally clean

signals. In addition, a good impedance match can be obtained by placing the device at the

appropriate location along the patch. There are, however, tradeoffs and inherent

disadvantages that must be considered. In particular, the narrow tuning range associated

with patch antennas can make them unsuitable for certain applications. Furthermore, the use

of relatively large packaged devices compared to the patch antenna size can cause the

radiation pattern to exhibit high cross-polarization levels. Employing chip devices or

integrating multiple sources to the same patch [611162], however, can reduce the

cross-polarization levels.

Recently, power combining affays incorporating microstrip notch antennas have been

proposed l77l]8l. The use of these antennas in power combining arrays was suggested

based on the notch antennas broadband characteristics. Microstrip notch antennas have a

greater impedance matching bandwidth than patch antennas and they have the desirable

uniplanar structure for MMIC compatibility. The notch element is an endfire antenna thus a

notch antenna array must be constructed in a brick style or LITA (longitudinal integration

and transverse assembly) configuration. The LITA conf,guration offers large heat

dissipation volume, greater circuit area and modular replaceability of components but it
tends to be bulkier than arrays fabricated using the conventional tile or TILA (transverse

integration and longitudinal assembly) layout. An example of a FET-notch active element is

shown in Figure 2-22(a). Experimental four element linear arrays and a 2 x 2 square array

have been built for test purposes. In all cases, the combining eff,ciency ranged fromJJVo to

95%. One element was constructed using a varactor tuned Gunn diode integrated to a notch

antenna to enable wideband frequency tuning of the element over a frequency range of 8.9

GHz to 10.2 GHz. This represents a bandwidth close to l5Vo. Active elements employing

notch antennas are generally unsuitable for most applications because of their large size.

The array shown in Figure 2-22(b) has elements spaced approximately a full wavelength

apart. Element spacings of less than half a wavelength are impossible to implement in the

E-plane, resulting in the existence of undesirable grating lobes in the radiation pattern.

In addition to the microstrip patch and notch antennas, the slot radiator is also suitable for

implementation in a power combining array. The slot is cut into the ground plane while the

active devices and associated microstrip circuitry are etched on the topside. This design

layout naturally shields the parasitic circuit emissions from the desired radiation

propagating away from the ground plane side. Examples of active arrays utilizing FETs and

slot antennas can be found in references [79]-[81]. In these antenna array combiners, the

basic element consists of a FET oscillator circuit which couples electromagnetic power to a
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slot radiator. The design of these elements follows the standard oscillator design where the

slot impedance is matched to the source impedance to produce oscillations. An illustration

of a linear H-plane six element active array is shown in Figure 2-23(a). The slot length is

one guided wavelength long and strong inter-element coupling is promoted by the direct

transmission line connection between adjacent elements. Figure 2-23(b) shows a combining

structure comprising a 2 x 2 slot array and two FET devices. This combiner is an example

of a power combining array in which the number of devices does not equal the number of

radiators. Another example is shown in Figure 2-24(a) where the active element consists of

four slots and one FET. This element was designed to radiate dual orthogonal linear

polarized waves. A two dimensional array consisting of sixteen slots and four FETs is

illustrated in Figure 2-24(b). Due to the dimensions of the slots, the radiators are spaced

greater than half a wavelength apart, resulting in the existence of grating lobes in the

radiation pattern.

The examples discussed in this section illustrate the range of power combining array

designs that have been proposed in the past. These designs have demonstrated the feasibility
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FIGURE 2-22: (a) An active FET-notch element and (b) a2x2FET-notch power

combining artay.
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of power combining arrays as spatial power combiners but none of them have fully met all

of the requirements for millimetre wave implementation. The well designed structures have

physical features that are undesirable in millimetre wave systems. Such characteristics

include excessive losses associated with ancillary circuits (matching and coupling

networks), the need for an external injection locking signal and unreasonably large antenna

spacings resulting in grating lobes in the radiation pattern. The power combining array

configurations that possess desirable physical properties are hampered by design

difficulties. These are the antenna array combiners that feature direct integration between

the FET and the antenna with electromagnetic internal injection locking employed as the

primary locking mechanism. Past design methodologies have concentrated on the design of
the individual element with little consideration given to the inter-element interaction

involved in the full array. The locking mechanism is poorly understood. It is often assumed
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FIGURE 2-23: (al A linear six element FET-slot array and (b) a power
combining array using a2x2 slot array and two FET oscillators.
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FIGURE 2-24: (al The configuration of an active element with a single FET and

four slots and (b) a two dimensional array with four FETs and sixteen slots.

that the elements will lock in-phase, although the means by which this occurs are seldom

discussed. The result is often an array that does not operate as predicted. Solutions, such as

element tuning and dielectric feedback, are then required. Post-assembly adjustments are

impractical in MMIC combiners because there is no cost-effective way of tuning

components after fabrication. Accurate design is therefore of paramount importance in

MMIC arrays. Until the array design problems are resolved, power combining arrays cannot

be considered as the millimetre wave source in commercial systems.

2.4.4 TFansistor Grid Oscillators (TGO)

Transistor grid oscillators are a prominent class of spatial power combiners with a

fascinating path of evolutionary development. The researchers who pioneered the TGO

have portrayed the structure as a quasi-optical resonant combiner but recent accounts of its

operation have shown it to be more consistent with that of an antenna array power

combiner. There is confusion as to whether the TGO should be categorized as a

quasi-optical resonant combiner, an antenna array combiner or be given a classification of

its own. This section discusses the transistor grid oscillator and its operational
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characteristics in detail. Arguments for and against the classification of the TGO as a

quasi-optical resonant combiner are presented, leading to the conclusion that the TGO is

better described as a power combining array. Examples of past fabricated transistor grid

oscillators are also discussed.

The transistor grid oscillator is a descendant of the quasi-optical resonant combiner

proposed by James Mink [39]. One of the f,rst TGOs [82], shown in Figure 2-25, will serve

as a good representation of the general structure of all grid oscillators. Physically, the TGO

is a grid of vertical and horizontal wires periodically loaded by FETs. Unlike the example

shown in Figure 2-25,most TGOs consist of a grid etched on a substrate. The horizontal

lines provide the biassing for the transistors and are connected to the appropriate DC

voltages. The vertical wires have the dual role ofjoining the FETs to the bias lines as well as

functioning as radiating elements. The radiated field is therefore intended to be polarized in

the vertical direction. The TGO grid design features a novel bias line sharing configuration

in which adjacent rows of the grid share the same horizontal bias lines. The active devices

are therefore orientated so that they are mirror images of each other across the horizontal

lines. Two transistor configurations are possible: the FETs can be connected in a common
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FIGURE 2-25: Schematic of a 36 MESFET transistor grid oscillator showing
(a) the side view, (b) the front view and (c) the unit-cell of the TGO.
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source configuration or a common gate configuration. Previously fabricated grids tend to

implement a common source arrangement due to the constraints imposed by the transistor

packaging. Commercially packaged FETs typically have four leads. The drain and gate

leads are normally located opposite each another and perpendicular to the two source

terminals. The logical connection of the transistor to the grid therefore consists of a vertical

drain-gate attachment to the radiators with the source leads fixed to the grounded horizontal

line. Recently, the construction of a number of TGOs incorporating chip transistors have

been reported [83][84]. These structures were not constrained by the transistor packaging

hence common gate configurations were possible. In the common gate configuration, a

vertical drain-source orientation is adopted with the gate terminal grounded.

Assuming a TGO of infinite extent, the entire grid can be characterized by a single unit-cell.

Figure 2-25(c) shows the unit-cell of the 36 MESFET TGO. The edges of the unit-cell are

defined by the electromagnetic boundary conditions imposed by the periodicity and

symmetry of the hypothetical infinite grid. The unit-cell is used to theoretically analyse the

TGO in the analysis procedure outlined in Appendix A.

The developers of the TGO describe the structure as a quasi-optical resonant combiner

consisting of an active grid contained within a Fabry-Perot cavity. The Fabry-Perot cavity is

said to be formed by the ground plane and a partially transparent reflector composed of one

or more dielectric slabs. The documented principle of operation is consistent with the

concepts described in Section 2.4.2 and is likened to the operation of a laser. The grid of

devices act as the active medium with a reflection coefficient greater than one thereby

allowing oscillations to build up. At the onset of oscillation, different resonant modes in the

cavity compete, but the mode with the lowest diffraction losses (normally the fundamental

Gaussian mode) dominates and the individual devices couple power into this mode. Power

is extracted through the partially transparent dielectric slab or slabs.

The above description is not adopted in this thesis because of the following reasons.

. A Fabry-Perot cavity is generally unsuitable for use in a quasi-optical resonant

combiner because of the strict criteria of reflector flatness and parallelism. Significant

cavity losses can occur due to misalignment and surface roughness of the mirrors. The

fact that these problems do not appear to be a concern in the transistor grid oscillator

allude to the inappropriateness of the resonator description.

. It is debatable whether or not the ground plane and dielectric slabs can be considered

as a Fabry-Perot cavity. For example, the structure shown in Figure 2-25 has two

dielectric slabs with dielectric constants of 12 placed in front of the TGO.

Consequently, each dielectric slab has a reflection coefficient of 0.552 and reflects

only 3OVo of the incident power. These figures suggest the Fabry-Perot cavity is very
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lossy and has poor frequency selective qualities. The cavity properties are therefore

incompatible with the operating principles of quasi-optical resonant combiners. In

some subsequent designs [85][86], the dielectric slabs have been completely omitted

with little effect on the TGO operation.

. The documented TGO analysis procedure, reproduced in Appendix A, does not treat

the Fabry-Perot cavity. Even though coupling to the Fabry-Perot cavity is stated as the

primary locking mechanism setting the frequency of operation, there is no attempt to

theoretically analyse the cavity consisting of a metal mirror and a partially reflecting

dielectric reflector.

In the context of the work described here, the TGO is better characterized as an antenna

array power combiner since it possesses all the features of this classif,cation. The TGO can

be considered as an aÍray of active elements consisting of transistors directly integrated to

wire radiators. Furthermore, the locking mechanism seems to rely on inter-element

coupling rather than any resonant mode of a cavity. The effect of the substrate slabs placed

in front of the grid can be better explained in terms of the increased coupling which occurs

in their presence. The increased coupling facilitates the locking but it is not the primary

mechanism controlling the frequency synchronization.

Three TGO attributes depart from the normal characteristics of a typical antenna array

power combiner.

. The TGO has a higher transistor packing density than any other power combining

affay. The active element dimensions are small compared to the wavelength of
operation which suggests that strong inter-element coupling occurs. In fact, the

compact size of the unit-cell is a prerequisite criterion that must be satisfied for

correct application of the TGO analysis procedure.

. Rather than using discrete antennas, the TGO features a continuous radiating structure

that spans across element boundaries. The continuous grid is necessary due to the bias

li-o oho"i-- nnnfic'rrafinn amnla.,o'l h"t it ^^-^l;^-f^" fh- .--1r,";" ^f fh- ofrrrnfrrra¡¡I¡v rr¡u¡¡116 Lv¡rrróu¡ 4!rv¡r vrrryrvJ vu usL ¡L vvrtrPr¡vqlvJ lrrv qrrq¡J Jro vr rrlv r)tr uurur u.

. In most previously fabricated TGOs, the grid is separated from the ground plane by a

region of air. This property appears to be the main source of confusion regarding the

TGO classification. By having the grid separated from the ground plane by air, it does

appear as though a Fabry Perot cavity is formed. In recent designs, however, the air

gap is removed and the grid is etched on a grounded substrate for compatibility with

monolithic fabrication t83l t841.

This thesis will treat the TGO as a special form of an antenna affay power combiner for the

reasons already discussed.
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Various transistor grid oscillator designs are illustrated in Figure 2-26. Table 2-1 lists the

performance parameters of each TGO design. As is typical of power combining arrays

employing strong coupling, the combining efficiency is not an easily determined figure of

merit since the isolated TGO unit-cell or active element is not independently functional,

Consequently, the combining efficiency information is not provided in Table 2-1. Design E

is a particularly interesting case because it is the first monolithically fabricated grid and its

frequency of operation is on the fringes of the millimetre wave band. Furthermore, it is a

design that features a grid etched on a grounded substrate. The operational characteristics of

this grid provide insight into certain problems that may impair the millimetre wave

performance of the TGO. The most obvious deficiency is the measured E-plane radiation

pattern of the grid which is reproduced in Figure 2-21. The high level grating lobes in the

plot are unexpected from a TGO because of the typically high packing density of the grid.

The most plausible explanation for the grating lobes is that a substrate propagating mode is

excited within the grid. Because the grid is fabricated on a grounded substrate with a high

dielectric constant, a proportion of the electromagnetic energy is likely to couple into the

substrate and propagate in the endfire direction. 'When the energy reaches the substrate

boundaries, power is radiated out from the edges. The radiation pattern therefore has

features consistent with the pattern generated by two sources separated by a distance

corresponding to the substrate length. Using the dimensions of the 35 GHz monolithic HBT

grid [83] [84], the expected peak power locations coincide well with the angular position of

the large grating lobes. Experimental investigations carried out on Ka band transistor grid

oscillators operating at 25 GHz,3O G}Jz and 38 GHz have also indicated the existence of

substrate modes [88] t891.

The determination of the conditions that promote the excitation of the postulated TGO

substrate modes warrants further investigation. The substrate mode problem will only
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FIGURE 2-27= Radiation patterns for the 35 GHz HBT monolithic TGO.
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Spatial Power Combiners
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Chapter 2 - Review of Power Combining Techniques

escalate with the development of TGO technology. As the frequency of operation extends

into the millimetre wave range, the substrate electrical thickness will increase. Furthermore,

for compatibility with monolithic fabrication, the TGO will have to be constructed on a

GaAs substrate with a high dielectric constant typically greater than 10. Consequently,

future TGOs are likely to have substrates with non-negligible electrical thicknesses that

promote the excitation of substrate modes. Some recent research efforts have concentrated

on substrate mode power combining where the structure is actually designed to exploit the

substrate mode of propagation [90]-[92]. The concept is similar to a resonant po'wer

combining technique where the power combination occurs within the confines of a cavity

partially filled with substrate material.

In the design of a transistor grid oscillator, the question of how the substrate modes can be

suppressed must be considered. From phased antenna array theory, it is known that

substrate modes can only exist in a hypothetical infinite array if the elements are phased

such that scan blindn"ssll o""urs t93lt9al. The trivial scan blindness angle is in the endfire

direction since no power radiates away from the grid face. Other blindness angles may also

exist depending on the geometry of the arlay. The ideal of an infinite array is unrealistic but

future monolithic affays operating at millimetre wavelengths are expected to contain

thousands of elements. The infinite affay approximation is therefore applicable to such large

arrays. The substrate mode problem can then be eliminated by ensuring the transistors lock

in-phase to force boresight radiation from the grid face. In the current TGO analysis

procedure, in-phase operation is implicitly assumed. The justification for this premise is

associated with the use of the Fabry-Perot cavity which is meant to synchronize the

transistors in-phase. Given the discussion on the appropriateness of the resonator

description in the TGO structuLe, however', it would seen that the fundantental in-phase

assumption needs to be re-examined from a power combining array and coupled oscillator

point of view. For finite TGOs, coupling into the substrate cannot be completely eliminated

but the proportion of power lost into the substrate can be minimized by enforcing in-phase

operation.

Transistor grid oscillators have potential for successful operation in the millimetre wave

band. They have a very simple construction and are highly compatible with monolithic

fabrication. Considerable research efforts, however, are still required to be conducted before

the TGO can fulfil its potential. In particular, a study focused on the excitation of substrate

modes in the TGO is needed.

ll. Scan blindness is a phenomenon that occurs for certain element phasings in an infinite array. It is
the condition whereby, for certain scan angles, no real power can be transmitted (or received) by the
infinite phased array. In a microstrip array, scan blindness is generally associated with a substrate
mode which does not carry power away from the array but propagates tangentially to the array face.
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2.4.5 Summary and Assessment of Spatial Power Combiners

The general operating principles of spatial power combiners were described and a

classification scheme was proposed based on the dominant mechanism responsible for the

power combination. Two main categories were identified:

. The quasi-optical resonant combiner couples the source outputs to a quasi-optical

cavity mode to affect the power combination.

. The antenna array power combiner performs the power combination via the free space

radiation from an antenna array.

The transistor grid oscillator was treated separately due to the ambiguity associated with its

classification. Although the existing literature generally considers the TGO as a

quasi-optical resonant combiner, the conclusion following a comprehensive review is that

the TGO is better described as an antenna array power combiner. The alleged Fabry-Perot

cavity formed by the ground plane and the dielectric slab placed in front of the grid is too

lossy to warrant the resonator description.

Quasi-optical resonant combiners have been assessed as being partially suitable for

implementation in millimetre wave systems. They are capable of operating at millimetre

wave frequencies but there are signiflcant difficulties associated with the design of the

source array for efficient excitation of the fundamental wavebeam mode. The generation of

higher order beam modes results in excessive losses and poor combining efficiency. In

addition, the quasi-optical resonant combiner is not fully compatible with monolithic

fabrication. The source array can be constructed monolithically but the quasi-optical cavity

cannot. It is concluded that further research efforts would be better invested into the study

of other spatial power combining structures with greater potential for millimetre wave

power combining.

Antenna array power combiners are difficult to assess definitively due to the vast range of

possible configurations. Of all the different structures, the configurations most suited to

millimetre wave operation have two features in common:

. In the active element, direct integration is employed between the oscillating transistor

device and the antenna.

. Internal injection locking via electromagnetic coupling between elements is used for

frequency and phase synchronization ofthe sources.

These two features minimize the amount of circuitry required in the active element and lead

to more compact designs with simpler construction. The size of the active element is an

important consideration due to space constraints on the power combining array. Active

elements should have dimensions smaller than half a wavelength in order to avoid grating
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Chapter 2 - Review of Power Combining Techniques

lobes in the radiation pattern. Furthermore, the minimization of circuitry reduces losses in

the power combining array at millimetre wave frequencies.

Transistor grid oscillators and various other power combining arrays, such as

transistor-patch antenna arrays, possess the two desirable features listed above. These

combiners have been assessed as being potentially suitable for implementation in

millimetre wave systems. Further development of these combiners, or similar structures, is

likely to be productive. In particular, two aspects of antenna array power combiner design

requires attention:

. There is insufficient knowledge on the performance of antenna array combiners

constructed on electrically thick substrates. A study aimed at determining the

conditions under which possible substrate modes are excited and their effect on the

array operation should be conducted.

. The field of coupled oscillator theory is immature and requires development. The

effect of mutual coupling on the operation of the power combining array needs to be

quantified and its role in the injection locking process should be identified. Coupled

oscillator analysis must be incorporated into the power combining array design. The

poor precision of current design methodologies has been attributed to the lack of
consideration of coupled oscillator theory.

The contents of this thesis will predominantly deal with these two aspects of antenna array

power combiner design.

2.5 Quasi-Optical Technology

The primary function of a spatial power combiner is to convert DC power into a RF signal

of some predefined frequency which is then usually radiated in the boresight direction. As

an individual entity, SPCs are not particularly useful in practical systems because they are

unable to perform any of the tasks required in real world radar and communication

applications. Progress in spatial power combining technology requires the development of

suitable methods of manipulating the combiner output to realize appropriate functions such

as modulation, beam steering and mixing.

Several schemes have been proposed as simple techniques for implementing various tasks.

For instance, the frequency output of a spatial power combiner has a small dependence on

the DC supply voltage thus limited frequency modulation (FM) capabilities can be obtained

by varying the input power supply voltages. Research has also been conducted into the use

of peripheral injection sources with controllable phase to vary the progressive phase shift

across a power combining array for the purposes of beam steering t95lt96l. The scheme is

shown in Figure 2-28 where two phase controllable injection sources are used to set the
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phase of the active elements in the linear array in order to control the direction of radiation.

Alternatively, it is possible to phase synchronize an array in such a way that a particular

phase distribution occurs across that array by controlling the individual element bias

voltages lT2l.Implementation of the schemes discussed above is insufficient to resolve the

problem of inadequate functionality from spatial power combiners.

Quasi-optical technology \ryas conceived to complement spatial power combining

technology. The basic concept is to develop appropriate components that are compatible

with the principles upon which the spatial power combining field is based. These

components are placed in front of a SPC unit to perform the required functions of the

system. A hypothetical quasi-optical system comprising frequency modulation (FM),

amplification and beam steer control modules is shown in Figure 2-29. The medium of
transmission between the components is free space. The free space propagation has the

advantage of reduced transmission losses compared to conventional transmission lines at

'Wavefronts

XXXXX
Active Elements

Phase Controllable
Injection Source

Phase Controllable
Injection Source

FIGURE 2-28: Schematic showing the use of peripheral phase controllable injection
sources to beam steer a power combining afiay.

SPC Unit
Diode Grid
FM Module Diode Grid

Beam Steer ModuleGrid Amplifier

l_Modulating
Signal t

Voltage Controlled
Oscillator (VCO)

Beam Steer
Control

FIGURE 2-29: Schematic showing a hypotheticalquasi-opticalsystem with frequency
modulation, signalamplification and beam steering control modules.
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millimetre 'ù/ave frequencies. Due to the similarities with optical based systems, the term

quasi-optical is used to described this technology. Quasi-optical technology is being

developed for future systems operating well into the terahert¿ frequency range.

In general, quasi-optical components have a number of features in common. Figure 2-30 is

a schematic showing the constituents of a quasi-optical component. With reference to a

single quasi-optical array element, an input electromagnetic plane wave is converted by a

receiver antenna into a signal which is fed into the module performing the required

function. The resultant output is then transmitted via an output antenna to produce the

output plane wave. In order to increase the power handling capability of the quasi-optical

component, the basic element is replicated to form an array. Isolation between the input and

output is most commonly achieved using electromagnetic shielding or by exploiting the

differences in the polarization characteristics between the input and output radiation.

Various quasi-optical components have already been developed. In most cases, they come

in the form of a grid similar to the TGO structure. An example is the grid amplifier shown in

Figure 2-3I l91ll98l. The input polarizer only allows vertically polarized radiation to reach

the amplif,er grid. The grid amplifies the signal and re-orientates the polarization into the

horizontal direction. Investigation of the grid unit-cell reveals how this function is

accomplished. Vertical leads pick up the incident vertically polarized radiation and guide

the power to the gates of a transistor pair differential amplifier. The signal at the gate is

amplified and re-radiated from the horizontal drain leads to produce a horizontally polarized

output. The use of the polarizers provide the isolation between the input and output and

Mcchanislr fur isolaLin g

the input from the output

--------> --------->

->
-------->

---------> --------->

--------> --------->

Input Plane Vy'ave

o
o
o

Output Plane Wave

Quasi-Optical Component

FIGURE 2-30: A schematic of a general quasi-optical component that performs

a function F.

Receiving
Array

Transmitting
Array
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prevents the possible onset of oscillation due to feedbackl2. A quasi-optical amplifier that

does not have a grid structure is described in reference t1001.

A large proportion of quasi-optical components employ diodes as the active devices. The

typical diode grid is shown in Figure 2-32. The diode bias voltage controls the

characteristics of the grid and is the mechanism by which various functions are

implemented. The diode bias affects the transmission coefficient in magnitude and phase

thus amplitude modulation (AM) and phase modulation (PM) can be implemented by

varying the bias voltages [101][102]. If the bias of each element is individually controlled,

the output beam can be steered by introducing a progressive phase shift across the diode

grid. In addition, other beam control functions such as focusing and defocusing can be

Gate Leads

Input
Beam

Output Beam

Input Polarizer Amplifier Grid Output Polarrzer

(a) O)

FIGURE 2-31: Schematic showing (a) the grid amplifier structure and
(b) the unit-cell configuration.

Diodes

Bias
Lines

FIGURE 2-32: A typical quasi-opticaldiode grid.

l2.A variation of the grid amplifier design which incorporates feedback has been used to develop a

quasi-optical source [99].

a

a
Drain
Leads
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realized. The bias voltage affects the capacitance of the diode thus if a diode grid is placed

in close proximity to a spatial power combining unit, the varying capacitance can be used to

alter the combiner's frequency of operation [76][103]. The complete unit, consisting of the

grid and spatial power combiner, is equivalent to a quasi-optical voltage controlled

oscillator (VCO). The quasi-optical VCO is capable of frequency modulation where the

modulating signal is the voltage fed into the diode bias. A host of other system functions

can be realized by exploiting the non-linear characteristics of the diodes to affect frequency

transformation. A frequency doubler diode grid which converted a33 GHz signal into a 66

GHz output was reported in reference [104]. The non-linearity of the diode characteristics

will also produce mixing for frequency up-conversion in a transmitter or frequency

down-conversion in a quasi-optical super heterodyne receiver U051. The local oscillator

signal (LO) is the space wave while the intermediate frequency (IF) signal is the voltage

across the diode grid. One such mixer, consisting of Schottky barrier diodes integrated to

bow tie antennas, is shown in Figure 2-33.

The development of quasi-optical technology has reached the level where the design and

fabrication of a full quasi-optical system has become feasible. The principal remaining

requirement is the need for a reliable and efficient quasi-optical source. To the author's

knowledge, no proof-of-concepts quasi-optical system has been constructed to date.

IF Signal

+ DC Bias RF Signal

LO Signal

68

FIGURE 2-33: Quasi-optical mixer used in frequency up-conversion.



Chapter Summary and Recommendations

2.6 Chapter Summary and Recommendations

This chapter has described the development of the power combining field leading to the

formation of the spatial power combining concept. The full range of spatial power

combiners was discussed and the main SPC structures were assessed. It was concluded from

the comprehensive study that antenna array combiners employing direct integration and

electromagnetic internal injection locking were the combiners most compatible with

millimetre wave implementation. Two key areas for further research were identified. Power

combining arrays with electrically thick substrates should be studied and the role of mutual

coupling in the injection locking process should be investigated. Both aspects have been

neglected in previously proposed antenna affay power combiners. The general topic of

quasi-optical technology was presented in order to put into perspective the role of spatial

power combiners in future millimetre wave systems.

Rather than attempt to design a new antenna array power combiner, it is initially more

instructive to analyse an existing power combining array with the view to gain a better

understanding of the mechanisms controlling the power combining process. The transistor

grid oscillator will be chosen to fulf,l this role because of the following reasons:

. The TGO is an antenna array power combiner featuring direct integration and internal

injection locking.
. The TGO has been designed and operated at a higher frequency than any other power

combining array to date.

. More information on the TGO exists in the literature than any other antenna array

power combiner.

The next chapter examines the transistor grid oscillator design and analysis procedure in

detail. The feasibility of the TGO for generating millimetre wave power is determined with

an emphasis on the effect of electrically thick grounded substrates on the grid operation.

Following the comprehensive study of the TGO, an informed decision will be made

regarding the further development of the TGO or the development of a new power

combining aray design.
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3.L Overview

The existing body of literature describing the design, analysis and operation of the transistor

grid oscillator is insufficient to accurately assess the operational effectiveness of the TGO as

a millimetre wave power combiner. The validity of current TGO analysis techniques may be

called into question because of one critical assumption that is implicit in the theory. It is
assumed the TGO operates within a Fabry-Perot cavity, formed by the ground plane and

some dielectric structure, and that this cavity forces the transistors to oscillate in-phase. It is

unknown if the in-phase excitation condition is valid for all TGO geometries and

configurations, or whether there exists limitations on the applicability of the theory. There is

a need to determine if the current theory sets limits on the allowable electrical geometries or

the operational frequency range of the TGO and, more importantly, whether the theory is

useful in the design of millimetre wave grids. In addition, the problem of substrate mode

excitation has not been properly addressed despite the potential for severe performance

degradation of the TGO with substrate mode propagation. Grids designed to generate

millimetre wave radiation are likely to be fabricated on grounded substrates with

appreciable electrical thicknesses that may promote the excitation of substrate modes. The

existing literature has alluded to the possibility of problems associated with substrate mode

propagation but a comprehensive assessment has yet to be published.

This chapter describes an independent feasibility study conducted in order to determine the

operational effectiveness of the transistor grid oscillator as a millimetre wave source. The
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Chapter 3 - Analysis and Design of Millimetre Wave TGOs

feasibility of a millimetre wave TGO is strongly linked to the ability of the associated

theory to produce accurate and reliable designs. Two main aspects of the existing TGO

theory are considered. Firstly, the limitations of the theory with respect to the in-phase

assumption are defined and, secondly, the applicability of the theory to TGOs with

electrically thick grounded substrates is determined. A review of the current TGO analysis

based on the induced EMF method is presented where all the fundamental underlying

assumptions are identified. A C-band transistor grid oscillator, with electrical geometrical

dimensions consistent with millimetre wave TGOs, is then designed and analysed. The

design of the C-band transistor grid oscillator highlights the difficulties in applying the

theory to a design strategy while the analysis indicates the limitations of the theory. All
problems and difficulties encountered are documented. Finally, the C-band TGO is
fabricated and tested to generate experimental data to support the conclusions of the review

on the TGO analysis procedure.

3.2 Lnalysis of Transistor Grid Oscillators

The transistor grid oscillator is generally analysed using an equivalent circuit derived from

an induced EMF method [82][85]t861t1061. Due to the difficulty in obtaining the complete

equivalent circuit derivation from the diverse existing literature, the detailed theory

associated with the TGO analysis is reproduced in Appendix A in its complete form. This

section outlines the analysis procedure with emphasis on the underlying assumptions used

in the theory.

Application of the induced EMF method requires the prerequisite knowledge of the current

distribution on the radiating structure. The induced EMF method is therefore primarily used

on simple antennas where the current distribution can be assumed with reasonable accuracy.

The EMF method is based on the following theory.

The phasor relationship between a current J(r) and the resulting electric field E(r), in a

medium of permeability p and permittivity e, is given by the inhomogeneous wave equation

(3.1).

VxVxE_k2E = _jropJ k = crl,.fl-re (3.1)

Parameter k is the wavenumber and co is the frequency of operation. The solution of this

wave equation involves the dyadic Green's function for the structure. The Green's function

is dependent only on the structure geometry and is a calculable quantity provided the

Green's function can be derived for that structure. If the current distribution J(r) is known

or assumed, then the wave equation solution E(r) can be calculated according to (3.2).
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E (r) = -¡roeJG (r, r') . J (r') dV' (3.2)

The quantity G(r,r') is the Green's function for the particular radiating structure and the

primed coordinates denote the region containing the current distribution.

Poynting's theorem, given by (3.3), can be rearranged into the form of (3.4) where standard

electromagnetic nomenclature applies (H represents the magnetic field phasor, E represents

the electric field phasor, B represents the magnetic flux density phasor, D represents the

electric flux density phasor and the superscript asterix 'x' indicates the complex conjugate

function has been applied to the parameter).

$
(ExHx).dS = - E J* J

cù (H*.8-E.D*)dV (3.3)

S
J )a( JVd

Average power carried
across closed surface S

Power loss due
to electric currents

Energy stored in the electric
and magnetic fields

(3.4)
S

The right hand side of Q.Ð represents the total complex power radiated from within

volume V including the reactive power stored in the fields and the povver radiated across the

surface S enclosing the volume. The total complex power can be evaluated using the left

hand side of the equation since J is known and E can be calculated from (3.2). The driving

point impedance at the feedpoint Zpp of the radiating structure is therefore the complex

power divided by the square of the current amplitude at the antenna feedpoint I¡. The

driving point impedance at the feedpoint is given by (3.5).

-J r"o J*)dv = f inxH*) .ds +joJ (H*.8-E.D*)dv

zo* 1

J
(E o J*) dV (3.s)

lLl'

The equivalent circuit of the radiating structure can then be derived from the form of the

driving point impedance.

Application of the induced EMF method to a finite sized transistor grid oscillator is difficult

because of complications arising from the unknown behaviour of the field at the grid edges.

To make the problem more tractable, the grid is assumed to be infinite in extent so that edge

effects can be ignored. In addition, the internal symmetries of the inf,nite grid can be

exploited to further reduce the problem complexity. To find the planes of symmetry, the
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Chapter 3 - Analysis and Design of Millimetre Wave TGOs

cuffent sources are assumed to be identical and oscillating in phase as shown in Figure

3-1(a). The in-phase excitation assumption is equivalent to assuming the grid radiates a

TEM plane wave in the direction normal to the grid face provided the source spacing is less

than half a free-space wavelength. Given these assumptions, electric walls and magnetic

walls can be placed in the positions shown without affecting the field distribution. The

section of the grid enclosed between adjacent vertical magnetic walls and adjacent

horizontal electric walls is defined as the TGO unit-cell. The inf,nite grid can therefore be

analysed by considering only the unit-cell enclosed within the hypothetical waveguide of
Figure 3-1(b). The TGO equivalent waveguide has electric walls on the top and bottom with

side magnetic walls. The waveguide has dimensions a and b in the x and y directions,
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FIGURE 3-1: Diagram showing (a) an infinite TGO with in-phase current sources and the
symmetry planes, (b) the equivalent unit-cell enclosed within the hypothetical

waveguide and (c) the unit-cell showing the assumed currents on the transistor leads.
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respectively, and extend to positive and negative infinity in the z direction. The source in the

unit-cell excites all possible modes of the hypothetical waveguide in both the forward (+z)

and reverse (-z) directions. Consequently, the driving point impedance calculation involves

a summation of the wave impedances of all the excited modes. As a point of interest, note

that the symmetry of currents used in the hypothetical waveguide formulation requires the

unit-cells to be mirror images across the planes of symmetry. Consequently, the bias line

sharing configuration is a logical extension since it also requires the transistors in adjacent

unit-cells to be orientated like mirror images.

In order to determine the driving point impedance of the grid presented to the transistor

terminals, it is necessary to assume a current distribution along the grid lines so that the

induced EMF method can be applied. Figure 3-1(c) shows the TGO unit-cell with the

defined current vectors. In order to maintain generality, the transistor terminals have been

numbered where terminals I and2 are connected to the vertical radiating leads and terminal

3 is connected to the horizontal grid line. The assumed current distributions along the

vertical and horizontal lines, used in the existing TGO analysis, are shown in Figure 3-2.

. Currents 11 and 12 on the vertical leads couple directly to radiation polarized along the

y direction. If the lead lengths (and the unit-cell dimensions) are much smaller than

the wavelength of operation, these currents can be assumed to have constant

magnitude along the length of the lead.

. The horizontal bias line carries a total current of 13. By symmetry, half of 13 flows to

the left of the device and half to the right. In addition, these horizontal currents must

vanish at the sides of the unit-cell where there is a magnetic wall. The current is

assumed to be piecewise continuous.

. The current density is assumed uniform across the width of the leads.

v

I(x) b

b

2

I.
J

(a)

2

aa

a s

-I-J

I(y)

(b)

FIGURE 3-2: The assumed current distribution along (a) the horizontal leads and (b) the

vertical radiating leads of the TGO.
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Chapter 3 - Analysis and Design of Millimetre Wave TGOs

No RF current flows along the bias lines V1 andY2. Due to symmetry, electric walls
are placed at these positions thus the current must be zero in accordance with
boundary conditions.

a

The application of the induced EMF method with the assumed current distribution of Figure
3-2 results in a driving point impedance equation which can be represented by the

equivalent circuit of Figure 3-3. For an in-depth description of how the equivalent circuit is
derived, refer to Appendix A.
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¡r - permeability of medium
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f6 - reflection coefficient ofgrid
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FIGURE 3-3: TGO equivalent circuit with equations for calculating lumped element vatues.
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In the TGO equivalent circuit:
. The calculation of L involves the summation of the mode impedances over all the

TE-o modes. Parameter L represents the inductance associated with the vertical

radiating leads of the TGO.

. The calculation of L,r, involves the summation of the mode impedances over all the

TErn modes. Parameter L,n represents the inductance associated with the horizontal

bias leads of the TGO.

. The calculation of C. involves the summation of the mode impedances over all the

TMon and TM.n modes. Parameter C* represents the capacitance associated with the

horizontal bias leads of the TGO.

. The TEM mode forward (zreM*) and reverse wave impedances IZTEM-; are

proportional to the power radiated away from the grid face in each direction.

The calculation of the lumped circuit parameters using the equations given in Figure 3-3 is

relatively straightforward. The algorithm and code for a Fortran program written to

compute the lumped element values are provided in Appendix B.

Several aspects regarding the application of the TGO equivalent circuit should be

highlighted:
. In contrast to physically realizable waveguides, TEM waves propagate along the

TGO equivalent waveguide consisting of electric top and bottom walls and magnetic

side walls. Consequently, the TGO equivalent circuit contains lumped elements

associated with the TEM wave impedances. In fact, the TEM mode is the mode that

carries power away from the grid.

. The derivation of the TGO equivalent waveguide relies on the assumption that a plane

TEM wave is radiated normal to the grid face. Consequently, all the TE and TM

modes excited within the hypothetical waveguide must be evanescent. The

evanescent TE and TM modes represent the near field established around the grid.

The phase constant (B) associated with these modes must be purely imaginary hence

the propagation constant (y = jB) is purely real. The sign of B depends on the direction

of propagation and should be such that the TE and TM modes decay with increasing

distance away from the grid face. An incorrect sign means that the modes will grow

without bound as they travel away from the grid which is not physically possible.

. The calculation of the mode impedances in the forward and reverse directions need to

include the effects of any external components to the grid. In the reverse direction, the

presence of the substrate and the ground plane is modelled by a short circuited section

of line with the appropriate characteristic impedance. The effect of placing a

dielectric slab in front of the grid face is accounted for by the inclusion of a section of

transmission line in the forward mode impedance determination. The length of the
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line and the dielectric constant of the medium are equal to the thickness and dielectric

constant of the dielectric slab, respectively.

' The evaluation of the lumped element values is dependent on the TGO frequency of
operation. Consequently, the frequency of operation must be assumed in order to
apply the TGO analysis. The L, L. and C- parameters have only a slight frequency

dependence hence errors in the frequency prediction will not significantly affect the

inductance and capacitance values. The calculation of the ZTEM- parameter, however,

has a strong frequency dependence due to the presence ofthe substrate and the ground

plane. An inaccurate assumed frequency value may generate signif,cant errors in the

determination of the ZTEM- parameter which can lead to poor results.

' Although a Fabry-Perot cavity is said to be formed by the ground plane and the

dielectric slab, the TGO equivalent circuit does not include an explicit representation

of the cavity. The omission of such a component suggests the transistor grid oscillator

does not function like a quasi-optical resonant combiner as claimed by the developers

of the TGO. The dielectric slab is treated by considering its effect on the driving point
impedance via the calculation of the ZTEM+ parameter. Such an approach is consistent

with the antenna array power combiner classification of the TGO adopted in this

thesis.

The equivalent TGO circuit of Figure 3-3 can be employed to determine the reflection
coefficient (fc) the grid presents to an incident plane wave. For oscillations to occu¡ the

grid reflection coefficient must satisfy the oscillation condition (3.6), where f¡ is the

reflection coefficient of the load defined in Figure 3-3.

f^=tr (3.6)
1

f L

A Smith chart can be used to determine when the oscillation condition is satisfied as shown

in Figure 3-4(a). The point 1/T¡ is plotted along with the 16 curve using the transistor small

signal s-parameters. The point l/f¡ must lie outside the Smith chart for a realistic passive

load. Oscillations occur if the f6 locus loops around the l/f¡ point in a clockwise direction

with increasing frequency. As the transistor saturates, the clockwise loop contractsl until
the oscillation condition is met when the f6 locus passes through the l/f¡ point. The

operating frequency approximately corresponds to point f..

In the case of the TGO equivalent, the load is matched (fi_ = 0) and the grid reflection

coefficient must be infinite to satisfy the oscillation condition. An infinite reflection

1. Transistor saturation can be simulated to a first order approximation by decreasing the S21
s-parameter magnitude lS2, L
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coefficient can be realized if the fc locus traces out a counter-clockwise loop in the Smith

chaft as shown in Figure 3-4(b). As the transistor saturates, the counter-clockwise loop

expands until it intersects the point at infinity. The frequency of oscillation approximately

corresponds to the furthest point from the origin, f"..

Analysing the TGO equivalent circuit by examining the grid reflection coefficient from the

external port can be accomplished using a computer aided design (CAD) program, such as

PUFF [107]. The reflection coefficient method has the disadvantage of producing only

approximate results and it does not indicate all the instabilities of the circuit. A more

accurate technique is to analyse the full equivalent circuit with the transistor lumped

element circuit model. The Nyquist criterion is then applied to find the instabilities in the

system. The main problem with the application of the Nyquist criterion is that the device

model for the transistor is often unavailable.

In summary, the documented analysis of a TGO predominantly involves the determination

of the lumped element values of the equivalent circuit illustrated in Figure 3-3. The

equivalent circuit can then be employed to determine the frequency of operation by

applying either the oscillation condition or the Nyquist criterion. The TGO analysis

procedure is valid provided the following requirements are satisf,ed.

1. The TGO is large enough to be considered inf,nite in extent.

2. The transistors used in the TGO are approximately identical.

3. The current within each unit-cell is nearly identical and locked in-phase so that a

TEM plane wave is radiated in the direction normal to the grid face.

4. The unit-cell dimensions are much smaller than the wavelength of operation so that

the current distribution along the leads of the TGO can be approximated by the

distribution shown in Figure 3-2.

fc
I.c

l.
r r--,L

fc \
(b)

(a)

- Plot of I-6 using small signal transistor s-parameters
- - Plot ofI-6 as transistor saturates

FIGURE 3-4: Diagram showing how to use a Smith chart to determine the oscillation
condition for the case of (a) an unmatched load and (b) a matched load.
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Recently, various other techniques for analysing the transistor grid oscillator have been

proposed [108] [109]. These methods are generally more accurate than the equivalent

circuit technique because they are based on a method of moments (MoM) analysis. In the

MoM analysis, the current distribution on the radiating structure is calculated hence

requirement 4, above, is no longer needed. The MoM analysis, however, is only applied to a

single unit-cell thus the assumptions leading to the concept of the TGO equivalent

waveguide are still required. The TGO is still assumed to be infinite in extent and operating

under conditions in which the sources are oscillating in-phase.

3.3 Design of a C-Band TGO

The theory associated with the TGO, reviewed in the previous section, is most effectively

assessed by considering its application in the design of a millimetre wave transistor grid

oscillator. This section describes the design of a C-band TGO with electrical dimensions

consistent with that of a millimetre wave TGO. The C-band operation is imposed in the

design to maximize the accuracy of experimental measurements (described in Section 3.5)

given the available test equipment.

The documented TGO analysis method is not easily adopted in a synthesis design procedure

because the analysis is a two step process. The lumped element values of the TGO

equivalent circuit are required to be determined first followed by the analysis of the circuit.

Consequently, the design strategy is a trial and error process initiated by intuitively guessing

the TGO dimensions required to meet operational specif,cations. The TGO is then analysed,

followed by refinements in the initial guess and so on. Such a methodology is time

consuming and difficult to implement in practice.

Given the difficulty in designing the TGO, an existing 35 GHz HBT grid design t83lt84l
was scaled for operation at 3 GHz. The C-band grid dimensions are shown in Table 3-1. The

TGO has a high dielectric constant substrate which is electrically thick to accurately

simulate the practical case encountered in a monolithically fabricated millimetre wave grid.

The transistors used are Avantek 2-16 GHz low noise GaAs FETs (device code ATF-13036)

orientated in a common source configuration. The transistor packaging prevents the

implementation of any other transistor conf,guration. Figure 3-5 shows the unit-cell

dimensions while Figure 3-6 illustrates the complete TGO structure.

With reference to Figure 3-6, there are a number of practical aspects regarding the TGO

construction that should be noted. Quarter wavelength open circuit stubs (10 mm length

lines assuming an operating frequency of 3 GHz) were appended to the vertical leads at the

top and bottom grid edges to simulate the electric wall boundary conditions required for an
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infinite array approximation. Similarly, quarter wavelength lines were attached to the

horizontal leads at the side grid edges to simulate the magnetic wall boundary conditions.

The magnetic wall (or open circuit) boundary conditions are obtained at the grid side edges

if the bias pads are short circuit points from a RF point of view. The short circuit impedance

of the bias pads was approximately realized by exploiting the wire connection between the

bias pad and the bias circuit beneath the ground plane. The insulated wires, which were

passed through holes in the ground plane, produce shunt capacitances to ground. The shunt

capacitances, in theory, should remove the high frequency currents from the bias lines

thereby producing RF short circuits at the bias pad positions. The bias PCB circuit connects

the bias pads to the gate bias power supply, drain bias power supply and ground. Other

points to note include the use of four dielectric slabs to obtain the required substrate

thickness. Nylon screws clamped the substrates, ground plane and bias PCB together. The

nylon screws have minimal effect on the electromagnetic environment.

Prrnrnefer Valrre

a
.l 

1.7 mm

b ll.7 mm

c 5.85 mm

0.5 mm

ws 0.5 mm

d 10.16 mm

gf 10.8

Type of Transistor ATF-13036 GaAs FET

Transistor Confi guration Common Source

Table 3-1: Dimensions of the C-band TGO.

Transistor Dimensions Unit-Cell Dimensions

11.7 mm

S S
mm

mm

254mm
mm S ll.7 mm

G

SCALE

r 1o-,,. 3.95 mm

o.25

>

D

4. S

mm05

mm

FIGURE 3-5: Transistor and unit-cell dimensions for the C-band TGO.
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vD

GND

VG

GND

VD

GND

vc

GND

VD

GND

vc

Nylon screws used to
clamp substrate and

ground plane together

Ground Plane
(250 mm x 250 mm)

TOP VIEW

SIDE VIEW

l0 mm open circuit stubs

9.5 mm lines extending from
unit-cell edge to bias pads

Substrate dimensions
100 mm x 100 mm

Wire connections passing
though substrates and
ground plane to bias

circuit on bottom side

4 slabs of 2.54 mm
thick dielectric material

clamped together

BNC Connector

Connect to gate
bias power supply-

V6 GND VG

BIAS CIRCUIT

VD GND VD GND

Connect to drain
bias power supply

BOTTOM VIEW 10 mm

SCALE
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FIGURE 3-6: Diagram show¡ng the construction of the C-band TGO
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3.4 Analysis of a C-Band TGO

Using the Fortran 77 program listed in Appendix B, the values of the equivalent circuit

elements were calculated from the grid dimensions given in Table 3-1. Table 3-2 lists the

resultant lumped element values assuming an operating frequency of 3 GHz. The TGO

equivalent circuit was simulated on a microwave integrated circuits CAD program called

PUFF [07]. The lumped elements L, L* and Cn were easily defined in PUFF while a

device file was written for the transistor. The parameter ZTEM- was modelled as a

transmission line circuit, as shown in Figure 3-7, because of its significant frequency

dependence. The reflection coefficient of the transmission line was calculated over the

frequency range of interest and recorded in a PUFF device file. The centre tapped

transformer was also modelled using a PUFF s-parameter device file.

PUFF calculates the theoretical reflection coefficient of the TGO equivalent circuit,

including the transistor, from the point of view of the external port. The reflection

coefficient was plotted on a Smith chart and any loops that rotated anticlockwise with

increasing frequency were identified. Such loops represent instabilities in the circuit and

indicate possible oscillation frequencies.

Lumped Element Variable Value

Inductance, L 6.69 nH

Inductance, Ln., 1.98 nH

Capacitance, C. l.1l pF

Impedance, ZTEM+ 376.13 0

Impedance, ZTEM- -j196.3 O

Table 3-2: Results of calculation of lumped element values in TGO equivalent circuit at a

frequency of 3 GHz.

er = 10.8

d = 10.16 mm
zof 377

FIGURE 3-7: Representat¡on o¡7TEM- variable.

er
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A screen capture of the PUFF simulation is shown in Figure 3-8. The Smith chart plot of the

reflection coefficient at the external port contains a number of loops but only one loop,

occurring in the vicinity of 5 GHz, rotates in an anticlockwise direction. This anticlockwise

loop indicates the expected oscillation frequency of the TGO.

There is a fundamental problem in the analysis described above. The predicted frequency of
5 GHz is greater than the cut-off frequencies of the TE19 and TMor modes in the negative z

direction. If the operating frequency of the TGO is above the cut-off frequency of either the

lowest order TE or TM mode, at least one TE or TM mode will propagate. It is not possible

to excite propagating TE or TM modes because the equivalent waveguide employed in the

analysis is hypothetical and does not physically exist. Propagating TE and TM modes

require the presence of a guiding structure. The appearance of propagating TE or TM modes

in the analysis can only be interpreted as indicating the existence of conditions that cause

improper operation of the TGO. It is likely these conditions refer to the excitation of
substrate modes. According to infinite array theory, substrate modes are excited only if the

array element sources are phased such that a so-called scan blindness occurs. The transistors

of the TGO cannot be oscillating in phase and a fundamental assumption of the TGO

analysis procedure becomes invalid. The TGO equivalent circuit is therefore no longer

applicable. These important observations and interpretations regarding the TE and TM
modes of the hypothetical waveguide have not previously been reported in the open

literature. The examination of these modes and the determination of the conditions whereby

the modes become propagational are useful indicators for ascertaining the suitability of a

particular TGO for millimetre wave operation.

In general, the frequency range for which the existing TGO analysis is applicable can be

defined in terms of the cut-off frequencies of the lowest order TElg and TMgl modes. The

phase constant (Þ) of a TE-n or TM,',n mode is given by (3.7).

þ'=
2 m7Io pÊ- )'-(i)' (3.7)

a

Parameter pr and e are the permeability and permittivity of the medium, respectively, index

(m,n) corresponds to the mode number and dimensions a x b define the unit-cell size. For

the TE and TM modes to be evanescent, the propagation constant (y = jB) must be purely

real hence the phase constant tnust be pulely inraginary and the relaLion (3.8) is required to

be satisfied.
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For the lowest order TE19 mode, (3.9) is the relevant equation and the frequency range for
which the TGO analysis is applicable is given by (3.10).

2(l) l-r€ -
2

T
a

<0 (3.e)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.r2)

Similarly, for the TMor mode, (3.11) is relevant and (3.12) gives the frequency range of
operation for which the TGO is useful as a power combiner.

It(Ð< ,-
aJpe

^,t 
,- (i)'. o

,IE

(D ( --------:-

uJpe

Consequently, combining (3.10) and (3.12) results in (3.13) where x is the larger value of
the unit-cell dimensions a and b.

ît Í = max (a, b) (3.13)ú)max
*J-¡tt.

Equation (3.13) gives the maximum frequency of operation for which the existing TGO

theory is applicable. The paranreLers p ancl t refer to the substrate properties since the TE

and TM modes will propagate in the reverse direction before they will propagate in the

forward direction.

Since the predicted frequency of operation of the C-band TGO is higher than the cut-off
frequencies of the lowest order TE and TM modes, the C-band TGO is unlikely to function

correctly. Substrate mode excitation is likely to occur and the establishment of incorrect

phase relationships across the transistors in the grid will render the TGO ineffective.

Modifications to the design are needed:

' The cut-off frequencies of the lowest order TE and TM modes of the TGO equivalent

waveguide can be increased by reducing the unit-cell dimensions a and b.

Surprisingly, decreasing the unit-cell dimensions has minimal effect on the predicted

operating frequency. This observation, in contrast to intuition, was also reported in
reference [106]. If the unit-cell dimensions are reduced by 40Vo so that a = b = 7 mm,

the lowest order TE and TM modes in the negative z direction will have cut-off
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frequencies of approximately 6.5 GHz and will remain evanescent at the predicted 5.2

GHz oscillation frequency. Such small dimensions, however, are impracticable since

the transistor packaging will become a significant feature of the TGO unit-cell and

difficulties will arise from the need to model the transistor package. Chip transistors

are required if the unit-cell dimensions are reduced to increase the TE and TM mode

cut-off frequencies.

. The substrate parameters can be modified to either decrease the frequency of

operation or increase the cut-off frequencies of the dominant modes. If the dielectric

constant is reduced, the lumped element values are not significantly affected but the

cut-off frequencies of the reverse TE and TM modes increase. When the dielectric

constant was decreased to a value where the cut-off frequencies were greater than 5

GHz, the anticlockwise loop in the Smith chart was eliminated indicating that no

oscillations would occur. When the substrate thickness was decreased in an attempt to

reduce the frequency of operation, the TGO ceased to oscillate before the analysis

would become applicable. Changing the substrate parameters is not a viable solution

for this particular TGO design.

From the above discussion, it appears that the C-band TGO design is incompatible with the

existing TGO analysis technique. Furthermore, there is no straightforward modification that

can be used to bring the design into the restricted range in which the analysis is applicable.

The main problems are associated with the electrically thick substrate and the violation of

the fundamental assumption of in-phase excitation of the TGO sources. Future TGOs

designed for millimeffe wave operation are expected to encounter similar problems. The

techniques based on the method of moments analysis [108] [09] are also not applicable to

TGOs with electrically thick substrates because the in-phase excitation is still one of the

fundamental assumptions.

For cases in which the analysis is valid, two attributes still make the TGO analysis method

difficult to implement. Firstly, it is ill suited to a synthesis procedure. Designing a TGO to

specifications using the TGO equivalent circuit requires a considerable amount of intuition,

guess work and repetitive computations. Secondly, the use of the TGO equivalent circuit is

not instructive. It is unclear how each lumped element component is related to the physical

grid structure and the equivalent circuit does not explicitly represent the underlying

mechanisms controlling the TGO operation. It is difficult to predict the effect of any

modifications to the grid dimensions without having to engage in the laborious calculation

procedure.
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3.5 Experimental Study of a 25 FET C-Band TGO

The 25 FET C-band TGO of Figure 3-6 was constructed so that a program of experimental

tests could be administered to assess its power combining performance. Although the TGO

analysis method was shown to be invalid for this particular design and the excitation of
substrate modes was predicted, it is still instructive to perform the tests in order to verify the

theoretical conclusions of the previous section. In particular, the existence of substrate

modes can be confirmed and some direct insight can be gained into the level of difficulty
associated with forcing a TGO to operate in single frequency mode.

It should be noted that only 25 FETs were integrated into the grid because it was considered

unnecessary to fabricate a TGO containing more transistors. The theoretical analysis has

postulated the existence of substrate modes in the C-band TGO even though the infinite
affay assumption was applied. Consequently, the effects of substrate mode propagation are

expected to be observed regardless of the array size2. No additional insight is likely to be

obtained from the experimental examination of a TGO containing more FETs.

The following tests were performed on the 25 FET C-band transistor grid oscillator:

' The output of the TGO was analysed spectrally to observe the frequency behaviour of
the grid. These results will enable the assessment of the signal quality of the TGO

output and the identification of the different operating modes which are charactertzed

by the TGO output spectrum.

' The near field radiation pattern was measured using near field probing techniques to

indicate the approximate current distribution excited on the grid. The near field data

will validate or contradict the assumed current distribution fundamental to the TGO

analysis technique based on the induced EMF method.

' The far field radiation pattern was measured in an anechoic environment. The far f,eld

measurement was required to evaluate the radiation characteristics of the grid and

assess its appropriateness for practical applications. In addition, the results can

indicate the existence of substrate modes and provide information on the phasing of
the array.

2. In printed phased anays, the proportion of power that is coupled to substrate modes generally
decrease as the number of array elements increase. The exception occurs at beam steer angles
corresponding to scan blindness [10].
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3.5.1 Spectral Analysis

The experimental set-up shown in Figure 3-9 was used to measure the output spectrum of

the TGO. The grid was po,'vered by two DC voltage power supplies and a horn antenna \ryas

employed to detect the on-axis output radiation from the TGO. A spectrum analyser

processed and displayed the frequency components of the output signal. The spectral

content of the output signal provides insight into the operation of the grid. The behaviour of

the TGO as a function of varying bias supply was of particular interest since several

behavioural characteristics can be identified from such results.

After observing the frequency spectrum of the TGO as the bias voltages were varied, it

became apparent that the grid oscillator had a number of operating modes. In the context of

the TGO, the operating modes are characterized by the output spectrum rather than the bias

conditions. The particular mode of operation was mainly dependent on the transistor

s-parameters (which varies with the bias voltages) and the surrounding electromagnetic

environment. To a much lesser degree, the temperature and atmospheric conditions also had

an influence. The operating modes of the TGO generally had a strong resistance to change

and significant variations in the operating conditions were needed to force a mode

transition. Transitions between modes were accompanied by a change in the output

spectrum and a discontinuous jump in the drain bias current and the gate voltage.

The TGO was required to function in a single frequency operating mode which was

attainable under certain bias conditions. The single frequency mode is the designed state of

HP Spectrum Analyser

Gate Power Supply Drain Power Supply

20 dB Attenuator

C-Band Horn Antenna TGO

FIGURE 3-9: Experimental set-up for the measurement of the TGO output
frequency spectrum.
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the TGO and occurs when the transistors synchronize and lock to a single frequency. Figure

3-10 shows the spectrum of the 25 FET TGO in the locked state. The spectrum consists of a

single peak at 4.121 GHz and the first harmonic at twice that frequency. Extremely limited
frequency tuning was possible by varying the bias supply before synchronization was lost.

Single frequency operation was difficult to induce because it occurred only when all

transistors had an overlapping capture range. Two practical considerations make single

frequency operation hard to induce. Firstly, the transistors are not exactly identical hence

each one will oscillate at a different free running frequency. Since the capture range is

centred about the free running frequency, synchronization will not occur if the transistor

free running frequencies are too dissimilar. Secondly, the TGO is finite in extent, thus each

transistor experiences a different electromagnetic environment. This also causes the

transistors to oscillate at different free running frequencies. Once the TGO was locked, the

single frequency mode was stable and a significant change in conditions was needed to lose

synchronization. This behaviour is associated with the fact that a transistor's lock range is

generally larger than its capture range.

A comparison between the measured 4.2 G}Jz frequency and the predicted 5 G}Jz
oscillation according to the theoretical analysis reveals a2IVo error in the analysis. Such a

sizable error was not unexpected since the analysis procedure was shown to be flawed in the

previous section. It was concluded that the transistors were unlikely to oscillate in-phase

hence the analysis was not applicable. Currently, there is no way of analysing a TGO with
any phase distribution other than the assumed in-phase distribution.

Multiple frequency operation was the most frequent operating mode that occurred. Figure
3-l l shows an example of the spectrum from a multiple frequency mode. The spectrum
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FIGURE 3-10: Frequency spectrum of the TGO output showing single frequency operation
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exhibits a typical property of unlocked oscillators [111] in that the spectral peaks are evenly

spaced along the frequency axis. Multiple frequency operating states are generally induced

when the DC input power is high. This observation can be explained in terms of the

transistor lock and capture ranges. The lock and capture ranges are inversely proportional to

the transistor output power and directly proportional to the power of the injection signal

t1111. As the DC input power is increased, the transistors oscillate more strongly which, in

turn, also increases the injection power. As a consequence of the coupling between

transistors, however, the transistor output power increases at a greater rate than the injection

power thus the capture and locking ranges decrease. The likelihood of synchronization are

therefore reduced as the TGO input power is increased.

Figure 3-12 shows the spectrum of a transition state between the synchronizing and

non-synchronizing modes. The transition state occurred when the conditions were such that

the transistors were oscillating at frequencies on the fringes of their lock range.

The 25 FET TGO exhibited the complex behaviour normally associated with injection

locked oscillators. For example, when the drain voltage was kept constant while the gate

voltage was varied from -3 V to 0 V then back to -3 V the operation of the TGO differed

depending on the direction of the voltage change. Table 3-3 lists the results of such an

experiment for a constant drain voltage of 3 V. Several features should be noted:

. A change in the operating state was accompanied by a discontinuous jump in the gate

voltage and drain current. It was not possible to vary V65 over the range of interest in

a smooth monotonic manner because of this phenomenon.

. Once the multiple frequency operating state was reached, the gate voltage remained

static at a reading of - 1.80 V.
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FIGURE 3-11: Frequency spectrum of the TGO output showing multiple frequency

operation.
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tilt I I

RTTEN 1ØdB
RL ØdBm TØdB/

Vcs = -l'91 V
Ic = 0.00 A
VDS = 2'50Y
Io = 0.06 A
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FIGURE 3-12: Frequency spectrum of the TGO output showing a transit¡on state between
a locked and unlocked mode.

vcs ff) rc (A) rn (A) Operating State

-3.00 0.00 0.00 No Oscillations.
Transistors Switched Off

-2.96 0.00 0.01

-2.26 0.00 0.02

2.04 0.00 0.03

- 1.88 0.00 0.04

-1.74 0.00 0.05

-1.60 0.00 0.06

- 1.81 0.00 0.26 Multiple Frequency Operation

- 1.80 0.00 0.21

- 1.80 0.00 0.27 Multiple Frequency Operation.

- 1.85 0.00 0.25

-1.93 0.00 0.1'7 Single Frequency Operation

-1.95 0.00 0.16

-2.06 0.00 0.02 No Oscillations.
Transistors Switched Off.

-2.34 0.00 0.01

-3.00 0.00 0.00
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. Single frequency operation was obtained by decreasing the gate voltage to -1.93 V.

The single frequency mode was difficult to induce and was more readily achieved

using a lower drain voltage of 2.5 V.

Figure 3-13 illustrates the results graphically in a plot of the gate voltage verses the bias

drain current.

One of the main concerns to surface during the spectral analysis study was the fact that only

170 mA of drain current was drawn from the bias supply during the single frequency

operating mode. Consequently, the transistors each functioned on an average of 7 mA

compared to the typical rated value of 40 mA. Either the transistors were underpowered or

not all of them were oscillating. Given the construction of the TGO, it was extremely

difficult to check the individual transistors for faults. No short circuits were evident, as this

would have been detected by the bias supply, and open circuit faults are a rare occurrence.
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FIGURE 3-13: Plot of V6s versus lp for a drain voltage Vos = 3.00 V.
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The devices were therefore assumed to be operational. It was concluded that if any

transistors were not oscillating, then it was likely due to an error with the design. The fact

that the TGO is only finite in extent means that each transistor experiences a different

electromagnetic environment. It is conceivable that some transistors were not loaded with
the appropriate impedance to induce oscillations. The edge transistors would be most

susceptible to this type of problem.

3.5.2 Near Field Measurements

Measuring the near field distribution of the grid is extremely hetpful in the understanding of
the TGO operation. The near field data provides information about the curent distribution

across the grid. Furthermore, it can indicate which transistors are oscillating and the

strength of the oscillations. To the authors knowledge, near field measurements of TGO

structures have not previously been documented in the literature.

The near field of a TGO can be measured using the electric f,eld probe [112] shown in
Figure 3- 14. The probe consists of an electrically short dipole directly connected to a diode.

The use of an electrically small antenna has the advantage of providing a high spatial

resolution. In addition, the small structure scatters a minimal amount of the incident field
thus minimizing errors in the measurement. The RF voltage induced across the terminals of
the dipole is proportional to the component of the electric field parallel to the probe axis.

The diode convefis the RF voltage into a DC voltage and the combination of the filter
circuit and the high impedance resistive lines eliminate any remaining RF currents. The DC

voltage, which is proportional to the electric field at the position of the dipole, is measured

using a voltmeter or a cathode ray oscilloscope (CRO).

R1

Diode Vnc

Resistive Lines

Electrically Short Dipole

FIGURE 3-14: Basic configuration of an electric field probe.
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Figure 3-15 shows the complete design of the electric field probe built to measure the TGO

near field distribution. A HP schottky barrier diode (code 5082-2114) was chosen as the

detector and the legs of the device were used to form the short dipole antenna. The function

of the resistive lines and the open circuit stubs were to remove the RF signal from the output

DC voltage. The open circuit stubs were designed to produce a short circuit impedance at a

frequency of 4.I2 GHz. A CRO was connected to the output terminals to measure the

output DC voltage.
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All dimensions are in millimetres.
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FIGURE 3-15: Design and dimensions of the electric near field probe.
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In order to measure the TGO near field, the probe had to be scanned across a plane close to

the grid face. A styrofoam stand was used to position the probe at the desired location.

Styrofoam has a dielectric constant close to one and therefore has a negligible effect on the

TGO operation. Figure 3-16 illustrates the equipment set-up.

The effect of the probe on the TGO operation was first tested. The single frequency mode

was induced in the TGO and the frequency spectrum was measured with and without the

probe in position. The spectral plots of the TGO output, when the probe was placed I mm

and20 mm in front of the central transistor in the grid, are shown in Figure 3-17. These

spectral plots suggest the probe has a negligible effect on the oscillation frequency of the

TGO (a shift of 2.5 IN{Hz in case 1 and only 0.3 MHz in case 2).

The near field distribution of the TGO was measured on a plane 5 mm in front of the

radiating drain and gate lines. The TGO was operated in single frequency mode with the

bias conditions V65 = -1.91 V IC = 0.00 A, VoS = 2.50 Y and I¡ = 0.13 A. The spectral

content of the TGO output was monitored throughout the experiment to ensure that the

probe did not cause the transistors to lose synchronization. The data obtained from the near

field measurements are plotted in Figure 3-18. These plots exhibit a number of interesting

characteristics. Firstly, the predominant feature of the graphs is the high level of radiation

detected at the substrate edges. This feature suggests that a significant amount of power is

being channelled along the dielectric material by substrate modes. When the substrate edge

is encountered, a proportion of the power is radiated in free space which is then detected by

the probe. The remaining power is reflected back into the substrate thereby establishing a

standing wave pattern in the substrate. The existence of the substrate modes was predicted
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FIGURE 3-16: Experimental set-up used for the TGO near field measurements.
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from the theoretical TGO analysis discussed in the last section. Furthermore, given that the

TGO is only finite in extent and the substrate is electrically thick, a proportion of the TGO

output power will always couple into the substrate.

Secondly, the plots in Figure 3-18 do not exhibit four quadrant symmetry. The four quadrant

symmetry is expected because the driving point impedance of a finite square array is

symmetric across the two central axes, assuming the transistors are oscillating in-phase.

Two factors could be responsible for the lack of symmetry in the near field measurements:

. The transistors are not oscillating in-phase so that the radiation is propagating in a

direction other than boresight.

. The transistors are oscillating at different levels of power even though the same

impedance is presented to their terminals. Either the transistors are not identical,

causing the differences in power levels, or some other external factor is at fault.

The near field plots do, in fact, show that the transistors are not oscillating at the same

power levels. An array of sources oscillating with unpredictable varying strengths will

produce a far field radiation pattern incompatible with real world applications. It was not

possible to determine exactly which transistors were oscillating weakly or strongly because

of the inadequate spatial resolution of the electric probe.
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FIGURE 3-17: Effect of the electric field probe on the TGO operating in single
frequency mode.
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Transistor Positions and Column Indices
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FIGURE 3-18: Near field measurements of the radiating columns of the TGO

3.5.3 Far Field Measurements

The far f,eld radiation pattern of the TGO can be measured using the experimental set-up

shown in Figure 3-19. Since the TGO is a transmitter and must be mounted on the turntable

(rotating ground plane), conventional automated measurement techniques employing

network analysers cannot be utilized. A horn antenna, mounted on a styrofoam stand
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located approximately 3 m from the turntable, receives the radiation from the TGO. A

crystal detector is used to convert the RF power into a DC voltage and a low noise amplifier

with a gain of 1000 magnifies the signal to a readable level. The spectrum of the TGO can

be observed by replacing the crystal detector and the amplifier by a spectrum analyser.

The far f,eld radiation patterns for the TGO operating in single frequency mode is shown in

Figure 3-21(a). The grid orientation in the E-plane and H-plane measurements are

illustrated in Figure 3-20. With reference to the E-plane pattern of Figure 3-21(a), the

radiation pattern of the TGO is poor. The main lobe is not well defined and secondary lobes

appear at around 70o either side of boresight. The main peak is located at an angle of

ANECHOIC CHAMBER

CRO,
Voltmeter
or XY Plotter

FIGURE 3-19: Experimental set-up for the far field measurement of the TGO.
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FIGURE 3-20: Orientation of the TGO in E-plane and H-plane radiation measurements.
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approximately -13o which implies that the transistors are not oscillating in-phase. The

cross-polar component of the radiation pattern is relatively low (approximately - 12 dB) and

indicates that the RF currents flowing along the source leads are relatively small in
magnitude. The H-plane pattern has similar characteristics to the E-plane pattern with the

most dominant feature being the two peaks located either side of boresight. The local null in

the boresight direction implies the transistors may be oscillating out-of-phase in the H-plane

direction.

It is difficult to make a comparison between the expected results and the measured radiation

pattems because the TGO active elements are oscillating with an unknown phase and

magnitude. The effect of variations in the transistor oscillations are highlighted by the fact

that the radiation patterns of the TGO operating in multiple frequency mode (shown in

Figure 3-21(b)) have not changed significantly from the single frequency mode case. Under

multiple frequency operation, the TGO output is incoherent and it would be logical to
expect the radiation patterns to degrade considerably. The fact that this degradation in the

radiation pattern is not observed would suggest that the radiation pattern of the

synchronized TGO is already poorly formed.
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FIGURE 3-21: Radiation patterns for the TGO operating in (a) single frequency
mode and (b) multiple frequency mode.
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Yttl^

3.5.4 Discussion of Experimental Results

The construction and testing of the 25 FET TGO for C-band operation

the difficulties described in Section 3.3 as well as revealing additional

particular, the non-ideal behaviour associated with the presence of substrate modes and

off-boresight radiation were emphasized. Both factors were attributed to the absence of any

scheme to force in-phase operation. A number of practical problems also surfaced. The fact

that the array was finite in extent and that the transistors were not identical had a significant

impact on the TGO operation. The unit-cells in the array were dissimilar and had

individually unique oscillation properties. Consequently, synchronization was difficult to

induce and the resultant radiation characteristics were poor. It is anticipated that a

monolithically fabricated TGO would be less susceptible to this kind of problem.

Transistors can be made nearly identical and very large anays approaching the infinite array

assumption are possible.

3.6 Chapter Summary and Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, transistor grid oscillators with electrically thick substrates were studied to

independently assess their potential for operation at millimetre wave frequencies. The

existing TGO analysis procedure was reviewed and the assumptions that are required to be

satisfied for the successful application of the theory were identified and discussed. The

analysis procedure is theoretically sound but is reliant on too many assumptions. This

restricts the range of designs for which the analysis method is applicable. In particular, two

fundamental assumptions that form the foundations of the theory are questionable:

1. The transistors of the TGO are assumed to oscillate in-phase to produce a uniform

TEM plane wave propagating in the direction normal to the grid face. This

assumption is the most dubious since it is specified without an accompanying

statement detailing how to effectuate the in-phase operation. Initial studies on coupled

oscillator theory have suggested that in-phase operation can be difficult to force in

array systems such as that of the TGO. The common technique of placing a dielectric

slab in front of the grid to form a Fabry Perot cavity is a poor empirical solution that is

impractical in real world millimetre wave design. The theoretical concept behind the

use of this dielectric slab is not well-founded since the effectiveness of the slab as a

reflector has not been determined. Implying that the use of dielectric feedback will

always result in in-phase operation is incorrect. A better description would state that

the impact of the dielectric slab is to alter the driving point impedance presented to

the transistors by modifying the inter-element coupling. The effect is two-fold. Firstly,

the frequency of operation varies and secondly, the transistor phasing of the array is

likely to change. The theory of coupled oscillators is too immature to predict the
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locking phase of the transistors in the TGO. The coupling behaviour between

elements is perhaps the single most important consideration that needs to be

addressed. Coupled oscillator theory, applicable in the analysis of general power

combining affays, is considered in Chapter 6.

2. It is assumed that the spacing of the transistors is sufficiently small so that the curent
distribution on the radiating leads are approximately uniform. This assumption

restricts the analysis method to a handful of designs most suited to lower microwave

frequency bands. As the specifled frequency of operation approaches the millimetre

wave band, the transistors need to be more and more closely spaced. Eventually,

practical considerations, such as limited packing densities associated with the power

handling capabilities of substrates, will make this condition difficult to achieve. Such

size restrictions are analogous to those encountered in chip level combiners. If the

assumption is not satisfied, the assumed current distribution of the grid will be

inaccurate resulting in errors in the analysis.

The significant contributions of this chapter have been the scrutiny of the in-phase

assumption used in the TGO analysis and the interpretation of the characteristics of the TE

and TM modes of the hypothetical waveguide. Correct TGO operation requires all TE and

TM modes to be evanescent. As the substrate becomes electrically thick or the unit-cell
dimensions become electrically large, there is an increased likelihood of the operating

frequency exceeding the cut-off frequency of the lowest order modes excited in the negative

z direction. If this condition occurs, at least one TE or TM mode will propagate. A TE or

TM mode cannot physically propagate in the TGO structure and can only be interpreted as a

break-down in the theory caused by the excitation of substrate modes. The calculation of
the cut-off frequencies of the lowest ordel TE and TM modes (given by (3.13)) are excellent

indicators which identify when the TGO is no longer suited to the power combining

function. From (3.13), it would seem that the predominant requirement for in-phase

oscillation, given a specification for a TGO to operate at a particular frequency, is to have

small unit-cell dimensions. The reason for this result is unclear from the point of view of the

theory associated with the TGO. It is, however, easily interpreted once the coupled

oscillator analysis of power combining arrays is considered. The topic of the in-phase

excitation of the transistor grid oscillator is revisited in Chapter 6.

Despite its shortcomings, the concept of the transistor grid oscillator still remains a novel

and innovative idea. The TGO represents a significant step in the development of millimetre

wave spatial power combiners. Two main aspects associated with its structure and analysis

need to be considered before the technology can progress. Firstly, further work is needed in

the field of coupled oscillator theory to determine how to force in-phase operation in the

TGO. Secondly, an analysis method more suited to a synthesis procedure is required to be
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developed. Such an analysis should model all the mechanisms controlling the TGO

operation including substrate modes and finite array effects. Modification of the TGO

structure may be needed to achieve these goals and this approach is considered in the next

chapter.
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4.L Overview

The implementation of spatial power combiners in compact, cost effective and

monolithically constructed millimetre wave systems is impeded by the lack of accurate

design methodologies. The combiners identified as potentially capable of operating at

millimetre wave frequencies are difficult to analyse and design to specifications. These

combiners include transistor grid oscillators and antenna array power combiners featuring

direct integration and electromagnetic internal injection locking. Further progress in the

spatial power combining field is contingent on the development of theory applicable to

these specific power combiners.

This chapter will present and analyse a new antenna array power combiner referred to as a

dipole-transistor (DT) active array. As the name implies, the DT active array consists of an

array of elements, each comprising a microstrip dipole directly integrated to a GaAs

transistor. Microstrip dipoles are aptly suited to the multiple functions required from

antennas in millimetre wave power combining affays. They are compatible with monolithic

fabrication and have the advantageous properties of simplicity and small size. Their

performance parameters are enhanced at millimetre wave frequencies when the dielectric

substrate becomes electrically thick [113]. The use of an electrically thick substrate

improves the bandwidth of the microstrip dipole and increases the driving point impedance

which facilitates the matching of the antenna to the feeding system. Furthermore, microstrip

dipoles have well known and extensively published characteristics. Given these
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considerations, the fact that the microstrip dipole has not previously received attention in
the antenna affay power combining field is somewhat sulprising. GaAs transistors are

chosen as the solid-state source in the DT active array because of the advantages previously

cited in Section 1.3.

A schematic of a DT active array is illustrated in Figure 4-1 where the bias network circuit

is omitted from the diagram. The problem of how to feed DC power to the transistor devices

is treated in Chapter 5. The DT active array is very similar in construction to the transistor

grid oscillator except that the bias line sharing configuration is not employed. The radiating

structure is therefore changed from a continuous grid to a much simpler array of microstrip

dipoles. The removal of the bias line sharing configuration, although a seemingly minor

modification, has significant ramifications. The ambiguity associated with the cuffent

boundary conditions at the unit-cell boundary is eliminated and the complexity of the

resultant analysis is considerably reduced. In addition, the design becomes more intuitive
since the microstrip dipole array is a well understood radiating structure.

The accurate analysis or design of a DT active array consists of two main components:

' The dipole-transistor integration design is basically the oscillator design which

involves the connection of the microstrip dipole to the transistor in such a way as to

induce stable oscillations. The dipole-transistor integration design requires the

adaptation of conventional oscillator theory to the unconventional circuit of the power

combining array.
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FIGURE 4-1: Schematic showing the basic construction of a DT active aftay.
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Analysis of the DT structure

The inter-element coupling design involves the application of coupled oscillator

theory to determine the steady state operating conditions of the locked DT active

array. The array geometry should be chosen so that certain conditions that are

assumed in the dipole{ransistor integration design are enforced.

This chapter is concerned with the dipole-transistor integration design. Theory is

established leading to the development of a design methodology. The DT active array

serves as an object of focus in this thesis but it is studied with a view to increase the

knowledge base associated with general power combining arrays. The development of

coupled oscillator theory for application to DT active arrays is treated in Chapters 6 andl.

4.2 Lnalysis of the DT structure

4.2.1The DT Equivalent Circuit

Microwave oscillators are generally designed by considering the circuit impedance

presented to the device at the device terminals. Since a direct integration scheme is

employed in the DT active arÍay, the only structure connected to the device terminals is the

microstrip dipole.

As a prelude to the formulation of the DT active array analysis, consider a single DT

element as shown in Figure a-2@) where the transistor is represented as a two port device

for convenience. The microstrip dipole can be modelled by its driving point impedance

Zp¡, as shown in the equivalent circuit of Figure 4-2(b). Given the device terminals occupy

an electrically small region, Kirchoff's current law is applicable and the same current must

flow around the equivalent circuit of Figure 4-2(b).In addition, for stable oscillation in the

steady state, the voltages V1 and Y2 at the two ports of the transistor must be equall

assuming the voltage vectors are orientated in the directions shown in Figure 4-2(b). The

equal voltage condition arises as a consequence of the horizontal element symmetry2 of the

centre-fed microstrip dipole. Since the currents and voltages at each port of the transistor

are identical, the equivalent impedances seen at the device ports (21 and Z) must also be

identical and equal to half the microstrip dipole driving point impedance. The DT element

can therefore be represented by the equivalent circuit of Figure 4-2(c), where Z1=22=
Zod2. This simple equivalent circuit can be used to design a single DT oscillator element.

l. The equal voltage condition (Vr = Vz) is implicitly implied in the TGO analysis procedure of
Section 3.2.ltis represented by the turns ratio used in the centre tap transformer in the equivalent
TGO circuit, assuming horizontal symmetry of the unit-cell (b = 2c and r = l/2).

2. An element exhibits horizontal symmetry if it is a mirror image across the horizontal centre axis of
the element.
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Chapter 4 - Dipole-Tiansistor (DT) Active Arrays

For the case of a DT active array, the equivalent circuit of Figure a-2@) is also applicable.

From the point of view of the device, whether the antenna is isolated or placed in an array

environment is irrelevant since the effect of any mutual coupling is absorbed in the driving

point impedance parameter. The only difference in the dipole-transistor integration design

of a DT active array compared to the design of a single element is the manner in which the

microstrip dipole driving point impedance is calculated. For the case of a DT active affay,

the impedance should include the effect of mutual coupling to accurately model the array

environment. In addition, the power combining array is assumed to have synchronized to a

particular frequency and phase so that the injection locking behaviour of the aruay does not

need to be considered. Such an assumption is reasonable provided an analysis technique is

developed to determine the final frequency and phase of the injection locked array. Coupled

oscillator theory, applied to the DT active array, is considered in Chapters 6 and7.
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FIGURE 4-2: Diagram showing (a) the schematic of the DT element, (b) the
intermediate equivalent circuit for the DT element and (c) the final equivalent circuit

used to analyse the DT element.
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4.2.2 Analysis of the DT Equiyalent Circuit

The DT equivalent circuit of Figure 4-2(c) can be analysed using general mlcrowave

oscillator theory. For a complete analysis capable of predicting the full operational

characteristics of the oscillator, a detailed dynamic large-signal non-linear technique needs

to be employed. In order to illustrate the basic operational characteristics of the DT element,

however, a simple s-parameter design methodology will suffice. The s-parameter analysis

technique only predicts the frequency of oscillation and does not provide information on

other parameters of possible interest such as the power, phase noise, harmonic content and

time evolution of the output signal. A description of the s-parameter method of oscillator

design can be found in references [18] and [114].

'With reference to Figure 4-2(c), several equations describing the DT element operation can

be identified. Firstly, the reflection coefficients looking into the device ports (fin and fou,)

can be expressed in terms of the device two port s-parameters3 (S'i¡) and the reflection

coeff,cients of the load impedances (f1 and f). The relevant equations, given by (4.1) and

(4.2), are the standard translational formulas for calculating the port reflection coefficient as

a function of the load connected to the other port. The parameter A is given by (a.3).

S -af1 2f.=ln (4.1)

(4.2)

(4.s)

f

| -s'2212

s'22 - 
^f 1

t - 1-S'llft

Port2: f

ou

Â = S' nS'22 - S'tzS zt (4.3)

Secondly, the oscillation condition can be expressed in terms of the reflection coefficients at

the ports, as given by @.$ and (4.5).

Port 1: f,nf, = 1 (4.4)

fou 12

3. The symbol representing the two port s-parameters is primed (S'¡) in order to conform to the

nomenclature used in this thesis. The primed parameters refer to the s-parameters that are directly
inserted into the equations derived in this section. In a later section, various techniques are used to

modify the original transistor s-parameters (S¡) into a form (S'¡) more suited to the equations

derived in this section.
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If the oscillation condition is satisfied at either port then it is automatically satisfied at the

other port. Finally, due to the symmetry of the DT element, the relation Zt = Zz is also valid

and can be expressed in the form of (4.6).

(4.6)

SubstitutingØ.4) and (4.6) into (4.1) results in the quadratic equation of (4.7) which has the

two solutions given by (a.8). Substituting equation (4.5) and (4.6) into (4.2) produces an

identical result.

Af3-(s''+s'22)fD+I = o

f2fD=fl=

2

(4.1)

(4.8)
(S'' r S'22) t (s'11 + s'22) -4LfD=

2L

Equation (4.8) is essentially a statement of the oscillation condition which determines the

operating parameters of the DT element. Several aspects of (4.8) need to be discussed:

' The equation is applicable to any horizontally symmetric DT element regardless of
the transistor configuration4 employed, provided the two port s-parameters of the

device are known. The s-parameters are dependent on the bias voltages applied to the

transistor hence the design is optimized for a particular bias condition.

' Since the equation is a statement of the oscillation condition, any solution inherently

ensures transistor instability. Checking the transistor stability is redundant if a

solution to the equation can be found.

' The equation can be interpreted as providing the microstrip dipole reflection

coefficient required for oscillation, given the transistor s-parameters for some

specified bias condition. There are two possible solutions to the equation but, in
general, one solution corresponds to a microstrip dipole impedance that is physically

unrealizable. In the case of the invalid solution, the required driving point impedance

either has a negative real part or a magnitude that is impracticably large.

' The equation has a very simple form that conveniently separates the antenna

dependent parameters on the left hand side from the transistor dependent variables on

the right hand side. Comparing (4.8) to the oscillation conditions (4.4) and (4.5), the

right hand side of the equation is identified as the inverse reflection coefficient

looking into the ports of the transistor. The right hand side of the equation will be

referred to as function F(S') since it is purely dependent on the device s-parameters.

4. In this thesis, the transistor configuration will refer to the orientation of the transistor defined by the
common terminal (e.g. common source, common gate, etc.).
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2
(S'rr + S'22) t (s'll + s'22) -4L l 1

F (S') = (4.e)

(4.11)

(4.t2)

2L f,n foo,

. Equation (4.8) can be expressed in impedance terms to yield the oscillation condition

in the impedance domain, given by (4.10).

ZD (4.10)
R -z"r

1+f
Zo* = 2Zo 1-f

D

D

-Z^r = 2Zo

The form of (4.10) indicates that the DT equivalent circuit can be considered as a

microstrip dipole connected to a one port negative resistance device with impedance

7n. The parameter Zg is the characteristic impedance of the system and is generally

chosen to be the same as the reference impedance of the transistor s-parameters for

convenience.

An equation similar in form to (4.8) can be derived for a general power combining array

element employing an alternative radiator provided the relationship between the

impedances at the two ports (i.e.21andZ) is ascertained. Consequently, the general design

methodology described in this chapter is applicable to other power combining array

configurations besides the DT active affay.

4.3 Feedback Control

The direct integration scheme used in the DT structure reduces the flexibility of the

oscillator design due to the absence of any impedance matching networks. The microstrip

dipole must therefore present the required load to the device for oscillations to occur. In the

skeletal DT structure consisting of only the microstrip dipole and the transistor, a viable

solution to the oscillation condition is unlikely. The inability to satisfy the oscillation

condition poses a serious problem that requires attention. The most intuitive way to

demonstrate the limitations of the DT element design is to consider the stability of the

transistor. Such a study reveals possible techniques in which the oscillation condition can be

satisfied in the dipole-transistor integration design.
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In general, an oscillator must adhere to two requirements. Firstly, the transistor must be

unstable and secondly, the oscillation condition must be satisfied. The transistor stability

can be assessed by calculating the stability parameter K and by plotting the stability circles

t18l t1141. Appendix C describes and defines both stability concepts. As an example,

consider the Avantek ATF-13036 GaAs low noise transistor. The small signal common

source two port s-parameters of this device are provided in the data sheets reproduced in

Appendix D. The stability parameter K can be calculated from the common source

s-parameters and is plotted in Figure 4-3(a). The ATF-13036 transistor in a common source

configuration is unconditionally stable at frequencies above 11 GHz when the stability

parameter is greater than one. Consequently, oscillations cannot occur above this frequency.

For frequencies below ll GHz, the load and source stability circles define the range of
impedances that can be connected to the device ports to induce oscillations. These stability

circles, plotted on Smith charts, are shown in Figure 4-3(b). Since the loads seen at the

transistor ports of a DT element are identical, the instability criterion of the DT element is

more stringent than that of a conventional microwave oscillator. The unstable regions of the

load and source stability circles must overlap if oscillations are to be induced. The term

double instability will be used to describe the condition in which a single impedance value

causes both ports to be unstable. In Figure 4-3(b), the double instability regions are

indicated by the black areas. Two important features of these plots are ideritified.

' The common source transistor exhibits double instability only in the frequency range

from? GHz to 7 GHz Consequently, a DT element using the ATF-13036 transistor in

a common source configuration can only be designed for operation within this

frequency range.

. The areas of the Smith chart in which double instability occurs are relatively small.

Furthermore, the location of the double instability is such that realizing the required

impedance using a microstrip dipole is difficult.

The stability plots of Figure 4-3(b) clearly illustrate the difficulty in designing a DT

oscillator element using the ATF-13036 GaAs transistor in a common source configuration.

Since matching networks have been precluded from the DT element design, it is necessary

to modify the device s-parameters in order to increase the double instability regions or

move them to an area of the Smith chart that corresponds to realizable microstrip dipole

impedances. Either a more unstable transistor can be used, the transistor can be

re-orientated in a different configuration or feedback can be implemented. The latter two

options are explored in the following discussion.

Figure 4-4 shows the stability analysis of the ATF-13036 GaAs transistor in a common gate

configuration. The plots of the stability parameter and the stability circles indicate a general

increase in the transistor instability as compared to the common source case. The double
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instability regions of the transistor have increased dramatically and oscillations in the DT

element can potentially be induced in the frequency range 2 G}ìz to 12 GHz. Furthermore,

the double instability regions at frequencies around 8 GHz are located in the left half plane

of the Smith chart and correspond to impedances that are realizable using microstrip

dipoles. From the stability analysis, it can be concluded that the AIF-13036 transistor is

better suited to the DT structure in a common gate configuration.

The use of feedback provides an extra degree of freedom in the DT oscillator design. Figure

4-5 illustrates the feedback control scheme in which series feedback is employed by

connecting an impedance between the common terminal of the transistor and ground. The

main effect of the feedback impedance is to vary the s-parameters of the two port device

block. The modified s-parameters can be determined using standard network conversion

formulas [18]. In this research, the feedback impedance will always be purely reactive so

that no real power is transferred to the common terminal of the transistor.

Figure 4-6 shows the effect of using feedback on the stability of the ATF-13036 transistor.

The feedback impedance is purely reactive and chosen to minimize the stability parameter

value. The stability circle plots clearly illustrate the versatility of the feedback control. The

double instability regions are the dominant features in the Smith charts and are located in

positions that correspond to realizable microstrip dipole impedances.

The use of a reactive feedback element is a key component in the DT oscillator design. It

provides the extra degree of freedom required to enable the DT element to satisfy the

oscillation condition and conform to specifications of frequency and power. In general, the

net result of a transistor employing any common terminal configuration with feedback

control is a modification of the device block two port s-parameters.

Device Block

Port 1 Port2

zl I-1
ZF 22

Microstrip Dipole Impedances
Feedback Impedance

lin ;-l
T

l2fout

zt'zz
ZF

Transistor

FIGURE 4-5: DT equivalent circuit incorporating feedback control
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As illustrated in Figure 4-7, the calculation of the modified s-parameter data from the

original transistor two port s-parameters involves a three step process:

1. The transistor two port s-parameters are converted into three port s-parameters using

equation set (4.13). The notation S,, is used to represent the three port transistor

s-parameters while 51; are the original two port transistor s-parameters.

s;

s;Ð=sl

o. ^o,S; = Srr+# Srz = Srz

Szz = Szz + 4-o
6ztozz

o = Slr*Srz*Szr tSzz

6' = 1-S,r-Srz

612= 1-S,,-S'

2al
4-o
2o,
4-o

(4.r3)

2o.^
^ lL\--rr 4-o

26r, =-o\-_rr 4-oS,, 4-o

621 = l-Srr,-S,

a22= 1-S22-S21

2. The three port transistor s-parameters are rearranged according to the re-orientation of

the device into the desired configuration where port C is defined as the common poft

of the modified device block. For example, if port 1 of the original transistor is made

Port I Port2 Port I Port2

Port 3

Device Block

Transistor

Port A Port B

Port 2Port

'¡ Port C

FIGURE 4-7= Diagram showing schematically how the two port s-parameters of the device

block can be calculated from the original transistor two port s-parameters.

ZF

Transistor Transistor

Transistor
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the common terminal in the modified device, then the subscripts of the s-parameters

arechangedaccordingto 1+C,2-+A and3-+B (i.e. Soo = S22,So" = S23,

SAc = Sr,Sro = Ç,Sr, = S;,Sra = E,Sao = ilrz,Sa, = S!3 and

S"" = S11).

3. The modified three port s-parameters are converted back into two port s-parameters

taking into account the feedback impedance value. The relevant formulas are given by

equation set (4.14), where fp is the reflection coefficient of the feedback impedance.

Stt S
s. ^scBfFs'rz = Sne+,_¡iilAA

S'21 = Ssn +
S fBC CA F sBcscBfF

s'22 = sss +

(4.r4)
S

I - fFscc 1 - fFscc

4.4 DT Array Design

Equation (4.8) will be used as the basis of a synthesis strategy for designing a DT active

power combining array. Reflecting the format of (4,8), the design consists of two steps

which are associated with the two sides of the equation, The first step involves the

calculation of the right hand side of the equation comprising function F(S'). The variation

of F(S') with frequency and feedback maps out a locus on the Smith chart which will be

referred to as the transistor characteristic. The second step involves the determination of the

left hand side of (4.8) which defines the dipole characteristic. The dipole characteristic is

derived from the microstrip dipole driving point impedance and is primarily dependent on

the frequency and the microstrip dipole geometry. Once the transistor and dipole

characteristics are ascertained, they can be combined in accordance with (4.8). A simple

graphical technique is used in which both characteristics are plotted on a Smith chart. The

intersection of the two loci identifies the possible operating points that satisfy the oscillation

condition. In the context of the dipole-transistor integration design, the term "operating

point" refers to the particular device and microstrip dipole impedance values that satisfy the

oscillation condition.

Design of the DT oscillator in the impedance domain is also feasible using (4.10). In this

case, the dipole impedance is compared with the equivalent one port device impedance

calculated fr om (4. 12).
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4.4.1 TFansistor Characteristics

The right hand side of (4.8), denoted as function F(S'), is dependent only on the device two

port s-parameters. F(S') has two values for each argument corresponding to the positive and

negative square root solutions. The two values of F(S') are denoted as F1(S') and F2(S') and

are given by (a.15) and (4.16), respectively. The parameter A is defined by (4.3).

2
(S'rr + S'rr) + (s'11 + s'22) -4L

Fl (S') = (4.1s)
2L

2(S'll + S'rr) - (S'11 + S'22) -4L
F2 (S') = 2L

(4.16)

The device s-parameter data used in the calculation of the F(S') function should, for

accuracy, correspond to the large signal s-parameters of the transistor. The large signal

s-parameters, however, are often unavailable and small signal s-parameters must be used in

an approximate design.

The transistor characteristics are dependent on the specific type of transistor used, the bias

conditions, the transistor configuration employed, the frequency of operation and the

feedback impedance connected to the common terminal. Generally, the first three factors

are fixed for a particular design hence the transistor characteristics are determined as a

function of frequency and feedback control. The device block two port s-parameters are first

calculated using (4.I3) and (4.14), followed by the determination of the transistor

characteristic using (4.15) and (4.16). Plots of the individual functions F1(S') and F2(S') are

generally not continuous because of the square root term in the numerator. Discontinuities

often occur when the argument of the square root has a zero imaginary part. The plot of both

Fr(S') and F2(S'), however, generally combine to produce two continuous functions.

Furthermore, variation of the feedback reactance value from -j- to j- will generate

closed curves.

Examples of transistor characteristics can be found in Figures 4-8 and 4-9 which show the

F(S') plots for the ATF-13036 GaAs transistor in a common source and a common gate

configuration, respectively. The F(S') curves are plotted on Smith charts as functions of the

reactive feedback element for each integer frequency value. The feedback impedance is

normalized to a 50 Cl system (since the s-parameters are referenced to 50 O) and varied

from normalized values of -j10 to j10. The F(S') loci exhibit the properties previously

discussed. The F1(S') and F2(S') curves are discontinuous but the combined plots produce
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two continuous curves. If the feedbackreactance was varied from -j- to j-, two closed

curves would be generated.

The transistor characteristics essentially determines the microstrip dipole impedance

needed to satisfy the oscillation condition in the DT element. They also define the feedback

impedance value needed for oscillations to occur at some specific operating point.

4.4.2 Microstrip Dipole Characteristics

In the spatial power combining f,eld, a large proportion of the research has been dedicated

to developing theory to enable the driving point impedance of the radiating structure to be

calculated.

' In the study of quasi-optical resonant combiners, the determination of the impedance

is complicated by the presence of the two reflector cavity. Significant efforts have

been invested into incorporating the resonator into the impedance calculation in order

to accurately model the interaction between the source artay and the cavity t40l t411.

' In the transistor grid oscillator, the use of the unconventional radiating grid has meant

that a new body of theory has had to be developed to analyse the grid structure. A
large proportion of the literature on the TGO is concerned with the determination of
the grid impedance [82]-[87], t1061.

' In the analysis of antenna array power combiners, the evaluation of the driving point

impedance is hindered by the implementation of antenna structures that are not fully
compatible with active transistor devices. For example, a three terminal transistor

device is not easily connected to a microstrip patch antenna t55l t561. The patch

antenna structure is often modified which complicates the driving point impedance

calculation.

One of the main advantages of the DT active array is the utilization of the simple microstrip

dipole as the radiating element. The microstrip dipole has been studied thoroughly over the

last few decades and several analysis models exist. In general, equivalent circuit models or

numerical methods can be used to calculate the microstrip dipole driving point impedance.

In this tesearch, a numerical method of moments (MoM) technique is employed to perform

the microstrip dipole analysis because of several compelling reasons:

' Numerical techniques generally produce more accurate results than analytical circuit

models. The derivation of equivalent circuit models are typically based on broad

assumptions that limit the applicability of the circuit.

' The method of moments analysis can model several key features of the DT structure

that would be difficult to represent in an equivalent circuit. By employing the correct

Green's function, the MoM technique can model the effects produced by an
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electrically thick grounded substrate. Furthermote, the mutual coupling between

elements of the array can be included in the analysis as well as the edge effect in finite

sized arrays.

. In addition to the driving point impedance, numerous performance characteristics can

be ascertained from a method of moments analysis. The calculation of the current

distribution in the analysis enables the prediction of the radiation pattern, the

proportion of power radiated into the substrate and free space, the mutual and self

impedance in array elements and other operational parameters of interest.

The only disadvantage of the method of moments technique is the computational intensity

of the analysis. With the computer power of current hardware, however, the computer

resources required to analyse moderately sized arrays are readily available. The accurate

analysis of very large arrays is still not presently feasible unless super computers are used or

the infinite array approximation is employed. Future developments in computer technology

will act to increase the potential of the MoM technique.

A description of the method of moments analysis used in this research can be found in

references t93l-t941 and [115]-[117]. The following discussion provides a brief overview of

the numerical procedure, with the main focus being on the application of the MoM analysis

in the dipole-transistor integration design.

The method of moments analysis applied to a microstrip dipole is based on the Green's

function for a current source on a grounded dielectric slab. The structure geometry is shown

in Figure 4-10. Equation (4.17) gives the appropriate Green's function applicable to the

calculation of the x-directed electric field at point (x, y, d) due to a x-directed current source

at (xg, yo, d).

^Et .. .LoG lk-k) =-t-xx. x' y, ,k0
( ,.03 - *?)krcos (krd) * jk,(4 - oÎ)sin (k,d)

T

(xo,yo,d)

Source point location = (xo,yo,d)
Field point location = (x,y,d)
Electric permittivity of free Spâce = t9
Magnetic permeability of free space = p0

sin (k, d) (4.11)

->
x

T
e m

+'
I

eo' [o

(x,y,d)

d

Substrate dielectric constant = Êr

Substrate thickness = d
Frequency of operation = f

FIGURE 4-10: Geometry of a single infinitesimal current source on a grounded

dielectric slab.
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Chapter 4 - Dipole-Tfansistor (DT) Active Arrays

Similarly, (4.18) is the Green's function for the evaluation of the y-component of the

electric field from a x-orientated current source.

, EJ ,r- r- \ _ ,Zok*krsin (ktd) (krcos (krd) + jkrsin (krd) )
yx \ x' y' 'ko T.T_

(4.18)

The electric field calculation involves a double integration of the Green's function from --
to - with respect to k* and kr. The Green's function is expressed in the spectral domain

with wavenumbers as the argument because the spectral form is simpler than that found in

the spatial domain case where positional coordinate arguments are used. The wavenumbers

in the three axis directions are (k*, ky,kr) where krcan be separated into the z-component

wavenumbers k1 in the substrate and k2 in free space, as given by @.20). The formulas for

calculating the T" and Tn", functions are given by (a.19) while (4.21) gives the free space

wavenumber kg and the free space wave impedanceZ¡¡.

u?, = uf,-Þ'
o' =l,I

T. = erkrcos (krd) + jk, sin (krd)

T" = krcos (krd) + jkrsin (krd)

z>d

ko = 2nfr6opo Zo
MI-

{eo

k? = t,4-P' o<z<d Im{kr} <o

(4.1e)

(4.20)

Im {kr} < 0

2
B (4.2r)

The definitions for the remaining variables can be found in Figure 4-10

In the method of moments technique, the microstrip dipoles are assumed to be thin and fed

by idealized delta gap generators. The dipoles are subdivided into segments and the current

distribution on the radiators are approximated by the superposition of a set of constant

coefficients multiplied by subsectional basis functions. Several basis functions are suitable

for implementation but piecewise sinusoidal functions will be utilized because of the

computational efficiency and accuracy of the resultant analysis.

By applying the electric f,eld boundary condition at the dipole surface and using a Galerkin

method, the electric field integral equation can be approximated by a set of linearized

discrete equations. The set of simultaneous linear equations can be written in matrix form
(4.22) and solved using computational numerical techniques.

= k2+k2xy
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It"l = lrl (4.22)

The impedance matrix [Z] is dependent only on the array geometry and involves the

calculation of the Green's function. The voltage excitation vector [V] is assumed to be a

known quantity and is given by the microstrip dipole excitations. The only unknown is the

current vector [I] which can be evaluated by solving the system of equations. The elements

of [I] are actually the coefficients which, when combined with the subsectional basis

function, produce the current distribution excited on the microstrip dipoles.

Once the current distribution has been determined, other parameters of interest can be

calculated. Dividing the voltage at the dipole feed (V) by the current at that feed (I) yields

the driving point impedance of the microstrip dipole (Ztn). Mathematically, the driving

point impedance is given by (.23) where the subscript 'f' refers to the index of the feed

segment.

zo*
vf

(4.23)
If

A complete description of the MoM analysis, applied to a finite aruay of microstrip dipoles,

can be found in Appendix E. Appendix F contains the listing for the Fortran 77 source code

written to implement the analysis. The design of a finite DT active array presents a problem

in that the driving point impedance of a particular microstrip dipole is dependent on the

location of that dipole in the array. Each DT element in the array therefore has a different

dipole characteristic. Consequently, each array element should be individually designed to

oscillate at approximately the same frequency. Slight variations in the individual element

frequencies are acceptable since the elements should injection lock to the same frequency

when placed in the array environment.

For a microstrip dipole array of size N* by Ny, in which each dipole is subdivided into N,

segments, the order of the impedance matrix is N* x N, x N.. Consequently, as the number

of dipoles in the array increases, the order of the [Z] matrix also increases and a rapid

escalation in the computational intensity of the analysis occurs. Restrictions on computer

memory and computational time can limit the maximum size of the array that can be

treated. For very large arrays, an infinite array approximation can be used in which the edge

effects of the aÍÍay are ignored [118]. The infinite array has a symmetry that can be

exploited to substantially reduce the computational requirements of the analysis since only

the single anay element needs to be analysed. The derivation of the MoM analysis applied

to an infinite array of microstrip dipoles and the Fortran 77 source code listing can be found

in Appedices E and F, respectively. In the infinite array case, the periodicity causes all the
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Chapter 4 - Dipole-Transistor (DT) Active Arrays

elements to have the same driving point impedance thus the dipole-transistor integration

design is relatively straightforward. The dipole-transistor integration design, described in

this chapter, is most suited to very large DT active affays in which the infinite array

approximation is applicable.

The driving point impedance calculation applied to the finite array and the infinite array is

dependent on the beam steer angle. Without prior knowledge of the transistor phase

distribution across the affay, which in turn controls the beam steer angle, the

dipole-transistor integration design cannot proceed. Coupled oscillator theory is needed to

determine the final steady-state phase of the transistors. For the purposes of the

dipole-transistor integration design, a particular phase distribution across the array can be

assumed. The coupled oscillator design of Chapter 6 will therefore be required to determine

the conditions under which the assumed phasing occurs.

When choosing the desired phase distribution across the array, the subject of substrate

modes or surface *a,nes5 needs to be discussed. The MoM analysis is capable of predicting

the proportion of power lost to substrate modes and has been used in the past to study the

characteristics of these modes [93][94]. In infinite arrays, the phenomenon of scan

blindness has been theoretically analysed and has been determined to be the only

mechanism whereby power can be coupled into the substrate. Scan blindness refers to a
condition where for certain scan angles, no real porwer is radiated away from the phased

array. Mathematically, scan blindness in a microstrip array is linked to the zeros of the T"

and T- functions defined by (4.19). The zeros correspond to the TE and TM surface wave

poles of the grounded dielectric slab and give the propagation constant of the possible

substrate modes. At scan blindness, the phasings of the transistors are such that a substrate

mode becomes resonant. In general, scan blindness angles occur near the endf,re direction

for arrays with thin substrates and move towards boresight as the substrate becomes

electrically thick. If the transistors in an infinite DT active arÍay are forced to oscillate

in-phase, so as to produce boresight radiation, scan blindness and the subsequent substrate

mode propagation cannot occur.

Scan blindness is total only in infinite arrays but severe performance degradation has been

observed in very large experimental arrays due to partial scan blindness. In finite sized

affays, a significant proportion of the input power can be lost to substrate modes if the

dielectric substrate is electrically thick or the array is steered at a scan blindness angle. It is

5. In phased array theory, the term "surface wave" is used to describe a trapped mode where power
does not propagate away from the array face. In the power combining array field, the term
"substrate mode" is used to describe the same phenomenon, with the additional requirement that the
trapped mode occurs due to the presence ofthe substrate.
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not possible to eliminate these substrate modes completely in finite arrays due to the

preference of power to propagate in the medium with the higher dielectric constant [119].

The amount of power lost to the substrate modes, however, can be minimized by enforcing

in-phase oscillation. In addition, as the number of elements in the array increases, the

proportion of power that is coupled into substrate modes is generally reduced [93]. The

periodicity and phasing of the array causes destructive interference of the substrate mode at

all scan angles except at the scan blindness angle. At scan blindness, the periodicity and

phasing reinforces the substrate mode causing resonance. In order to reduce the power

associated with substrate modes in finite DT active arrays, the arrays should be as large as

possible and in-phase oscillations should be induced.

Assuming in-phase excitation in the DT active array design may be misconstrued as being

equivalent to the assumption used in the TGO analysis and, as a consequence, confining the

DT analysis to the same limitations as those of the TGO analysis. Such a conclusion is not

valid because of two significant differences. Firstly, the DT analysis can treat arrays

scanned at different beam steer angles. The in-phase excitation is chosen to minimize the

amount of power coupled into substrate modes. Secondly, the DT analysis is accompanied

by Chapters 6 and 7 which explain how to force the in-phase excitation.

4.5 Application of the DT Active Array Theory to Other
Power Combining Arrays

The basic methodology used in the analysis and design of DT active affays can be adopted

to treat other antenna array pov/er combiners. Provided the relationship between the

impedance seen at both ports of the device is known, a similar equation to (4.8) can be

derived for any general power combining array employing direct integration between a two

port device and the radiating structure. Furthermore, the analysis is potentially applicable to

power combining arrays incorporating dielectric feedback and quasi-optical resonant

cavities. In both cases, only the method of moments analysis used to determine the antenna

characteristics is required to be modified to model the effect of the external structure. The

appropriate Green's function needs to be derived and incorporated into the technique.

Current research focused on the derivation of a Green's function to model the quasi-optical

resonator Í401l4Il has enabled the design process described in this chapter to be applicable

to the quasi-optical resonant combiner. The effect of an external dielectric slab can be

treated in an identical manner to the case of phased arrays utilizing superstrate layers [120].

The dielectric feedback can be simulated by modelling an array with two superstrate layers

consisting of one layer of air and one layer of dielectric. Such an analysis has the potential

to completely characterize the effect of the dielectric slab on the power combining array

operation. Furthermore, it is anticipated that the effect of the dielectric slab can be better
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achieved by using conventional superstrate technology where no afu gap exists. The

elimination of the air gap between the array and the dielectric slab produces a more compact

unit that can be fabricated monolithically. The disadvantage is that the mechanical control

of the inter-element coupling, afforded by the variation of the air gap thickness, is forfeited.

4.6 Chapter Summary and Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, a new structure called the DT active array was introduced as a candidate for

millimetre wave power combining. Theory applicable to the DT active amay was developed

and incorporated into the dipole-transistor integration design. The design is essentially a

two step process, involving the following components.

. The transistor characteristics are determined by calculating the inverse reflection

coefficient looking into the ports of the active device. These characteristics are

dependent on the device s-parameters and are therefore influenced by the precision of
the s-parameter data. In general, large signal s-parameters should be employed but

small signal values will suffice for an approximate design. Feedback control is used to

induce double instability so that the transistor is capable of oscillating in a DT

assembly. The feedback is implemented by connecting a series reactance to the

common terminal of the transistor. Examples of transistor characteristics tbr the

ATF-13036 GaAs FET in a common source and a common gate configuration were

plotted to illustrate the properties of the loci as a function of feedback control.
. The dipole characteristics are derived from the calculation of the microstrip dipole

impedance using a method of moments analysis. The MoM technique is able to treat

key components of the DT structure such as the effect of the grounded substrate, the

mutual coupling between elements and the edge effects in finite arrays. A brief

description of the MOM technique applied to both a finite and an infinite microstrip

dipole array was presented. In both cases, the transistors were assumed to be

oscillating in-phase to minimize the proportion of power lost to substrate modes. The

question of how to force the in-phase excitation is considered in Chapters 6 andl .

The actual dipole-transistor integration design, itself, involves the combination of the

transistor and dipole characteristics to identify possible solutions to the oscillation condition

(4.8). The only assumptions made in the presented theory are:

. The DT element is assumed to exhibit horizontal symmetry.

. The elements in the DT active array are assumed to have locked to a single frequency

of operation and are oscillating in-phase. The in-phase excitation condition was

applied to reduce the effect of substrate mode excitation and is not an inherent

assumption that limits the applicable of the theory.
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The dipole-transistor integration design is most suited to very large DT active arrays in

which the infinite array approximation is applicable. The presence of substrate modes can

be nearly eliminated and the design is virtually identical for all elements in the array. A

small finite DT array requires the individual design of each element for single frequency

operation.

The important contributions of this chapter include the following:
. A new structure that is compatible with requirements for millimetre wave power

combining, called the DT active affay, was proposed.

. The oscillation condition applicable to the DT structure was derived and the scheme

of feedback control was implemented.

. A design methodology was developed involving the determination of the transistor

and dipole characteristics.

. The transistor characteristics were studied and the general properties of the F(S') loci

were determined.

. A method of moments analysis was formulated to calculate the driving point

impedance of a microstrip dipole including effects associated with key components of

the DT active array structure.

. The issues of scan blindness and substrate modes were addressed to determine the

operating conditions that would maximize the proportion of radiated power from the

DT active array.

In the next chapter, the design and experimental evaluation of single DT elements are

described to validate the developed theory. In addition, several practical aspects of the DT

element construction are considered.
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5.1 Overview

The validity of a theoretically developed analytical model is subject to debate unless

conclusive experimental verification is provided. The aim of this chapter is to document the

experimental program devised and conducted in order to support the theory developed in

Chapter 4. The designs for several isolated DT oscillator elements with differing

configurations are described. By treating only single elements, the dipole-transistor

integration design can be validated without the need to consider coupled oscillator theory.

The DT active element circuits are designed for operation below 10 GHz to maximize the

accuracy of measurements in experimental tests. The circuit dimensions can generally be

scaled for millimetre wave operation, with the exception of the substrate thickness. The

electrically thin substrates used in the experimental DT elements may be inappropriate in a

millimetre wave circuit. Given that the primary goal is to assess the dipole-transistor

integration design of Chapter 4, the use of electrically thin substrates is not incompatible

with the aims of this chapter. The theory does consider the effect of the substrate thickness

on the DT element operation thus the design procedure is the same regardless of the

substrate thickness. Furthermore, if the recommendations of Chapter 4 are adhered to,

substrate mode effects can be minimized and do not need to be considered.

J

5
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The examples discussed will serve to illustrate the types of problems that arise when

designing DT elements. Practical aspects of the oscillator construction, such as transistor

biassing and the physical realization offeedback control, are also described.

The design, analysis and evaluation of the various isolated DT elements are presented in the

chronological order of study conducted in this research. Although not all the designs were

completely successful, the details of the designs are still included in this chapter to

demonstrate why these design approaches failed. The designs of the following DT elements

are described:

1. The resonant conìmon source DT element.

2. The resonant common gate DT element.

3. The DT element designed for operation at some specif,ed frequency using large signal

s-parameters.

4. The DT element designed for operation at some specified frequency using small

signal s-parameters.

5. The DT element designed for operation at some specified frequency using small

signal s-parameters and the start up condition.

The resonant DT elements are concept demonstrators. The approach used in the design of
these elements have limited practical applicability because the frequency of operation is a
predicted, rather than a predefined, parameter. There are insufficient design variables in the

DT structure to simultaneously satisfy the resonance condition and set the frequency of
operation to some specif,ed value.

The discussion of the DT elements designed for operation at some specified frequency

discloses the methodology that should be used in the design of practical DT elements. The

strategy based on large signal s-parameters produce the most accurate designs but the

technique employing small signal s-parameters with the start up condition is also valid. The

over simplified design using only small signal s-parameters is appropriate in some cases but

is proned to problems associated with transistor saturation and insufficient gain for

oscillation.
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5.2 Terminology

The DT element can be designed using either the reflection coefficient or impedance

approach. Depending on the design strategy employed, different terminology are used. The

various terminology used in this chapter are described below:

Dipole characteristic: The plot of f¡ (defrned by (4.11)) on the Smith chart as a function

of frequency or microstrip dipole length.

Dipole impedance characteristics: The plot of the microstrip dipole driving point

resistance and reactance as a function of frequency or microstrip dipole length.

Resonant dipole characteristics: The plot of the resonant driving point resistance of the

microstrip dipole as a function of frequency. A complete description also requires the

corresponding microstrip dipole length needed for antenna resonance at each frequency of

interest.

T[ansistor characteristic: The plot of the F(S') function (defined by (a.9)) on the Smith

chart as the series feedback reactance or frequency parameter is varied.

Device impedance characteristics: The plot of the negative one port equivalent device

resistance and reactance (-7n = -Rr - jXr defined by Ø.12)) as a function of the series

feedback reactance or frequency. The term "device" generally refers to parameters

associated with the equivalent one port device representation while the term "transistor"

refers to parameters associated with the two port structure shown in Figure 4-5.

Resonant device characteristics: The plot of the negative one port equivalent device

resonant resistance as a function of frequency. A complete description also includes the

normalized feedback reactance required for resonance at the frequencies of interest.

Device impedance: The term "device impedance" is used as an abbreviation for the full

description "negative one port equivalent device impedance (-7,Ð".Similarly, the device

resistance or reactance actually refers to the negative one port equivalent device resistance

(-Rr) or reactance (-Xr).
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5.3 The Resonant DT Element

This section describes the design and construction of DT elements that operate at the

resonant frequency of the microstrip dipole. At resonance, the microstrip dipole driving

point impedance is purely resistive. In conventional microwave antenna systems, the

resonance condition is usually applied for impedance matching reasons. In typical oscillator

designs, the reactive component of the device impedance is set to zero for convenience so

that the operational frequency of the oscillator is determined by the resonant frequency of
the external circuitl. In the case of the DT element, the external circuit is the microstrip

dipole.

Table 5-1 lists the variable parameters in a DT element design. Of the listed parameters,

only the feedback impedance and the microstrip dipole length are typically available to

enforce the resonance condition in the DT element and ensure that the oscillation condition

is satisfied. The actual transistor used, the transistor configuration and the substrate

parameters are generally dependent on external factors and are often constrained for a

particular design. These parameters are chosen based on the availability of devices, the

device packaging and the availability of commercial substrate materials. The microstrip

dipole width has minimal effect on the dipole characteristics and the transistor bias is a
difficult parameter to vary since a new set of s-parameters is required for each set of bias

conditions. Consequently, these two parameters are not exploited in the DT element design.

Since the feedback impedance and the microstrip dipole length are used to force resonance

in the transistor and dipole characteristics, respectively, there are no remaining design

variables that can be used to set the frequency of operation. The oscillation frequency is

therefore not a controllable parameter of the resonant DT element design and needs to be

predicted. Such a design approach has limited use in practice. A design methodology in

which the frequency is set to a specified value is described in Section 5.4. The inflexibility

Variables influencing the Transistor

Characteristics

Yariables influencing the Dipole

Characteristics

Transistor Confi guration Microstrip Dipole Length

Transistor Device Microstrip Dipole V/idth

Feedback Impedance Substrate Dielectric Constant

Transistor Bias Substrate Thickness

Table 5-1: Variable parameters in the DT element design

l. Oscillator circuits are normally considered in terms of two components: the negative resistance
active device and the external circuit which is often referred to as a tank circuit.
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of the resonant design is a result of the direct integration scheme used between the device

and the radiator. In the existing DT structure, resonance can only be induced at some

specified frequency in the DT element by changing the transistor device or varying the

substrate parameters. Such strategies are difflcult to implement unless a range of active

devices or dielectric substrates are readily available.

The dipole-transistor integration design for the resonant DT element requires the

determination of the resonant device characteristics and the resonant dipole characteristics.

The two resonant characteristics are then combined to determine the final oscillation

frequency of the DT element.

5.3.1 The Common Source Resonant DT Element

5.3.1.1 Dipole Tlansistor Integration Design

The resonant device characteristics are determined by plotting the F(S') function on the

Smith chart and identifying the x-axis (or real axis) intercept points. These x-axis intercepts

yield the resonant resistance of the device and the feedback reactance required to force

resonance. Figure 5-1 shows the F(S') loci for the ATF-13036 GaAs transistor in a common

source conf,guration using the small signal s-parameters2 supplied in the data sheets. The

transistor characteristics are plotted with a normalized feedback reactance variation from

-j10 to j10 and only for those frequencies in which resonance is possible. Two tesonances,

identified as A and B, are observed in each plot. The resonances in the 8 GHz plot are

ineffectual because they are physically unrealizable. The real axis intercept point A

corresponds to a positive device impedance3, which means that a negative microstrip dipole

impedance is required for oscillations. Intercept point B, which is obtained by extending the

left locus to produce a closed egg-shape curve, occurs for a normalized feedback reactance

value outside the -j10 to j10 range. Such a reactance value is difficult to implement in a

practical microstrip DT circuit. For these reasons, resonant operation cannot occur at

frequencies in the vicinity of 8 GHz. In addition, the resonance condition cannot be satisfied

for frequencies external to the range extending from 6 GHz to 10 GHz since the F(S') loci

does not intersect the real axis within the boundaries of the Smith chart (refer to Figure 4-8).

2. It is possible to account for transistor saturation in the design by using the start up condition or by

reducing lS21l to approximate gain compression. A design approach using the former technique is
described in Section 5.4.5. In the resonant designs, however, applying only the small signal
s-parameters is sufficient to produce successful designs.

3. The F(S) parameter corresponds to the equivalent single port device parameter -2,¡. Consequently, a

point on the F(S) plot lying outside the Smith chart corresponds to a negative -21 value which
means the equivalent one port device impedance is positive (Zt> 0).
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6GHz 7 GHz

8 GHz 9 GIJiz

A

10 GHz
Fr(s')

Fz(S')

FIGURE 5-1: Transistor character¡st¡c plots showing resonant points for the ATF-I3036
transistor in a common source configuration.

Frequency Resonance A Resonance B

F(S') -71 zp F(S') -zr zp

6 GHz -0.23 62.6 A -i0.4e 0.08 117.4 a -j 1.08

7 GHz, -0.82 9.9 ç¡ -j0.1l 0.25 166.14 -j3.48

8 GHz

9 GHz -0.97 1.5 c¿ i0.2t 0.32 194.1 O .ie.21

10 GHz -0.59 25.8 A j0.s 0.20 150.0 c¿ i2.16

Table 5-2: Resonant transistor character¡stics of the ATF-I3036 transistor in a common
source conf¡gurat¡on.

zp is the feedback impedance normalized to 50 Ç)

-2.¡ is the negative impedance of the equivalent one port device
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The plots of points A and B as functions of frequency give the resonant device

characteristics. Table 5-2 lists the F(S') values corresponding to the resonant points, the

negative equivalent one port device impedances and the feedback reactances required for

resonance. The equivalent one port device impedances associated with B have absolute

values in excess of 100 O. Such large values cannot be matched using microstrip dipoles

without additional circuitry hence the resonances corresponding to B are not considered in

the common source resonant DT element design. Figure 5-2(a) shows the plot of the device

resonant resistance characteristic associated with resonance A as a function of frequency.

Since the s-parameters were extracted from the transistor data sheets, only values for integer

frequencies were obtained. A cubic spline interpolation was employed to approximate the

full characteristic within the frequency range 6 G}Jz to 10 GHz. Figure 5-2(b) shows the

plot ofthe feedback reactance, as a function offrequency, required to force resonance in the

device. The cubic spline technique was again used to interpolate between data points.

The resonant dipole characteristics were calculated using the finite array method of

moments computer program listed in Appendix F. Based on availability, the selected

substrate was a Rogers RT/duroid microwave laminate with a dielectric constant of 2.2 and

a thickness of 1.57 mm. This substrate is electrically thin in the frequency range below 10

GHz, thus the driving point resistance of the microstrip dipole is expected to be small. The

microstrip dipole width was chosen to be the same width as the transistor legs (0.5 mm) to

minimize the impedance mismatch across the dipole-transistor joint. The microstrip dipole

impedance at each frequency was calculated as a function of the microstrip dipole length

and the half wave resonant resistance was determined using a bisectional root finding

technique applied to the imaginary impedance component. The Fortran program listing for

the resonant impedance and resonant dipole length calculation can be found in Appendix G.

Along with the resonant device impedance characteristic, Figure 5-2(a) contains the plot of

the microstrip dipole resonant resistance as a function of frequency. Any intersection

between the two characteristics represents a solution to the oscillation condition (4.10). Two

intersection points are evident in Figure 5-2(a) and are indicated by the labels I and II. Both

solutions are equally valid. Solution II is arbitrarily chosen in this design. An oscillation

frequency of 9.26 GHz is expected along with a microstrip resonant resistance of 5.17 O

The normalized feedback impedance required to force resonance in the device is extracted

from Figure 5-2(b) and is determined to have a value of j0.25. Figure 5-2(c) yields the

required microstrip dipole length of ll.l mm. A summary of the design parameter values

for the resonant DT element using the AIF-13036 transistor in a coÍìmon source

configuration is provided in Table 5-3.
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In all plots associated with the resonant device characteristics, a cubic spline technique was used to
interpolate between the data points. The actual data points are marked by circles (o).

FIGURE 5-2: Graphical design of the resonant DT element us¡ng the ATF-I3036
transistor in a common source conf¡gurat¡on.
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Two practical aspects of the design need to be considered before the DT element can be

implemented into a microstrip circuit.

. Transistor Biassing: The design of the bias circuit is not trivial due to the requirement

of the bias to not interfere with the DT element operation. The bias circuit should

ideally have no effect on the microstrip dipole impedance directly or indirectly via

electromagnetic mutual coupling. In the interest of simplicity, the elementary biassing

scheme of Figure 5-3 was implemented in the resonant DT element. The DC bias

lines for the drain and gate terminals were connected to the ends of the microstrip

dipole. The open circuit condition at each microstrip dipole end was enforced by the

open circuit quarter wavelength stub A-B and the quarter wavelength transmission

line B-C. The open circuit at A is transformed to a short circuit at B, which is then

translated back into an open circuit at C regardless of the bias line imped ance Zg. Tbe

bias circuit design was duplicated across the vertical axis plane to maintain the four

quadrant symmetry of the DT element and minimize any possible cross polar

Parameter Value

Predicted Frequency of Operation 9.26GHz

Predicted Resonant Dipole Resistance 5.1't {>

Transistor AIF-13036 GaAs FET ln a common source configuration

Feedback Impedance j0.25 normalized

Dipole Length 11.7 mm

Dipole Width 0.5 mm

Substrate Dielectric Constant 2.2

Substrate Thickness 1.57 mm

Table 5-3: Design parameter values for the resonant DT element using the ATF-I3036

transistor in a common source configuration.
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FIGURE 5-3: Microstrip bias circuit incorporating linear open circuit stubs
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radiation due to RF currents flowing along the bias lines. The RF currents in the left

half of the bias network should vary in anti-phase with the RF currents in the right

half of the bias network and, therefore, promote cancellation of cross-polar radiation.

The dimensions of the open circuit stubs and the quarter wavelength transmission

lines were calculated using standard lossless transmission line formulas for microstrip

lines. They were designed for the operating frequency of 9.26 GHz and corrections

due to non-ideal microstrip discontinuities were included in the calculation. The

Hammerstad and Bekkadal empirical formulas were employed to estimate the open

circuit stub end correction at A and the tee junction correction at B [107]. The

complete bias circuit design for the resonant DT element with the ATF-13036

transistor in a common source configuration is illustrated in Figure 5-4. The

grounding of the common terminal was achieved by connecting the source leads to

the ground plane with a via connection.

Feedback Impedance: Microstrip stub circuits were used to realize the required

feedback reactance. Short circuit stubs were implemented because the source

terminals had to be grounded for biassing reasons. Since two source terminals are

provided in the transistor package, identical microstrip stubs were connected to cach

source lead to preserve the four quadrant symmetry of the element. Each stub had a

normalized impedance of j0.5, which in parallel produced the required j0.25

normalized feedback impedance.

o

The complete design for the resonant common-source DT element is shown in Figure 5-4.

The top diagram of the figure shows the microstrip circuit layout with dimensions. The

transistor sketched to the right of the circuit gives the FET orientation when the device is

soldered to the microstrip circuit. The dotted box drawn centred on the element has

dimensions of half a free space wavelength on all sides and indicates the relative electrical

size of the circuit. Ideally, the DT element should be confined within the dotted box in order

to produce acceptable radiation characteristics (i.e. avoid grating lobes) when placed in an

array environment. The common source resonant DT element, shown in Figure 5-4, is

larger than the half wavelength box due to the linear stubs in the bias circuit. A more

compact bias network design is therefore required to reduce the total size of the element.

The common source resonant DT element design is approximate and several non-ideal

features can be identified:
. The linear stubs are narrow band components and are only effective over a small

range of frequencies around 9.26 G}Jz.If the DT oscillation frequency deviates from

the designed value, the required open circuit conditions at the microstrip dipole ends
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FIGURE 5-4: The complete resonant common source DT element design

showing dimensions. A scaled drawing of the fabricated DT element is
shown in the bottom right-hand corner.
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Chapter 5 - Practical Design and Analysis of DT Elements

may not be strictly satisfied. Errors are therefore introduced into the method of
moments analysis of the microstrip dipole since it was assumed that the ends of the

microstrip dipole had zero current. A better bias circuit design that effectively

eliminates this problem is considered in Section 5.4.2.

. Since the bias lines are connected to the open circuit point of the microstrip dipole,

RF curents will flow along the bias lines (refer to the discussion provided in Section

5.4.2). The RF currents on the bias lines can potentially generate spurious cross polar

radiation. The four quadrant symmetry of the DT element, however, reduces the level

of cross polar radiation since the currents in the left and right halves of the bias circuit

vary in anti-phase.

. The location and orientation of the open circuit linear stubs in the bias circuit, relative

to the microstrip dipole, are likely to produce electromagnetic mutual coupling effects

that may perturb the microstrip dipole driving point impedance. These coupling

effects have not been modelled in the theoretical analysis.

. The size of the ATF-13036 FET package is not negligible in comparison to the DT

element dimensions. Consequently, the device packaging may interfere with the DT

element operation by introducing additional capacitance, inductance and resistance

into the oscillator circuit. In addition, the location of the microstrip dipole feed can

become ambiguous which further perturbs the element operation.
. The use of short circuit stubs to realize the feedback impedance is not ideal because of

the relative size of the via connections. At high frequencies, a via connection creates

ambiguity over the exact location of the short circuit. Consequently, the feedback

impedance will only be approximately realized without more detailed modelling.

5.3.1.2 Experimental Results

The resonant DT element of Figure 5-4 was fabricated. In addition, since the effects of the

bias network were expected to be non-negligible, the test circuit illustrated in Figure 5-5

was constructed to enable the measurement of the external circuit impedance comprising

the microstrip dipole and the bias network. This empirical approach to modelling the bias

circuit is sufficient in this proof-of-concepts DT element since the theoretical modelling of
the bias network is likely to be complicated and involved. The test circuit is essentially one

half of the DT element with a vertical ground plane placed at the horizontal line of
symmetry to miror the other half of the DT element. The driving point impedance

measured at the SMA connector is equivalent to half the impedance of the external circuit

consisting of the microstrip dipole and the bias network.

The spectral content of the common source resonant DT element output was measured

using the experimental set-up shown in Figure 5-6. Single frequency operation occurred at a
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The Resonant DT Element

frequency of 9.5 GHz, as shown in the spectral plot of Figure 5-7. The theoretically

predicted frequency of 9.26 GHz differs from the experimentally measured oscillation

frequency by 2.5Vo. Minimal frequency variation (less than lVo) was observed as the DC

bias was varied.

The difference between the predicted and actual frequency of operation was attributed to

effects associated with the bias network. The test circuit shown in Figure 5-5 is capable of

providing the measured data for the driving point impedance of the combined microstrip

dipole and bias circuit. By using the measured impedance data, the DT element oscillation

condition can be more accurately applied since the bias network effects are incorporated

into the analysis.

Ground Plane

Side View

05
50

58 05 Microstrip Circuit

Ground Plane Ground Plane

SMA Connector 100

All dimensions are in millimetres

FIGURE 5-5: Test circuit for the resonant DT common source element used to
measure the external circuit impedance.
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Spectrum Analyser

Wide Band Horn Antenna

FIGURE 5-6: Experimental set-up used to measure the frequency spectrum of the DT

element output.
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Chapter 5 - Practical Design and Analysis of DT Elements

The S11 parameter of the test circuit was measured using a network analyser. The correction

due to the electrical length of the SMA connector was the only effect associated with the

connector that was accounted for by adjustment. Errors due to additional losses and

parasitic reactances of the SMA connector were not calibrated out of the measurement.

Figure 5-8(a) shows the Smith chart plot of the measured 511 parameter compared to the
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RL ØdEm
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FIGURE 5-7: Frequency spectrum of the resonant common source DT element output.
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The Resonant DT Element

theoretical microstrip dipole reflection coefficient determined using the MoM analysis. The

difference between the experimental and theoretical results reveal the effect of the bias

circuit on the microstrip dipole impedance. It is apparent from Figure 5-8(a) that the bias

network has a narrow effective operating frequency band in the vicinity of 9.5 GHz. Figures

5-8(b) and 5-8(c), respectivel], show the external circuit resistance and reactance plots as

functions of frequency. In addition to the theoretical and measured external circuit

impedances, the device impedance is plotted in order to estimate the oscillation frequency

according to (4.10). Figure 5-8(b) is not particularly useful in the determination of the

oscillation frequency because the active device resistance, which was calculated from small

signal s-parameters, varies as the transistor saturates. The operating frequency can be

predicted by identifying the intersection point between the device and circuit reactance loci

in Figure 5-8(c) since the device reactance is usually invariant to transistor saturation

effects. Considering the measured data, which includes the effect of the bias network, the

oscillation condition is satisfied at a frequency of 9.56 GHz (point B). The difference

between this predicted value and the actual oscillation frequency of the DT element is only

O.6Vo. Such a result implies that the DT oscillation condition derived in Chapter 4 is valid.

There is a need to design a more effective bias network or develop more accurate bias

modelling tools.

5.3.2 The Common Gate Resonant DT Element

5.3.2.1 Dipole-Tfansistor Integration Design

The procedure used in the dipole-transistor integration design of a resonant DT element

with a transistor in a common gate configuration is essentially identical to that described in

Section 5.3.1.1. The resonant transistor characteristics are extracted from the F(S') loci for

the ATF-13036 transistor in a common gate configuration. Figure 5-9 contains the F(S')

plots for the frequencies in which the resonance condition is attainable. Listed in Table 5-4

are the device resonant resistance and the associated normalized feedback reactance

corresponding to the two resonance points labelled A and B in Figure 5-9 for each

frequency value. Resonance B has an associated resonant resistance that is too large to

match using a microstrip dipole, so only resonance A is considered in the design. The plot

of the device resonant resistance as a function of frequency is illustrated in Figure 5-10(a),

while the required feedback reactance as a function of frequency is plotted in Figure

5-10(b). The microstrip dipole resonant characteristics are identical to those used in the

common source DT element design since the substrate parameters are the same in both

designs. The resonant microstrip dipole resistance as a function of frequency is re-plotted in

Figure 5-10(a), while the graph of the resonant dipole length as a function of frequency is

shown in Figure 5-10(c). In accordance with (4.10), the oscillation condition is satisfied at
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Chapter 5 - Practical Design and Analysis of DT Elements

the point labelled I in Figure 5-10(a). The frequency of oscillation of the resonant DT

element with a common gate transistor conf,guration is therefore expected tobe 6.14 GHz.

The required normalized feedback impedance is j0.35, according to Figure 5-10(b), and the

dipole length is determined from Figure 5- 10(c) to be 16. 1 mm. Table 5-5 lists the complete

set of design parameters.

Employing the bias network illustrated in Figure 5-3 and using a short circuit stub to rcalize

the required feedback reactance, the final DT element design, shown in Figure 5-11(a), is

derived. The main difference between the common gate design and the common source

design is the transistor orientation. Due to the device packaging, the transistor is orientated

so that the leads are at a 45o angle to the horizontal in the common gate resonant DT

element design. Consequently, a 45o bend is required at the microstrip dipole feed for

3GHz 5 GHzGHz4

6GIIz

9 GIJz

7 GIJz GHz8

10 GHz 11GHz

''^l

I't
B\__/ .B

Fr(s')

Fz(s')

FIGURE 5-9: Transistor characteristic plots showing resonant points for the ATF-I3036
transistor in a common gate configuration.
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connection to the drain and to one of the source transistor leads. The other source lead is

severed and the gate terminal is soldered to the single short circuit feedback stub.

In addition to the DT element, the test circuit shown in Figure 5-11(b) was fabricated to

allow the experimental measurement of the external circuit impedance. The measurement of

the circuit impedance will indicate the effect of the bias network on the DT element

operational parameters.

Frequency Resonance A Resonance B

F(S') ZT zp F(S') -zr zp

3 GHz -0.88 6.38 c¿ j2.6r 0.69 545 c) i6.43

4 GHz -0.91 4.71{2 j l.9l 0.69 545 C¿ j4.66

5 GHz -0.92 4.1'7 ç> j 1.ls 0.58 376 A j2.8s

6GHz -0.89 5.82 ç¿ j0.67 0.45 264 A it.64

'l GHz -o.97 1.52 ç' j0.24 0.46 2'10 ç> j0.24

I GHz -1.00 0.00 o - j0. l0 0.43 251 ç> io.02

9 GHz - 1.05 - 2.44 ç> - j0.s0 0.41 217 A - j0.61

10 GHz - 1.05 - 2.44 A - j l.l0 0.38 223 A - j 1.3s

ll GHz -0.94 3.09 c) - j2.13 0.10 122 {> - j2.3e

Table 5-4: Resonant transistor characteristics of the ATF-I3036 transistor in a common
gate configuration.

zp is the feedback impedance normalized to 50 O

-21 is the negative impedance of the equivalent one port device

Table 5-5: Design parameter values for the resonant DT element using an ATF-I3036

transistor in a common gate configuration.

Parameter Value

Predicted Frequency of Operation 6.'14 GHz

Predicted Resonant Dipole Resistance 2.13 ç>

Transistor ATF-13036 GaAs FET in a common gate configuration

Feedback Impedance j0.35 normalized

Dipole Length l6.l mm

Dipole Width 0.5 mm

Substrate Dielectric Constant 2.2

Substrate Thickness 1.57 mm
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FIGURE 5-11: (a) The complete resonant common gate DT element design show¡ng

dimensions. (b) Test circuit for the resonant common gate DT element.
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5.3.2.2 Experimental Results

When the resonant common gate DT element was connected to the bias power supply,

single frequency operation was detected at a frequency of 6.635 GHz. Compared to the

preclictecl frequency of 6.73 GHz, a I.4To difference was noted. Figure 5-12 shows the

spectral plot of the DT element output.

Measurement of the S 11 parameter of the test circuit produced the Smith chart plot shown in
Figure 5-13(a). In comparison to the theoretical microstrip dipole driving point impedance,

ÊTTEN IØdB
RL ØdBm LødB/

llKR -15 . 83d B m
6.635Ø GHz

Vsc = 1'83 V

Is=54m4

voc = 3.8 V

Io=33m4
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FIGURE 5-12: Frequency spectrum of resonant common gate DT element output.
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it was again noted that the bias network significantly affected the circuit impedance because

of the naruow band nature of the bias circuit design. In the vicinity of the design frequency

of 6.1 GHz, however, the effects of the bias network were minimal. In fact, as evident in

Figure 5-13(c), the bias network had a negligible effect on the predicted frequency of

operation according to the oscillation condition (4.10). Applying the oscillation condition to

the measured data produced a predicted operating frequency of 6.8 GHz compared to the

designed frequency of 6.73 GHz and the actual operating frequency of 6.64 GHz. The

difference between the theoretical and experimental results are within the expected

frequency variations associated with fabrication tolerances and experimental errors.

5.4 The 6 GfIz DT Element

In real world applications, power combining arrays need to be designed according to

predefined specifications. A DT element design methodology that can only predict, rather

than set, the frequency of operation will only have limited applicability in practical

millimetre wave systems. This section describes the design of a DT element for operation at

a specified frequency.

In Section 5.3, the DT elements were designed for operation at the resonant frequency of

the microstrip dipole. Consequently, both the microstrip dipole driving point impedance and

the equivalent one port device impedance were purely resistive. The resonance criterion on

the microstrip dipole was applied in accordance with conventional microwave circuit

design practices, where the antenna resonance is needed for impedance matching reasons.

The requirement for the microstrip dipole impedance to have zero reactance, however, is

inconsequential to the overall DT element design. As a result of the implicit consequences

of satisfying the oscillation condition (4.10), the microstrip dipole impedance is

automatically matched to the device impedance. The reactance of the equivalent one port

device impedance must cancel the microstrip dipole reactance for oscillations to occur. It is

therefore possible to use the design parameters to set the frequency of operation rather than

force the microstrip dipole impedance to be purely resistive. The trade-off is that the

radiation efficiency of the antenna may be reduced.

5.4.1 Dipole-Transistor Integration Design

In order to describe the procedure used in designing a DT element for operation at a

specified frequency, the dipole-transistor integration design of a 6 GHz DT element is

presented. The DT element employs an ATF-13336 GaAs FET in a common source

configuration and a RT/duroid substrate with a dielectric constant of 2.2 and a thickness of

1.57 mm. The ATF-13336 FET was chosen as the active device because the device model
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for this transistor was available in a commercial electromagnetic simulation tool. Due to the

nanow band nature of the microstrip dipole and the internal properties of the transistor, the

solution to the oscillation condition results in large microstrip dipole reactances in the 6
GHz DT element design. Consequently, small errors in the design can produce significant

variations in the DT element operating parameters. In comparison to the general design

procedure described in Section 5.3, a more accurate design is required. Large signal

s-parameters are therefore employed and a more effective bias network is implemented.

The large signal s-parameters were obtained from a device model simulation of the FET on

a commercial electromagnetic simulation tool developed by Compact Software

Incorporated. The model for the ATF-13336 FEI which was included in the software

package, generated the large signal s-parameters listed in Table 5-6 when connected in a

common source configuration. Applying (4.13), (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16) to the large signal

s-parameters produced the F(S') plot shown in Figure 5-14 as a function of the feedback

reactance. The reactive feedback element was varied from a normalized value of -j 10 to j 10,

assuminga50Qsystem.

The determination of the dipole characteristic involved the calculation of the microstrip

dipole driving point impedance as a function of the microstrip dipole length at a frequency

of 6 GHz. The method of moments analysis was used to generate the microstrip dipole

impedance data plotted in Figure 5-14. In this plot, the microstrip dipole length was varied

from 12 mm to 23.8 mm.

In Figure 5-I4, any intersections between the transistor characteristic and the dipole

characteristic represent possible solutions to the oscillation condition (4.8). Two solutions,

corresponding to the points labelled A and B, were identified. Solution A required a

feedback reactance value that was difficult to implement, thus solution B was chosen in the

6 G}Jz DT element design. Note that the microstrip dipole and transistor reactances

corresponding to both solutions were relatively large. Table 5-7 lists the parameter values

associated with solution B.

Frequency Power Output Bias Conditions Large Signal S-parameters

6GHz 15 dBm vcs = -1.0 v
Vos = 3'o V

S

S

S

S

= O.5l Z-89.4O

= 0.132-28.84

= 1.11156.61

= 0.312-1227

ll
12

2t

22

Table 5-6: Large signal s-parameters for the ATF-I3336 FET in a common source
configuration assuming a 50 O system.
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In order to verify the design, an analysis procedure can be applied to determine the likely

oscillation frequency of the DT element given a particular design. The DT element analysis

identifies all possible operating frequencies of the element by locating the intersection

points between the dipole impedance characteristic and the device impedance characteristic,

plotted as functions of frequency. In the context of the DT element analysis, the intersection

points between the characteristics, taking into account the effects of transistor saturation,

are referred to as operating points. By scrutinizing each operating point, the final frequency

of operation of the DT element is then determined.

Frequency = 6 GHz
Solution A:

Dipole Length: L = 20.4 mm

Normalized Feedback
Impedance: zp = -j0.63

-tLN
bo

oko

-l
Solution B:

Dipole Length: L = 22.4 mm

Normalized Feedback
Impedance: zp = jl.75

Fr(S')

Fz(S')
Transistor
Characteristic)

Dipole Characteristic

FIGURE 5-14: The transistor and microstrip dipole characteristics plotted on a Smith

chart for the DT element designed for operation at 6 GHz.

Table 5-7: Design parameter values for the 6 GHz DT element using the ATF-13336

transistor in a common source configuration.

Parameter Value

Predicted Frequency of Operation 6.00 GHz

Predicted Dipole Impedance 4.465 + jtt2.7 A

Transistor ATF-13336 GaAs FET in a common source configuration

Feedback Impedance j1.75 normalized

Dipole Length 22.4mm

Dipole Width 0.5 mm

Substrate Dielectric Constant 2.2

Substrate Thickness 1.57 mm
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The dipole impedance characteristic as a function of frequency, for a microstrip dipole of
length 22.4 mm, can be computed using the method of moments analysis. The device

impedance as a function of frequency can be calculated for the AIF-13336 transistor with a
normalized feedback reactance of j1.75. The plots of the two characteristics, shown in
Figure 5-15, are referred to as analysis plots and are different from the design plots of
Figure 5-14. Since the transistor saturation has a small effect on the device reactance, the

intersection points between the two reactance loci in Figure 5-15(b) indicate the possible

operating points of the DT element. Several operating points, labelled A to D, are identified.

According to the resistance plot shown in Figure 5-15(a), only A satisf,es the oscillation

condition. The device and dipole resistance characteristics also appear to coincide at D, but

the device resistance is actually 1.5 O greater than the microstrip dipole resistance at this

point. The difference of 1.5 O is small and raises some concern that D may be a competing

operating point. A software simulation of the DT element, to be described in Section 5.4.3,

does in fact show that point A is the steady state operating point of the DT element. The

predicted frequency of operation corresponding to point A is 6.02 GHz, which coincides

extremely well with the design frequency.
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FIGURE 5-15: Analysis plots for the 6 GHz DT element design showing the
device and dipole impedance characteristics: (a) resistance characteristics

and (b) reactance characteristics.
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The 6 GHz DT Element

5.4.2 Design of the Bias Network

The perturbing effect of the bias network was identified as the main source of error in the

resonant DT element designs of Section 5.3. A more accurate dipole-transistor integration

design would require either the bias network to be modelled to a very high degree of

accuracy or a more effective biassing scheme to be implemented. The latter option is

considered in this section.

From a RF point of view, there are two requirements that an ideal bias network should

satisfy:

. The bias network should not alter the driving point impedance of the microstrip

dipole. This requirement encompasses both the direct effect due to the physical

connection of the bias line to the microstrip dipole and the indirect effect due to any

electromagnetic coupling between the bias network and the microstrip dipole.

. Significant levels of RF currents should not flow along the bias lines since such

currents may cause spurious radiation.

Consider the transmission line representation of the bias line connection to a microstrip

dipole as shown in Figure 5-16. The bias line has an impedance of Zs at the point of

connection and the microstrip dipole has an impedance of Zp. Equations (5.1) and (5.2)

give the formulas for determining the total impedance (Z) of the bias line in parallel with

the microstrip dipole and the current (Is) flowing down the bias line, respectively.

(s.1)

(s.2)

V = IrZ"

I#
ID

IB
z=zDlz"=#h

V 6 Dipole

Bias Line
ZB

zo
tt=t ZO+2"

FIGURE 5-16: Transmission line circuit representation of the bias line
connection to a microstrip dipole.
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Chapter 5 - Practical Design and Analysis of DT Elements

According to (5.1), the effect of the bias line impedance on the total impedance is

minimized if Zsis much larger thanZp. Similarly, (5.2) implies that the bias line cunent is

zero if Zp is zero or Zs is much larger than Zp. The ideal bias network should therefore

have a very large impedance and be connected to the microstrip dipole at a low impedance

point. According to the above criteria, the bias network used in the resonant DT element

designs (shown in Figure 5-3) only satisfies one of the two requirements, The bias line

impedance is large but it is connected to the microstrip dipole at the ends which are open

circuit points. Consequently, the bias network of Figure 5-3 has minimal effect on the

dipole driving point impedance but RF currents will flow along the bias lines.

Figure 5-17 shows some of the common biassing schemes used to generate an infinite bias

line impedance at the point of connection to a microstrip circuit. In all cases, the bias

connection point (A) to the microstrip circuit should be an open circuit at the design

frequency.

. Figure 5-17(a) is a schematic of a bias network utilizing an inductor. This is the ideal

conf,guration since the impedance of the inductor is always large at high frequencies.

Unfortunately, a pure inductance cannot be realized at microwave frequencies

because parasitic capacitances and resistances produce resonant characteristics in the

inductor.

A

+
to bias

+
to bias

to bias
jr¡L

(a) Bias Network Utilizing an Inductor

),"s/4 B

B to bias

(b) Bias Network Utilizing Linear Stubs

?,".14

)uEl4

A ----------->

-----------+

A

A

?rJ4

?,""/4

)rsl4

B

(d) Bias Network Utilizing a
Shunt Connected Radial Stub

to bias

(c) Bias Network Utilizing a
Serially Connected Radial Stub

(e) Bias Network Utilizing
a Butterfly Stub

?rE/4
AA

B

+
C to bias

B2

(Ð Bias Network Exploiting the Impedance
Mismatch Between Microstrip Lines
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The 6 GHz DT Element

. Figure 5-17(b) is the microstrip bias network implemented in the resonant DT

elements of Section 5.3. The main problem of this type of biassing scheme is the

narrow band characteristics of the linear stub.

. A better alternative to the linear stub is the wide band radial stub. The microstrip bias

networks shown in Figure 5-17(c), (d) and (e) feature radial stubs in series, shunt and

butterfly configurations, respectively. The radial stubs can be designed to produce a

short circuit at B, which is then translated into an open circuit at A by a quarter

wavelength microstrip line.

. Figure 5-17(Ð shows a bias network that exploits the impedance mismatch between

microstrip lines of differing widths to generate the approximate open circuit bias

impedance at the point of connection. The large step change in the line width at C and

the corresponding differences in the characteristic impedance produces a large

normalized impedance with respect to the thick microstrip line. The quarter

wavelength line from C to B2 translates the large impedance at C into a small

impedance at B,2. The downwards step in line width between 82 and B1, in

conjunction with the small impedance at 82, produces an approximate short circuit

with respect to the thin microstrip line. The quarter wavelength line from B1 to A

translates the approximate short circuit at B1 into an open circuit at A.

Given the requirement for a wideband bias network that is also compact and has minimal

metal surface atea, abias network configuration employing quarter rnoon4 radial stubs was

chosen for the 6 G}Jz DT element design. The bias circuit is similar to that illustrated in

Figure 5-ll(c). Using formulas for calculating the impedance of a radial stub [121]-|231, ir.

was determined that a quarter moon radial stub with an outer radius of 6 mm was required

to generate a short circuit at a frequency of 6 GHz. The quarter wavelength line, which

translates the short circuit to the open circuit, is 9.6 mm long for a microstrip line of width

0.3 mm.

To minimize the amplitude of the RF currents that flow down the bias lines, the bias

network should be connected to the lowest impedance point of the microstrip dipole. In

most cases, the microstrip dipole is approximately half wave resonant and the lowest

impedance point occurs at, or near, the microstrip dipole feed.

The final 6 GHz DT element design, showing the bias network and the feedback control, is

shown in Figure 5-18. The bias network and feedback stub are positioned to the right of the

microstrip dipole to accommodate experimental tests to be described in Chapter 7.

Although the element does not exhibit four quadrant symmetry, the horizontal symmetry of

4. A quarter moon radial stub has a vertex angle of 90o
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radius 6.0

90o angle

ATF-13336
Transistor

Drain

9.4 x tl.5

x 0.3

'"3'2 
x

-E_

:1.8 |

+Bias

03X0

0.5

ì
0.5 x 0.5 VIA HOLE

...*Bias

All dimensions are in millimetres Symmetry Axis

i- - j Ll2sizebox

Design
Dipole Length =22.4mm
Dipole Width = 0.5 mm
Radial Stub Radius = 6.0 mm
Bias Line Width = 0.3 mm

Quarter'Wavelength Line = 9.6 mm
Feedback Stub Length = 3.3 mm
Feedback Stub V/idth = 0.5 mm
S ubstrate Dielectric ConstanL = 2.2
Substrate Thickness = 1.57 mm

l:2 Scale

100 x 100 mm Substrate

FIGURE 5-18: The complete 6 GHz common source DT element design show¡ng
dimensions.

the element has been maintained. In terms of electrical size, the 6 GHz DT element is only

marginally larger than half a wavelength in the vertical dimension.

5.4.3 Software Simulation using Microwave Harmonica

The 6 GHz DT element design was simulated on an electromagnetic simulation tool, called

Microwave Harmonica, to assess the design. Due to its unconventional structure, not all

components of the DT element could be easily modelled in the Microwave Harmonica

environment. Each half of the microstrip dipole was modelled as a one port blackbox

network with s-parameters that were explicitly defined using an external data file generated

BNC
Connectors

Wire Cables
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The 6 GHz DT Element

by the method of moments analysis. Figure 5-19(a) is the schematic of the preliminary

circuit model used to simulate the 6 GHz DT element. The bias network incorporating

radial stubs was not initially modelled in the circuit but was replaced by the ideal bias

configuration employing the inductor.

The oscillator simulation capabilities of Microwave Harmonica can be separated into two

parts lI24l. The oscillator design tool uses an approximate technique whereby a test voltage

is injected into the output port. The loop gain of the circuit can then be deduced from the

current response of the test source. The injection current is plotted and possible oscillation

frequencies are identified as those frequencies corresponding to an injection current with

zero imaginary part and a negative real part. The oscillator analysis tool uses a modified

harmonic balance method to accurately determine the large signal operating parameters of

the oscillator.

lú Po¡tt

0

0¿u

Ì1od ratl-ll¡õ Microstrip
Dipole

Microstrip
Dipole

Gate Bias
Network

Frequency (GHz)

(b)
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(a)
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FIGURE 5-19: Microwave Harmonica simulation of the 6 GHz DT element: (a) the circuit
model (b) the oscillator design output and (c) the spectral plot obtained from the oscillator

analysis.
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Chapter 5 - Practical Design and Analysis of DT Elements

Figure 5-19(b) shows the plot of the real and imaginary components of the injection current

obtained from the oscillator design tool. Only one operating point is identified at a

frequency of 6.468 GHz. Two other zero cross over points occur in the imaginary current

plot at approximately 9.4 GHz and 12.6 GHz These points have a positive real current

which indicates there is insufficient gain to sustain oscillations. Note that these points

correspond to B and D, respectively, in the analysis plots of Figure 5-15. Figure 5-19(c)

shows the spectral plot of the oscillator output obtained from the oscillator analysis tool.

The frequency of oscillation indicated by the fundamental spectral component is 6.05 GHz.

This predicted frequency correlates extremely well with the design frequency of 6 GHz.

In order to assess the effect of the bias circuit, the complete 6 GHz DT element design

including the bias network with the radial stubs was simulated on Microwave Harmonica.

The circuit model is shown in Figure 5-20(a). The oscillator analysis generated the spectral

plot shown in Figure 5-20(b) and predicts a frequency of oscillation of 6.35 GHz. The
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The 6 GHz DT Element

inclusion of the bias network has therefore caused the predicted frequency of operation to

change by a value of 5Vo. A simulation designed to analyse the effect of the bias network on

the microstrip dipole impedance showed that the bias network caused a variation of less

than O.SVo in the driving point impedance at a frequency of 6 GHz. Consequently, the 5To

frequency variation is assumed to be linked to a large signal non-linear dynamic effect that

cannot be modelled using the theory presented in Chapter 4.

5.4.4 Experimental Results

The 6 GHz DT element was fabricated and experimentally tested. The measured spectrum

of the DT element output signal, shown in Figure 5-21, has a fundamental component at a

frequency of 6.34 GHz. The excellent correlation between the measured and simulated

results is noted. Consequently, the error between the 6.34 GHz operating frequency and the

6 GHz design frequency can be attributed to effects caused by the bias network. Further

work is required to develop a more effective biassing scheme or include the bias network in

the method of moments analysis of the microstrip dipole. The latter alternative will be

completely capable of modelling all effects of the bias network on the microstrip dipole

impedance including the electromagnetic mutual coupling effects. Furthermore, an

additional advantage is gained in that the currents flowing along the bias lines can be

calculated. The computational complexity of the MOM analysis will be dramatically

increased if the bias network is included in the model.
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FIGURE 5-21: Frequency spectrum of 6GHz DT element output.
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Chapter 5 - Practical Design and Analysis of DT Elements

5.4.5 Small Signal Design

Large signal transistor s-parameters are not always available due to the difficulty in deriving

large signal device models and due to problems in the large signal measurement of the

s-parameters. It is thcteforc uscful to consider the validity of the DT element clesign using

the small signal s-parameters of the transistor. The small signal s-parameters of the

ATF-13336 FET, as contained in the data sheets, can be found in Appendix D. The

graphical plots of the transistor and dipole characteristics -at a frequency of 6 G}lz are

shown in Figure 5-22. Two solutions to the oscillation condition exist and solution B was

chosen as the operating point for the design. The required dipole length was 22.2 mm and

the normalized feedback reactance value was j0.39.

The analysis plots corresponding to the small signal design are shown in Figure 5-23.The
interpretation of these plots is not trivial due to the unknown behaviour of the device

impedance characteristic as the transistor saturates. Certain first order approximations need

to be made in order to predict the final operating frequency of the DT element. The device

reactance can be assumed to be invariant, while the device resistance generally decreases in
value as the transistor saturates. Since the device reactance is assumed to be invariant, the

reactance characteristics are examined to determine the likely operating points of the

oscillator. In the reactance plot of Figure 5-23(b), seven operating points are identified and

indicated by the labels A to G. Consideration of the resistance characteristic in Figure

5-23(a) will determine which operating points are valid:

' Points A, D, E and G are not valid operating points because they are associated with
the lower resistance F(S') solution.

' Point C is not a valid operating point because the corresponding microstrip dipole

resistance is too large to be matched by the device resistance.

. By a process of elimination, the only possible operating points are B and F.

A

Frequency = 6 GHz
Solution B:

Dipole Length =22.2mm
Dipole V/idth = 0.5 mm

Normalized Feedback
Impedance = j0.39

Feedback Stub
Feedback Stub

Length = 0.8 mm
Width = 0.5 mm

Fr(s') ì Transisror
F2(S'), Characteristic

Dipole Characteristic

FIGURE 5-22: The transistor and dipole characteristics plotted on a Smith chart for the DT

element designed for operation at 6 GHz using small signal s-parameters.
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The 6 GHz DT Element

Determining which of the two points, B or F, is the preferred operating point of the

oscillator requires a certain amount of intuitive reasoning. The dynamic behaviour of the

device resistance as the transistor saturates needs to be considered. Assuming all points

along the device resistance characteristic decrease at the same rate with transistor

saturation, the movement of the device characteristic will be similar to that plotted in Figure

5-24. It may be concluded from the analysis of this figure that point F is the preferred

operating state of the oscillator because the oscillation condition is first satisfied at this

point. The DT element will most likely oscillate at a frequency around 14 GHz (the

frequency associated with point F) rather than the designed 6 GHz.

The conclusion of the DT element analysis above is further supported by the Microwave

Harmonica simulation5. Figure 5-25(b) shows the spectral plot obtained from the oscillator

analysis and indicates a predicted operating frequency of 13.153 GHz. Under large signal

conditions when the transistor is saturated, oscillations at 6 G}Jz will no longer occur. The

imaginary component of the injection current, shown in Figure 5-25(a), still has a x-axis
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FIGURE 5-23: Analysis plots for the 6 GHz DT element design using small signal

s-parameters: (a) resistance characteristics and (b) reactance characteristics.
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5. This Microwave Harmonica simulation did not model the effect of the bias network.
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Chapter 5 - Practical Design and Analysis of DT Elements

intercept at 6 G}Jz, but the positive real component suggests there is insufficient gain to

sustain oscillations. The x-axis intercept at I3.4 GHz has a negative real component, thus

oscillations are expected to occur close to this frequency.

In general, duc to the near periodic nature o[ the microstrip dipole (e.g. a ],"12 length
microstrip dipole has a similar driving point impedance to one with an electrical length of
3?v12), a DT element can potentially oscillate at several frequencies in addition to the design

frequency. These frequencies are approximately evenly spaced along a linear spectral axis

and an analysis technique needs to be applied to determine the final operating frequency of
the oscillator. Either an electromagnetic simulation tool can be employed or the analysis

plots for the element have to be scrutinized.

-1 00
2 b I 10 12 14 16

Frequency (GHz)

Device Resistance

Microstrip Dipole Resistance

FIGURE 5-24: The resistance analysis plot for the 6 GHz DT element design using
small signal s-parameters. The estimated effect of transistor saturation on the

device resistance is illustrated.
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The 6 GHz DT Element

The problem with the small signal DT element design, as described above, is that the effect

of the transistor saturation was not taken into account. A more accurate design requires the

consideration of the start-up condition of the oscillator. Under small signal or start up

conditions, the following requirements should be satisfied:

. The device and microstrip dipole reactances must be equal according to the oscillation

condition.
. Since the device resistance decreases as the transistor saturates, the device resistance

should be made larger than the microstrip dipole resistance.

Mathematically, the start up condition can be expressed in the form given by (5.3).

lx'l = lxo*l

lnrl r lRo*l

Dipole
Dipole

- 

Fr(S')

- 

F2(S')

Length = 23.0 mm
Width = 0.5 mm

(s.3)

Transistor
Characteristic

Consider the application of the start up condition to the small signal design of the 6 GHz DT

element. Using the transistor small signal s-parameters, the device and dipole

characteristics can be plotted in the Smith chart, as shown in Figure 5-26. Since the start up

conditions are adopted in this design, the operating point for the device characteristic should

lie inside the dipole characteristic locus and along a constant reactance line of the Smith

chart. In the example shown in Figure 5-26, the operating points corresponding to X and X'

are chosen. Both X and X' lie on the same constant reactance curve. Furthermore, X'

corresponds to a device resistance that is larger than the microstrip dipole resistance

associated with X. Consequently, the final DT element design has a microstrip dipole length

of 23 mm and a normalized feedback reactance value of j5.11. The analysis plots, shown in

Frequency = 6 GHz Solution X-X'

Normalized Feedback
Impedance = j5.11

Feedback Stub Length = 6.4 mm
Feedback Srub Widrh = 0.5 mm

)
Dipole Characteristic

FIGURE 5-26: The design plot for the 6 GHz DT element designed using small

signal s-parameters with the start up condition.
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Figure 5-27 , agaín suggest that there are two competing operating points corresponding to

A and E. As the transistor saturates and the device resistance characteristic decreases in
value, the oscillator will most likely oscillate at the frequency associated with point A
because the oscillation condition is first satisfied at this point. The predicted frequency of
oscillation is, therefor e, 6.0 GHz.

The Microwave Harmonica simulation6 of the small signal DT element design, in which the

start up condition is applied, predicts an oscillation frequency of 5.94 GHz. The results of
the simulation are shown in Figure 5-28. The excellent correlation between the Microwave

Harmonica results and the design suggests that the small signal design, incorporating the

start up condition, is valid.
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FIGURE 5-27: Analysis plots for the 6 GHz DT element designed using small signal
s-parameters with the start up condition: (a) resistance characteristics and (b)

reactance characteristics.
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FIGURE 5-28: Microwave Harmon¡ca simulation results for the 6 GHz DT element

designed us¡ng small s¡gnal s-parameters w¡th the start up cond¡t¡on: (a) the

injection current plot from the oscillator des¡gn tool and (b) the spectral output plot
from the osc¡llator analys¡s tool.

5.5 Chapter Summary and Concluding Remarks

Through the use of examples, this chapter has presented the methodology that should be

employed in the design of DT structures. Several DT elements with varying configurations

were designed using the following general strategy:

. The DT element design is based on the construction and interpretation of the design

plot consisting of the dipole and the transistor characteristics. Large signal transistor

s-parameters are required for an accurate dipole-transistor integration design, but

small signal parameters can also be used provided the oscillator start up condition is

considered.

. The DT element design is then verif,ed using an analysis technique that identifies the

potential operating points. The effects of transistor saturation is considered in the

analysis to determine the actual operating point and the f,nal oscillating frequency of

the DT element.

Practical aspects of the DT element design were also considered in this chapter. The criteria

for an ideal bias network were established and various bias network schemes were studied.

The design of a bias circuit incorporating wide-band radial stub elements was chosen as the

most appropriate biassing network for the DT element. The transistor feedback was realized

using short circuit linear microstrip stubs.

A total of five DT elements were designed in this chapter. Three of the DT element designs

were fabricated and experimentally tested, while a further two designs were evaluated using

a computer simulation tool. Table 5-8 lists the frequency results obtained from the design,

the theoretical analysis, the computer simulation and experimental measurements. In all
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Chapter Summary and Concluding Remarks

cases, the final oscillation frequency of the DT element, derived from measurement or

simulation, could be predicted using the theory developed in Chapter 4. Such results

provide compelling evidence to support the validity of the theory used in the

dipole-transistor integration design of DT elements.

The contributions of this chapter include the following:
. A practical methodology for designing DT elements, using either large signal

transistor s-parameters or small signal transistor s-parameters with the start up

condition, was developed.

. An analysis procedure was developed to verify the DT element design.

. The theory presented in Chapter 4 was verified experimentally and through

simulation.
. Practical aspects of the DT element were considered including the physical realization

of feedback control and the design of the bias network.

Two main areas of further work have been identified. Firstly, the main source of error in

nearly all the designs was associated with effects caused by the bias network. Additional

efforts are therefore required to model the bias network in the analysis or to develop a more

effective transistor biassing scheme. Secondly, the accuracy of the dipole-transistor

integration design can be improved by developing a non-linear analysis technique which

models the dynamic behaviour of the transistor during saturation.

Having validated the theory associated with the DT structure, the next chapter will consider

the coupled oscillator problem.
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6.L Overview

Coupled oscillator theory is an aspect of spatial power combining technology that requires

attention. The importance of the coupled oscillator behaviour of the array elements on the

power combiner operation is often under-estimated and numerous past research efforts have

failed to correctly address the problem of phase and frequency synchronization. Two

examples of spatial power combining structures in which the designs predominantly ignore

the coupled oscillator problem are the transistor grid oscillator and the quasi-optical power

combiner. In both cases, in-phase and single frequency operation are assumed to be

obtained through the use of a quasi-optical cavity or by implementing dielectric feedback.

The actual effect of these external components on the oscillator element operation is largely

unknown and the underlying locking mechanism does not appear to be clearly understood.

Certain conditions can arise which cause an unknown phase distribution to occur across the

array. For example, in Chapter 3, it was shown that TGOs with large transistor spacings or

electrically thick substrates could potentially oscillate with unknown phase distributions.

Unless a theoretical analysis of the quasi-optical cavity or the feedback dielectric slab is

provided by means of coupled oscillator theory, doubt will remain as to the effectiveness of

these external structures in forcing proper array synchronization.
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Chapter 6 - Coupled Oscillator Theory

This chapter addresses the coupled oscillator problem. The aim is to develop coupled

oscillator theory to complement the dipole-transistor integration design presented in

Chapter 4. Consequently, the main requirement of the coupled oscillator analysis is to
predict the phase distribution across the power combining array. Furthermore, the analysis

should be capable of determining the constraints that are required to be placed on the array

design to ensure in-phase operation.

The coupled oscillator problem is first defined followed by a brief review describing the

current status of coupled oscillator theory. A novel coupled oscillator analysis technique is

then developed based on injection locking diagrams. Finally, the validity of the new theory

is critically assessed to determine the applicability of the technique to practical power

combining arrays.

6.2 T}ne Coupled Oscillator Problem

The coupled oscillator problem is complex in that each element in the array is affected by

the f,eld generated by all the other elements. The electric fields produced by the other

elements constitute the injection voltage controlling the frequency, power level and phase of
the output signal of the particular element of interest (as illustrated in the schematic of
Figure 6-1). This injection signal, however, varies with the element operation since the

element itself perturbs the field of the other elements in the array. It is this complicated

interaction which determines the final operating state of the coupled oscillator array. The

{
4
ð

Ð0ð

a
o
õ

tÐt

FIGURE 6-1: Schematic showing how the superposition of fields generated by the
surrounding elements constitutes the injection signal seen by the central element.
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aim with regards to most millimetre wave power combining arrays is to promote an

operating mode in which all elements are locked to the same frequency and are oscillating

in phase to produce coherent radiation in the boresight direction. The boresight radiation

ensures that possible diff,culties with substrate mode propagation in millimetre wave power

combiners are minimized. Any requirement for beam steering can be implemented through

the use of quasi-optical components external to the power combining array.

6.3 Review of Coupled Oscillator Theory

The coupled oscillator phenomenon is very similar in principle to the injection locking

phenomenon. Injection locking theory has been extensively studied in the past with the

pioneering work established by Van der Pol ll25) in the 1920s and with notable

contributions coming from Adler 1126l and Kurokawa [111]. The main difference between

injection locking and coupled oscillator phenomena is associated with the properties of the

injection signal. In an injection locking arrangement, the injection signal source is ideally

isolated from the oscillator thus the injection signal is constant in power, frequency and

phase. In a coupled oscillator configuration, the injection signal seen by a particular element

is generated by the neighbouring oscillator circuits. Since the elements in the array are not

isolated, the injection signal is therefore dependent on the operating parameters of the

neighbouring sources and the particular element of interest. The dependency of the injection

signal on the operating characteristics of the array elements greatly complicates the coupled

oscillator analysis of power combining arrays.

The existing body of literature on coupled oscillator theory is meagre in comparison to the

volume of work associated with spatial power combining technology. The three main

contributions have come from Stephan [95]-[96] ll21), York and Compton [55]-[57] and

Itoh [65]-[67].

Karl Stephan was one of the first researchers to attach any importance to coupled oscillator

theory. He developed a set of dynamic non-linear differential equations that could predict

the behaviour of a coupled oscillator system t95l-t961. These equations can be solved to

determine the voltage amplitude and phase of each oscillator, provided that the initial

voltage conditions, the oscillator circuit parameter values, the device characteristics and the

injection current are known a priori. These non-linear differential equations are

complicated but they can be linearized and expressed in the more tractable form of a linear

state variable equation by applying several broad assumptions [96]. The main focus of

Stephan's research was beam steering techniques in active phased affays utilizing injection

signal sources hence his analysis is not easily applicable to large power combining arrays. A

schematic of the type of structure proposed by Stephan can be found in Figure 2-28.
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Chapter 6 - Coupled Oscillator Theory

In the context of spatial power combining arrays, Stephan's most significant work was his

analysis of a simple two element coupled oscillator system ll27l. The array consisted of
two active elements, each comprising a Gunn diode integrated to a microstrip slot radiator.

A schematic of the two oscillator array is shown in Figure 6-2(a). The system was modelled

by the simple canonical circuit shown in Figure 6-2(b). Assuming only in-phase and

out-of-phase operation was possible due to the symmetry of the array, an odd and even

mode analysis was applied to predict the frequency and phase behaviour of the coupled

oscillator system. The theoretical and experimental results of his investigation are

reproduced in Figure 6-2(c) and (d), respectively. These results are significant and are

revisited in Section 6.4.2. Stephan's analysis procedure is very specif,c to the two element

Resonator
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DC Bias

Bias Circuit Gunn Diode
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À, is the guided wavelength for the microstrip line

À is the free space wavelength

FIGURE 6-2: Diagram showing (a) Stephan's two element coupled oscillator system,
(b) the equivalent circuit used to represent the system, (c) the plot of the relative

phases of the oscillators as a function of element separation and (d) the plot of the
array frequency of operation as a function of element separation.

À
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coupled oscillator system using the slot antennas and it is diftcult to extend the analysis to

treat larger power combining arrays.

Tatsuo Itoh developed coupled oscillator theory specifrc to the power combining arrays he

proposed [65l-t671. These arrays incorporated elements that are strongly coupled to each

other via hard-wired transmission lines. The elements are also connected in a serial

configuration, as illustrated in Figure 2-l9.Itoh's coupled oscillator theory is not of direct

use in the analysis of the power combining arrays considered in this thesis.

Perhaps the most significant work, with regard to the coupled oscillator analysis of power

combining arrays utilizing electromagnetic mutual coupling between elements for

frequency and phase synchronization, was developed by York and Compton t55l-t571.

Their theory is sufficiently important to warrant a concise summary detailing the derivation

of their coupled oscillator equation. The analysis is applicable to weakly coupled arrays and

is derived from Adler's equation (6.1) which describes the oscillator behaviour in the

presence of an injection signal 1126l.

0=00 1-
A.

tnJ

Ao frrirfO-0,":)]
(6.1)

In (6.1), rrr is the instantaneous oscillator frequenc], og is the oscillator free running

frequency, Ag is the oscillator free running voltage amplitude, Aln¡ is the voltage amplitude

of the injection signal, Q is the external quality factor of the oscillator, Q is the oscillator

phase and Qin¡ is the phase of the injection signal. For mutually synchronized anays, (6.1) is

modified to include the effects of coupling delay and several simultaneous injected signals.

A dimensionless coupling coefficient (À¡¡), with the form given by (6.2), is introduced and

defined by (6.3).

A,j l^,,1"-'*" (6.2)

(6.3)
N

v. = ! 1..v.rnJL¿UJ
j=l

Equation (6.3) expresses the injection voltage (V¡"¡) seen at oscillator i as a function of the

voltages generated by all other oscillators in the array. Substituting (6.3) into (6.1) produces

the coupled oscillator equation (6.4) for oscillator i, assuming all the oscillators have locked

to the same frequency o.
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ú)= oi

Antenna

N

1-I In',1
ze¡j=1 î1r," (oi - Qj * e,j) 

]
(6.4)

Parameter crl¡ is the free running frequency of oscillator i. Applying (6.4) to all elements in

the array generates a set of simultaneous equations which can be solved to give the

oscillator phases, provided the coupling coefficients and the free running oscillator

parameters are known. The weak coupling between elements means that the oscillator

amplitude in the locked condition does not vary significantly from the free running value.

York's coupled oscillator equation (6.4) is not easy to solve for general power combining

arrays because of the trigonometric term and the difficulty in calculating the coupling

coefficients. York proposes an empirical approach to determining the coupling coefficients,

using the apparatus shown in Figure 6-3 1571. The apparatus simulates a two element array

separated by a distance, s. The frequency deviation as a function of antenna separation can

be determined and the coupling coefficients can be ascertained from the frequency

deviation information. This empirically determined coupling coefficient is directly

applicable in the analysis of a two element aray and produces the result given by (6.5).

It îc-r'9 t,
ÂQ= (6.5)

0

îc
n3n-<(0<-2',2

Parameter AQ is the phase difference between the oscillators in the two element array and <p

is the phase of the coupling coefficient. Equation (6.5) states that the two oscillators will
always lock in-phase (AQ = 0) or out-of-phase (^0 = n) depending on the coupling

coefficient phase (<p).
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coeffi cient measurement

E-plane coupling
coeffi cient measurement
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Ground Plane Ground Plane
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Frequency
Measurement

Frequency
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FIGURE 6-3: York's coupling coefficient measurement apparatus.



Coupled Oscillator Theory Based on the Injection Locking Diagram

In power combining affays containing more than two elements, the empirically determined

coupling coefficients are applicable if the coupling between two elements in an array is

assumed to be independent of the array environment. The difficulty in accurately

calculating or measuring the coupling coefficients makes York's analysis diff,cult to

implement in large power combining arrays.

The existing coupled oscillator theory is inadequate for application in the design of general

power combining arrays. In the next section, a novel coupled oscillator analysis based on

the injection locking diagram is presented. The injection locking diagram is a useful

graphical tool developed by Slater [128] and implemented by Kurokawa [111] to explain

various injection locking phenomena.

6.4 Coupled Oscillator Theory Based on the Injection
Locking Diagram

6.4.1 The Injection Locking Diagram

Consider the Van der Pol model of an oscillator injected with an external signal, as shown in

Figure 6-4. The oscillator circuit is represented by the impedance Zç(a) and the active

device is modelled as an impedance 21{1^). The device impedance has a negative real part

and is assumed to be a function of the current amplitude A. The frequency dependence of

the device impedance is ignored since Z1(A) is usually a slowly varying function of

frequency compared to the circuit impedance Zc@) for most oscillator circuitsl. The

injection signal is represented by the voltage source V¡n¡. In Figure 6-4, standard sign

conventions are used to define the orientation of the various voltage vectors. The orientation

of Y7-¡ is defined in the direction shown to convey the fact that the device impedance 4(A)

I<-

Yzr l"

1'

ZC

lnJ

Z-¡ - Device Impedance

Zç - Circuit Impedance

V¡n, - Injection Voltage

I - Current

V71 - Voltage across Device

V2ç - Voltage across Circuit

DEVICE CIRCUIT

FIGURE 6-4: Equivalent circuit for an injection locked oscillator.

l. This statement is most certainly true for the DT element since the microstrip dipole impedance has

a high frequency dependence.

zc@)

zr(A)
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has a negative resistive component. If the injection signal has a frequenc! ctr¡n¡ close to the

free running frequency of the oscillator og, the oscillator will synchronize or lock to the

injection signal frequency. The voltage equation associated with the oscillator circuit is

given by (6.6) and can be represented in a phasor diagram, as shown in Figure 6-5.

V V +VZT injZC

All phasors in Figure 6-5 are drawn relative to the injection voltage Vin¡ thus all phases are

relative to the phase of the injection voltage ùn¡. This phasor diagram is identical to the

representation used in the derivation of Adler's equation Í1261.

The phasor diagram can be transformed into the impedance plane because the same current

(I) flows through all components in the circuit. Converting Y7ç and Y7¡ in (6.6) into

impedance and current quantities gives (6.7).

Zc@)l = -Zr(A)I+V,n, 6.1)

Dividing all terms by the current I and representing the injection voltage in the form of
-irh. .

V,-, = lV,-,le "'n' results in (6.8).lnl I lnll

(6.6)

(6.8)zc@ù - -zr(A) +lItJ"-'*

The phase y is the phase of the current Q¡ relative to the phase of the injection voltage Qin¡ ut

indicated by (6.9).

Imaginary Axis

vinj

Yzr

Yzc

Ïn: Real Axis

FIGURE 6-5: Phasor diagram of locked oscillator equation.
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The impedance terms in (6.8) can be plotted in the impedance plane to produce the injection

locking diagram. The locus of the negative device impedance -4@) with current

amplitude is referred to as the device line. In general, as the current amplitude increases, the

resistance of the device line decreases while the reactive component is relatively constant.

The plot of the circuit impedance with frequency is refened to as the impedance locus. The

general shape of both loci in the impedance plane, for simple oscillator systems, is

illustrated in the injection locking diagram of Figure 6-6. The arrows on the device line and

impedance locus indicates the direction of increasing amplitude and frequency, respectively.

The intersection between the two loci represents the free running operating point of the

oscillator with no applied injection signal since the negative device impedance is equal to

the oscillator impedance at this point. The graphical representation of the last term in (6.8),

referred to as the injection term, is relative to the injection voltage phase. Consequently, the

injection vector, which is the plotted quantity, is defined by (6.10).

V = 0r-Qrnj

7 - lv'n¡l-¡,u
"inj- A 

v

Reactance

(6.e)

(6.10)

The injection term is, mathematically, the conjugate of the injection vector and is

represented by the notation Z,n, .

Zç(a)
rop - free running frequency

A¡ - free running current
amplitude

tD¡n¡ - frequency of injection' signal

4.. - steady state current
amplitude of injection
locked oscillator

Zrni

Zç(uoin¡)

(aro,Ao)

-zr(Ass)
-Zr(!t'l

Resistance

FIGURE 6-6: The injection locking diagram.
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As shown in Figure 6-6, the head of the injection vector must lie on the impedance locus at

the point corresponding to frequency o¡n¡ since the oscillator is locked to this frequency.

The tail of the injection vector must lie on the device line point corresponding to the final
steady state current amplitude Ar.. To find the steady state current amplitude the following

analysis is required. Derived from (6.8), the amplitude equation is given by (6.11).

Alz.(c,r) + zr@) I = lv,":l (6.11)

Consequently, the steady state current amplitude can be determined by plotting the left hand

side of (6.11) as a function of A and comparing it to the injection voltage amplitude. The

typical shape of the function Alz.(rll) + Zr (A) 
| , for most practical oscillators, is shown

in Figure 6-7. The solution for the steady state current amplitude A* is dependent on the

value of lV1n;|. In general, there are three possible ranges of lV,n¡l values, indicated by

regions I,II and III in Figure 6-7:

' In region I, there is only one solution for Ar. which is always stable. Note that with

regard to injection locking theory, stability refers to the ability of the oscillator to lock

to the injection signal. An unstable value of A* means that the oscillator cannot

synchronize to the injection signal and have a current amplitude of Ar..

' In region II, three possible solutions exist. A perturbation analysis centred on the

different current amplitude values (Ar Az and A3) will show that only the solution

corresponding to the largest current amplitude value (43) is stable [111]. Figure 6-8 is

an injection locking diagram showing the three possible operating points with the

unstable injection vectors illustrated as dotted affows.

' In region III, only one solution exists but the injection signal amplitude is normally

too small to force synchronization. Consequently, this solution is unstable.

The shaded region in Figure 6-7 represents the range of current amplitudes for which stable

injection locking can occur. The current amplitude value A.¡n generally corresponds to the

point on the device line closest to Zç(uoin¡) for simple oscillator circuits. Consequently,

Alzc ((l)) + z, (n) 
|

Region I

lvinjl Region II

Region III

A

FIGURE 6-7: Diagram used in determining the final steady state value of the
current amplitude.

A3AminA
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stable injection locking typically requires the injection vector tail to lie to the left of the tail

of the vector which is perpendicular to the device line and has its head located at Zç(rrlini).

For complicated oscillator systems characterized by impedance loci containing loops or

other complex features, an intricate analysis involving the construction of stability circles2,

as defined by Kurokawa [111], is required. Fortunately, most power combining arrays can

be represented by simple oscillator systems. The analysis of injection locking diagrams with

complex features is therefore not considered in this thesis.

The injection locking diagram is extremely useful in the interpretation of injection locking

phenomena. For example, the injection locking diagram can be used to explain the concept

of lock range in an injection locked oscillator. Consider an injection locked system where

the frequency of the injection signal (coinj) is increased while the injection voltage

amplitude (l!n¡l) is kept constant. The movement of the injection vector in the injection

locking diagram will follow the path shown in Figure 6-9. Frequencies rrr1 and o2

correspond to the points where the injection vector is perpendicular to the device line. For

frequencies outside the range from ol1 to ú)2, the relationship (6.8) cannot be satisfied

because the distance between point Zç(rDtn¡) (where cùin¡ is external to the range rlr1 to (Ð2)

and the device line is greater than lVln¡l/A. Consequently, injection locking cannot occur

outside the range o1 to o2 and the lock range (Aroil is deflned by (6.12).

ÂtD,- =
@z- @t

(6.r2)
2

Reactance
zc(Ð)

-462) -46)
-4(Aù

-Zr(A)

Resistance

FIGURE 6-8: lnjection locking diagram showing the iniection vectors

corresponding to the three current amplitude solutions in region ll.

zc(

2. These are not the same stability circles as those defined in Chapter 4.
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Reactance
zc@)

-zr(A\

zç(a)

Resistance

FIGURE 6-9: The injection locking diagram used to demonstrate the
concept of lock range.

Furthermore, because the values of co1 and @2are determined by the injection vector length,

the lock range is directly proportional to the injection voltage amplitude lVin¡l and inversely

proportional to the current amplitude A.

6.4.2 Coupled Oscillator Behaviour of a Two Element Array

As a preliminary exercise, consider the coupled oscillator analysis of the simple two

oscillator system shown in Figure 6-10. The injection signal seen by element 1 is the field
generated by element 2 and vice versa. The injection locking diagram for oscillator 1 is

shown in Figure 6-11(a). Let oscillator t have a cunent with an amplitude A1 and a phase

Q1. Consequently, the phase of the injection vector (\¡r) is given by (6.13).

Vl = Qr -0,nj,, (6.13)

Parameter Vinjl2 is the injection voltage seen at oscillator I due the field produced by

oscillator 2 and Qin¡r2 is the phase of this injection voltage. A coupling factor K12 is defined

oscillator I oscillator 2

FIGURE 6-10: A two element coupled oscillator system

zc(
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as the quotient of the injection voltage Vinj12 and the cuffent 12 flowing through oscillator 2.

Mathematically, the coupling factor is given by (6.14).

_ r.- , -jorz V,n¡t,
Kl2=lKlzl. =-; (6.14)

(6.15)

Note that the coupling factor defined by (6.14) is different from the coupling coefficient

defined by York and Compton (refer To (6.2)) t55l-t571. From the defrnition of the coupling

factor, the phase of the injection voltage \njl2 is given by (6.15) where Q2 is the phase of

the current flowing through oscillator 2.

Qtnj,, = þz-Qtz

Substituting (6.15) into (6.13) results in (6.16) where AQ = Qz - 0r is the phase difference

between the two oscillator currents.

Vr = Q,-0r+Qtz - -^0*@lz (6.16)

The injection locking diagram for oscillator 2 is identical to that of oscillator 1 if it is
assumed that the impedance locus and the active device characteristics are identical for both

oscillators.

With reference to Figure 6-11(b), the injection vector phase (\rÐ is given by (6.17) where Q2

is the phase of the current flowing through oscillator 2 and þin¡21is the phase of the injection

voltage seen by oscillator 2 due to oscillator 1.

Reactance Reactance

zct(¡) zcz(a)

r(r¡inj) (r¡nj)
zinj zin¡z

-zrt(A) -zrz(Ã)

Resistance Resistance

(a) (b)

FIGURE 6-11: The injection locking diagram for (a) oscillator 1 and (b) oscillator 2 in the

two oscillator system.
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Vz = Qr-Q'njrt (6.17)

(6.1e)

Using the coupling factor definition (6.14), the phase of the injection voltage can be

represented in the form of (6.18) hence (6.11) can be written in the form given by (6.19).

Otnjrt = 0r-@zr (6.18)

Yz=Qz-0r+Q21 =AQ+@rt

Given that the injection vectors are identical for both oscillators (Vr = Vz = V) and applying

reciprocity (Klz = K2t = r = lrl "-jo;, 
relation (6.20) must be satisfied for the frequency

synchronization of both oscillators.

V = -AQ+(Þ = AQ+@ (6.20)

The solution to (6.20) is trivial and reveals that the oscillators must lock in-phase (ÂQ = 0)

or out-of-phase (AQ = fi) if frequency synchronization is to occur. The phase of the actual

operating mode will depend on the coupling phase Q according to stability considerations.

The injection locking diagram in Figure 6-12 defrnes the range of allowed angles of a stable

injection vector for simple oscillator systems. Consequently, in terms of stability, relation
(6.21) must also be satisfled simultaneously with (6.20).

Reactance

zc@))

A2

cxl

-Zr(A-)

zç(a)
Resistance

FIGURE 6-12: lnjection locking diagram defining the allowable angles
for a stable injection vector.
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It ft (6.2t)-a+0r<v.i*o,

Angle cr1 is the angle of the device line relative to the x-axis at the base of the injection

vector corresponding to the minimum frequency rrll in the lock range. Similarly, cr2 is the

angle of the device line at the base of the injection vector corresponding to the maximum

frequency co2 in the lock range. Solving (6.20) and (6.21) simultaneously yields the solution

given by (6.22).

Â0=o -;.0r<@.1*o,

T*or<o<T*o,
(6.22)

(6.23)

=71

For the typical case where the device reactance is assumed to be invariant with the current

amplitude, the device line is horizontal and the solution for the phase difference between the

coupled oscillators is given by (6.23).

A0

ÂQ=o It
2

o< lt
2

i.a.!
@
Ð

a0=rc

Equation (6.23) states that when the coupling phase ((Þ) lies in the right half circular plane,

the oscillators lock in-phase. Out-of-phase operation occurs when the coupling phase lies in

the left half circular plane. This result is consistent with those obtained from both York's

analysis (refer to (6.5)) [57] and Stephan's analysis (refer to Figure 6-2(c)) tl21l.

Since the coupling phase Õ is a function of the element spacing3, it is possible to predict the

locked frequency behaviour of the two element coupled oscillator array as the element

spacing is varied. Assume that the oscillator circuit is relatively simple so that the

impedance locus does not possess any complicated features, such as loops, in the vicinity of

the device line. Initially, let the elements be closely spaced so that the coupling phase ((Þ)

has a value in the range -n/2 to n/2. According to (6.23), the elements will therefore initially

oscillate in-phase and the injection vector will have an angle identical to the coupling phase

(V = @). The injection locking diagram coruesponding to this situation is shown in Figure

3. The element spacing is defined as the distance between the centres of adjacent elements in the array.

The element separation or antenna separation is defined as the distance between the two closest

antenna edges in adjacent array elements.
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6-13(a). As the element spacing is widened, the coupling phase ((Þ) increases and the

injection vector rotates in an anticlockwise direction. The head of the vector moves up the

impedance locus which indicates an increase in the frequency of operation (Figure

6-13(b)-(c)). The increase in frequency continues until the injection vector is perpendicular

to the device line (Figure 6-13(c)). At this instant, the locking becomes unstable and the
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-zr(A) -zr(A)

Z¡ni
./
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-zr{ê) -zr(Ã)
1lv=,
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Reactance
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Reactance
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FIGURE 6-13: lniection locking diagrams showing the coupled osc¡llator behaviour
of a two element array as a function of element spacing.
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transistors must switch to the stable out-of-phase mode of operation. The injection vector

phase flips from 90o to -90o (V = n + @) thus producing a discontinuous downward jump in

frequency (Figure 6-13(d)). Further widening of the element spacing causes the injection

vector to continue rotating anticlockwise (Figure 6-13(e)) and the frequency increases

again. Eventually, instability again occurs and the oscillators must switch back to a stable

in-phase operating mode (Figure 6-13(Ð). This cycle continues with a progressively

diminishing injection vector magnitude as the inter-element coupling amplitude decreases

with increasing element spacing. A reduced frequency variation approaching the operating

frequency of the single isolated element is obtained. The general frequency variation of the

two oscillator system as a function of element spacing is sketched in Figure 6-14. This

frequency variation has essentially the same characteristics as those deduced from

Stephan's analysis lI27l $efer to Figure 6-2(d)). There is an apparent conflict when

comparing the two graphs shown in Figures 6-14 and 6-2(d). A monotonically increasing

trend is predicted in the analysis described here, while Stephan's analysis shows a

monotonically decreasing variation with antenna separation. The reason for this apparent

disagreement in results is linked to the coupling factor representation. The frequency

predictions, shown in Figure 6-14, assume the coupling factor varies according to (6.24).

This definition, particularly with regards to the phase, is appropriate for modelling the

inter-element coupling between metal antennas such as microstrip dipoles.

*rrl" -j@,, (6.24)

In Stephan's investigations, however, slot antennas are utilized. Consequently, according to

Babinet's principle ll29l, the coupling factor is better represented by (6.25).

Frequency
ú.)
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Out-of-phase
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Free Running
Frequency ú)o

Increasing Element Spacing +

FIGURE 6-14: Predicted frequency variation of a two oscillator system as a

function of element spacing.
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Klz = *trl
jÕ'z

e (6.2s)

The expected frequency variation for the two element slot-antenna array will therefore

possess the monotonically <lecreasing trencl shown in Figure 6-2(d) and Stephan's results

are completely consistent with those obtained in this section.

6.4.3 Coupled Oscillator Analysis of General N-Element Arrays

The discussion in Section 6.4.2 is conceptually easy to comprehend and lays the foundation

for the mathematical formulation of the coupled oscillator analysis of general N-element

alrays based on the injection locking diagram. Two assumptions are required before the

coupled oscillator analysis can proceed:

' The active devices in the affay are assumed to have identical characteristics. This

ideal is approachable in a monolithically built array.

' It is assumed that all oscillators in the affay are operating in the same environment so

that every oscillator has the same impedance locus. This assumption requires both the

electromagnetic conditions and the passive components of the external oscillator

circuit to be identical for all elements. The latter criteria can be easily satisfied but the

former requirement is generally only true for infinite arrays. The identical

electromagnetic environment assumption is equivalent to ignoring the array edge

effects.

There are two consequences of the above assumptions. Firstly, all the individual elements

will have identical free running operating parameters and secondly, frequency

synchronization will always occur. Coupled oscillators will frequency lock, without
exception, if their free running frequencies of operation are identical.

Applying the above assumptions, the injection locking diagram and the injection vector

corresponding to all oscillators in the array must be identical. Consequently, the injection

term in (6.8) must be the same for all elements and is given by (6.26).

N

I (v,n¡).n

m = 1,2,3...N (6.26)

Equation (6.26) can be used to determine the steady state locking behaviour of the affay,

where the injection voltage seen by a particular element m is given by the vector summation

of the injection voltages due to all elements in the array.

The coupling factor K-n between two elements m and n is defined by (6.27)

Im

Z.
lnJ

n
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(vtnj),nn
Kmn

(6.21)
I

n

Consequenlly, (6.26) can be written in terms of the coupling factor, as given by (6.28)

N

I *,nnln
n=1 m = 1,2,3...Nztnj I

m

(6.28)

The coupling factor K-n is the injection voltage seen at an element m due to the current in

element n and has the dimensions of impedance. The coupling factor is, in fact, the mutual

impedance between the two elements m and n (Kmn =Z^n). This revelation is of paramount

importance because it means that the coupled oscillator behaviour of the array can be

predicted based on the mutual impedance between the elements. The mutual impedance

between array elements is an understood and well documented concept. Furthermore, the

mutual impedance data for common antennas can be found in numerous publications and

there exists many numerical and analytical techniques for calculating the mutual impedance

quantities. Equation (6.29) expresses (6.28) in terms of the mutual impedance between

elements in the coupled oscillator array.

N

\z Innm

Im
(6.2e)

The system of equations (6.29) can be expressed in the matrix form given by (6.30), where

[I] is the current vector and [Z*nl is the mutual impedance matrix.

Z n=1 m = 1,2,3...N
nJ

(6.30)

The mutual impedance matrix can be calculated using a method of moments analysis4 for

simple antenna arrays. In general, the diagonal elements of fZrrrrr] are zero since an

oscillator does not couple to itself. The exception occurs in circumstances where some form

of coupling feedback is implemented. For example, the analysis of a power combining array

employing dielectric feedback would involve a mutual impedance matrix with non-zero

diagonal entries.

4. The method of moments technique for computing the mutual impedance between microstrip dipole

antennas is presented in Section 7.2.

I
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Equation (6.30) is an eigenvalue equation that can be solved using conventional

mathematical methods. The eigenvalues of the impedance matrix lZ^nl represent the

possible solutions for the conjugate injection vector 2,n,. Stability considerations will
determine which eigenvalue is stable and the corresponding eigenvector will give the

solution for the current [I] and hence the phasing of the array. The question of eigenvalue

stability is considered in the next section.

Equation (6.30) implies that the phase behaviour of the coupled oscillator system is solely

dependent on the inter-element coupling in the aÍÍay, which is represented by the mutual

impedance matrix. Two main factors affect the inter-element coupling in a power

combining affay:

' The mutual impedance between two array elements is strongly dependent on the

separation between the element antennas.

' The coupling mechanism has a significant effect on the inter-element coupling. In
general, elements in a microstrip array can be coupled via free space interactions, via

a substrate mode or a via combination of both of these coupling mechanisms. In the

context of the theory developed in this chapter, the free space coupling includes any

coupling by means of the near field or a leaky wave. Figure 6-15 illustrates the free

space and substrate coupling mechanisms. The dominant coupling mode is

determined by the substrate parameters and the antenna orientations. Schemes

whereby additional coupling is provided using external structures are discussed in
Section 6.6.

A knowledge of the factors affecting the inter-element coupling in a power combining array

can be used to control the final phase distribution across the locked array. In conventional

power combining affays, the element spacing is the parameter that is easiest to modify in
order to obtain the desired in-phase operation. The element spacing also has an effect on the

anay radration patterns, hence it is a parameter that cannot be arbitrarily set. The

requirements for in-phase operation and acceptable radiation characteristics must both be

considered in the power combining array design.

Free Space Coupling

Antenna Antenna

Substrate

Coupling

Ground Plane

FIGURE 6-15: Coupling mechanisms in power combining arrays.
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The strength of the coupled oscillator analysis, described here, lies in its simplicity. It is the

most straight-forward approach to determining the steady state phase distribution across a

coupled oscillator array. By focusing only on the injection vector, there is no need to

consider or model the device characteristics or the oscillator circuit parameters. The phase

behaviour of the anay is independent of these quantities and depends only on the mutual

impedance between the array elements. Since the oscillator itself is not modelled, however,

the coupled oscillator technique based on the injection locking diagram cannot

quantitatively determine the frequency behaviour of the oscillators. Only the qualitative

frequency variation as a function of inter-element coupling can be estimated by visualising

the orientation of the injection vector in relation to the device line and the impedance locus.

It should be re-iterated that the main aim of the coupled oscillator theory developed in this

chapter was to determine the steady state phase of a coupled oscillator array. This aim has

been completely fulfilled. All other oscillator parameters can be determined using oscillator

analysis. The amalgamation of coupled oscillator theory with standard oscillator design in

DT active arrays is discussed in Chapter 7.

The coupled oscillator analysis, described in this chapter, uses a quasi-static approach to

determine the steady state phase distribution across the oscillating array. In contrast to the

dynamic equations derived by York and Stephan, the analysis based on the injection locking

diagram is unable to predict the time evolution behaviour of the coupled oscillator system.

York's and Stephan's equations, however, are difficult to apply to power combining arrays

of moderate sizes. In addition, the dependence of York's analysis on the dimensionless

coupling coefficient is a significant drawback in that analysis technique.

6.4.4 Stability Considerations

In general, for a coupled oscillator array of N elements, there are N possible operating

modes5. This observation is evident in the eigenvalue problem described by (6.30) since the

mutual impedance matrix (with dimensions N x N) has N possible eigenvalues. The

stability criterion based on the angle of the injection vector, utilized in the two element

coupled oscillator analysis, will generally eliminate approximately half of the eigenvalue

solutions. Unfortunately, the criterion is not sufficiently strict to allow the stable mode of

operation to be derived from the remaining solutions. A more stringent stability criterion is

required to determine the stable coupled oscillator mode in power combining arrays

containing more than two elements.

5. In the context of coupled oscillator theory, the term "operating mode" refers to a solution to the

coupled oscillator equation which defines the locked operating parameters of the array.
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The development of theory for determining the stability of a coupled oscillator mode is

often mathematically more complex than the actual identification of the mode. In the past,

two general strategies have been adopted:

' A perturbation analysis is performed whereby an operating mode parameter is slightly
perturbed and the time evolution of the system is analysed. If the perturbation decays

with time, the operating mode is stable.

' The averaged potential of the oscillator system is evaluated to determine the stable

operating mode. The averaged potential "expresses the average of the loss

(dissipation) of the system" and "stable oscillation corresponds to a minimum of the

averaged potential" t1301.

York uses the former technique while Itoh employs the latter. In both cases, the

mathematical complexity of the problem is significant and dynamic coupled oscillator

equations are required.

The stability criterion that will be adopted in the coupled oscillator analysis developed in
this chapter essentially follows the approach used by Stephan lI27l. The total steady state

dissipated power of the oscillator system, under a particular mode of operation, is

calculated. The mode corresponding to the lowest dissipated power is deemed the most

probable mode of operation of the oscillator, according to the general result of the averaged

potential theorem.

Determining the power dissipation of the system can be difficult due to the dependence of
the source oscillation characteristics on the load conditions. Consider the impedance

diagram, for a simple oscillator circuit, illustrated in Figure 6-16. The effect of increasing

the circuit resistance causes the current amplitude A to decrease in value. The total

dissipated power is therefore given by (6.31), where R is the real component of the circuit
impedanceZç.

Reactance
Zç(a\

Increasing R

-Zr(A)

Resistance

FIGURE 6-16: lmpedance diagram demonstrating the effect of increasing the circuit
resistance on the output power of an oscillator.
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e=jll2n=jn'n (6.31)

Consequently, the direction of change in the total real power leaving the system is

dependent on the rate of decrease of the current amplitude A compared to the rate of

increase of the circuit resistance R. The real power variation as a function of the circuit

resistance is therefore dependent on the source characteristics.

Consider the DT active array elements that were designed for 6 GHz operation (refer to

Section 5.4). Using the Microwave Harmonica simulation tool, it was determined that for

all loads considered, an increase in the microstrip dipole driving point resistance caused a

decrease in the oscillator output real power. Consequently, the operating mode resulting in

the largest microstrip driving point resistance will be the stable mode of operation. This

result is used to determine the mode stability in the coupled oscillator analysis of the DT

active arrays treated in Chapter 7.

6.5 Validity of the Coupled Oscillator Theory

The development of the coupled oscillator theory, based on the injection locking diagram,

depended on the application of two assumptions that cannot be completely satisfied in

practical power combining arrays.

. Real active semiconductor devices are not identical. MMIC fabrication, however, can

be used to produce arrays with semiconductor devices that have a high degree of

similarity. Alternatively, the active devices can be individually tuned to yield similar

device characteristics but this option is generally avoided due to the laborious nature

of the tuning task.

. In general, all elements in practical power combining affays cannot experience

exactly the same electromagnetic environment. In particular, perimeter affay elements

will be subjected to different electromagnetic operating conditions than central

elements because of finite array edge effects. It has been shown, however, that the

infinite array approximation can be used to effectively model the central elements in a

large finite array within a few elements of the edge [118]. Consequently, in very large

power combining arrays, a high proportion of the array elements will experience very

similar electromagnetic environments. In addition, various array edge termination

schemes can also be employed to simulate an infinite array environment. For

example, parasitic buffer elements can be utilized as peripheral elements so that all

active elements in the affay are subjected to an infinite array environment.

The above discussion implies that the coupled oscillator theory developed in this chapter is

most applicable to very large, monolithically fabricated, power combining arrays.
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The question is raised as to the effect on the power combining affay operation if the

assumptions, upon which the coupled oscillator theory is based, are not completely

satisfied. The failure to fulfil either of the above assumptions causes the individual

oscillators to have non-identical free running operating parameters. This, in turn, has two

main consequences:

' The question of frequency synchronization becomes an issue. The elements in the

power combining array will only synchronize to each other if the frequency of the

injection signal seen by each individual oscillator is within the capture range of that

oscillator. Synchronization can be promoted by designing the array such that strong

coupling exists between the elements so that the element capture ranges are large. The

effect of increasing the coupling magnitude, however, is offset by the current

amplitude of the element since the capture range is inversely proportional to the

current amplitude. The ideal arrangement, in terms of inducing synchrontzation,

therefore requires strong coupling and weakly oscillating elements. Given that the

injection signal is produced by the elements themselves, both conditions can be

satisf,ed by setting a small element spacing in the power combining array. Clearly, the

coupled oscillator theory based on the injection locking diagram is invalid if
frequency synchronization does not occur.

' Assuming that frequency synchronization eventuates, errors will be associated with
the coupled oscillator analysis. In particular, there will be an error associated with the

predicted phase distribution across the synchronized affay. This general effect was

indirectly demonstrated in a letter by Navarro and Chang [72] which described a

beam steering technique for power combining arrays based on the control of
individual element bias voltages. By varying the bias voltages across the array, the

device characteristics were altered, causing the individual elements to oscillate at

different free running frequencies. The difference in the element free running

frequencies produced a beam steering effect in the locked array because of the

resultant phase variation across the array. In terms of the power combining arrays that

are of interest in this thesis, an affay designed to oscillate in-phase may, in practice,

oscillate with a slight phase error due to inconsistencies in the free running operating

parameters of the individual elements.

In essence, the above discussion leads to the conclusion that the coupled oscillator theory

developed in this chapter is applicable provided the power combining array eventually

synchronizes and the resultant phase errors are acceptable. Whether the phase error is

acceptable is predominantly determined by the required anay radiation pattern for the

particular application of interest.
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6.6 Application of the Coupled Oscillator Analysis to

Quasi-Optical Resonant Combiners and TGOs

The coupled oscillator theory developed in this chapter is applicable to power combining

arrays which utilize external components for frequency synchronization, provided the effect

of the external structure can be characterized in terms of mutual impedance quantities.

External synchronizing components, such as those used in dielectric feedback schemes and

quasi-optical power combiners, affect the inter-element coupling via the mechanisms

illustrated in Figure 6-17. Besides the possible free space interaction and coupling via the

substrate modes, additional coupling occurs due to reflections off the external structure.

Furthermore, a mechanism for coupling feedback is provided hence a particular oscillator

element contributes to its own injection signal and the resultant mutual impedance matrix

has non-zero diagonal entries. These diagonal entries are referred to as self coupling terms.

The effect of the external structure on the coupled oscillator behaviour of the array is not

obvious and depends on the interference effects of the additional coupling on the space

wave and/or the substrate mode. The use of the external structure does not automatically

ensure in-phase excitation as assumed in the theory associated with the quasi-optical

resonant combiner [39] and the TGO [82]-t861.

In the case of the TGO, or amays employing dielectric feedback, the reflections due to the

external dielectric slab are small since the dielectric constant of these slabs are usually of

the order of 10. Consequently, the additional coupling has a limited interference effect on

the main space wave or substrate mode coupling mechanism. In contrast to the commonly

accepted view, the use of the dielectric slab is unlikely to have a signifrcant effect on the

final locked phase distribution across the array. Whether in-phase operation is achieved is

almost entirely dependent on the element spacing in the array which controls the amplitude

and phase of the dominant space ,wave or substrate mode coupling. The above inferences

Dielectric Slab

Coupling

Space Wave

Substrate
Mode

FIGURE 6-17: Coupling mechanisms in a power combining array employing

dielectric feedback.

SelfAdditional
Coupling
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are supported by the study described in Chapter 3. One of the conclusions in Section 3.4

was that the TGO analysis procedure was applicable to TGOs with electrically small

unit-cell dimensions but was invalid when the unit-cell dimensions became electrically

large. From a coupled oscillator point of view, this conclusion is also valid assuming that

the results of the coupled oscillator analysis of the two element array in Section 6.4.2 canbe

extended to larger sized arrays. In-phase operation is likely to occur for small element

spacings but not for larger element spacings. Furthermore, the analysis of the two element

coupled oscillator system in Section 6.4.2 suggests that the array frequency of operation is

predominantly determined by the element oscillator design. The inter-element coupling has

only a perturbing effect on the array operating frequency. This observation clearly explains

why the analysis of the C-band TGO, in Section 3.4, yielded the result that varying the

unit-cell dimensions had minimal effect on the frequency of operation but a significant

effect on the transistor phase behaviour. In addition, varying the substrate parameters

affected both the oscillator design and the inter-element coupling hence the TGO oscillating

frequency and the transistor phase parameters were influenced.

With regard to quasi-optical resonant combiners, the coupling due to the quasi-optical

resonator is expected to dominate over the free space or substrate mode inter-element

coupling. Consequently, since it is the coupling phase that predominantly determines the

final locked oscillator phases, the combiner operation is critically dependent on the

positioning of the source array in the quasi-optical cavity. This observation was noted by

Mink [39] and other investigators t43l-t46l.If the source array synchronizes in such away
that boresight radiation does not occur, inefficient operation results since a large proportion

of power is radiated out of the sides of the quasi-optical cavity.

The use of coupled oscillator theory has allowed the qualitative analysis of the TGO and the

quasi-optical resonant combiner from a point of view that is conceptually simple to

comprehend. The coupled oscillator approach can be used to explain the observations of
previous investigators by identifying the coupling mechanisms that exist within the

structure. The above discussion, however, was derived using logical reasoning.

Mathematical proof was not provided. Mathematical support for the above discussion

requires the calculation of the mutual impedance between elements, including the effect of
the external structure. Research is needed to develop a technique for computing the mutual

impedance quantities for these structures. Significant efforts have been invested into

developing a method of moments technique for analysing the TGO [108]t1091 and the

quasi-optical resonant combiner t40lt41l. Once a method of moments analysis has been

formulated, independent of the in-phase assumption, the mutual impedance data between

the elements can be determined and the mathematical coupled oscillator analysis of these

combiners can proceed.
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6.7 Chapter Summary and Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, the coupled oscillator problem was reviewed and studied. By using a novel

approach that involved the scrutiny of the individual injection locking diagrams of a

coupled oscillator system, an eigenvalue matrix equation was formulated. The solution of

this eigenvalue equation yields the possible operating modes of the system with respect to

the phase distribution across the array. A stability analysis of the modes identifies the stable

mode of operation. This new and generic analysis technique is essentially a quasi-static

approach and is capable of predicting the phase behaviour of a general power combining

array, provided the mutual impedance data for the array is available or calculable. The main

advantage of the technique, afforded by the representation of the coupling mechanisms in

terms of established mutual impedance concepts, is the ease with which the analysis can be

applied to practical power combining arrays. Although operational parameters other than

the phase information of the coupled oscillator array cannot be directly ascertained from the

analysis, the effect of changing various design parameters can be intuitively predicted by

visualising the orientation of the injection vector in the injection locking diagram.

The validity of the coupled oscillator analysis based on the injection locking diagram was

discussed and the dominant coupling mechanisms were identified. In microstrip power

combining arrays, the inter-element coupling can occur as a result of free space interactions,

substrate mode propagation or via additional coupling paths produced by external reflecting

structures. By considering the main coupling mechanisms in a power combining array, the

coupled oscillator behaviour of the affay can be logically predicted or explained. Many of

the operational characteristics of TGOs and quasi-optical resonant combiners were

elucidated by identifying the coupling mechanisms and predicting their effect on the

inter-element mutual impedance quantities. Such an approach has provided significant

additional insight into some of the previously misunderstood operational peculiarities of

TGOs and quasi-optical resonant combiners.

In summary, the main contributions of this chapter include the following:
. The coupled oscillator problem was formulated, using injection locking diagrams,

into a solvable eigenvalue equation that is dependent on the mutual impedance data

between array elements.

. The question of mode stability was addressed and a simple technique for determining

the stability of the eigenvalue solutions for the DT active affay was developed.

. The generic coupled oscillator behaviour of a two element coupled oscillator system

was investigated to estimate the phase behaviour and frequency variation of the array

as a function of element spacing. These results are applicable to general two element

power combining arrays and were shown to be consistent with those derived in
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previous studies. The agreement between results support the validity of the theory

developed in this chapter.

' The qualitative analysis of the TGO and the quasi-optical resonant combiner from a

coupling point of view was conducted and many of the poorly understood operational

characteristics of these combiners were elucidated.

In the next chapter, the coupled oscillator analysis based on the injection locking diagram is

applied to DT active alrays and assimilated with the dipole-transistor integration design

developed in Chapter 4.
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7.1 Overview

The general methodology for analysing the coupled oscillator behaviour of power

combining arrays was presented in Chapter 6. This chapter considers the specific

application of the coupled oscillator theory to DT active arrays. Since the coupled oscillator

analysis requires the mutual impedance data of an array, a technique for calculating the

mutual impedance between microstrip dipoles using a method of moments analysis is first

presented. Two element DT active arrays in collinear and collateral conf,gurations are then

analysed to reveal the array phase and frequency behaviour as functions of the element

spacing. These results are used to verify the coupled oscillator theory developed in Chapter

6. In the determination of the array operating frequency, the coupled oscillator results are

combined with the DT oscillator theory developed in Chapter 4. Such an exercise illustrates

the complementary nature of the coupled oscillator theory and the theory associated with

the dipole-transistor integration design. The coupled oscillator behaviour of a 2 x 2 DT

active array is also analysed and results, which have not previously been observed, are

presented. Finally, the theoretical coupled oscillator analysis of large DT active anays and

ideal infinite DT active arrays are discussed.
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7.2 Calculation of Mutual Impedance

Since the coupled oscillator theory developed in Chapter 6 is dependent on the

representation of the inter-element coupling in terms of mutual impedance quantities, the

accurate computation of the mutual impedance between array elements is required. The

mutual impedance between two antennas in an affay can be theoretically calculated using a

method of moments analysis. The following formulation of the mutual impedance

computation is essentially an extension of the method proposed by Alexopoulos for
computing the mutual impedance between a pair of microstrip dipoles [131].

Consider a general DT active aray consisting of N microstrip dipoles. The relationships

between the feed voltages and feed currents are given by equation set (7.1).

Vl = ZrrIr+ZrrIr+
Y2 = ZrJr+ZrrIr+

+ zININ

+ Z2NIN
(1.r)

VN = Z*,I, +ZN2I2+ ... + Z**I*

Parameters V', and I, are, respectively, the impressed voltage and current at the feed of the

mth microstrip dipole, Z^ is the self impedance of the mth microstrip dipole and Z^n
(m * n) is the mutual impedance between the mth and nth microstrip dipoles. Equation set

(7.1) can be expressed in terms of the microstrip dipole driving point impedances (Zp¡) to
yield equation set (7.2).

zo*1,¡ = T = zr*trr?+ ... +t,.ul{

zoulz¡ =t = z2til*zrr* +
IN

tzr"
(1.2)

+ ZNN

The simplest way of calculating the mutual impedance between two microstrip dipoles, m

and n, is to set all microstrip dipole terminals in the array to open circuits except for the

terminals corresponding to microstrip dipoles m and n. Consequently, all feed currents are

zero except for those associated with microstrip dipoles m and n {Ij = 0, j + m, n) . Most of
the terms in (7 .2) are therefore eliminated and the applicable equation is given by (7.3).

VN
t--"DR (N) - IN

I, IrZ*rl + Z*rf +
tN tN
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Calculation of Mutual Impedance

Ij=o,j*m,n Im
Ij=o,j*m,n

Vm (1.3)

(1.4)

Zo*(r)
I:=0,j+m,n

In (7.3), conventional mathematical notation is used to explicitly represent the fact that the

parameters apply only when all feed currents, except I- and In, are zero. Rearranging (7.3),

the mutual impedance Z^ncan be calculated by applying (7.4).

_Z
Ij=o,j*m,n

Ij=o,j*m,n

All the impedance and curuent parameters on the right hand side of (7.4) can be evaluated

using the method of moments analysis. Recall that the MoM analysis generates the

impedance matrix lZ]vrorur and the excitation voltage vector [V]rr,rorur. The subscript "MoM"

is used to differentiate the method of moments matrix quantities from those associated with

the mutual impedance matrix equation. In the MoM analysis, the effect of open circuiting a

particular microstrip dipole terminal with feed segment index f can be modelled by

removing the t'h row and the fh column from the impedance matrix lZ]vrorur and removing

the fh row from the voltage vector [V]vrorur. In other words, by setting If = 0, all vector and

matrix elements with index f will have no effect on the matrix equation hence they are

removed from the computation. The other way of modelling an open circuit terminal in a

MoM technique is to set the impedance element Z¡¡ fo a very large number. This simulates

the open circuit condition at terminal f but the technique also tends to generate matrices that

are ill-conditioned.

The mutual impedance parameter between two microstrip dipoles m and n in a DT active

array can be computed using the following procedure:

. Perform the method of moments analysis to obtain the impedance matrix [Z]¡1o¡a and

the voltage vector [V]vrorr¿. This task is the most time consuming component of the

mutual impedance computation, but it only needs to be executed once since all mutual

impedance parameters can be derived from the same impedance matrix and voltage

vector.

. To open circuit microstrip dipole terminals with feed segment indices (f1,f2,...,f¡),

eliminate all rows and columns in the impedance matrix with those indices. The feed

segments f- and fn, corresponding to microstrip dipoles m and n, are not open

circuited hence these rows and columns remain. In addition, all rows in the voltage

vector corresponding to the indices (f1,f2,...,f¡) are removed. The modified

impedance matrix and voltage vector are denoted as [Z]'¡4o¡4 and [V]'lr,totut,

respectively.

mm

I
m

a
n

z^n = (to*,*,
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Chapter 7 - Coupled Oscillator Analysis of DT Active Arrays

. Solve the matrix equation (7.5) to give the current vector [I]'uorr¡.

[V]'uot¡ = [Z]'vot¡ [I]'rr¿otul (7'5)

. The elements in the current vector [I]'vot¿ corresponding to indices f. and fn give the

parameters I,,,1. and I..l ^ , respectively.
"llj=o,j+m,n ttll,=0,¡7m,n

. By dividing the voltage element associated with feed segment f. by the current

element corresponding to index f., the driving point impedance of the mth microstrip

dipole can be calculated according to (7.6).

zo* 1-; I¡=0,j*m,n I*
I¡ =o,j*m,n

. By definition, the self impedance of an antenna is the driving point impedance of that

antenna when all terminals corresponding to other antennas in the array are open

circuited. Consequently, to compute Z^ , remove the row and column corresponding

to index fn from [Z]'uotut and remove the fnth row from vector [V]'uotut. The MoM
matrix equation can then be solved and the driving point impedance of the mth

microstrip dipole can be calculated to give the self impedance Z--.
'7 -" I Q.7)Lmm - "DR 1m¡ rl, = e,¡ ¡ ¡¡

. Equation (7 .4) can now be solved to give the mutual impedance (Z^ì between the

mth and nth microstrip dipoles.

7.3 The Tlvo Element DT Active Array

The two element DT active array is an ideal test case upon which the coupled oscillator

theory, developed in Chapter 6, can be initially verified. In this section, the coupled

oscillator behaviour of the two element DT active array is determined as a function of the

array element spacing. There are three possible approaches to analysing the coupled

oscillator behaviour of the aray due to the elementary nature of the array configuration.

1. The relative phase between the two transistors in the array can be determined purely

from the mutual impedance data between the two microstrip dipoles and the results

obtained from the qualitative analysis described in Section 6.4.2. Recall that the

analysis of Section 6.4.2 was based on intuitive reasoning and the inspection of the

relevant injection locking diagrams.

2. The two element array can be mathematically analysed by solving the coupled

oscillator eigenvalue matrix equation (6.30). In this approach, the transistor phasing is

determined along with the size and direction of the injection vector.

3. Due to the symmetry of the array, it is justified to assume that only the in-phase or the

out-of-phase mode of operation can occur. Consequently, the stable operating mode

V
m (7.6)
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The Two Element DT Active Array

can therefore be determined by computing the microstrip dipole driving point

resistance associated with each operating mode. The stable mode is the mode with the

largest associated driving point resistance as discussed in Section 6.4.4.

All three techniques for determining the relative phases between the transistors in a two

element DT active array, as a function of element spacing, are described in this section. The

uniformity of the solutions resulting from each technique will serve to improve the

confidence level associated with using the theory developed in Chapter 6. For larger DT

active arrays, the increased complexity eliminates the possibility of employing approaches

I and 3 listed above. The coupled oscillator analysis of a2 x2DT active array is presented

in Section 7.4.

7 .3.1 Coupled Oscillator Analysis

In Section 6.4.2, the coupled oscillator behaviour of a two element array was derived

intuitively and determined to be dependent only on the mutual impedance phase according

to (7.8).

A0--0 ß <o<
2

1l

2
(7.8)

^Q
-tL

Recall that AQ is the phase difference between the cuments in the two oscillators and @ is

the phase of the mutual impedance. For the case of a two element DT active array, the

mutual impedance between the microstrip dipoles can be calculated using the method of

moments analysis, as described in Sectionl.2l. The mutual impedance data for collateral

and collinear configurations as functions of the element spacing were calculated and are

plotted in Figure 7-1. The DT element dimensions used in these computations are listed in

Table 7-l and are identical to the 6 G}Jz DT element design described in Section 5.4. It was

Parameter Value

Dipole Length 22.4mm

Dipole Width 0.5 mm

Substrate Dielectric Constant 2.2

Substrate Thickness 1.57 mm

Table 7-1: DT element dimensions for the two element DT active arrays

1. The source code listing for the Fortran main program used to calculate the mutual impedance
between two microstrip dipoles can be found in Appendix G.

rr-3n,.*. T
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Chapter 7 - Coupled Oscillator Analysis of DT Active Arrays

assumed that the DT elements oscillated at a constant frequency of 6 GHz despite the fact

that a slight frequency variation does occur as the element spacing is varied. Given that the

frequency variation is anticipated to be less than 0.5Vo, the constant frequency assumption is

justified and does not significantly affect the mutual impedance results.

By applying (7.8) directly to the mutual impedance phase plots, the range of element

spacings for which the in-phase and out-of-phase operation occurs can be immediately

identified, as shown in Figure 7-1. The mutual impedance phase has a near periodic

variation hence a parameter, referred to as the mutual impedance period (Tz^n), can be
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FIGURE 7-1: Plot of mutual impedance between two microstrip dipoles as a function of
element spacing: (a) collateral configuration and (b) collinear configuration.
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The Ttvo Element DT Active Array

defined. The mutual impedance period is the difference in element spacing between

successive points on the mutual impedance plot with identical phase values. It is only an

approximate parameter since the numerical value of the mutual impedance period depends

on the actual phase value chosen and the portion of the plot under consideration. The

mutual impedance magnitude plots indicate the length of the injection vector and the extent

of the frequency variation in the coupled oscillators as the element spacing is varied.

With reference to Figure 7 -l(a), element spacings of less than 34 mm or 0.68 Àg, where l.g

is the free space wavelength at 6 GHz, are required to induce in-phase oscillations in the

collateral DT elements. Only the first in-phase region is of interest since element spacings

within this region can also satisfy the constraints imposed by the need for array radiation

patterns that are free of grating lobes. The mutual impedance period is approximately 60

mm (1., )"ù which suggests the main coupling mechanism between the collateral

microstrip dipoles is via the free space interaction. This conclusion is further supported by

the fact that the effect of the substrate dielectric constant on the mutual impedance

parameter was negligible. Free space coupling in microstrip antennas is expected to produce

mutual impedance periods greater than the free space wavelength because of the presence

of the ground plane.

As indicated in Figure 1-I(b), element spacings of less than29.7 mm (0.59 Àe) are required

for in-phase oscillations in the collinear two element DT active array. A minimum element

spacing of more than22.4 mm (the microstrip dipole length) is required so that the collinear

microstrip dipoles do not physically touch. Ignoring the near f,eld effects that occur at close

element spacings, the mutual impedance period is approximately 49.5 mm (0.99 À9¡. Given

that the wavelength of the lowest order TM substrate mode2 (}.'¡rr,r) is 49.4 mm, it is
concluded that the inter-element coupling in the collinear configuration is predominantly

via this substrate mode. The substrate mode wavelength is close to the free space

wavelength because the dielectric constant of the substrate is small. TM substrate modes are

always launched in the axial direction of a microstrip dipole [131] hence the substrate mode

coupling between the collinear microstrip dipoles was anticipated. The initial behaviour of

the mutual impedance plots for small element spacings is due to near field effects. These

near field effects cause the maximum spacing allowed in the first in-phase operating zone to

extend past the expected 0.5 Lrvr limit. The mutual impedance magnitude, shown in Figure

7-I(b), is much smaller than that observed in the collateral microstrip dipole array. The

reduced coupling in the collinear orientation is due to two reasons. Firstly, the radiation

pattern of the individual microstrip dipoles have a null in the microstrip dipole axis

2. 'the propagation constants of all excitable substrate modes can be calculated by finding the roots of
the l. and T,,. functions defined by (4.19).
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Chapter 7 - Coupled Oscillator Analysis of DT Active Arrays

direction and, secondly, the substrate is electrically thin thus the substrate mode coupling is

expected to be small. The small coupling implies a small frequency variation in the

collinear DT active affay as the element spacing is varied.

The above discussion is derived purely fi'om the qualitative investigation of the injection

locking diagrams associated with a two oscillator array. The formal mathematical coupled

oscillator analysis of the two element DT active array involves the solution of the

eigenvalue problem defined by (6.30). The mutual impedance matrix was constructed from

the computed mutual impedance data plotted in Figure '7-I and has the form given by (7.9).

(1.e)

The diagonal elements are zero because there is no mechanism for the DT elements to

contribute to their own injection signal. Furthermore, reciprocity applies hence the matrix

quantity 221 is equal to 212. The mutual impedance matrix was determined for a range of
element spacings and the eigenvalue problem (6.30) was solved using conventional

mathematical techniques. The conjugate eigenvalues (Zinì and their corresponding

eigenvectors (I1,12) are listed in Table 7-2for the collateral DT active array and Table 7-3

for the collinear DT active affay. The stability of the eigenvalues, for this simple case, can

be determined purely by imposing the constraint that the injection vector has to lie in the

right half impedance plane (Section 6.4.1 describes the stability criterion based on the

injection vector phase). The shaded columns in Tables 7-2 and 7-3 contain the stable

solutions. The eigenvectors corresponding to the stable eigenvalues yield the relative

currents flowing through each oscillator and, therefore, give the oscillator phase

relationships. Visualisation of the injection vector orientation in the injection vector

diagram indicates the frequency and current amplitude variation of the DT active array with
element spacing. For small spacings, the injection vector phase approaches -90o which

suggests the frequency of operation will be below the free running frequency of the isolated

DT oscillator. The expected frequency deviation, according to Tables 7-2 and 7-3, are

consistent with that sketched in Figure 6-14. It is anticipated that the curent amplitude

variation will essentially follow the same variational trends as the frequency plot.

Another technique for determining the coupled oscillator phase behaviour of the two

element DT active affay uses the following approach. Due to the symmetry of the anay, it
can be assumed that only the in-phase or out-of-phase operating modes can occur. Since the

possible operating modes are already known, the phase behaviour of the array can be

ascertained simply by determining which of the in-phase or out-of-phase mode is stable.

The stability of a mode is decided by comparing the driving point resistances of the
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The Two Element DT Active Array

Solution # I Solution #2

Z¡n¡ Ir 12 Zini I1 l)
S

(mm)
Mag
(o)

Ang
lo)

Mag
(A)

Ang
ro)

Mag
(A)

Ang

e)
Mag
(o)

Ang
(o)

Mag
(A)

Ang
(o)

Mag
(A)

Ang
(o)

3 31.1 98 0.7 0 0.7 180 3t.1 -82 o.7 0 o.7 0

5 18.2 104 0.1 0 0.1 180 18.2 -'76 0.7 0 o.1 0

1 11.6 111 0.1 0 0.1 180 r r.6 -69 o.1 0 0.7 0

9 8.01 119 0.1 0 0.1 r80 8.01 -61 o.1 0 0.'7 0

11 5.85 128 0.1 0 0.'t 180 5.85 -52 o.7 0 0.7 0

l3 4.43 138 0.1 0 o.1 t80 4.43 -42 0;7 0 0.1 0

l5 3.46 r49 0.1 0 0.1 r80 3.46 -31 0.7 0 0.1 0

17 2.16 l6l 0.7 0 0.1 180 2.',|6 -19 0.1 0 0.1 0

l9 2.25 113 o.1 0 0.1 180 2.25 -1 0.7 0 0.7 0

21 1.88 -114 0.1 0 0.1 180 1.88 6 0.7 0 0.1 0

23 r.62 -160 0.1 0 0.1 180 |.62 20 0.1 0 0.7 0

25 1.42 -146 0.1 0 0.1 180 t.42 34 0.1 0 0.1 0

27 1.27 -132 0.7 0 0.7 180 1.21 48 0.'7 0 0.1 0

29 L15 -120 0.1 0 o.7 180 l.t5 60 0.7 0 0.1 0

3t 1.04 - 108 o.7 0 0.1 180 1.04 12 0.7 0 0.1 0

J1 o.94 -96 0.1 0 0.1 180 0.94 0.7 0 0

35 0.84 96 0.1 0 0.1 0 180

51 0.14 108 0.1 0 0.1 0

39 0.65 t2t 0.1 0 o.7 0

41 0.51 135 o.7 0 0.7 0 0.57 0

43 0.50 l5l o.1 0 0.7 0 0.50 0

45 0.45 167 0.1 0 0.7 0 0.45 0

47 0.42 -115 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.42 0

49 0.41 - 158 0.1 0 0.7 0 0.41

5l 0.40 -143 0.1 0 o.1 0 0.40

53 0.39 - 130 o.1 0 0.1 0 4.7

55 0.38 -r l8 o.1 0 0.1 0 180 0.7

51 0.36 -t06 0.7 0 0.1 0 0.36 0

59 0.33 -95 0.1 0 0.7 0

6t 0.30 91 0.1 0 0.1 180 0.30 -83 0.1 0 0.7 0

63 0.26 110 0.1 0 0.1 180 0.26 -10 0.7 0 0.7 0

65 0.22 127 0.1 0 0.7 180 0.22 -53 0.7 0 0.1 0

61 0.l9 148 0.7 0 0.1 180 0.19 -32 0.1 n 0.1 0

69 0.18 1lt 0.1 0 0.7 180 0.l8 -9 0.7 0 0.7 0

Stable in-phase operating mode

Stable out-of-phase operating mode
Stable Operating Mode

TableT-2: Coupled oscillator results for the two element collateral DT active array as a

function of element spacing, S.
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microstrip dipoles when each operating mode is excited. The mode producing the higher

driving point resistance is the stable mode of operation according to the stability criterion

established in Section 6.4.4. Table 7-4lists the driving point resistance corresponding to the

in-phase and out-of-phase mode of operation for both the collinear and collateral dipole

cases. The injection vector values obtained from the eigenvalue analysis are re-produced in

this table for comparison purposes. The larger value of the driving point resistance for the

two modes of operation is the stable mode and is indicated by the dark grey shaded cells.

The light grey shaded cells indicate the stable mode according to the injection vector phase

criterion. In all cases, the determined mode stability is the same regardless of which

stability criterion is employed. This excellent correlation suggests that the determination of
the mode stability based on the driving point resistance data is an acceptable and effective

technique. Figure 7-2 shows the plots of the driving point resistance of the microstrip

Solution # 1 Solution #2

ztni rr 12 Ztn: Ir l2

S

(mm)
Mag
(o)

Ang
(o)

Mag
(A)

Ang
(o)

Mag
(A)

Ang
(o)

Mag
(o)

Ang
(o)

Mag
(A)

Ang
(o)

Mag
(A)

Ang
(o)

25 1.06 127 o.7 0 o.1 r80 r.06 -53 o.'7 0 o.'7 0

27 033 -166 o7 0 0.7 180 0.33 14 0.1 0 0.1 0

29 0.36 -l0t o'7 0 o.7 t80 0 3l'r '79 o'7 0 o'7 0

3l 0.42 108 0.1 0 0.7 0 a.42 11 o7 180 o7 o
11 o45 1).8 o7 o o'7 0 o45 5) 0.1 180 4.7

35 o.45 146 o'7 0 0.7 0 045 -14 o'l r80 o'7 o

5t 0.43 t63 o.1 0 o'7 0 o43 -1'1 o:'t Û;l o

3g o0 -1'79 o7 0 0.1 0 fi4) I o.7 180 o.7 0

41 040 -162 o'7 0 o7 0 o40 IR o7 1RO n'l (ì

43 0.39 -144 0.7 0 o'7 0 039 36 o'l rRo a7 o

45 0.38 -126 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.38 54 o.7 r80 o.7 o

47 038 -il0 o'7 0 o7 0 o1f, 'to a'7 180 o.7 0

49 0.38 -94 o7 0 o.7 0 o3R R6 o'1 1ßO {t 'l o

5l 0.38 l0t 0.7 0 o.'7 r80 038 -19 0'7 0 o'7 0

53 o 1'7 ll6 0.1 0 0.1 180 o.31 -64 o.1 0 o.'7 0

55 oi6 r30 o'7 o o'l 180 0.36 -50 0.1 0 o.1 0

5'7 oi4 145 o.7 0 o'7 1R0 o74 -35 o'7 o 0.1 0

59 0.33 t6l o7 0 o'l r80 033 -19 o'7 0 o'7 0

61 0.32 t78 o.7 0 o7 180 oi2 -2 o'7 0 o1 0

63 0.31 - 165 0.7 0 0.7 180 0.31 t5 0.'7 0 o7 0

6s 0 3r -14'7 0.1 0 0.1 180 0.31 33 0.1 0 o.1 0

67 oi2 -131 o7 0 o'7 1R0 0.32 49 0.1 0 0.7 0

69 033 -t16 o'7 0 o7 180 033 64 o1 0 o'7 0

Stable in-phase operating mode

Stable out-of-phase operating mode
Stable Operating Mode

Table 7-3: Coupled oscillator results for the two element collinear DT active array as a
function of element spacing, S.
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Collateral Microstrip Dipoles Collinear Microstrip Dipoles

In-phase Mode Out-of-phase Mode In-phase Mode Out-of-phase Mode

Z¡n¡ Znn Zini Zntt Z¡nr Zon Zini Zou.

S

(mm)
Mag
(o)

Ang
(o)

R¡n
(o)

Mag
(o)

Ang
(o)

RnR
(o)

Mag
(o)

Ang
(")

Ron
(o)

Mag
(o)

Ang
(o)

Ron
(o)

J 31.1 -82 9.41 31.1 98 0.06

5 18.2 -16 9.OZ 18.2 104 0.t]
1 I 1.6 -69 8.68 11.6 111 0.34

9 8.0 r -61 8.01 119 0.56

11 5.85 -52 8.05 5.85 128 o.82

l3 4.43 -42 1.71 4.43 138 1.12

15 3.46 -31 1.36 3.46 149 1.45

11 2,16 -19 7.00 2.16 161 1.80

19 2.25 1 6,63 2.25 t73 2.16

2t 1.88 6 6.26 r.88 -tj4 2.52

23 1.62 20 5.90 t.62 -160 2.87

25 1.42 34 s.56 1.42 -146 3.21 r.06 -53 5.04 r.06 127 3.16

21 121 48 5.25 1.21 -132 3.53 0,33 14 4.72 0.33 -166 4.01

29 I 15 60 4.96 l.l5 -t20 3.82 036 19 4.46 0.36 -t0t 4.32

3l 1.04 12 4.70 1.O4 - 108 4.08 0.42 108 4.26 0.42 1 '',) 1.52

55 0.94 84 4.48 0.94 -96 4.30 o.45 128 4.tl 0.45 <1 4.61

35 0.84 96 4.30 0.84 -84 4.48 0.45 146 4.02 0.45 -34 4.76

31 0.14 108 4.16 0.7 4 12 4.63 0.43 163 3.98 0.43 -t] 4.81

39 0.65 121 4.05 0.65 -59 4.73 0.42 -119 3.98 0.42 I 4.81

41 0.51 135 3.99 0.51 -45 4.80 0.40 -162 4.O1 0.40 18 4.77

43 0.50 151 3.95 0.50 29 4.83 0.39 -144 4.08 0.39 36 4.70

45 0.45 t61 3.95 0.45 -13 0.38 -126 4.16 0.3I 54 4.62

41 o.42 -115 3.91 0.42 5 0.38 -1 10 4.26 0.38 10 4.52

49 0.41 - 158 4.01 0.41 22 4.7'7 0.38 -94 4.36 0.38 86 4.42

51 0.40 -143 4.07 0.40 37 4.7r 0.38 19 4.46 0.38 101 4.32

53 0.39 - 130 4.14 0.39 50 4.æ 0.31 -64 4.55 0.31 116 4.23

55 0.3 8 -118 4.21 0.3 8 62 4.57 0.36 -50 4.62 0.36 t30 4.16

51 0.36 - 106 4.29 0.36 14 4.50 0.34 -35 4.67 0.34 145 4.tl
59 0.33 -95 4.36 0.33 85 4.43 0.33 -19 4.70 0.33 l6l 4.08

61 0.30 83 4.42 0.30 91 4.36 0.32 2 4.71 0.32 178 4.08

63 0.26 -70 4.48 0.26 110 4.31 0.3 r 15 4.69 0.31 - 165 4.09

65 0.22 -53 4.52 0.22 121 4.26 0.3 r JJ 4.65 0.31 -147 4.13

6l 0. 19 -32 4.55 0. l9 r48 4.23 0.32 49 4.60 0.32 - 131 4.18

69 0.18 -9 4.57 0.l8 111 4.21 0.33 64 4.54 0.33 -ll6 4.25

Stable solution based on the
injection vector phase

Stable solution based on the element
driving point resistance

TableT-4:. Comparison of stability criteria based on the injection vector (Z¡n¡) phase and

the microstrip dipole driving point resistance (R¡p).
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dipoles in the collinear and collateral two element array as functions of the element spacing.

The mode corresponding to the locus with the larger resistive value is the stable mode of
operation. The intersection of the two loci correspond to the element spacing whereby a

mode transition from the in-phase to out-of-phase mode, or vice versa, occurs. The element

spacing corresponding to these intersection points are identical to the mode boundaries

identif,ed in Figure 7-1.

The coupled oscillator analysis of the two element DT active array using the three different

approaches has produced entirely consistent results. The uniformity of these results

increases the confidence level in using the coupled oscillator theory developed in Chapter 6.
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7 .3.2 Frequency Behaviour

Once the coupled oscillator behaviour of the two element DT active array is determined, the

DT analysis developed in Chapter 4 can be applied to estimate the DT active array

operational characteristics. It is important to realize that only the oscillator phase

information is required in the DT analysis.

An instructive exercise that demonstrates how the coupled oscillator theory is incorporated

into the DT analysis is the computation of the frequency variation of the two element

collateral DT active array as a function of element spacing. The collateral configuration was

chosen because it was expected to exhibit a greater frequency variation as a function of

element spacing. This expectation was derived from the fact that the mutual impedance

magnitude is much greater in the collateral configuration compared to the collinear case.

Given the phase behaviour of the two element collateral DT active array summarized

graphically in Figure J -3, the microstrip dipole driving point impedance was calculated as a

function of frequency for several element spacings. For each element spacing, the dipole

impedance characteristic was compared to the device impedance characteristic in DT

analysis plots3 to reveal the likely operating frequency of the two element DT active array.

The results are listed in Table 7-5 and are plotted in Figure 7-4. Compared with the

estimated frequency variation sketched in Figure 6-14, FigureJ-4 has the same features as

those deduced using coupled oscillator theory. Given that the results in Table 7-5 were

largely obtained independently of the coupled oscillator analysis, the similarity between the

two figures provide evidence supporting the validity of both the DT analysis and the

coupled oscillator theory developed in this thesis.

The microstrip dipole impedance computed using the method of moments analysis was also

employed in Microwave Harmonica simulations to predict the frequency variation as a

Collateral Two Element DT Active Array Phase Behaviour

34.0 mm 59.9 mm

Out-of-phase

10 20 40 50 60 10
Element
Spacing
S (mm)

FIGURE 7-3: Diagram showing the coupled oscillator phase behaviour of the two
element collateral DT active array.

3. The use of DT analysis plots to determine the likely frequency of operation was described in
Section 5.4.
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Chapter 7 - Coupled Oscillator Analysis of DT Active Arrays

function of element spacing. The simulations were performed for the case where the bias

network, consisting of the quarter moon radial stubs, was omitted from the model and for

the case where the bias network was included in the model. The results of the simulations

are listed in Table 7-5 and are plotted in Figure 7-4.In Figure J-4,in order to effectively

make comparisons between results, the frequency offset due to numerical errors and the

effect of the bias network were removed from the simulation results. The Microwave

Harmonica simulation results coincide well with those of the DT analysis procedure.

o

o.

()

a¿o

o

()

Ê.

In-phase Operating Mode

Outof-phase Operatin g Mode

Table 7-5: Predicted frequency of operation as a functíon of element spacing for the
two element collateral DT active array.

Element

Spacing, S

Frequency

Prediction from DT

Analysis

Frequency

Prediction from

Simulation without

Bias

Frequency

Prediction from
Simulation with Bias

5mm 5.9032 GHz 6.013 GHz

10 mm 5.9806 GHz 6.036 GHz 6.345 GHz.

l5 mm 6.0065 GHz 6.054 GHz 6.354 GHz

20 mm 6.0180 GHz 6.606 CHz 6.356 CHz

25 mm 6.0231GHz 6.059 GHz 6.355 GHz

30 mm 6.0243 GHz 6.055 GHz 6.353 CHz

4Omm 6.350 GHz

GHz

60 mm 6.0151GHz 6.049 GHz 6.349 GHz

65 mm 6.0167 GHz 6.050 GHz 6.350 GHz

70 mm 6.0119 GHz 6.050 GHz 6.351 GHz

Free Running

Frequency

6.0181GH2 6.048 GHz 6.349 GHz
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6.04

6.02
Free Running

Frequency
6.018 GHz

30 40 50 60 70

Element Spacing, S (mm)

+ Predicted Frequency using Analysis Plots

o Simulation Results (offset -0.03 GHz)

tr Simulation Results with Bias (offset -0.331 GHz)

- Free Running Frequency using Analysis Plots

FIGURE 7-4: Frequency var¡at¡on of two collateral DT elements as a function of

element spac¡ng.

7 .3.3 Experimental Results

The frequency behaviour of a two element collateral DT active affay can be measured

experimentally to reveal some of the previously discussed characteristics of coupled

oscillator behaviour. Figure 7-5 shows the coupled oscillator circuit employed in an

experiment in which the frequency variation of a two element collateral DT active affay

was measured as a function of element spacing. The circuit consists of two identical DT

elements which have the same design as that of the 6 GHz element described in Section 5.4

(Figure 5-18 contains the individual DT element circuit layout with dimensions). In the

circuit design, strips of substrate material are inserted or removed from the space between

the two DT elements to increase or decrease the element separation. In the experiment,

however, it was determined that the effect of the substrate strips on the measurement was

negligible due to two main reasons. Firstly, the substrate was electrically thin and secondly,

the mutual impedance analysis of the two element collateral DT active array showed that
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The Two Element DT Active Array

the dominant mode of coupling was via free space and not via a substrate mode.

Consequently, the substrate strips were not employed in the experiment since their absence

permitted the acquirement of more data points.

Figure 7-6 shows the apparatus and set-up employed in order to measure the operating

frequency of the affay as a function of the element spacing. A horn antenna in conjunction

with a HP spectrum analyser was used to receive the radiation emitted from the anay and to

decompose the array output signal into its spectral components. The procedure employed in

the experiment was as follows.
. Firstly, each element was individually bias tuned so that they had near identical free

running frequencies. The free running oscillating frequencies of elements #1 and #2

HP Spectrum Analyser

Element #1
DC Power Supply

Element #2
DC Power Supply

Horn Antenna

FIGURE 7-6: Experimental set-up used to measure the coupled oscillator frequency

behaviour of a two element collateral DT active array.
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Chapter 7 - Coupled Oscillator Analysis of DT Active Arrays

were measured and had values of 6.4063 GHz and 6.4050 GHz, respectively. It should

be noted that the difference between the operating frequencies of the DT elements and

the designed frequency of 6 GHz is due to effects associated with the bias network as

explained in Section 5.4.

' Both elements were then simultaneously switched on and synchronization was

confirmed by observing that only one spectral peak (ignoring higher order harmonics)

was evident in the spectrum analyser display.

' The frequency of operation was measured by the spectrum analyser for various

element spacings.

The results of this experiment are plotted in Figure 7-7. Several features of this plot are

consistent with the expectations established in the theoretical analysis of the two element

collateral DT active array.

' It was observed that sharp frequency jumps across the free running frequencies of the

oscillators accompanied mode transitions. In theory, the frequency jump is

discontinuous and instantaneous during a change in the operating mode. In practice,

however, the frequency variation is continuous and rapid rather than discontinuous.

The first mode transition occurred over a range of element spacings spanning a length

of approximately 5 mm.

N
Jr

o

H
C)
a,o
o
o
o

()r
IJ.

6.45

6.44

6.43

6.42

6.41

6.4

6.39

6.38

637

o.Jo

635

Free Running
Frequency

- 6.4055 GHz

10 20 30 40 60 70

Element Spacing, S (mm)

FIGURE 7-7: Measured frequency of operation of a two element collateral DT active
array as a function of element spacing.
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x Measured Frequency
Approximate Line of Fit
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The Tlvo Element DT Active Array

. The element spacings at which mode transitions occuffed were correctly predicted

using the developed coupled oscillator theory. The theoretical analysis based on 6

GHz oscillating elements predicted mode transitions at element spacings of 34.0 mm

and 59.9 mm. Considering the higher free running frequency of 6.4 GHz in the

experiment, mode transitions were expected to occur at element spacings in the

vicinity of 30 mm and 55 mm. The experimental measurements conformed to these

expectations.

. The magnitude of the frequency variation, shown in Figure 7-7, arc comparable to

those predicted from the theoretical analysis. Furthermore, the analysis showed that

the amplitude of the frequency variation would decrease with increasing element

separation due to the reduced coupling between elements.

. In Figure 'l -'7 , the measured frequency of operation of the experimental two element

collateral DT active array approached the free running frequency as the element

spacing was increased. This result was anticipated from the analysis described in

Section 7.3.

By comparison of the plots shown in Figures '7-4 andl-1 it is apparent that the direction of

frequency change with increasing element spacing is inverted in the measured results. This

observation suggests there is a sign error in the imaginary component of the theoretically

computed mutual impedance data. The mutual impedance calculated using the method of

moments analysis conforms to expectations based on the available literature4. No

satisfactory explanation could be found for the above discrepancy but it is noted that:

1. Any sign error in the mutual impedance will not affect the phase operation of the

array which is the primary result required from the analysis.

2. For the purposes of engineering design, the frequency error is negligible for useful

array spacings. In the experimental two element collateral DT active array, the

frequency varies from the oscillator free running frequency by less than 0.5Vo.

Despite the discrepancy discussed above, all of the important features expected from the

theory, and required for engineering design, are confirmed by the experiment.

4. Results published by Alexopoulos [131] show an opposite sign in the mutual impedance imaginary

component but his results are inconsistent with the remaining literature and contrary to intuitive
expectations. Although the technique for evaluating the mutual impedance was adopted from

Alexopoulos's work, the method of moments analysis employed in this research was formulated

based on publications by Pozar t93l tll5l-[117].
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Chapter 7 - Coupled Oscillator Analysis of DT Active Arrays

7 .4 The 2 x 2 Element DT Active Array

The 2 x 2 element DT active array is another configuration that is ideal for analysis using

the coupled oscillator theory developed in Chapter 6. A schematic of a2 x2 DT active array

with element spacing S* in the x direction and element spacing S, in the y direction is
shown in Figure 7-8. A method of moments analysis was applied to the 2 x 2 DT active

array to calculate the impedance matrix lZ]vrorur associated with the method of moments

technique. The substrate and microstrip dipole dimensions employed in the computation

were the same as those used in the 6 GHz DT element design of Section 5.4. The MoM
impedance data was then processed in the manner described in Section '/ .2 to calculate the

mutual impedance matrix. Due to reciprocity and the symmetry of the rrray, only three

mutual impedance quantities (Zn, Ztz and Z1a) were required. The mutual impedance

matrix has the form given by (7.10).

lzl=L mnl

0 zn zrz ztq

zr, 0 zro zn
zß ztq o zn
zro zß zr, o

(7.10)

Performing the coupled oscillator analysis on the 2 x 2 DT active array yielded the result

that the affay can only function correctly under four modes of operation. These operating

modes are shown schematically in Figure l-9.In the diagrams, the transistors represented

by the hollow circles are oscillating in-phase with each other and out-of-phase with the

transistors represented by the filled circles. Consequently, the four modes of operation

correspond to the four different permutations of in-phase and out-of-phase oscillator pairs.

Mode 1 is the desired operating mode and occurs when all the transistors are oscillating

in-phase. Mode 2 is referred to as the collateral out-of-phase mode since the collateral array

elements are out-of-phase with each other while the collinear elements are in-phase.

Similarly, mode 3 is called the collinear out-of-phase mode since the collinear elements are

Oscillator 3 Oscillator 4

vsy

Oscillator I Oscillator 2

SX
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FIGURE 7-8: Configuration oÍ a2x 2 element DT active aftay.
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The 2 x 2 Element DT Active ArraY

oscillating out-of-phase. The final mode of operation is the diagonal in-phase mode in

which the diagonal elements of the 2 x2DT active affay are oscillating in-phase.

The results of the coupled oscillator analysis of the 2 x 2 DT active array, yielding the

predicted injection vector and the driving point resistance for each operating mode for

various element spacings, are listed in Table 1-6.In this table, the light grey cells indicate

the possible stable modes according to the stability criterion based on the injection vector

phase. This stability criterion typically eliminates half of the possible operating modes, as

evident in Table 7-6. Tbe dark grey cells highlight the predicted stable mode of operation

based on the more stringent criterion derived from the driving point resistance of the

microstrip dipoles. In every case, the stability criterion based on the injection vector phase

encompasses the predicted stable solution according to the antenna driving point resistance.

Figure 7-10(a) shows the microstrip dipole driving point resistance, corresponding to each

operating mode, plotted in a three dimensional graph as functions of the parameters S* and

Sr. Given that the mode with the highest driving point resistance is the stable operating

mode, Figure 7-10(a) clearly indicates the element spacings required to force the DT active

array to operate in any particular mode. Figure 7-10(b) is the same plot as Figure 7-10(a)

except that the graph is in a two dimensional plane, as observed from directly above. An

extended plot which shows the stable operating mode for element spacings of up to 70 mm

in both the x and y directions is shown in Figure 7-11. The 2x2DT active array is sketched

in Figure 1-Il to illustrate the relative dimensions of the array in comparison to the element

spacings. The dashed box connecting the transistor centres is used as a tool to determine the

stable operating mode of the coupled oscillator array given a particular array geometry. The

region in which the top right corner of the dashed box is located indicates the stable

operating mode.

Oscillator 3 Oscillator 4

Oscillator I Oscillator 2

Mode 1: In-phase operating mode

Oscillator I Oscillator 2

Mode 2: Collateral out-of-phase mode

--_{-
Oscillator 3

----t----
Oscillator 4

----a----
Oscillator 3

Oscillator 3

-{¡-Oscillator 4

--C-Oscillator 4

Oscillator I Oscillator 2

+--{r-
Mode 3: Collinear out-of-phase mode

Oscillator I Oscillator 2
____+____

Mode 4: Diagonal in-phase mode

F|GURE 7-9: Possible operating modes of the 2x2DT active atray.
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Mode I Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4

zrni zor. zinj zop. z;nj zoB z¡nj zop.

SX

mm
sy

mm
Mag
(o)

Ang
(o)

Ror
(o)

Mag
(o)

Ang
lol

Ron
(o)

Mag
(o)

Ang
(")

Ron
(o)

Mag
(o)

Ang
(o)

Ron
(o)

25 5 19.5 -13 10.3 11.5 105 0.23 11.0 19 1.14 19.0 104 o.t2

25 10 1.8 5.7 t29 0.89 5.9 -63 7.14 8.0 120 0.49

25 l5 4.3 28 2.6 112 1.81 2.6 -36 6.51 4.1 136 1.04

25 20 2.7 5 7.08 2.0 -134 2.99 1.4 t0 5.82 3.1 152 1.10

25 25 l.l t6 6.01 2.2 -99 4.06 1.4 57 5.13 2.1 164 2.39

25 30 0.9 33 5.15 2.2 76 4.92 1.5 86 4.51 1.4 113 3.0r

25 35 0.2 a.Á 4.60 2.1 -59 5.48 1.6 104 4.01 0.9 113 3.50

21 5 18.0 -14 9.67 18.0 104 0.21 18.4 -18 8.38 18.4 104 0.14

21 10 6.6 50 6.4 124 0.84 '7 .C) -62 1.12 1.2 123 0.54

21 l5 3.5 -19 7.70 3.0 153 t.l6 3.6 -43 1.O3 4.0 145 l.t4
27 20 2.3 l5 1.6 -165 2.81 2.0 -18 6.21 2.6 110 t.87

27 25 1.8 46 5.61 1.3 -tt7 3.81 r.2 l6 5.51 1.8 - 165 2.62

21 30 1.4 12 4.8 l 1.2 l9 4.62 0.8 58 1.84 1.4 -142 3.30

27 35 0.9 96 4.30 Ll -46 5.r4 0.1 97 4.30 l.l -122 3.83

29 5 17.5 -15 9.r3 18.2 104 0.20 19.0 11 8.90 18.3 104 0.15

29 l0 6.1 52 8.24 6.6 123 0.19 1.5 -60 8.19 1.0 t24 0.58

29 t5 3.0 -18 1.28 3.2 149 1.66 4.0 -4t 7.44 3.t 149 t.24

29 20 2.0 22 6.26 1.1 - 178 2.65 2.4 -19 6.63 2.4 178 2.02

29 25 ll 51 5.31 1.1 -138 3.60 t.4 7 5.8t 1.8 - 151 2.83

29 30 1.5 83 4.56 0.8 -92 4.36 0.9 39 5.û9 1.5 -124 3.5-s

29 35 1.2 106 4.08 0.6 43 4.84 06 7l 4.52 1.3 -102 4.12

3l 5 11.3 16 8.12 18.2 104 0.19 l9.l 16 9.31 18.2 104 0.l6

3t 10 5.9 55 1.81 6.1 123 0.15 1.1 -58 8.55 6.9 124 0.62

31 l5 2.1 22 6.96 3.4 141 L58 4.2 -31 7.76 3.6 150 t.32

3t 20 t.1 23 s.99 1.9 176 2.52 ¿.() -15 6.89 2.2 -1ll 2.16

3t 25 1.5 62 5.09 1.1 -150 3.42 1.1 9 6.03 1.1 -t43 3,01

31 30 1.4 90 4.38 0.1 -l l3 4.14 1.1 35 5.27 1.5 -114 3.11

31 35 1.2 ll3 3.92 0.4 -54 4.60 0.6 64 1.68 1.4 -91 4.31

Possible stable solution using injection
vector phase criterion.

Stable solution using ddving point
resistance criterion.
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modes of the 2 x 2 power combining array as a funct¡on of element spacings. (b) Plot

showing the stable mode of operation given particular element spacing values.
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Chapter 7 - Coupled Oscillator Analysis of DT Active Arrays

The coupled oscillator results shown in Figure 7-ll are consistent with the results of the

analyses of the two element collinear and collateral DT active arrays presented in Section

7.3. As the element spacing S* is increased in the 2 x 2 DT active array, the collinear

microstrip dipoles are expected to switch from the in-phase operating mode to the

out-of-phase operating mode, resulting in a mode I to mode 3 transition. As the element

spacing S, is increased, it is the collateral microstrip dipoles that are expected to change

from the in-phase to out-of-phase mode. This is evident by the mode I to mode 2 transition

that occurs for a small S^ value and an increasing S, value. Mode 4 is an operating mode

that occurs when the diagonal coupling is such that in-phase operation is promoted across

the diagonal elements while out-of-phase operation occurs in both the collinear and

collateral directions.

The above coupled oscillator analysis shows that it is possible to design a2 x2 DT active

array such that all elements are oscillating in-phase at a frequency in the vicinity of 6 GHz,
provided the element spacings in the array are chosen appropriately.

70

1t

1D 2n 30 4t 5D
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60 7[

H l-it IE --
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.ä soo
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o.
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{) ¡f'te+U
I
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Operating Mode 1

Operating Mode 2

E operating Mode 3

I operating Mode 4

FIGURE 7-11: Plot showing the required element spacings for operation under a

particular stable mode.
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7.5 Coupled Oscillator Analysis of Large Finite and
Infinite DT Active Arrays

Application of the coupled oscillator analysis to DT active affays larger than the 2 x 2

configuration, analysed in SectionJ.4, is problematic due to two main reasons. Firstly, the

required computational resources escalates as the number of array elements increases and,

secondly, the validity of the coupled oscillator theory comes into question since not all of

the array elements are operating within the same electromagnetic environment. As

discussed in Section 6.5, however, in very large arrays containing a high proportion of

central anay elements, the central elements experience essentially the same electromagnetic

environment and the coupled oscillator theory of Chapter 6 is highly applicable. To avoid

problems associated with limited computational resources, either an infinite array

assumption is required or only the nearest neighbour coupling should be considered in the

analysis.

For the case where the inf,nite array assumption is utilized, the computational complexity of

the method of moments analysis is dramatically reduced by exploiting the symmetry of the

infinite array. The typical method of moments formulation, however, needs to be modif,ed

since the mutual impedance between array elements is required for the coupled oscillator

analysis. The standard infinite array MoM formulation involves the analysis of only a single

antenna. Coupling effects are intrinsically included in the MoM computation hence the

resultant impedance matrix does not contain the necessary information to extract the

required mutual impedance quantities. In the coupled oscillator analysis of an infinite DT

active aÍray, the array unit-cell must be defined so that it contains four DT elements as

shown in Figure 7-I2.Four elements ina2 x 2 configuration are required to analyse the

phase behaviour of the array in both axis directions. The mutual impedance between the

four elements can therefore be determined where the coupling effects of all other array

elements are inherently included in the computation due to the infinite array formulation.

For example, with reference to Figure 7-I2, the mutual impedance 212 represents the

coupling at microstrip dipole 1 due to microstrip dipole 2 in the unit-cell as well as the

coupling due to all other microstrip dipoles in the array labelled 2' . The mutual impedance

representing the coupling between microstrip dipole 1 and the microstrip dipoles labelled 1'

in the infinite array is actually contained in the self impedance term Z¡. The component of

211due to the mutual coupling between microstrip dipoles 1 and f is generally negligible

and it is reasonable to set the diagonal entries of the mutual impedance matrix associated

with the unit-cell elements to zero. The coupled oscillator analysis of the infinite array is

therefore essentially the same as the 2 x2DT active array analysis described in Section 7.4.

The solution will likely result in the conclusion that only four possible modes of operation

can occur and in-phase oscillation can be promoted by designing the array to have close
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Chapter 7 - Coupled Oscillator Analysis of DT Active Arrays

element spacings. Note that for the infinite array case, there is not an infinite number of
possible operating modes because the array symmetry causes the degeneracy of most

operating modes. The use of the infinite array assumption neglects the edge effects of a

practical array hence the coupled oscillator behaviour of peripheral anay elements is not

determinable.

The central elements of a large DT active array can also be analysed by assuming that only

the nearest neighbour coupling has an effect on a particular element's operation. Such an

assumption is justified in most cases since the nearest neighbour elements tend to shield the

effect of the other elements in the array. Consequently, the coupled oscillator behaviour of
the central elements can be determined by performing the coupled oscillator analysis of the

DT active array shown in Figure 7-13. The coupled oscillator analysis using the eigenvalue

approach is performed on the 16 element array but only the solutions corresponding to the

four central elements are of interest. The role of the twelve peripheral elements is to provide

the additional coupling. The desired mode of operation is the mode whereby the central 2 x

2 array are oscillating in-phase. The results of this analysis using the nearest neighbour

coupling should be similar to the results generated by the analysis based on the infinite array

assumption.

3' 4', 3' 4' 3' 4'
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FIGURE 7-12: Array model employed in the coupled oscillator analysis of central
elements in large DT active arrays using the infinite array assumption.
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Coupled Oscillator Analysis of Large Finite and Infinite DT Active Arrays

The coupled oscillator analysis in which only the nearest neighbour coupling is considered

has the capability to treat periphery array elements. Edge elements can be analysed using

the array configurations shown in Figure '7 -I4. For DT active arrays with microstrip dipoles

orientated in the horizontal direction (x direction), the array configuration of Figure 7 -I4(a)

is appropriate for the coupled oscillator analysis of top and bottom edge elements. Only the
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+

'#

----{r---rD-*-

(b)
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FIGURE 7-13: Array modelemployed in the coupled oscillator analysis of central

elements in large DT active arrays using the nearest neighbour coupling assumption.
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FIGURE 7-14= Array model employed in the coupled osc¡llator analys¡s of (a) top/bottom

edge elements, (b) side edge elements and (c) corner elements in large DT active arrays

using the nearest neighbour coupling assumption.
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Chapter 7 - Coupled Oscillator Analysis of DT Active Arrays

phase behaviour of the two highlighted elements are of interest. The element spacing Sr'
can be varied so that the two elements are forced to oscillate in-phase. The array

geometrical dimension S* will generally be fixed by requirements for in-phase oscillation of
the central array elements. The coupled oscillator design of the left and right edge elements

can be performed by considering the array configuration of Figure 7-I4(b). Only the phase

behaviour of the two highlighted elements are of interest and the element spacing S*' can be

used to force the elements to oscillate in-phase. In this case, the element spacing S, is fixed

by the coupled oscillator design of the central array elements. Finally, the coupled oscillator

behaviour of the corner elements can be tested to verify that they will oscillate in-phase

with all the other elements in the array. Figure 7-I4(c) shows the appropriate anay

configuration to be analysed.

The coupled oscillator analysis of peripheral elements can be made redundant by utilizing
parasitic edge elements. In this scheme, the peripheral elements of a large array are parasitic

and are employed to establish the edge conditions required for an infinite affay assumption.

Consequently, all active elements are central array elements and will experience

approximately the same electromagnetic environment.

In summary, a practical large power combining DT active array can be designed using the

following methodology:

' The array geometry (element positioning in the array) is determined using the coupled

oscillator design described above. An infinite array assumption is used to set the

element spacings of the central elements so that in-phase oscillation occurs. If
necessary, the location of the peripheral elements can be determined by performing

the analysis using the nearest neighbour coupling assumption.

' The dipole-transistor integration design of Chapter 4 is employed to determine the

array element geometry required to satisfy frequency specifications. It may be

necessary to separately design the peripheral array elements to ensure that all
elements will synchronize and oscillate at the same frequency of operation.

7.6 Chapter Summary and Concluding Remarks

This chapter has been primarily concerned with the application of coupled oscillator theory

to DT active arrays. An accurate technique for evaluating the mutual impedance between

DT elements was presented and used in the coupled oscillator analysis of two element and

four element DT active arrays. In all cases, the dominant coupling mechanisms could be

identified in the structure and in-phase operation was attainable by restricting the element

spacings in the array design. The resultant element spacings are compatible with design

constraints imposed by the need for the array to have reasonable radiation characteristics
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that are free of grating lobes. The frequency behaviour of the two element collateral DT

active array was determined as a function of element spacing using the coupled oscillator

theory and the DT analysis procedure. This exercise shows how the theories developed in

Chapters 4 and 6 form a complete set of design and analysis tools applicable to the DT

active array.

Finally, a methodology for conducting the coupled oscillator analysis of large power

combining arays was presented. Under this methodology, the analysis rü/as reduced into

components that had complexity levels comparable to the 2 x 2 DT active array analysis.

The coupled oscillator results for the large power combining affay are expected to have a

form similar to that of the 2 x2DT active array.

The contributions of this chapter include the following:
. An accurate numerical method for computing the mutual impedance matrix of a

power combining array was developed. Since the calculation technique was based on

the method of moments analysis, all key features of the geometry and their effects on

the inter-element coupling were modelled.

. The two element DT active array in a collateral and collinear conf,guration was

analysed to determine the element spacings required to force in-phase oscillation in a

6 G}Jz array design. The frequency behaviour of the array with element spacing was

also computed.

. A 2 x 2 element DT active array was analysed to reveal the coupled oscillator phase

behaviour of the afiay.
. A discussion outlining the methodology that can be used to analyse large power

combining arrays was presented. Using the suggested methodology, it is concluded

that the coupled oscillator behaviour of the central elements in large power combining

arrays will have similar characteristics to the behaviour of the 2 x2 element DT active

artay.

In summary, this chapter has described the final component of the present work on DT

active arrays. The last of the required design tools have been developed for the accurate

design and analysis of full power combining DT active arrays.
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3.L Conclusions

The research described in this dissertation has focused on the topic of millimetre wave

power combining. The scope of treatment can be broadly divided into three main areas of

study.

The first component was predominantly concerned with establishing the motivation behind

the research and devising a logical course of study. The trends in radar and communication

technologies towards the utilization of millimetre waves were presented and the significant

problem of inadequate millimetre wave sources was identified. The implementation of

millimetre wave transmitting systems in many modern applications is contingent on the

development of compact, cost-effective, reliable and high power millimetre wave sources.

Existing millimetre wave sources were scrutinized and assessed as unsuitable in

applications that require highly portable and low cost systems capable of generating

moderate to high power levels. The motivation driving the research described in this thesis

is the current demand for millimetre \ryave sources that satisfy the requirements of low cost,

small size and high power.

The scheme of power combining was identif,ed as a possible solution capable of fulfilling

the source requirements discussed above. In the power combining technique, the power

outputs of a vast number of solid-state millimetre wave sources are combined to generate

higher power levels than that possible from a single solid-state device. The use of
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semiconductor devices affords the required compactness, reliability and economy of the

millimetre wave source while the power combination enables the generation of moderate to

high levels of power. The problems of traditional circuit-based power combiners were

discussed leading to the formation of the spatial power combining (SPC) concept.

Spatial power combining is defined as the process whereby the power output of multiple

solid state oscillators are power combined in free space using radiating elements.

Advantages of spatial power combining include the ability to accommodate a large number

of solid state sources and the reduced losses associated with the free space power

combination. A comprehensive literature survey was conducted to collate the existing

information in the spatial power combining field and establish the important requirements

for millimetre wave power combining. The complete range of spatial power combiners

were studied and assessed in terms of compatibility with millimetre wave implementation.

The main recommendation of this study was that antenna array combiners employing direct

integration and electromagnetic internal injection locking (IIL) for frequency

synchronization offered significant advantages in millimetre wave power combining. These

power combining circuits are compatible with monolithic fabrication techniques, occupy

minimal substrate space, contain minimal circuitry and have the lowest associated losses

during operation. Unfortunately, the technology associated with these combiners are not

sufficiently mature for the accurate design, analysis and construction of practical

combiners. In particular, there seems to be dearth of knowledge associated with the locking

mechanisms involved in the IIL frequency synchronization scheme. The recommendations

of the comprehensive literature survey formed the principle research path described in this

thesis.

Having established the basic features that a millimetre wave power combiner should

possess, the transistor grid oscillator (TGO) was identified as a structure with strong

potential for fulfilling the millimetre wave power combining role. Significant research,

however, was required to establish the feasibility of employing the TGO as a millimetre
wave source. Whether or not the TGO is suited to millimetre wave operation is dependent

on the practical operating characteristics of the structure as well as issues pertaining to the

accuracy oftheoretical design and analysis procedures. The existing theory on the transistor

grid oscillator was examined and serious problems were identified. These problems were

attributed to the application of fundamental assumptions that may not be satisfied in
millimetre wave TGOs. In particular, it was concluded that transistor grid oscillators

constructed on electrically thick substrates or with reasonably large unit-cell dimensions

were likely to operate in modes that do not satisfy the essential in-phase assumption

adopted in the TGO theory. A technique was developed to determine the applicability of the

TGO theory based on the computation of the cut-off frequencies of the lowest order TE and
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TM modes of the hypothetical equivalent waveguide used in the derivation of the TGO

equivalent circuit. All TE and TM modes of the waveguide must be evanescent.

Propagating TE and TM modes indicate the existence of conditions that will cause incorrect

TGO operation. Experimental investigations were performed to support the conclusions of

the theoretical study on transistor grid oscillators.

The second component of this thesis was concerned with the development of theory

applicable to the oscillator design of dipole-transistor (DT) active arrays. The DT active

array is an antenna array porwer combining structure that has not previously received

attention. The DT active array has a similar structure to the TGO except that the radiating

grid is replaced by an array of microstrip dipoles. This modification was suggested because

of two reasons. The analysis of the radiating grid was perceived to be unnecessarily

complicated and there exists an abundance of information regarding the analysis of

conventional microstrip dipole affays.

The DT active array structure was scrutinized and an oscillator design equation was

formulated from the well-known oscillation condition. This equation revealed that the DT

structure could be considered as an oscillator circuit comprising a one port negative

resistance device connected to a load with an impedance equivalent to the microstrip dipole

driving point impedance. Consequently, the developed design methodology involved the

determination of the device characteristic and the microstrip dipole characteristic. An

equation yielding the one port equivalent device characteristic from the original transistor

s-parameters was derived and the scheme of feedback control was introduced to increase

the flexibility of the DT oscillator design. The feedback control scheme essentially involves

the implementation of series feedback in the transistor circuit to vary the equivalent one

port device parameters. Design methodologies employing large signal s-parameters and

small signal s-parameters were presented. The use of small signal s-parameters usually

requires the application of the start up condition to ensure that problems associated with

transistor saturation and insuff,cient gain does not occur. A method of moments (MoM)

analysis was formulated to enable the computation of the microstrip dipole driving point

impedance including effects associated with key components in the structure. The MoM

analysis correctly treats the grounded dielectric slab so that phenomena linked to the

excitation of substrate modes are modelled in the design. In addition, mutual coupling and

finite array edge effects are included in the analysis.

The DT active array oscillator design was considered from the point of view of the single

element. All effects on the element operating parameters due to the array environment are

included in the microstrip dipole driving point impedance parameter. This strategy,

however, requires the coupled oscillator analysis of the array to determine the steady state
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transistor phase distribution across the anay in synchronized operation. As discussed in this

thesis, in-phase operation of the DT active array is desirable in order to reduce the

detrimental effects of substrate mode propagation. In very large power combining arrays,

the excitation of substrate modes can be almost completely eliminated if the array elements

are forced to oscillate in-phase. Substrate modes can only be excited in very large arrays,

approaching the infinite array approximation, if the sources are phased in such a way that

the scan blindness phenomenon occurs. Scan blindness is not possible if the sources are

oscillating in-phase. In finite arrays, the proportion of power lost to substrate modes is

minimized if the in-phase oscillation condition is enforced. By adopting the

recommendations of this thesis and restricting the DT active array operation so that the

transistors oscillate with a uniform phase, coupled oscillator theory is only required to

determine the conditions under which the in-phase oscillation occurs.

Several isolated DT elements were designed, analysed and tested to validate the developed

theory. Only single elements were considered so that the need to perform a coupled

oscillator analysis could be eliminated from the validation procedure. Design

methodologies were developed for DT elements with varying configurations and an analysis

procedure, used to verify the design, was proposed. The DT element analysis involved the

identification of possible operating points in the dipole and device characteristics. The

consideration of the oscillation condition, taking into account transistor saturation, was used

to determine the final steady state operating point of the element. Conclusive verification

was obtained via experiment and computer simulation using an electromagnetic simulation

tool. The excellent agreement between theoretical and measured or simulated results

provided evidence supporting the validity of the developed theory. Practical aspects of the

DT element consttuction were also considered. The problem of how to bias the transistors

was deliberated. The requirements for effective biassing were established and a bias

network utilizing wideband radial stubs was implemented. Feedback control was realized

using short circuit microstrip stubs.

The f,nal component of this dissertation focused on the topic of coupled oscillator theory

applied to power combining arrays. The coupled oscillator problem was defined and a
review of the existing knowledge base was provided. The coupled oscillator problem is a
complex one in which the inter-element coupling of the array is exploited in an injection

locking technique. The main difficulty with this scheme is that the injection signal is

composed of the radiated field from the array elements. Consequently, an intricate

relationship exists between the injection signal parameters which control the locking

behaviour of the array elements and the operating characteristics of the array elements

themselves. The use of the injection locking diagram in the study of coupled oscillator

behaviour was the novel approach employed in this research. By considering the
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appropriate injection locking diagrams, the coupled oscillator behaviour of a synchronized

two element coupled oscillator array was logically determined. The analysis of the simple

two element array provided the insight that lead to the formulation of the general coupled

oscillator theory applicable to N element arrays. The developed analysis involves the

computation of the array mutual impedance matrix and the solution of a quasi-static

eigenvalue matrix equation to determine the phase behaviour of the affay. The eigenvalues

of the mutual impedance matrix represents the possible injection vector solutions and the

eigenvectors yield the phase distribution of the sources within the array. In general, for an N

element arÍay, there are N possible solutions and a stability analysis is required to determine

which solution corresponds to the steady state operating mode. A study of coupled

oscillator mode stability produced the result that for the DT active arrays considered in this

thesis, the stable mode of operation is the mode which maximizes the microstrip dipole

driving point resistance. This stability criterion was derived from the averaged potential

theorem. The developed coupled oscillator theory is essentially a quasi-static technique

which is capable of only determining the phase behaviour of the array. Frequency variations

due to inter-element coupling can be qualitatively predicted by visualising the orientation of

the injection vector or by performing an oscillator analysis whereby the mutual coupling

effects are lumped into the antenna driving point impedance calculation.

Following the derivation of the coupled oscillator equation, the coupling mechanisms

responsible for the coupled oscillator behaviour of microstrip power combining arrays were

identified. In general, inter-element coupling occurs via the space wave and/or the substrate

mode. In addition, the use of external reflecting structures in quasi-optical resonant

combiners and dielectric feedback schemes generate additional coupling terms and give rise

to the self coupling concept. By identifying the coupling mechanisms and determining their

effect on the mutual impedance quantities, the operational characteristics of power

combining arrays can be predicted and explained. A qualitative discussion which analysed

the transistor grid oscillator and the quasi-optical resonant combiner from a coupled

oscillator point of view revealed some plausible explanations for previously misunderstood

operating characteristics. In particular, the reason why small unit-cell dimensions are

required for the proper operation of TGOs was elucidated.

The coupled oscillator theory developed in this research was applied to several DT active

array configurations to determine the phase behaviour of the array. A technique for

calculating the mutual impedance parameters between microstrip dipoles in a DT active

array was formulated based on the method of moments analysis. The coupled oscillator

analysis of the DT active arrays revealed that the array phase alternated between in-phase

and out-of-phase operating modes as the element spacing was increased. It was concluded

from this study that the most effective way of forcing in-phase oscillations is to restrict the
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array element spacing to the first in-phase region. The maximum allowable element spacing

of the f,rst in-phase region is mainly dependent on the dominant coupling mechanism which

in turn is determined by the substrate parameters and the antenna orientation. Furthermore,

near field effects tend to increase the element spacing limit. The coupled oscillator analysis

of large DT active affays was also considered from a theoretical point of view using a

methodology in which the problem was subdivided into more manageable components. The

overall complexity of the analysis was comparable to that of a 2 x 2 DT active array. In

general, coupled oscillator theory is employed to determine the array geometry required for

in-phase operation while the individual element design controls the oscillator operating

parameters.

In summary, this thesis has presented a study concerned with the development of accurate

design and analysis tools applicable to millimetre wave DT active arrays and general power

combining arrays. The main contributions of this research have been identified at the end of
each chapter but the overall achievements are stated as follows:

. A comprehensive and objective review of spatial power combiners with a view to
identifying capabilities and limitations for millimetre wave operation was conducted.

' A class of spatial power combiners compatible with the requirements for millimetre

wave operation was identified.

' Methods for the analysis and design of millimetre wave antenna affay power

combiners were developed.

. Issues pertaining to the satisfactory operation of microstrip power combining arrays

with thick substrates and the engineering design of such affays were considered.

' Coupled oscillator theory was developed and enhanced to the extent that it may be

used to achieve accurate designs that correctly establish the phase behaviour of the

affay.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work

The research described in this thesis has provided the solid foundation upon which further

investigations can be initiated. Millimetre wave spatial power combining is a vast field of
study within which numerous research efforts are required. There are various aspects of the

research presented in this dissertation that can be extended:

' The oscillator design of the DT element could be considered using a dynamic

non-linear large signal approach. The enhancement from the s-parameter method to a

more advanced dynamic non-linear technique will generate the capability to
determine other oscillator parameters of interest such as output power levels,

harmonic content and noise parameters. Furthermore, the improved analysis can be

employed to reveal the reasons why the stable DT coupled oscillator mode
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corresponds to the mode with the maximum microstrip dipole driving point

resistance. A study examining the effect of the driving point resistance on the DT

element output power is required.

. Various practical aspects of the physical DT active array construction need to be

investigated. The problem of transistor biassing can be more carefully scrutinized and

accurate models for the bias circuit could be developed. Any such model should

incorporate the effects of the bias circuit on the antenna driving point impedance and

the mutual coupling between array elements. The bias circuit model is likely to have

some effect on both the DT element oscillator analysis and the array coupled

oscillator analysis. It is anticipated that the most effective way of modelling the bias

network is to incorporate the bias circuit into the method of moments analysis. The

question of how to bias an entire array of transistors should also be considered.

. The coupled oscillator stability criterion established in this research requires more

theoretical foundation. The stability criterion was derived using essentially an

empirical technique which, although accurate, does not disclose why the stable

coupled oscillator mode is the mode with the largest microstrip dipole driving point

resistance. The average potential theorem needs to be more closely scrutinized and

perhaps a perturbation technique could be considered.

. The reason for the discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental frequency

variation results in the coupled oscillator analysis of the two element collateral DT

active array needs to be determined.

. The methodology described in Section 1.5 could be attempted in the analysis of a

large DT active array. The application of this methodology requires the modification

of the method of moments analysis of an infinite microstrip dipole array. The unit-cell

structure must be extended so that four microstrip dipoles are contained within the

unit-cell in a 2 x 2 configuration. The complete design, fabrication and testing of a

large DT active array will provide definitive proof of the validity and accuracy of the

developed design tools.

The progress of millimetre wave power combining technology is contingent on the demand

for millimetre wave transmitting systems in commercial and military applications.

Currently, there seems to be two main streams of thought on the need for millimetre wave

technology in the short term. There is the desire to utilize the advantages offered by

millimetre wave frequencies but there is also the perception that the limitations of existing

microwave and optical based systems can be reduced by innovative systems design. For

example, in the military application of terminal missile guidance, the use of smart signal

processing can overcome many of the existing problems of microwave radar or

infra-red/laser guiding systems. Furthermore, improvements in data fusion technology and
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the development of multi-sensor systems comprising of both radar and optical detectors can

diminish the need for millimetre wave technology.

In the long term, it seems inevitable that millimetre wave technology will eventually be

ul.ilized. Perhaps the most vital stage in the development of millimetre wave technology will
be the confirmation that quasi-optical systems are feasible. The research, presented in this

thesis, has established the theory for the design of a quasi-optical source. In conjunction

with the existing body of knowledge on quasi-optical components, it now seems possible to

design and fabricate a simple proof-of-concepts quasi-optical system. Research, leading to
this goal, will constitute a significant contribution to the development of millimetre wave

technology and will provide challenging and stimulating study.
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One of the main difflculties in designing spatial power combiners is the modelling of the

electromagnetic properties of the radiating element in order to determine the impedance

presented to the active device. In general, a solution can be derived using one of two main

approaches.

. A numerical technique such as a method of moments analysis can be employed. Such

an analysis typically requires the implementation of complicated equations in nearly

all but the simplest of structures and the simulations may require extensive

computational resources. With the rapid advances in computer technology, however,

numerical techniques are fast becoming the most viable option.

. An analytical technique based on an equivalent circuit model can be developed.

Generally, equivalent circuit models can only be derived for simple structures and a

number of assumptions are invariably made. Circuit model analyses are typically less

accurate than numerical techniques.

In this appendix, the documented method for analysing a transistor grid oscillator is

described t82lt85lt86lt106l. It is an analytical technique which uses an induced EMF

method to derive an equivalent circuit for the grid. The analysis is applicable to most simple

grid structures, including TGOs and quasi-optical grid components.
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A.L Analysis of General Planar Grids

The documented procedure for analysing general planar grids is based on the induced EMF
method described in Section 3.2.It is assumed that the grid is infinite in extent so that edge

effects can be ignored. In addition, the internal symmetries of the infinite grid are exploited

to further reduce the problem complexity. To find the planes of symmetry, the current

sources are assumed to be identical and oscillating in phase, as shown in Figure A-1. This

in-phase assumption implies that the grid radiates a TEM plane wave in the direction

normal to the grid face. Given these assumptions, electric walls and magnetic walls can be

placed in the positions shown without affecting the field distribution. Consequently, the

infinite grid analysis can be reduced to that involving the analysis of only a single unit-cell
enclosed within the hypothetical waveguide of Figure A-2. The equivalent waveguide has

electric walls on the top and bottom with side magnetic walls. The waveguide has

dimensions a and b in the x and y directions, respectively, and extends to positive and

negative infinity in the z direction.

A current source placed at the waveguide feed will, in general, excite all possible

waveguide modes and the total field will be the superposition of these modes. The field
distribution of the modes can be determined by solving the Helmholtz equation, The

procedure is identical to that used in the analysis of a standard rectangular waveguide [18]
except that the solution must satisfy a different set of boundary conditions. For the

hypothetical waveguide with waves travelling in the positive z direction, the field
components for the various modes (m,n) that can exist within the waveguide are given by

equation sets (A.I), (A.2) and (4.3).

Electric Current Current Source
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f

Current Source

+
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FfGURE A-1: (a) An infinite array ol identical inphase current sources showing
symmetry planes where electric and magnetic walls can be placed. (b) Diagrams

showing current imaging theory.
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Unlike physically real\zable \¡iaveguides, TEM waves also propagate along this waveguide

since it has hypothetical magnetic side walls. The formulas for evaluating the wave

numbers (kx, ky) are given by equation set (4.4) and the wave impedances for the various

modes (7]M,7]E andZTEM) are given by equation set (4.5). Parameters A-n and B-n are

amplitude constants, p is the propagational phase constant and k. is the cutoff wavenumber

for the waveguide mode.

A set of orthonormal unit vectors can be defined based on the transverse field components

of the equivalent waveguide modes. The form of these vectors are listed in equations (4.6),

(4.7) and (4.8).

TEM unit vector:
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FIGURE A-2: Equivalent unit-cellenclosed within the hypothetical
waveguide.
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Parameter Ê,o,, is the medium permittivity for the (m,n) waveguide mode. The TEM, TM

and TE unit vectors ate normal\zed so that the inner product of any two unit vectors is given

by (4.9) where ô*, is the Kronecker delta function defined by (4.10).

ba

$',o"nl") = JJ tn,n"*. û,n,n,l dxdy - ôn.'n',ônn,ô.. (A.e)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)
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The unit vectors are represented by symbols Ê*n and Q,n,n, while r and s denote the mode

(TE, TM or TEM) of the vector.

Equation (4.9) states that the inner product is zero unless the mode and the mode numbers

of the two unit vectors are identical (i.e. m = rn', n = n' and r = s), in which case, the inner

product is unity.

The orthonormal unit vectors defined above are used in an expansion of the transverse

electric field in the equivalent waveguide, as given by (4.11).

TM TEE = e^û+IxYvL¿

In this expansion, the z component of the electric field has been ignored since the assumed

currents flow only in the xy plane. The variables es, .;i anO effi are unknown

coeff,cients.

The electric current can also be written as a sum of the basis vectors, as given by (4.12).

J*y = j6û + J.n n_"+ )j
ffi'fl

TE
mn vmn

n

The expansion coefficients are determined by assuming a current distribution and

evaluating the inner product, as given by (4.13).

j6 = (J*rlû) j;Y = (J*rlû,.n) jiÏ = (J*ylî*n) (4.13)

The relationship between the expressions for E*, and J^, can be derived by applying

boundary conditions. The tangential component of the magnetic field is discontinuous
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across an interface by an amount given by the surface current on that interface. In the

equivalent waveguide, the z = 0 plane is the boundary of interest and the surface current

flowing in that boundary is J*y. Equation (4.14) therefore describes the boundary condition

at that interface.

J*yX ^ = lllr-H-, (4.14)

The symbol '+' refers to the field in the positive z direction while the symbol '-' refers to

the field in the negative z direction. Substituting (4.12) into (4.14) results in (4.15).

nlr-H*, = jo{wx Ð +}i}f tn,"" x2) + >jiT(û-nx2) (4.1s)

Having determined the relationship between the magnetic field and the current, it is now

necessary to derive the expression between the magnetic field and the electric field. The

transverse components of the magnetic field are related to those of the electric field by the

characteristic mode admittances (or inverse mode impedances), as given by (4.16).
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The symbol 'r' denotes the mode TEM, TM or TE. Since the TE and TM modes must be

evanescent, B is purely imaginary and its sign is such that the TE or TM mode must decay.

Consequently, in the positive z direction B - -jcx, where cr is real and positive. The

corresponding TE and TM admittances have negative imaginary values. Similarly, in the

negative z direction Þ = jcr and the admittances are positive imaginary numbers.

Using the modal expansions for the electric fields, the magnetic f,elds can also be expressed

as modal expansions, as given by (4.18).

Hi, = - "T"t*.. 
(û x z) - ItiY."lf; {n"," xz) -I"}T."TT (îu,,, x 2)

mn

H*, = 
";tt-eo 

(û x 2) + I"TY-"|f {n,"" x2) +)"i,T-"}l 1r." , e¡
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Analysis of General Planar Grids

The relationship between the modal expansion coefficients for the current and the electric

field can be determined by comparing (4.18) to (A.15). The results are given by equation

set (4.19).

jo = -[vrEM+ + vrEM-.)"0 
"o = -[zt"t* ll t'"* - 

)ro

"lY = -['TY. r'X ):= -[tTY.. tiY J"

* Yi", )"i,7 mn:TT = -[v

a

J t 
(rt"t* zr''' ),0* . I(

o-n
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t}u,* ,iT ),lTt-n Ì . {io**. I¡1,Y.0,"". I¡TT*o,nn} dxdy

!t(r"'* zrEM )¡o'. I(riY. 'lY ),lY'.I(riï ,;i ),li'r
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mn

+

TM TM
mnJ

TE+
mn

TE _( ,re+ | zr\ - ì,rE
\".n " "mn 7Ln'tn

e (A.1e)

These formulas state that the expansion coefficients between the electric field and current

are related by the parallel combination of the mode admittances looking in the +z and -z

directions at the plane z = 0. The symbol 'll' indicates that the impedances are to be

combined in parallel.

Applying Poynting's Theorem and using the mode expansions of (4.11), (4.12) and the

relationships of (A.19), the impedance of the planar grid can be determined. Since the

currents exist only in the xy plane, the induced EMF equation (given by (3.5)) reduces to a

surface integration in the xy plane at z = 0. The inner product (4.9) is used to eliminate all

the terms in the integration to give (4.20).
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llzmn mn
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(4.20)

Consequently, to solve a specific problem, an electric current distribution is assumed and

then the expansion coefficients jo, j;Y and jlÏ are determined using (4.13). These values

can then be inserted into (4.20) to determine the impedance of the planar grid.
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Appendix A- Transistor Grid Oscillator Analysis

To reiterate, the analysis of general planar grids, based on the induced EMF method, relies

on the following assumptions:

. The planar grid is assumed to be infinite in extent so that edge effects can be ignored.

' The currents within each unit-cell are identical to each other and locked in-phase so

that a TEM plane wave is radiated in the direction normal to the grid face.

' The current distribution on the grid is known or assumed with reasonable accuracy.

^.2 
Analysis of Transistor Grid Oscillators

Figure A-3(a) shows a diagram of a general TGO which extends infinitely in both the x and

y directions. A bias line sharing configuration is illustrated and the transistors can be

connected in either a common source or common gate configuration. In order to maintain

generality, the transistor terminals are numbered where terminals I and 2 are connected to

the vertical radiating leads and terminal 3 is connected to the horizontal lead. Figure A-3(b)
shows a diagram of the equivalent unit-cell resulting from the symmetry of the array.

Assuming in-phase operation, the TGO can be modelled by a unit-cell enclosed in an

equivalent hypothetical waveguide as discussed in the previous section.

In order to determine the driving point impedance of the grid presented to the transistor

terminals, the current distribution along the grid lines must be assumed so that the induced

EMF method using modal expansions can be applied. The assumed current distributions

along the vertical and horizontal lines are shown in Figure A-4.
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(a) 1,2 - Device terminals connected to vertical radiators.
3 - Common device terminal connected to ground.

FIGURE A-3: Diagram of (a) a transistor grid oscillator and (b) the equivalent unit-cell
showing dimensions and current flow.
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Analysis of Transistor Grid Oscillators

With reference to Figure A-4(a), the assumed current distribution along the horizontal lines

is given by (4.21).

Jn(x,y,z) = frn 
(x) h (y) ð (z) î (4.21)

-2x
a-w
2x- a

w
h(x) =

h(y) =

õ(z) =

v(y) =
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a-w -a+w
22

-2 (x- a)

ry(x(a

0(x(T

w.c-T <y<.*ï
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I

0

I

0

otherwise

z=0
otherwise

a-w<*<ât*
22

otherwise

z=O
otherwise

Similarly, the assumed current distribution along the vertical lines, shown in Figure A-4(b),

is given by (4.22).

J,(x,y,z) = v (x) v (y) ô (z) i (4.22)
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1
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1
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These assumed current distributions can be represented by the modal expansion (4.12)

where the expansion coefficients are given by the inner product of the current and the mode

unit vectors. The current expansion coefficients have the form given in (4.23).
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The driving point impedance calculated using the induced EMF method is therefore given

by (A.2$.

I T( TEM
zDR = 

iF L(.ri"'* 
rrrlE* )¡:.1' . t('iY*rr" )l,iYl' . à(riï ,zrE )l,iTl']

(4.24)

Equation (4.24) can be expanded and the variable 13 can be eliminated using Kirchoff's
current law which states the sum of currents flowing into the transistor must be zero.

I,+Ir+I, - 0

With some manipulation, the impedance equation can be written in the form of complex

power, as given by (4.25), where the impedance terms are given by (4.26).

(4.23)

v
b

x b

2
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rz Il
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FIGURE A-4: The assumed current distribution along (a) the horizontal leads and (b) the
vertical radiating leads of the TGO.
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There are 4 distinct impedance terms in (4.25):

. The calculation of Zs involves the parallel combination of the TEM impedances

looking in the +z and -z directions. It represents the power radiated away from the

grid.
. The calculation of Zy involves the summation of the mode impedances over all the

TE-o modes. It represents the inductance associated with the vertical leads and

appears in series withZs.
. The calculation of Zç involves the summation of the mode impedances over all the

TMon modes and represents part of the capacitance associated with the horizontal

leads.

. The calculation of Z involves the summation of the mode impedances over all the TM

and TE modes. It represents a series connection of the capacitive and the inductive

impedances of the horizontal leads.

The form of (A.25) is similar to the expression for the complex power delivered to a two

port linear network represented as a T equivalent model. Consequently, the TGO can be

represented by a T equivalent model, as shown in Figure A-5(a). In this model, terminals 1

and 2 are connected to the vertical leads and have currents 11 and 12, respectively, while
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Appendix A- Transistor Grid Oscillator Analysis

terminal 3 is connected to the horizontal leads and has a current 13. Since a common

impedance term (Zg * Zt) appears in all three branches of the T-equivalent circuit, the

circuit can be rearranged into a modified T-circuit containing a centre tapped transformer, as

shown in Figure A-5(b). Alternatively, a third model can be used in which the mode

impedances are represented explicitly by capacitors and inductors, as shown in Figure

A-5(c). The lumped element values are given by the equation set (4.27). In general, the

circuit of Figure A-5(c) is the most convenient model to analyse and use.
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p

sinc (x) =
sin (x) (4.21)

X

In summary, the documented analysis of a TGO predominantly involves the determination

of the lumped element values of the equivalent circuit illustrated in Figure A-5(c). The

lumped element values can be calculated using equation set (A.27) where the determination

of the mode impedances includes the effect of any components external to the grid. The

equivalent circuit, in conjunction with the transistor model, can then be analysed to

determine the frequency of operation. The analysis is valid provided the following criteria

are satisfied.

. The TGO is extensive enough to be considered infinite in extent.

. The transistors used in the TGO are identical.

' The current within each unit-cell is identical and locked in phase so that a TEM plane

wave is radiated in the direction normal to the grid face.

' The unit-cell dimensions are much smaller than the wavelength of operation.

' The cuffent distribution along the leads of the TGO can be approximated by the

distribution shown in Figure A-4.
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I
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FTGURE A-5: (a) T-equivalent model of the TGO. (b) Modified T-equivalent model of

TGO with centre tapped transformer. (c) Lumped element model of the TGO.
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B.L Calculation of the Mode Impedances

The equations used in calculating the lumped element values of the TGO equivalent circuit

need to be refined for compatibility with a Fortran implementation. The TGO equivalent

circuit is illustrated in Figure B-1. The algorithm developed in this appendix will only be

applicable to specific TGO structures comprising a grid constructed on a single layer,

grounded substrate with the unit-cell dimensions shown in Figure B-2(a). The

implementation of equation set (A.27) into a fortran source code is relatively

straightforward with perhaps one exception. The calculation of the mode impedances can be

plagued with errors if the algorithm is not formulated correctly.

I

J

2

TEM- TEM+Z Z
Lm

FIGURE B-1: TGO Equivalent Circuit.

fc fL
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Appendix B- Implementation of the TGO Analysis in Fortran

It is necessary to derive the equivalent transmission line circuit for the hypothetical

waveguide (shown in Figure A-2) for the TGO of interest. For the TGO structure illustrate

in Figure B-2(a), the grid lies in the xy plane at the position z = 0. No dielectric slabs are

placed in front of the grid thus an infinitely long transmission line (filled with space)

extends in the positive z direction. In the negative z direction, the TGO has a grounded

substrate thus the equivalent transmission line circuit consists of a section of line (filled

with a material with dielectric constant er) terminated by a short circuit. The equivalent

transmission line circuit is illustrated in Figure B-2(b).

Since the TE and TM modes are evanescent, B is purely imaginary. The propagation term

has the forrn 
"-iÞ 

hence p can be written in terms of a real positive number a (called the

attenuation constant). The form of p is given by (8.1).

B=

_JO¿

jcr
for TE and TM modes propagating in the +z direction

for TE and TM modes propagating in the -z direction (B.l)

for TEM modesor"/pe

O¿= + r?, -r2

*l ' l'-

(a is positive and real)

----*l l--

(8.2)
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FIGURE B-2: Schematic showing (a) the TGO unit-cell and (b) the transmission
line equivalent circuit of the TGO.
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Calculation of the Mode Impedances

The TE and TM phase constants for the +z aîd -z directions have different signs so that the

modes decay with increasing distance lzl away from the grid face.

Determining the forward mode impedances is straightforward since it simply consists of a

infinite transmission line in free space. The relevant equations are given by (8.3).

TE+
= 

.Fo 
= i'Po

Þ.n 'ol,"Zmn

+

Z

In the negative z direction, the transmission line circuit consists of a line of length d, in a

dielectric material terminated by a short circuit. The standard formula (8.4) gives the

impedance of a short circuited line with characteristic impedanceZg.

7 = jZotan (Bd) (8.4)

For the case of the evanescent TE and TM modes,

tanh (x) = -jtan (jx) can be used to derive (B.5).

(8.4) and the identity

zx - 
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(B.3)

(B.s)

(8.6)

TEM + Ã

^/%

7 = jZotan (jad)

Z = -Zntanh (crd)

Consequently, the equation for the reverse mode impedances are given by (8.6)

ctdmn

mn
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Z

Z

= -j#t"'n(.,"'"a)

j lro

- 
tan

Êot.

The term jcrl in the TE mode impedance calculation and the term l/jcrl in the TM mode

impedance calculation can be eliminated from the equation set (4.27) using (B.6). The
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Appendix B- Implementation of the TGO Analysis in Fortran

cancellation of the o parameter, hoìwever, does not mean the lumped element values are

independent of frequency since the parameter cr is still frequency dependent.

The final set of equations that need to be implemented to evaluate the lumped element

values of the TGO equivalent circuit are given by equation set (8.7).
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sinc (x) = (8.7)

8.2 Fortran 77 Source Code Listing

The fortran source code for the evaluation of the lumped element values of the TGO

equivalent circuit is listed below. The limiting value for the summations have been set to

100 which is generally large enough to ensure convergence.
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,-================= =====----
c Code by Ninh Duong
c University of Adetaide
c
c This subroutine contains the code for evaluating the lumped
c element values of the TGO equivalent circuit proposed by
c Rutledge et al-.
c

&

c LOCAL VARIABLES
integer
double precision
double precision
double precision
double precision
double precision
double precision
double precision
double precision
double precision

m, n, nìmax, nmax
costm, sinctm, angfreq
a1pha, ZTEtm, Lsum, SINC
ZTEplus, ZTEminus
Lmsum, kx, ky
kcsqr, costm, sintm, sinctml
sinctm2, kxkytm, ZTMtm

ZTMplus, ZTMminus
Cmsuml, Cmsum2 , Cmtot, awtm
pi, u0, e0

Subroutine eval-lc (L, Lm,Cm, Z-TEMplus, Z-TEtr{minus,
a, b, c, d, w, I^/s, er, freq)

implicit none

c INPUT VARIABLES
double precision a,b, c,\^/,ws,er,d, freq

c OUTPUT VARTABLES
double precision L, Lm, Cm, Z-TEMplus, Z-TEMminus

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

.LArs92654)

.256631061d-06)

.8541-87 B1-1d-1-2)
100 )

100 )

(pi
(uo
(eo
(nrnax =
(nmax =

-?
a

-a

=8

angfreq 2 *pi * freq

c EVALUATE L

Lsum = 0.0d00
do m = l,mmax

costm = DCOS (m*pi/2. 0) **2
sinctm = STNC(m*pi*w/ (2*a))**2
call calc-alpha (alpha,m, 0,a,b, l-. 0d00, angfreq)
ZTEplus = u0/alpha
cal-1 calc-alpha (alpha,m,0, a,b, er, angfreq)
ZTEminus = u0*DTANH (alpha*d) /alpha
ZTEtm = ZTEpfus*ZTEminus/ (ZTEplus + ZTEminus)
Lsum = Lsum + costm*sinctm*ZTEtm

enddo
L = 2*b*Lsum/a
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c EVALUATE Lm

Lmsum = 0.0d00
do m = 1,mmax

do n = 1,nmax
kx = m*pila
kY = n*Pilb
kcsqr=kx*kx+ky*ky
costm = DCOS (m*pi/2.0) **2
sintm = DSIN(n*pi*c/b) **2
sinctml = SINC (m*pi*w/ (2*a) ) **2
sinctm2 = SINC (n*pi*ws/ (2*b) ) **2
kxkytm = (kx/ky + ky*a/ (kx* (a-w) ) I **2
cal-1 calc_a1pha (alpha,m,n, a,b,1-. 0d00, anqfreq)
ZTEplus = u0/a1pha
call calc_alpha (a1pha,m,n, a,b, er, angfreq)
ZTEminus = uO*DTANH (alpha*d) /alpha
ZTEtm = ZTEplus*ZTEminus/ (ZTEplus + ZTEminus)
Lmsum=Lmsum+costm* s intm* s inctml- * s inctm2 *kxkytm* ZTEtm/kcsqr

enddo
enddo
Lm = 4*Lmsum/ (a*b)

C EVALUATE Cm

Cmsuml- = 0.0d00
do n = l-,nmax

kY = n*Pi/b
sintm = DSIN(n*pi*c/b) **2
sinctm = SINC (n*pi*ws,/ (2*b¡ ¡ **2
call cal-c_alpha (alpha, 0, n, a, b, 1- . 0d00 , angfreq)
ZTMplus = alpha/e0
call calc_alpha (alpha, 0, n, a ,b, er, angfreq)
ZTMminus = alpha*DTANH (alpha*d) / (e0*er)
ZTMtm = ZTMplus*ZTMminus/ (ZTMplus + ZTMminus)
Cmsuml = Cmsuml + sintm*sinctm*ZTMtm/ (ky*ky)

enddo

Cmsum2 = 0.0d00
do m = 1,mmax

do n = 1,nmax
kx = m*pila
kY = n*Pi/b
kcsqr=kx*kx+ky*ky
costm = DCOS (m*pi/2.0)**2
sintm = DSIN(n*pi*c/b) **2
sinctml = SINC(m*pi*w/ (2*a))**2
sinctm2 = SINC(n*pi*ws / (2*b))**2
awtm = (1 - a/ (a-w) ) **2
calI calc_alpha (al-pha,n,L, a,b, L. 0d00, angfreq)
ZTMplus = alpha/eO
call calc_alpha (alpha,fiì,rì, a,b, er, angfreq)
ZTMminus = alpha*DTANH (alpha*d) / (e0*er)
ZTMtm = ZTMplus*ZTMminus,/ (ZTMplus + ZTMminus)
Cmsum2 =Cmsum2 +costm* s intm* s inctml * s inctm2 *awtm* ZTMtm/kcsqr

enddo
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enddo

cmtot = 2*Cmsuml/ (a*b) + 4*Cmsum2/ (a*b)
Cm = 1.O/Cmtot

c EVALUATE TEM mode impedances
Z-TEMplus = b*DSQRT(u0/e0) /a
Z_TEI4minus=b*DSQRT (u0 / (e0 * er ) ) *DTAN (angf req*DSQRT ( e0 *er*u0 ) *d) / a

end

Subroutine calc-alpha (alpha,m,n, a,b, er,angfreq)
implicit none

c INPUT VARIABLES
integer
double precision

ñr0

a, b, er, angfreq

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
double complex

c LOCAL VARTABLES
double precision
double precision

alpha

ksqr, term
u0, e0, pi
L4L592654)
256631 06Id-06 )

85418181-''td-L2)

parameter
parameter
parameter

(pi
(uo
(eo

-?

=1
-o

ksqr = ang'freq*anqfreq*u0*e0*er
term = (m*pi/a) * (m*pi/a)+ (n*pilb)* (n*pilb)-ksqr
if (term.LT.0.0) then

print *, "ERROR: Dimensions do not satisfy assumptions!"
print *, \ Try calculation at a lower frequency!"

endi f
afpha = DSQRT(term)
end

Function SINC (x)
implicit none

c INPUT VARTABLES

double precision x

c OUTPUT VARfABLES
double precision SINC

if (x. EQ

SINC
else

SINC
endif
end

.0.0) then
= 1-.0

= DSIN (x) /x
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C.L Circle Mapping Properties of Bilinear Tþansforms

Many of the relationships involved in oscillator design are in the form of a bilinear

transform from one complex variable to another. If z and w are complex variables, then the

bilinear transformation of zinto w has the form given by (C.1).

Az+Btrt--" - Cz+D
(c.1)

Parameters A, B, C and D are complex constants. The transformation defined by (C.1) has

the property that circles in the z plane map into circles in the w plane. Straight lines and

points are considered as limiting forms of circles with inflnite and zero radii, respectively.

The conversion of impedance quantities into reflection coefficient quantities and vice versa

are typical examples of bilinear transforms. The Smith chart clearly illustrates the circle

mapping properties of the impedance to reflection coefficient transform.

Letz= x + jy andzg= X0 * jyg. The equation of acircle with centre zgaîdradius Rin the z

plane can therefore be expressed in the form given by (C.2).
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lt-rol'-R2 = o

(z-zs) (z* -zs*) -R2 = 0

zzx - zzo* - z*zo+ zozo* - R2 = 0 (c.2)

Consider a simple circle in the w plane with a centre at the origin (0,0) and a radius p. The

mathematical representation of this circle is given by (C.3).

l*lt- P2 = o (c.3)

Applying the bilinear transform (C.1) to (C.3) results in (C.4)

( nz +s\(A*"* + sx) z
t c'.o/( cu\D.)-P - 0

,r*[eR* - o'cc* )- r[otcn* - AB*J - '-[p2c*D - o-"J + BB* - p'DD*=0
(c.4)

Comparisons between (C.4) and (C.2) reveal that (C.4) is actually an equation of a circle

with centre coordinates given by (C.5) and radius givcn by (C.6).

zo
2

p C*D - A*B

lAl'- p'lcl'
(c.s)

(c.6)

Consequently, a circle in the z plane with a centre given by (C.5) and a radius given by
(C.6) maps into a circle in the w plane with centre (0,0) and radius p, given the bilinear
transform (C.1).

For the case where the circle in the w plane has a centre at some arbitrary point w9, it is
noted that (C.7) applies.

(c.1)

Consequently, the results of (C.5) and (C.6) are still valid provided A and B are substituted

with A and B', respectively, using the relationships given by (C.8).
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Tfansistor Stability

C.2 TFansistor Stabitity

Consider the transistor oscillator circuit illustrated in Figure C-1. Generally, the transistor

oscillator design involves the determination of the normalized load impedance values (21

and z2) such that the transistor becomes unstable and oscillates. Before a transistor

oscillator can be designed, it is first necessary to determine if the transistor is potentially

unstable and therefore suited to the oscillator function. The stability of a transistor can be

considered from two perspectives.

1. In the f2 plane (associated with the load impedance z2), the values of f2
corresponding to values of lfinl > 1 can be determined. If lfinl > 1, then port I in the

two port network must be unstable since the reflected wave is greater than the incident

wave. Consequently, the region of the f2 plane associated with instability can be

determined by mapping the lfinl > 1 region into the f2 plane. Similarly, the circle

lfoutl > 1 can be mapped into the f1 plane to determine the values of f1 that result in

instability atport2.

The standard equations for transforming f2 into fin and f1 into lou, are given by

(C.9) and (C.10), respectively.

f
sil - af2

in - 1-S:¿ylz

z1

(c.e)

I-=out

s22-afl
(c.10)

I - S1lfl

These equations are bilinear transforms hence according to (C.5) and (C.6), the unit

circle lflnl = 1 maps into a circle in the f2 plane, with centre coordinates given by

(C.11) and radius given be (C.12).

PORT 1 PORT 2

'-l t-
flfin

Transistor '-1 r
fout 12

T

Device Block

FIGURE C-l: Schematic of a transistor oscillator circuit.

z2
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Appendix C- Oscillator Stability Concepts

c2
S A*_S t

1l 22

l¡lt - lsrrl'

s trsrrl

(c.11)

(c.12)

(c.13)

R2

Cl =

2

^l
S

22

Similarly, the lfou,l = I locus maps into a circle in the f1 plane with centre

coordinates given by (C.13) and radius given by (C.la).

,l

Srra* - s,,*

l^l'- ls,,l'

Rl =
ls trsrtl (c.r4)

2
S

2
l^ ll

The circles defined by (C.11) and (CJz) are referred to as load stability circles while

the circles defined by (C.13) and (C.14) are called source stability circles. These

names originate from transistor amplifier circuit design where the load is normally

connected to port 2 and the source is connected to port 1.

In order to determine if the area inside or outside of the stability circle is unstable, the

origins lZ = O and f1 = 0 are considered. For f2 = 0, In = S' thus the origin is
unstable if lfinl = lS r r | > I otherwise, it is stable. The area inside or outside of the load

stability circle which contains the origin is unstable or stable depending on the value

of lS11l. Similarly, the origin of the f1 plane is unstable if ls22l > 1 and this fact can be

used to determine the region of instability in the f1 plane.

2. Transistor stability at port I can be determined by plotting the lf2l = 1 circle in the f¡n
plane. Assuming only passive components are connected to the ports, the load

resistance must be positive and lf2l < 1 represents all possible load impedances in the

f2 Smith chart plane. The area of the transformed lf2l < 1 circle lying outside of the

fin Smith chart plane is therefore the region of instability since the Smith chart (lf¡nl <

1) in the f¡n plane represents the region of stability. Similarly, the lf 1l = 1 locus can be

plotted in the fou, plane to determine the transistor stability at the other port as a

function of the source impedance.

Rearranging (C.10) and (C.9), the reflection coefficients looking out of ports 1 and2
are given by (C.15) and (C.16), respectively.
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Tfansistor Stability

(c.1s)

(c.16)

(c.17)

l2=

These equations are also bilinear transforms and the mapping of lf2l = 1 into the \n
plane results in an input stability circle with centre coordinates given by (C.17) and

radius given by (C.18).

sll - s22xa

S,, - f,n
1 - S22fin

ctn =
| -lsrrl'

Ri
s trsrtl (c.18)

1- lsd'l

The origin fz = 0 maps to point f¡n = S11 on the f¡n plane thus the region defined by

lf2l < 1 is given by the area inside of outside the input stability circle depending on

whether point S11 lies inside or outside of the input stability circle.

Similarly, the mapping of lfll = I into the fo,r, plane results in an output stability

circle with centre coordinates given by (C.19) and radius given by (C.20).

C=out

s22 - s l1*a (c.1e)

n

2
1 s,,

Rou
lS,rs, (c.20)

S l1

The region defined by lf 1l < 1 is the area inside the output stability circle if point S22

is contained within the output stability circle.

A quick and simple way of determining if the transistor is potentially unstable is to calculate

the stability parameter defined by (C.21).

1 - ls ,rl'-ltrrl' + l^12

s,lls,l

1

(=
2

(c.2r)
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Appendix C- Oscillator Stability Concepts

If K > 1, then the transistor is absolutely stable and cannot function as an oscillator

regardless of the impedances connected to the transistor ports. The use of feedback is then

required to make the transistor unstable. Consequently, transistor oscillation requires the

condition K < 1 to be satisfied. The stability circles for the transistor can then be plotted to

determine the range of impedances that can be connected to the transistor ports to produce

instability.
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D.L Data Sheet for the ATF-L3036 GaAs FET

HEWLETT PACKARD (AVANTEK)
ATF-13036
2-16 GIIz Low Noise

Gallium Arsenide FET

Features
. Low Noise Figure: 1.1 dB typical at12GHz
. High Associated Gain: 9.5 dB typical at 12 GHz
. High Output Power: 17.5 dBm typical P1 6s at 12 G}Jz
. Cost Effective Ceramic Microstrip Package
. Tape-and-Reel Packaging Option Available

Description

The ATF-13036 is a high performance gallium arsenide Schottky-barrier-gate field effect transistor housed

in a cost effective microstrip package. Its premium noise figure makes this device appropriate for use in the

first stage of low noise amplifiers operating in the 2-16 GHz frequency range.

This GaAs FET device has a nominal 0.3 micron gate length with a total gate periphery of 250 microns

Proven gold based metallization systems and nitride passivation assure a rugged, reliable device.
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2.15
(0.085

GATEI

2.0

36 micro-X Package

SOURCE

DRAIN

4

NOTES:

I. DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS (INCHES)
2.TOLERANCES: mm .xx = +0.13

In .xxx = +0.005

1.45 + 0.25
(0.057 + 0.01

2.54
'lo-Ioo)-*

2.11 (0.083) DrA.

0.508
(0.020)

SOURCE

1. Long leaded 35 package available upon request.

OPTIMUM NOISE FIGURE AND
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Vps = 2.5 V, I¡s - 20 mA, Tt = 25 oC
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2

0. l5 + 0.05
(0.006 r 0.002)I-T

0.56
(0.022)

4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 16.0
Frequency (GHz)

Noise Parameters: Vpg = 2.5 Y,Ins = 20 mA

Freq.
GIIz

NFo
dB

Gamma Opt
Mag Ang RN/s0

2.0 0.4 0.80 29 0.23

4.0 0.5 0.54 ',70 o.22

6.0 0.1 0.47 101 0.13

8.0 0.8 0.21 164 0.r1
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5
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Electrical Specifi cations, T4=!!oÇ
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/
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F

Symbol Parameters and Test Conditions Units Min. Tvp. Max.

NFo

GA

Optimum Noise Figure:
Vos = 2.5 V Ios = 15-30 mA

Cain @ NFo: V¡5 =2.5Y,Ios = 15-30 mA

f= 8 GHz
ï = 12GHz
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Output Power @ I dB Gain Compression
v¡s=4YIts=40m4

I dB Compressed Gain: Vos = 4 V Ios = 40 mA
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dB

17.5

8.5

gm Transconductance: V¡5 = 2.5 Y, Vcs = 0 V mmho 25 55

Ioss Saturated Drain Current: Vos = 2.5 V Vcs = 0 V mA 40 50 90

VP Pinchoff Voltage: Vp5 =2.5Y,Ios = lmA -4.O -1.5 -0.5
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Data Sheet for the ATF-13036 GaAs FET

Parameter Symbol
Absolute

Maximuml

Drain-Source Voltage

Gate-Source Voltage

Drain Cunent
Power Dissipation2'3

Channel Temperature

Storage Temperature4

Vos
Vcs
Ios
P.f

TcH
Tsrc

+5V
-4Y
Ioss

225 mW
1750C

-65oC to +l75oC

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Thermal Resistance: 0¡. = 400 oC/Wi Tcs = 150 oC

Liquid Crystal Measurement; I pm Spot Size5

Notes:

L Operation of this device above any of these

parameters may cause permanent damage.

2. CaseTemperature =25 oC.

3. Derate at 2.5 mril/oC for Tç458 > 85 oC.

4. Storage above 150 oC may tarnish the leads of
this package making it difficult to solder into a

circuit. After a device has been soldered into a

circuit, it may be safely stored up to 175 oC.

5. The small spot size of this technique results in a

higher, though more accurate determination of 0¡"

than do alternate methods.

OPTIMUM NOISE FIGURE AND ASSOCIATED

GAIN vs. I¡5

f = 12.0 GHa Vos = 2.5 V

G,q-

_/
NFn

t4

t2Ã9
lo oo

82.5

8ro
2 t.s

1.0
0102030405060

Ip5 (mA)

INSERTION POWER GAIN, MAXIMUM AVAILABLE
GAIN AND MAXIMUM STABLE GAIN VS. FREQUENCY
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ls2l l2 \
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D2 Data Sheet for the ATF-13336 GaAs FET

HEWLETT PACKARD (AVANTEK)
ATF-13336

2-16 GfIz Low Noise

Gallium Arsenide FET

Features
. Low Noise Figure: 1.4 dB typical at12 GIJz
. High Associated Gain: 9.0 dB typical at12 GIJz
. High Output Power: 17.5 dBm typical P1¿s at 12GIJz
. Cost Effective Ceramic Microstrip Package
. Tâpe-and-Reel Packaging Option Available2

Description

The ATF-13336 is a high performance gallium arsenide Schottky-banier-gate field effect transistor housed
in a cost effective microstrip package. Its premium noise figure makes this device appropriate for use in the
second stage of low noise amplifiers operating in the 2-16 GHz frequency range.

This GaAs FET device has a nominal 0.3 micron gate length with a total gate periphery of 250 microns.
Proven gold based metallization systems and nitride passivation assure a rugged, reliable device.

36 micro-X Package

SOURCE

NOTES:

I. DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS (INCHES)
2.TOLERANCES: mm .xx = +0.13

In .xxx = +0.005
4

DRAIN 54

2.11 (0.083) DrA.

0.15 + 0.05
(0.006 + 0.002)

0.508
(0.020) _t

TIl-_+57 !0.25 _r (0.180r0.010)

2.15
(0.08s

1.45 + 0.25
(0.057 + 0.01

2

SOURCE

l. Long leaded 35 package available upon request.

OPTIMUM NOISE FIGURE AND
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Vps = 2.5 V, Ios = 20 mA, Tn = 25 oC
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NFo Y
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Freq.
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l2.o 1.4 0.52 -45 0.88

14.0 1.6 0.57 -2 1.30

0.56
(0.022)

l6
14,-
trg
l0<
3t)
6HE

o
É!z

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0

I
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Data Sheet for the ATF-13336 GaAs FET

Symbol Parameters and Test Conditions Units Min. TVp' Max.

NFo

GA

Optimum Noise Figure:
vos = 2.5 V Ios = 15-30 mA

Gain @ NFo: Vps = 2.5 Y,Ios = I 5-30 mA

f=8GHz
f = l2GHz
f=l4GHz

f=8GHz
f = 12GHz
f=14GHz

dB
dB
dB

dB
dB
dB

8.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

11.5

9.0

7.5

1.6

Pl ¿s

Gr ¿s

Output Power @ I dB Gain Compression:
Vos=4YIos=40m4

I dB Compressed Gain: Vos = 4 V Ios = 40 mA

f = 12GHz

f = 72GHz

dBm

dB

17.5

8.5

gm Transconductance: V¡5 = 2.5 Y, Vcs = 0 V mmho 25 55

Ioss Saturated Drain Current: V¡s = 2.5 V Vcs = 0 V mA 40 50 90

vP Pinchoff Voltage: V¡5 =2.5Y,los = 1mA -4.0 -1.5 -0.5

Electrical Specifi cations¡ T¡=f,'$oÇ

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Thermal Resistance: 0¡" = 400 oC/W; Ta" = 150 oC

Liquid Crystal Measurement; I ¡rm Spot Size5

Notes:

l. Operation of this device above any of these

parameters may cause permanent damage.

2. Case Temperature = 25 oC.

3. Derate at 2.5 mWoC for Tç456 > 85 oC.

4. Storage above 150 oC may tarnish the leads of
this package making it difficult to solder into a

circuit. After a device has been soldered into a

circuit, it may be safely stored up to 175 oC.

5. The small spot size of this technique results in a

higher, though more accurate determination of 0¡.

than do alternate methods.

OPTIMUM NOISE FIGURE AND ASSOCIAIED

GAIN vs. I¡5

I = l2.O GHz, Vos = 2.5 V

t4
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(J

8
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0 l0 20 30 40 50 60
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25

M5U

I
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ls2l l2

2.O 4.O 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 16.0

20
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'ã l0

5

0

Parameter Symbol
Absolute

Maximuml

Drain-Source Voltage
Gate-Source Voltage
Drain Current
Power Dissipation2'3
Channel Temperature
Storage Temperature4

Vos
Vcs
Ios
PT

Tcu
Tsrc

+5V
-4V
Ioss

225mW
1750C

-65oC to +175"C

(JA

Et-

Frequency (GHz)
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Tlpicat Scattering Parameters: Common Source, Zo -- 50 {l
Srr szr su

GHz Mag Ang dB M"g At g dB Mag Ang Mag Ang

szz
Freq.
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7.6
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6.0
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-19.0
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5'l
JJ

25

t2
I
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-33
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-'t8
-95
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-1 78
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44

20

3
1

-19

-34

3.39

3.28

3.19

3.13

3.22

3.21

3.10

2.80

2.60

2.39

2.17

2.00

1.89

1.76

1.66

127

106

86

66

46

21

-4

-26

-48

-68
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-108
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-144

-1't5

0.044

0.060

0.0'14

0.093

0.1 14

0.132
0.137

0.147

0.150

0.145

0.1 33

0.121

0.1 14

0.112

0.1 l0

0.61

0.58

0.57

0.54

0.49

0.42

0.31

0.21

0.09

0.07

0. l6
0.19

0.19

0.16

0.14

-41

-51

-57

-65

-'19

-97

-tt2
-tzt
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89

43

2l
-4

-28

-32

Tt =25 
oC, Vos =2.5Y,Ios = 20 mA
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The method of moments (MoM) analysis of a microstrip dipole anay requires the derivation

of the Green's function for the relevant dielectric slab geometry. The Green's function is

derived in the spectral domain since its form is simpler than that of the spatial domain case.

A method of moments solution is then formulated to determine the current distribution on

the antenna element. Once the current distribution has been ascertained, other quantities of

interest can be calculated, such as the antenna driving point impedance and the array

radiation pattern.

E.L Derivation of the Green's Function for a Grounded
Dielectric Slab

In this section, the Green's function applicable to a grounded dielectric slab with a source

located on the substrate surface is derived. The grounded dielectric slab geometry is shown

in Figure E-1. The derivation of the Green's function requires the determination of the

electric field strength (Ex,Ey,Er) ata point (x,y,d) on the surface of the substrate generated

by an infinitesimal x-directed electric current source of unit strength located at (xo,yo,d).

The electric field strength is derived from Maxwell's equations and the Helmholtz wave

equations. The Helmholtz wave equations are used to determine the field components in the
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Appendix E- Method of Moments Analysis of Microstrip Dipole Arrays

z direction and the relationship between the various propagation constants. Maxwell's curl

equations are used to deduce the remaining field components.

Consider the Helmholtz wave equations in a source free region, as def,ned by (E.l).

v'F,*k2E = o

v'H*k2H = o

2 2
k - Crl ltot Ò-

€ot,

€o

0 <z<d

z>d

d

(E.1)

(E.3)

___>
x

The parameter definitions can be found in Figure E-1. A plane wave solution with a

propagation factor 
"-jk*x"-jkrY.-jo" 

i, anticipated where k*, ky and k, are the wavenumbers

in the x, y and z directions, respectively. Consequently, substituting this solution back into

the Helmholtz equations results in the relationship (E.2) between the various propagation

constants.

k?=u' 2
82 = k2 +k2rxyB

+

I

(8.2)

The sign of the square root function for k, should be chosen so that the imaginary part of k,
is negative (Im{kr}<0) so as to satisfy boundary conditions. Waves propagating in the +z

direction must decay rather than grow without bound.

Maxwell's curl equations in a source free region are given by (E.3)

VxE = _jro¡roH

VxH = jcoeE

Substituting E = (E*,E'Er) and H = (H*,H'H,) into (E.3) results in equation set (E.4)

z

Source Point
(xo,yo,d)

E - electric field phasor

H - magnetic field phasor

k - wavenumber

r.o - frequency of operation

Field Point
(x,y,d)

¡16 - free space permeability

€9 - free space permittivity

e, - substrate dielectric constant

d - substrate thickness
e - permittivity of medium
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Derivation of the Greents Function for a Grounded Dielectric Slab

VxE=_jrr:poH VxH=jcoeE

ò8, ðE,

- --dy òz

âE* ò8,
ú, -ã;

aEy 
_ 

aE*

âx ðy

.|

.2 dK*-
dz

,|

.2 d
K

dz
.)

,2 d
K

dz

ò2

à12

= -jrrrpoH,

òH, aH

- --dy òz

âH* aH

A-" -ã;
aHy 

_ 
aH

âx ðy

Y - jcrleE*

z 
= j roeE,

* - j rrreE,

(,)p_J

= -jcDFoHy

xoH

Equation set (E.4) can be simplif,ed by applying a transformation from the spatial domain

into the spectral domain. The Fourier transform pair is defined by (E.5) where the

superscript 't' is used to denote a quantity in the spectral domain.

(E.4)

(E.s)

(E.6)

E (x,y, z) = :Ll:Et (k*, ky, r)"jk^x"jkrYokxdky
4n-"'

Et(k*, ky,") = l*J*t (x,y,z)"-jk-*"-jk'vo*0,

By applying the Fourier transform to equation set (E.4) and manipulating the resultant

equations using the steps below, equation set (E.6) is produced.

1. The integrations and the ll4n2 factor are eliminated.

2. The transverse partial differentiations ð,/ðy and ò/òx are replaced by jk, and jk*,

respectively.

3. The equations are rearranged so that the transverse field parameters are written in

terms of Et, and Htr.

k2+

)"t 
= ¡n.*ei+ orpokrHl

)t; = ¡\#ui- rr,pok*ul

)"t 
=:t.*ni- orek,el

)4 =:or*"i+ crrek*el

-jk,z
Since a z dependence of e was assumed, the partial differentiations with respect to z are

given by (E.7) and the relation (E.8) is valid.
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a
dz

ò2

ò2

dz

l,
)= rr"

(l)rk
'oy

þ'
(Ðukrox

k:

(a)

H:, (b)

(c)

(d)

(E.7)

(E.e)

k2 (E.8)

Consequently, (E.8) can be used to simply equation set (E.6) to produce equation set (E.9)

E
k*ð

Êãt

a

àE' ..
---]¡k'E' = o
-)zzòz-

jt
x H:Ei +

,i, = jnu*",
2

B

Equation set (E.9) states that the electric field components can be determined if the Fourier

transformed z components (Et, and Htr) are known. The z field components can be derived

from the solutions of the Helmholtz wave equations in the spectral domain, given by (8.10).

a

AH.
Z +r2rrtl, = o (E.10)

òz
2

The general solutions to (E.10), within the substrate and in free space, are given by equation

ser (E.12).

t

z

-jkzzAE e

r -ik^zH'=Be"
z

- Ccosk, z +D sink,z

= Ecosklz + Fsink,z

t

z

t
z

E

H

z>d
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Derivation of the Green's Function for a Grounded Dielectric Slab

tl = e,tfl þ' 0<z<d Im{k,} <0

z>d Im {kr} < 0

k?

u?, = x?o-Þ'

(8.12)

The wavenumber in the z direction is explicitly defined in terms of its value inside the

substrate and in free space. Parameter kg is the free space wavenumber, k1 is the z-directed

wavenumber in the substrate, k2 is the z-directed wavenumber in free space and 1"6 is the

free space wavelength. A, B, C, D, E and F are constant coefficients to be determined by

applying the appropriate boundary conditions.

Substitutin g the z field components (8.12) into (E.9)a and (E.9)b, and then enforcing the

boundaryconditionEt*=Ety=0atthegroundplane(z=0)yieldstheresultD=E=0.

Equations (E.13) and (E.14) result when the following boundary conditions are enforced:
. Et^, Et, and Ht* are continuous at the interface between the dielectric and air (z = d).
. A discontinuous jump in Ht, occurs at (xo,yo,d) due to the infinitesimal current source

of unit strength.

zäKO=o4ltOPO=\

zok2kx

kdr,n
E"= /1 . -jk*xo _-jkyy"cos (Kl z) e e

Hi

zo

T- = erkrcos (krd) + jkrsin (krd)

T. = klcos (k,d) + jkrsin (krd)

-jkv . /t , -jk*xo -jkryu
sln (Kt z) e e

mt-
dto

T

(E.13)

(E.14)

(E.1s)

(E.16)

The formulas for calculating the T" and T,n functions are given by (E.15) and the free space

wave impedance (Zs) is defined by (E.16).

Equations (E.13) and (E.14) are the z field components in the spectral domain. Substituting

(E.13) and (E.14) into (E.9) yields the transverse fields. Using the inverse Fourier
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Appendix E- Method of Moments Analysis of Microstrip Dipole Arrays

transform, the transverse fields in the spatial domain at a point (x,y,d) can be derived and

has been determined to have the form of (E.17).

E* (x, y, d) = :l*4n"'
1

E, (x, y, d) = )f_' 4n-"

cfj{t., tr) = -ifuo
(r.r.3- r.Î lkrcos (krd) * jk,I o?r-o?^)sin (k,d)

l*"Tj (kx, ky) .jk* 
(x - *o) 

"jk'(v 
- v") dkxdky (a)

l* "Tl 
(kx, ky) 

"jn* 

1* - *") .jk'(v - v") dkxdky (b)

(E.17)

sin (k,d) (a)TTem

cfj{r.., r.r) = iAo
k

X
sin (k,d) (krcos (krd) + jk, sin (k1d) )

(b)TTem
(E.18)

Equation (E.18)a is the Green's function in the x direction for a x-directed source while
(E.18)b is the Green's function in the y direction for the x-directed source. Only the

transverse fields in the plane z = d are of interest since, in the method of moments analysis,

all points used in the calculation are on the substrate surface (z = d).

8.2 The Method of Moments Analysis of a Finite Array
of Microstrip Dipoles

The geometry for a finite array of microstrip dipoles is illustrated in Figure E-2.The dipoles

are assumed to be thin, orientated in the x direction and fed with idealised delta gap

generators at their midpoints.

Equation (E.ll)a gives the form of the x-directed field at a point (x,y,d) due to a single

x-directed infinitesimal source at (xo,yo,d). This equation can be used in a method of
moments analysis to determine the current distribution on each microstrip dipole. The

method of moments technique requires each microstrip dipole to be subdivided into N
uniform segments (N should be an odd number). The current distribution on each microstrip

dipole can then be approximated by a set of subsectional basis functions that exist only

within a segment of the microstrip dipole. Equation (E.19) shows the current distribution

representation using the subsectional basis functions.

N

Jr* = I I,l, (xo, yo)

i=1
J, (xo, yo) = fo (xo, x,) fu (yo, y¡) (E.19)
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The Method of Moments Analysis of a Finite Array of Microstrip Dipoles

Functions fo(xo,xi) and fo(yo,yi) are the basis functions in the x and y directions,

respectively, while the I¡'s are constant coefficients. A discussion on the choice of the

subsectional basis functions can be found in Section E.4.

Having subdivided the dipoles into N segments each, the electric field at some observation

point on segment i due to a source segment j is calculated by summing the field components

due to each infinitesimal current source on segment j. Consequently, the total field requires

the integration of the product of (E.17)a with (E.19), as given by (E.20).

E; = J Jn* {*, y, d) I,J, (xo, yo) dxodyo (E.20)

sj

B

Term A is the field due to an infinitesimal current of unit strength at (xo,yo,d) while term B

is the actual current strength at that point. The integration occurs over the surface of

segment j to give the total contribution of the field at point i due to the segment j.

Applying boundary conditions at point i (x,y,d), the sum of the impressedl field (Ei) and the

scattered field (Es) on the surface of the microstrip dipole must be zero since the microstrip

dipole surface is a metal interface. This boundary condition is defined by (E.21).

+' y

ù

A

I
0

t
d

T

>
x

L - microstrip dipole length
Vy' - microstrip dipole width
a - element spacing in the x direction
b - element spacing in the y direction

d - substrate thickness
e. - dielectric constant of substrate

FIGURE E-2: Geometry of a finite microstrip dipole array

l The impressed field is the field due to the currents within the segment i. The scattered field is the

field due to currents that are external to the segment i.
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Appendix E- Method of Moments Analysis of Microstrip Dipole Arrays

(8.2r)

sj

The impressed field is the quantity of interest since the voltage across the segment is defined

in terms of the impressed field (V = E d). Using a Galerkin method, the voltage across

segment i is given by (8,.22) where Ji(x,y) is the weighting function and is equal to the

chosen basis function.

(F,.22)

Substituting (8.21) into (8.22) results in (E.23)

(8.23)

Equation (8.23) can be applied to all microstrip dipole segments to generate a system of
equations which can be represented in matrix form (8.24).

(8.24)

"*[ni+niJ = o

+ Ei = -Ei = -JJu. (x, y, d) I,J, (xo, yo) dxodyo

v, = JJnlr
Si

vr = -Ij J Jl, f *, v) J Je. (x, y, d) J, (xo, yo) dxodyodxdy
si sj

[n] = Þl t'l

( -iu"(ux, + v!¡)

[n]=[" 
o

= -JJr, {*, v) JJe. (x, y, d) J, (xo, yo) dxodyodxdy
si sj

( vx, dydx)

at feedpoints

otherwise

(x¡yÐ are the coordinates of the feedpoints
(0,Q) is the scan angle of the array

u = sinOcosO

v = sin0sin0

tt] =

l'l
z.

U

Il
r2

IN

(8.2s)

(8.26)
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The Method of Moments Analysis of a Finite Array of Microstrip Dipoles

The vector [V] is the voltage excitation vector which is a known quantity. The voltage

elements are defined with unit amplitudes and a phase corresponding to the desired beam

steer angle, as given by (E.25). The impedance matrix lzl is derived from (E.23) and

involves the determination of the basis functions used to represent the current distribution

and the electric field due to an infinitesimal current source. Both quantities are calculable

thus the impedance matrix, defined by (F,.27), is also known. The only unknown quantity is

the current vector [I] comprising of the current coefficients, as given by (8.26).

The main component of the method of moments analysis is the determination of the lZl
matrix. TheZi¡elements can be more easily evaluated in the spectral domain by performing

a Fourier transform. TheZi¡ elements are mathematically calculated using (E.28).

z,j -+j: f Fo (k*) Fu (ky) cEJ (k*, kr) 
"jo. 

(x'- x¡) 

"jkr 

(vi- t'oo (k*) Fu (ky) dkxdky
' 4n-" -ær-æ

[03- r].)'i' (krd)( r.o3- tl)r.r.os (k,d) + jk,
T T

sin (k,d) (E.28)

(8.2e)

m

Fp(k*) and Fu(ky) are the Fourier transforms of fo(x¡,xi) and fu(y.¡,y1), respectively, where the

Fourier transform pair is def,ned by (8.29).

The impedance matrix can be calculated numerically and the unknown current distribution

[I] can then be determined by solving the matrix equation (8.24). Once the current

distribution on the dipoles have been determined, other quantities of interest can easily be

calculated. The driving point impedance of the nth dipole (Znpn) is computed by applying

(E.30), where the subscript 'nf is the index of the feedpoint of the nth dipole.

F (k*) = l:_f 1x; e-jk-*dx

f (x) = *r__u {k*) "jk.*dk*

z;R (e, o) = * (E.30)

The active reflection coefficient at the feedpoint of the nth dipole G(e,Q)) can be calculated

using (E.31), where Znon(O,Q) is the dipole driving point impedance for a beam steer

direction (0,Q) and ZnDR(O,O) is the dipole driving point impedance for boresight radiation.
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ZT

FIGURE E-3: Circuit for loaded antenna system.

(E.31)

The radiation efficiency (q) based on the power lost to surface waves is given by (8.32)

r(e,o) - zi*(e'o) -zi*(o'o)
zi*(0, Q) * ZT** (o, o)

P
n - 1- t*¡r 

P.ln
(8.32)

P,n = ne {))tmtz,nnln}

P,* = ne{))r-*zilI"}
mn

mn

Parameter P¡n is the total input power to the array and Pr* is the surface wave power excited

by the array. Zt* is the surface wave contribution from the residue of the surface wave poles

to the impedance matrixZ.

For the case where a load impedance (Zr) is connected to the microstrip dipole feed as

shown in Figure E-3, the additional load can be accounted for by applying (E.33).

(lzrl + tzl) Ul = ryl (E.33)

Matrix [2.¡] is zero everywhere except at the element corresponding to the feedsegment

which has a value equal to the impedance of the load.

E.z.LEfficient Evaluation of the Impedance Matrix

The main component of a method of moments analysis is the evaluation of the impedance

matrix. In the case of a finite array of microstrip dipoles, the impedance matrix is calculated

using equation (E.28). This equation involves an infinite double integration with integration

variables k* and kr. The integration can be more efficiently evaluated after a change of
variables to polar coordinates using (8.34).
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The Method of Moments Analysis of a Finite Array of Microstrip Dipoles

Figure E-4 defines the parameters o( and p with respect to k* and kr.

In polar coordinates, the infinite double integration of equation (E.28) can be converted into

a semi-infinite integration and a finite integration, as given by (E.35).

k* = Bcosct

k, = Bsincr

l*J]( )dkxdk, = J:'J;( )trtdBdcr

T. = trkrcos (krd) + jkr sin (krd)

T" = krcos (krd) + jkrsin (krd)

(E.34)

(8.31)

(E.3s)

Equation (E.36) defines the Jacobian operator which always accompanies a change in

integration variables.

lJl = (E.36)

Consider the singular points corresponding to the roots of the \ and T. functions. These

points corresponding to the poles of the Green's function and are a source of difficulty when

evaluating the integration. The roots of the T" and Tn, functions can be removed from the

integration path. Firstly, note that the T" and T- functions, defined by (E.37), are dependent

on B only.

ak* ak*

ãF ãcr

ak* ak*

ãF ãcr

=B

2

Ik

k?,

Consider a pole of the Green's function which corresponds to a root, Þ = Þ0, of either the T.

or T- function. To avoid numerical difficulties in the integration, the integration from Bg-ô

to Bs+ð (where ð is small) is evaluated analytically. The integration between the small

interval Bg-ô to pg+ô can be approximated by the first two terms of the Taylor's series

expansion. The result is given by (E.38).

ky

k*

2
= k2 +k2xyB

FIGURE E-4: Diagram showing the relationship between k* kn p and o.
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Iô = J::
*ô f (p)
-ôr (B) ÞdÞ=-jTI#e

( )BdB-j
îrf ( po)

T'(00)

(E.38)

(E.3e)

In (E.38), the equation variables are defined as follows:
. T(B) is the T" or T* function that has the root at ps.

. f(P) is the non singular portion of the integrand including the Te or T. function which

does not have a root at Bg.

. r' (Þo) = $t (B) lp = p,

Equation (E.38) needs to be calculated for each pole of the Green's function. The rest of the

integration is performed omitting these singularity points. Consequently, for the case where

only one pole exists, the impedance calculation is given by (E.39).

l*l*()dkxdky=J:^[J:" P.[*¡( )oooJo*
-ô

The MoM analysis of a N* by Nv anay of microstrip dipoles with each dipole divided into

N. segments requires the determination of an impedance matrix of size (N* x N, x Nr)2. The

numerical evaluation of all the elements of a matrix of this size can be time consuming

hence the question of computational efficiency becomes an important issue. The

computation of the impedance matrix can be made more efficient if the following factors

are considered:

. The only position dependent term in the calculation of Zi¡ is the exponent terms

exp[k*(x¡ - x.¡)ì and expfikr(yi - y¡)ì. Consequently, the impedance depends only on

the distance between the elements and this fact can be used to establish various

symmetries of the lZl matrix.It is important to rcalize that, in general, the impedance

matrix is not reciprocal (Z¡:+Z¡i) and it does not exhibit Toeplitz symmetry

(Z¡:+Zr_r,i_l ). In specific cases, however, reciprocity and Toeplitz symmetry can

occur and should be exploited to further reduce the computational time.
. Functions such as GEJ**1k*,ky), Fu(ky) and Fp(k*) are dependent only on k* and kr.

They should only be calculated once for each value of k* and k, rather than

recalculated for each impedance matrix element.
. There is a trade off between computational efficiency and the accuracy of the solution

in the choice of the step size, the number of segments and the limit at which the

semi-infinite integration of B is terminated.

Figure E-5 contains all the equations involved in the method of moments analysis of a finite

array of microstrip dipoles.
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z,i -*f,"(f,'-u*Bop. å-,ffip. Ï 1!,.u 
u 

*poB * I;".u *ooo)oo

y = Fo (k*) Fo rtrl cfl 1k*, kr) 
"jk' 

(xi- *') 
,jk'(ri- v,) 

Fe (kx) Fu (ky)

cfj{r.-, r.r) = -iAu
'0

(r,03- t])or.os (k,d) *¡k,(oå- ol)sin (k,d)

T T
sin (k,d)

e m

Tn., = erkrcos (krd) + jkr sin (krd)

T" = klcos (k,d) + jkrsin (krd)

r' (Þi) = $t (P) lp = p

The Te and Tm functions has zeros

Þ0, Þr, 92, .... Þn.

T(p) is the T" or T- function which has the zero pi

f(p) is the non singular portion of Y for zero p¡

f (p) = Yr(p)

k* = pcoscr

k, = Bsincr

ko

Fp(kx) is the Fourier transform of the basis function used in the x direction

FuGy) is the Fourier transform of the basis function used in the y direction

-jko (ux, + vy,)

= crlrE6-p6

[rr] = [r]

zo
2n
Ào

Ã

^/%

þl= e at feedpoints

otherwise

u = sinOcosO

v = sinOsinO0

(xr,yr) are the coordinates of the feedpoints

lZl= lZ¡l

[I] is the unknown cunent distribution

a - dipole spacing in the x direction

b - dipole spacing in the y direction
q - dielectric constant of substrate

d - thickness of substrate

(e,0) - scan angle of the array

L - dipole length

W - dipole width

\ - free space wavelength

trl - angular frequency of operation

I

F|GURE E-5: The method of moments analysis of a finite array ol microstrip dipoles.
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8.3 Method of Moments Analysis of an fnfinite Array of
Microstrip Dipoles

The method of moments analysis of an infinite array of microstrip dipoles is

computationally simpler than the finite affay case. The periodicity and symmetry of the

infinite affay can be used to reduce the complexity of the MoM analysis. Only a single

element of the array needs to be analysed.

8.3.1 Electric Field Due to an Infinite Array of Current Sources

The geometry of an infinite array of infinitesimal x-directed electric current sources is

shown in Figure E-6. A source with index (m,n) is located at a position given by (8.40),

where (xo,yo) is the coordinates of an arbitrarily chosen reference source.

X. = Xo+ma

Yn = Yo+nb

-æ<m<æ

-æ<n<æ

t
d

T

d - substrate thickness
q - dielectric constant of substrate

a - infinitesimal source spacing in x direction
b - infinitesimal source spacing in y direction

m - index number of source in x direction
n - index number of source in y direction
(0,Q) - beam steer direction

(8.40)

For a beam steer angle (0,0), the currents on source (m,n) must have an excitation given by

(E.41), where the direction cosines are defined by (E.aÐ.

lz
tYì\

r
->

a
a

a

aaa + + ata

aaa + -> aaa

aao -> + aaa

a
a

a

a ¡'
a ¡'../
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a

I

a
a

I

cr
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Method of Moments Analysis of an Infinite Array of Microstrip Dipoles

-jko (mau + nbv)
(E.41)e

u = sinecoso

v = sinosino
(8.42)

By superposition and using (E.17), the transverse fields at (x,y,d) due to the infinite array of

sources is given by @.43).

E* (x, y, d) =

1

2
4n

E, (x, y, d) =

m=-æn=-æ

m=-æfì=-æ

I I>2
4n

(8.43)

Within the summation and integration, the variables m, n, k* and k, can be redefined

according to (8.44) without affecting the solution.

m-+-m n-+-n k +-k k -+-kxxyy (8.44)

The Green's function is unaffected by this change in variables and the resultant equations,

given by (E.45), are in forms that are more readily manipulated.

E* (x, y, d) =

1

l* l* cfi {t., kr) 
"jo^ 

(xo - x -'u' .'o' 
(v" - v - no) 

dk*dk,
jko (mau + nbv)

e
fi -=-æn=-æ4

2

E, (x, y, d) =

2

I
"jko 

(mau. 
"0"' l:l: cfj rt_, kr) .jo" 

(xu- x -'u' 
"'0, 

(v'- v - no) 
dk*dk,

4 [ -=-æn=-æ

The Poisson-sum formula, given by (8.46), can be used to simplify (8.45)

(E.4s)
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¡"j"otF (mcos) = TIf (t + mT) (8.46)

(8.4t)

(E.48)

(8.4e)

m

m

kx

m

JortIf f(t) = h(t)e , then F(co) = H(ol - co1) and the Poisson-sum formula can be

manipulated to give (8.41).

2n
oo

f (t) = L^J-__o lrrl¡ ej'tdrrl

F(c,r) = Lf (t)e-jotdr

¡"j"otH (moo - or) = TIh (t + mT) 
"j<or 

(t + mr)

m

m m

An expression with the form given by (E.a8) can therefore be simplified to give (E.49)

using the Poisson-sum formula (8.41) (i.e. compared to (8.47), the following variable

changes have occurred: t = k6u, ú)6 = â, (ùl = x, t' = k*, T =2n/aand h = 9).

>"r-'" f- h (t,) e-j 
(moo- or') t 

dt, = TIh (t + mT) 
"jro, 

(t + mr)

J_æ

g (x) = +, I "'k',-""L 
q (k*) 

"jk* 

(* -'o'oo*

e (x) = *In 1k*; "jk"*

2nm
a

kou

Using (E.48) and (E.49), (E.45) can be simplified to give (E.50).

m=-æn=-æ
ææ
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Method of Moments Analysis of an Infinite Array of Microstrip Dipoles

Parameters k* and k, are no longer continuous variables but take on the discrete values

given by (E.51).

2nmk
X

+ kou
. 2nnl( = 

-+k^V
vbu (E.s1)

a

In this way, the integration has been reduced to a summation over the Floquet modes (m,n).

Furthermore, the singularity points in the Green's function, due to the roots of the T. and T,n

functions, are avoided. Note that the scan angle information is incorporated in the k* and k,
variables.

8.3.2 Formulation of the Method of Moments Analysis

The geometry for an infinite array of microstrip dipoles is shown in Figure E-7. The

microstrip dipoles are assumed thin, orientated in the x direction and fed with idealised

delta gap generators at their midpoints.

Since (E.50) gives the electric field due to an infinite array of electric current sources, the

method of moments analysis only needs to be applied to a single microstrip dipole element.

Due to the array periodicity, all microstrip dipoles in the infinite array and their mutual

interactions are also accounted for in the analysis.

/v
+'
ì\

\
o\

t
d

T
L - microstrip dipole length
Vy' - microstrip dipole width
a - dipole spacing in x direction
b - dipole spacing in y direction

d - substrate thickness
q - dielectric constant of substrate
(0,Q) - beam steer angle
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FIGURE E-7: Geometry of an infinite array ol microstrip dipoles
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The microstrip dipole is subdivided into N segments and using a similar procedure to that

described in the MoM analysis of a finite microstrip dipole artay, the matrix equation (8.52)

can be derived.

[o] = tltrl (8.s2)

[u] = {å

[r] =

N

lrl = V'l

1

ab

at feedpoint

otherwise

I

r2

(E.53)

(E.s4)

(E.55)

sin (k,d) (E.56)

I

2..
U

m=-ælì=-æ

cfj{t., r.r) = -j
zoIe.r.] -ul)ur"os (k,d) +3t,[( -o1)sin (k,d)
ko T T

e m

Functions Fp(k*) and Fu(kr) are the Fourier transforms of the basis functions fo(x¡,xi) and

fu(yj,yi), respectively. Note that y¡ = y¡ for a x-directed dipole. The impedance matrix can be

calculated numerically and the unknown current distribution [I] can be determined using

(E.s7).

tll = tzl-t ryl (E.s7)

The computation of lZl can be made more efficient if the following aspects are considered

. [Z] has a Toeplitz like symmetry, thus only the first row and the first column need be

computed (2N - I elements rather than N2).

Zii=Z¡_l,j_t l<i,j<N
. The Green's function G"t** should only be calculated once for each set of (k*,kr) and

not recalculated for each matrix element. Similarly, the Fourier transforms of the basis

functions, Fu and Fo, only need to be calculated once for each (kx, ky).
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Method of Moments Analysis of an Infinite Array of Microstrip Dipoles

The summation over the Floquet modes (m,n) is finite. Generally, limits as low as

m, n = *30 for grid spacings of the order of )rl2 wtll result in the convergence of Zi¡.

Figure E-8 contains a summary of the method of moments analysis applied to an infinite

array of microstrip dipoles.

[4 - r.]).i" (krd)(r,03- r.])r.r.os (k,d) + jk,

-þ'r.k3

.2nn.1i*, = 1+K0v k; = k;

IZ.
U ab

m=-æn=-æ

cfl{r.., r.r) = -i?o
'o T T

sin (k,d)
e m

Tn-, = trkrcos (krd) + jkr sin (krd)

T" = krcos (krd) + jkrsin (krd)

. 2nm** =;+Kou

Ào zo Et-
{to

ko = crlr-eo¡ro
2n

Im {k,} < 0

þ' Im {kr} < 0

u = sin0cos0

v = sinOsinO

L - dipole length

W - dipole width

\ - free space wavelength

co - angular frequency ofoperation

2

Ik

Fp(k*) is the Fourier transform of the basis function used in the x direction.

FuGy) is the Fourier transform of the basis function used in the y direction.

["] = [r]

a - dipole spacing in the x direction

b - dipole spacing in the y direction
q - dielectric constant of substrate

d - thickness of substrate

(0,Q) is the scan angle of the array

r -.t ( I at feedpoint
LVI = [o orherwise

lZl= [21¡]

[I] is the unknown current distribution

FIGURE E-8: The method of moments analysis of an infinite array of microstrip dlpoles.

I
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8.4 Choice of Basis Functions

The choice of the basis function can often dictate the accuracy of the moment method

solution. Three cornmon choices are discussed in this section.

8.4.1Pulse Function

The use of the pulse function as the subsectional basis function results in a step

approximation of the current distribution as shown in Figure E-9. Half segments are left at

the ends to enforce the open circuit boundary condition at the dipole ends. The pulse

function is the simplest representation of the current distribution and yields the poorest

results. Consequently, it is generally not used as the basis function in the method of
moments analysis. It is, however, conìmonly used to represent the current in the y direction

of a thin x-directed microstrip dipole. The assumption of a thin microstrip dipole means that

the crude approximation of the pulse function does not significantly affect the accuracy of

the overall solution. The Fourier transform of the pulse function is given by (E.58).

(y)
(E.s8)

if k = 0x

Sln

r f (*)

f (x) =

0'y,

1
TI-t<*<,

0 otherwise
I
,2

0

I* = )o,f (x-xi)
i=l

N

x¡¡

0'3.

A1

c{¡

X1 x2 x3 aaa .L
N+ 1

L

FIGURE E-9: The step approximation of the current distribution l*.
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8.4.2 T[iangular Function

f (x) =

c[1

0

-l<x<I

otherwise I

r f (x)

0 T

N

I* = I o,f (x-x¡)
i= 1

X¡ X2 X3 ..o

û,¡

X¡ .L
N+ 1

L

FIGURE E-10: The piece-wise linear approximation of the current distribution lr.

Representing the current distribution by a summation of triangular functions results in the

piece-wise linear approximation shown in Figure E-10. Overlapping segments are used in

the approximation. The Fourier transform of the triangular function is given by (E.59).

F (k*) =

4-;srn
k'l
t

(E.se)

,( KT
X

T
if k = 0

X

8.4.3 Sinusoidal Function

The current distribution can be represented using a set of sinusoidal functions resulting in a

piece-wise sinusoidal approximation, as shown in Figure E-11. Overlapping segments are

used and the Fourier transform is given by (E.60).

2k" (cos (k./) - cos (k"/) )

u?"-u?-
F (k*) =

sin (k.l)
(E.60)
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I
r (x)

N

i= 1

x¡

sink" (/ - l^l)
f (x) = sink /

e

0

-l<x<l

otherwise
T 0

f* = ) o,f (x-x¡)

cI'¡¡o(1

X1 x2 X3 ... ,L
N+l{*

L

FIGURE E-l1: The piece-wise sinusoidal approx¡mation of the current distribution l*.

The parameter k. controls the curvature of the sinusoidal function. It has been found that a

value of k. given by (E.61) yields satisfactory results.

(E.61)

The sinusoidal basis functions produce good approximations of the current distribution

because the cur¡ents tend to be sinusoidal in nature.

k
o

k
e

rlt-,V2
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In this section, the program code for the method of moments analysis of an array of

microstrip dipoles is listed in Fortran J7 format The development, compilation and

execution of the program was performed on a Sun workstation with operating system

SunOS 4.I.3. Within this appendix, the code is printed in a courier font while explanations

and discussion are printed in a times roman font. 'Words highlighted by the italics style

indicate actual program variables.

F.l Method of Moments Analysis of a Finite Microstrip
Dipole Array

F.1.1 List of Subroutines and Program Structure

The method of moments analysis was programmed in the form of a Fortran library

subroutine which can be called from any Fortran main program. The following is a list of

the filenames and the subroutine names used in the MoM analysis.

File tmtezero.f
. Subroutine Calc-Tmzero (Tmzeros,sizeTm,er,d,ko)

. Subroutine Calc-Tezero (Tezeros,sizeTe,er,d,ko)

. SubroutineCalc_Te(Te,er,d,ko,beta)

. SubroutineCalc-Tm(Tm,e¡d,ko,beta)
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Subroutine Calc_dTe (dTe,er,d,ko,beta)

S ubroutine Calc_dTm (dTm,er,d,ko,beta)

Subroutine Calc_k1k2 (k1,k2,er,ko,beta)

Subroutine Sortzero (zeros,size,Tmzeros,sizeTm,Tezeros,sizeTe)

File symmetry.f
. Subroutine xypos (xpos,ypos,Ns,Nx,index,a,b,lx)

. Subroutine sortsym (ind_an1,ind_arr2,Ns,Nx,Ny,a,b,lx)

. Subroutine appsym (Z,Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny,ind_arrl,ind_an2,ko)

File calc zmn.f
. Subroutine calc_zmn (Z,Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny,freq,L,V/, erd,a,b,ZL,stepa,stepb,betalim)
. Subroutine TreatSingpts (Z,Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny,L,W,er,d,a,b,ko,ind_arrl,ind_an2,Tmzeros,Tezeros,

sizeTm,si zeTe,alpha,stepa)
. Subroutine integrate (Z,Ns,Nx,Ny,L,W,er,d,a,b,ko,ind_arrl,ind_arr2,minb,maxb,stepb,alpha,stepa)

File calc v.f
. Subroutine v_phasing (voltage,Nx,Ny,Ns,phasingx,phasingy)
. Subroutine v_scanangle (voltage,Nx,Ny,Ns,freq,L,a,b,deg_theta,deg_phi)

File calc i.f
. Subroutine calc_i (current,volta ge,Z,tot_seg)

. Subroutin e calc_zin (Zin,current,voltage,Ns,Nx,Ny)

File pwsdip.f or tdipole.f or pdipole.f
. Subroutine eval_lx (lx,Ns,L)
. Subroutine eval_Fp (Fp,er,ko,kx,lx)
. Subroutineeval_Fu(Fu,er,ko,ky,V/)

File tmtezero.f contains the subroutines that determine the singular points of the Green's

function while file symmetry.f contains the routines associated with identifying the

symmetries in the impedance matrix. Files calc_zmn.f , calc i.f and calc_v.f contain the

main subroutines needed to perform the method of moments analysis. An additional file

containing the subroutines that calculate the Fourier transform of the basis functions is

needed to complete the program. There are three f,les to choose from depending on the

chosen basis function:
. pwsdip.f contains the routines for a piecewise sinusoidal representation.
. tdipole.f contains the routines for the triangular basis functions.
. pdipole.f contains the routines for a pulse function representation.

To compile and run the program, a main program (main.f) is needed to call the required

subroutines. When writing the main program, note that Fortran 77 passes the data back to

the main program by f,lling the columns first in a continuous stream. There is potential for
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Method of Moments Analysis of a Finite Microstrip Dipole Array

confusion if the matrix size in the main program is not the same as that in the subroutine.

Consider, for example, the case of a lxl array where 3 segments are used per dipole. In the

main program, the Zmatrixmay be defined with dimensions (5,5) but will be declared with

dimensions (3,3) in the subroutine (i.e. NxNyNs = 3). Consequently, the matrix Z in the

subroutine will be passed back to the main program in the following manner.

A1l A32 0 0

To avoid any confusion, one of the following measures should be taken

1. Define theZmatrix in the main program to have the same dimensions as that declared

in the subroutine. Given numerical values for the number of segments (N.) and the

ar:ray size (N* x Nr), the required matrix dimensions are as follows:

z (NsNxNy, NsNxNy)

Zsw (N.N*Ny, NsNxNy)

Zin (N*,Nr)

voltage (NsNxNy)

current (NsNxNy)

2. Use the following index conversion formula (F.1) to find the correct element in the

arlay.

( tn-l)a,+m-lì (tn-l)a,+m-ll
i=reml ;' l+I j=truncl t' l+I (F.l)-(. A2 ) ' [ ^z )
Index (m,n) is the index of the matrix in the subroutine while (ij) is the index of the

matrix in the main program. Dimension a1 x b1 refers to the matrix size in he

subroutine (ar = br - NsNxNy) while A1 x B1 is the matrix size in the main program.

In terms of Fortran code, (F.1) can be implemented using the following code:

i = MOD ((n-1)*a1+m-1,Ä'2) + 1

j = TNr (((n-1)*a1+m-1) /A2) + L

3. Any subsequent scrutiny or analysis of the matrices should be performed in a

subroutine. This is the simplest and most recommended option.

An example of a main program is shown below where a subroutine print-to-file is used to

write the solution to a file "results.txt".

A2lA,¡ooo
A¡,Arr000
A,rArrooo
Arr 0 000
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Program Main
implicit none

double precision
integer
double complex
double complex
double complex
doubfe precision
double precision
double precision

er, d, L, W, a, b, deg_theta, deq3hi
Nx, Ny, Ns
Z ( 1000, L000), ZL, voltage ( 1000)
zsw ( 1000, 1000 )

current ( l- 0 0 0 ) . Z in ( 10 0 0 , 1- 0 0 0 )

freq, ko
c, pi
stepa, stepb, betaLim

parameter (c = 2.99192458d08)
parameter (pi = 3.1-41-592654d001

real rwksp(500000)
conìmon /worksp/ rwksp
call iwkin(500000)

.0d08
5

-2
2-5
.L9

freq

d=0
L=0
VrI= 0

b=0

39
01
5

5

&

Nx=3
Nv=3
Ns=1
deg_theta = 0.0
deg3hi = 0.0
ZL = dcmpl-x(0.0d00, 0.0d00)

þ6 = l*pj*freq/c
stepa = 0.01
stepb = ko/100
betal-im = 50*ko

caf l-

call
cal I
cal- l-
call

calc_zmn (Z,Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny, freq, Ir,W, er, d, a,b,ZL,
stepa, stepb, betalim)

v_scananqle (voltage, Nx, Ny, Ns, f req, L, a, b, deg_theta, deg__¡¡hí )

calc_i (current, voltage, Z, totseg)
calc_zin (Zj-n, current,voltage, Ns,Nx,Ny)
print_to_fi1e (Ns,Nx,Ny, Z, Zírr,current,'results. txt, )

end

subroutine print_to_fi1e (Ns,Nx,Ny, Zin, current, filename)
impli-cit none

inteqer
double complex
double complex
charac ter* 1 6

inteqer

Ns, Nx, Ny
Zin (Nx, Ny)
current (Ns*Nx*Ny)
f il-ename
indexl, index2 , tot_seg

tot-seg = Nx*Ny*Ns
open

write

(20, file=fj-1ename, access=' append' . status='unknown, )
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10
100
110

do indexl = 1, Nx
do index2 = 1,Ny

write (20, 1-00) indexl, index2, Zin(index1, index2)
enddo

enddo
write (20,]-0) 'Current matrix'
do indexl = l-, tot_segr

write (20, l-10) indexl, current(indexl)
enddo

f ormat (414 )

format (2I5,2F15.5)
format (I5,2F15.5)
close (20)
end

The program can be compiled using the f77 command in the following syntax

flJ -o <excecutable> main.f calc zmn.f calc i.f calc v.f tmtezero.f symmetry.f pwsdip.f -limslib

or use tdipole.f or
depending on the

chosen

F.1.2 Determining the Zeros of the T" and T,r, Functions

To find the roots of the T" and T- functions, it is necessary to consider the behaviour of

these functions with B.

I

Name of the excecutable file

T* = e.krcos (krd) + jkrsin (kld)

T" = klcos (krd) + jkrsin (krd)

r.rl- Þ'

link ro IMSL
library routine

Im{k,} <0

Im{kr} <0

k,=*
k2 = -.r@--t

Table F-l shows the form of the T" and T,o functions for the three possible ranges of B. A

complete analysis of the \ and T- functions using Table F-l reveals that zeros can only

occur within the range ko < Þ = ^ltrOo. 
The fact that T. is purely real and T. is purely

imaginary in this range, grsatly simplifies the determination of the zeros.

There are several numerical methods for determining the zeros of a function. The most

commonly used method is the Newton-Raphson method because of the fast convergence

exhibited by this routine. The Newton-Raphson method, however, is inherently difficult to

implement in applications which require all roots to be located in ascending order.

Consequently, a bisectional method was implemented. The bisectional method is based on

the intermediate value theorem which states that if a continuous function f(x) has opposite

signsatx=aandx=b(b>a)thenfmustbezerosomewhereon[a,b].Therootisfoundby
the repeated bisection of the interval and in each iteration, choosing the half that satisfies
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p<k
o ko<Þ=^l%oo ,[1to'Þ

kr=al kl=al k1 = -jb1

k2= a2 k2= -jb2 k2= -jb2

T" = a" +jb" Te ae T" = jb"

T.=a^+jb,o T- = jb- T- = jb-

cfj = x+¡y cfi =:v o:l v

x,y are real numbers

Table F-1: The complex form of the Te, Tm and Green's function for varying p.

the sign conditions. The bisectional method is simple but slowly convergent when

compared to the Newton-Raphson method. The roots of the T. and T,n functions, however,

are only calculated once for a particular affay geometry hence the computational

inefficiency of the bisectional method has a negligible effect on the overall performance of
the program.

ß.1.2.I Subroutine Calc k1k2

Subroutine Calc klk2 calculates the z-directed propagation constant in the dielectric (k1)

and in free space (k2).

t? = ..t3- Pt Im{k,} <0

Im{kr} <02

2
k Y?o- þ'

Subroutine Calc_k1k2 (kL,k2, er,ko,beta)
implicit none

c INPUT VARIABLES
double precision ko,er,beta

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
double complex k1-,k2

k1 = CDSQRT (dcmpfx(er*ko*ko - beta*beta))
if (dimag(kl) .cT. 0.0d00) then

k1 = -k1
endi f
k2 = CDSQRT (dcmplx(ko*ko - beta*beta))
if (dimas(k2) .cT. 0.0d00) then

k2 = -k2
endi f
end
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F.L.2.2 Subroutine Calc-Te and Calc-Tm

Subroutine Calc-Te calculates the T" function

T" = klcos (k,d) + jkrsin (kld)

Subroutine Calc-Te (Te, er,d, ko,beta)
implicit none

c INPUT VARTÀBLES
double precision er.beta,ko,d

c OUTPUT VARTABLES
double complex Te

c LOCAL VÀRIABLES
double complex kL,k2
doubÌe complex j

parameter (j = dcmplx(0.0d+00,1.0d+00) )

calf Calc-k1k2 (k1, k2, er,ko,beta)
Te = k1*cdcos(kl*d) + j*k2*cdsin(k1*d)

end

Subroutine Calc Tm calculates the T. function.

T,n = Erkrcos (krd) +jktsin (kld)

Subroutine Cafc-Tm (Tm, er, d, ko, beta)
implicit none

c INPUT VARIABLES
double precisíon er,beta, ko, d

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
double complex Tm

c LOCAL VARIABLES
double complex
double complex

kr,k2
j

parameter (j dcmplx (0.0d+00, 1.0d+00) )

call Cal-c-k1k2 (k1, k2, er,ko,beta)
Tm = er*k2*cdcos(k1*d) + j*k1*cdsin(k1*d)

end
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F.1.2.3 Subroutine Calc dTe and Calc dTm

Subroutines Calc-dTe and Calc-dTm determines the derivatives of the T. and T* functions

with respect to variable B according to equation set (F.2).

ðT" ðk, .. ðk, .ðk., .. ðk,

ã-B = ;U'cos 
(krd) -krdsin (krd)ãF .jãF sin (krd) +jkrdcos (krd)ãF

âTn, ðk, .. .. ðk, .âk, ak,

ãp-"' = ¡U'e.cos 
(krd) -e.krdsin (krd) 

aB' 
* jãp'sin (k,d) + jk'dcos (k,O)aF

r.k3- 2k,=* p Im{k,} <0

k3-kr=* B Im{kr} <0

ðkt

aB =*
-B

2

2

-_p
k

(F.2)

Subroutine Calc_dTe (dTe, er, d, ko,beta)
implicit none

c TNPUT VARÏABLES
double precision er,beta, ko, d

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
double complex dTe

c LOCAL VARIABLES
double complex k1, k2. dk1, dk2
double complex temp1, temp2
double complex )

parameter (j = dcmplx (0.0d+00, t.0d+00) )

calI Calc_k1k2 (k1,k2,er,ko,beta)
dk1 = -beta/k1
dk2 = -beta/k2
templ = dk1*cdcos(k1*d) - k1*d*dk1*cdsin(k1*d)
temp2 = j*dk2*cdsin(k1*d) + j*k2*d*dk1*cdcos(k1*d)
dTe=temp1 +t.emp2

end
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Subroutine Calc-dTm (dTm, er, d, ko,beta)
implicit none

c INPUT VARIABLES
double precision er,beta, ko, d

c OUTPUT VARIABI,ES
double complex dTm

c LOCAL VARfABLES
double complex
double complex
doubl-e complex

kr,k2, dk1 , dk2
templ, temp2
l

parameter (j = dcmplx (0.0d+00,1.0d+00) )

call Calc-kl-k2 (k1 , k2, er, ko, beta)
dk1 = -beta,/k1
dk2 = -beta/k2
templ = er*dk2*cdcos(kl-*d) - er*k2*d*dk1*cdsin(kl-*d)
temp2 = j*dk1*cdsin(k1*d) + j*k1*d*dk1*cdcos (k1*d)
dTm=temp1+temp2

end

ß.1.2.4 Subroutine Calc Tezero and Calc Tmzero

Subroutine Calc Tezero and Calc Tmzero contains the code that finds the zeros of the Te

andTm functions. Successive zeros are determined and storedin array Tmzeros andTezeros

in ascending order. The number of zeros found is returned in the variable sizeTm and sizeTe.

Subroutine Calc-Tmzero (Tmzeros,sizeTm, er, d, ko)
implicj-t none

c INPUT VARIABLES
double precisj-on er,ko,d

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
double precision Tmzeros (50)
inLeger sizeTm

c LOCAL VÀRIABLES
integrer
doubl-e precision
double precisj-on
double precision
double complex
double complex

n, index
min, max, step
beta, betal , beta2 , mid
iTm1, iTm2 , iTmmíd
Tm1, Tm2 , Tmmid
)

parameter (j = dcmplx(0.0d+00,1.0d+00) )

min = ko
max = dsqrt(er)*ko
step = (max-min) /50
index = 0
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c Move along variable bet.a until we detect a chanqe in sign
do beta = min,max,step

betal = beta
beta2=beta+step
cal-I Calc_Tm (Tm1 , er,
calf Calc_Tm (Tm2,er,
irml = DIMAG(Tn1 )

irm2 = DIMAG(Tm2)

d, ko, be
d, ko, be

tal )

rua2l

c ff a change in sign is detected, apply bisectional method
c with 100 iterations.

if (DSIGN(iTm1, iTm2) .NE. írm1) then

do n = 1,100
mid = (beta1 + beta2) /2.0d00
cal-l Calc_Tm (Tmnid, er, d, ko,mid)
iTmmid = DIMAG(rmmid)

if (DSIGN(iTm1, iTmmid)
beta2 = mid
irm2 = iTrnmid

else
betal- = mid
irml = iTÍìrnid

endi f

NE. iTml ) then

enddo
index=index+l-
Tmzeros (index) = (beta1+beta2)/2.0d00

endí f

enddo
sizeTm = index

end

Subroutj-ne Calc Tezero (Tezeros,sizeTe,er,d,ko)
implicit none

c INPUT VARTÀBLES
double precision er,ko,d

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
doubl-e precision Tezeros (50)
inteqer sizeTe

c LOCAL VARIABLES
integer
doubl-e precision
double precision
doubl-e precision
doubl-e complex
doubl-e compl-ex

n, index
min, max, step
beta, betal , beta2 , mid
iTe1, iTe2 , iTemid
Te1, Te2 , Temid
j

parameter (j = dcmplx(0.0d+00,1.0d+00) )

min = ko
max = dsqrt(er)*ko
steP = (max-min)/50
index = 0
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c Move along variable beta until- we detect a change in sign
do beta = min,max,step

betal = beta
beta2=beta+step
call Calc-Te (Te1, er, d, ko,betal-)
call Cal-c_Te (Te2, er.d, ko,beta2)
irel_ = REAL (Te1)
ife2 = REAL (Te2)

c If a chanqe in sign is detected, apply bisectional method
c with l-00 iterations.

if (DSTGN(irel-, i1e2) .NE.iTe1) then
do n = 1,100

mid = (beta1 + beta2)/2.0d00
call CaIc-Te (Temid, er, d, ko,mid)
iTemid = REAL (Temid)
if (DSTGN(iTe1, iremid) .NE.iTe1) then

beta2 = mid
i1e2 = itemid

else
betal = mid
iTel = iremid

endi f
enddo
index=index+L
Tezeros (index) = (betal-+be|ua2l /2.0d00

endif

enddo
sizeTe = index
end

F.1.2.5 Subroutine Sortzero

Having calculated the zeros of the T. and T* functions, the zeros are sorted in ascending

order. The ascending order is required for compatibility with the subroutine that calculates

the impedance matrix. A fairly simple sorting procedure is used which relies on the fact that

the Tezeros and Tmzero,s arrays contain the zeros of the \ and T,o functions in ascending

order.

Subroutine Sortzero (zeros,size,lmzeros,sizeTm,
& Tezeros, sizeTe)
j-mplicit none

c TNPUT VARIABLES
integer sizeTm, sizeTe
doubl-e precisi-on Tmzeros (sizeTm) , Tezeros (sizeTe)

c OUPUT VARfABLES
integer size
doubl-e precision zeros (sizeTm+sizeTe)

c LOCAL VARIABLES
integer
indexTe = 1

indexTm = 1

indexTe, indexTm, index
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do index = l,sizeTe+si-zeTm
if (indexTe.EQ.sizeTe+1-) then

zeros (index) = Tmzeros(indexTm)
elseif (indexTm.EQ.sizeTm+1) then

zeros (index) = Tezeros (indexTe)
elseif (Tmzeros (indexTm) .LT.Tezeros (indexTe) )

zeros(index) = Tmzeros (indexTm)
indexTm=indexTm+1

el-seif (Tezeros ( j-ndexTe) .LT.Tmzeros (indexTm) )

zeros (j-ndex) = lezeros (indexTe)
indexTe=indexTe+1

endif
enddo
size = sizeTe+sizeTm
end

then

then

F.1.3 Determining the Symmetries of the Impedance Matrix

In the impedance matrix, the index (ij) of an element represents the coupling between the

two dipole segments i and j in the affay. The numbering of the segments is shown in Figure

F-1.In the evaluation of the impedance matrix, there are only two terms that are dependent

on the index and the position of the segment. These are the exponent terms 
"jk*(xt-*') 

und

"jkr 
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N. - Number of segments Segment i. on microstrip dipole (i*,ir) has index:
N*-Numherofmicrosfripclipolesinxdirection i = [(iy-l)N*+ (i*-l)]N+i*
N, _ Number of microstrip dipoles in y direction _ 

f ,r l l ) NxN + (i* _ 1) N + i,

FIGURE F-l: lndexing of elements of array.

l. The vector distance between segments i to j is not the same as the vector distance from j to i since
direction is important.
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Since the Z matrix symmetries depend on the size of the array and the number of segments

per dipole, the matrix syÍìmetries need to be determined for each individual case before the

method of moments analysis is performed. Determining the matrix symmetries is a simple

two step process:

1. Calculate the coordinates of the segments in question.

2. Determine the vector distance between the segments and compare it to the other

vector distances of the array to determine if it is a base element.

F.1.3.1 Subroutine XYPos

Subroutine XYPos determines the coordinates of a particular segment index. Figure F-1

shows the relationship between the segment index (i) to the segment number of the

microstrip dipole (i.) and the microstrip dipole index (ix,iy). The origin of the coordinate

system is arbitrary and is chosen to coincide with the coordinates of the first segment (i.e.

i.= i^ - iy = 1). The coordinates of a particular segment number is given by (F.3) where a is

the spacing between microstrip dipoles in the x direction, b is the spacing between

::
45 6

2 J

FIGURE F-2: The symmetries associated with a 3x3 array with 1 segment per

microstrip dipole.

segments i to j is the same as the vector distance between segments k to l. Note that the

impedance matrix is in general, not reciprocal (Z¡:+Z¡1) and does not exhibit Toeplitz

symmetry (Zi¡+Zr_r, j_ I ) for array sizes larger than a lxl array. For example, Figure F-2

shows the symmetries associated with the impedance matrix of a 3x3 array where only 1

segment per microstrip dipole is used. The matrix elements highlighted by bold and italics

styles are the only elements that need to be calculated and are referred to as the base

elements. There are only 25 base elements compared to a total of 81 elements in the matrix.

Exploiting such symmetries significantly reduces the computational time of the MoM

technique.
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microstrip dipoles in the y direction and / is the distance between test points in adjacent

segments.

x= (i*-1)a+ (i,-I)I
(iy-1)b (F.3)

v

subroutine xlæos (xpos,ypos,Ns,Nx, index, a,b, 1x)
implicit none

c OUTPUT VARIÀBLES
doubl-e precision xpos, ]apos

c INPUT VARIABLES
integer
doubl-e precision

index, Ns, Nx
Ix, a, b

c LOCAL VARIABLES
integer l-s, l-x, ]-y

is = MOD(index,Ns)
j-f (is.EQ.0) then

:^ 
- 

ìr^15 - t\5

endi f
ix = MoD( (index-is) /Ns,Nx) + 1

iy = (index - is - (ix - l-)*Ns)/ (Nx*Ns)
xpos = (ix - 1)*a + (is-1)*lx
ypos=(iy-1)*b
end

+1

f J,.3.2 Subroutine SortSym

Subroutine SortSym determines the symmetry of the impedance matrix. The exact

algorithm used can be ascertained from the code listing provided below. The f,nal result of
subroutine SortSym is to evaluate two arrays ind_arrl andind_arr2. An element (ij) in
these arrays contain the indices of the base element (m,n) that has the same vector distance

as (ij). If (ij) is the base element, then the arrays will simply contain (ij). Array ind_arrl
contains the first index while ind arr2 contains the second index. In order to perform a

process of calculations on only the base elements, the following algorithm should be used

do indexi = 1,tot_seg
do indexj = 1,Lot-seg

if ( (ind_arr1 (indexi, indexj )

& (ind_arr2 (indexi, índexj )

EQ. indexí) .awo.
EQ.indexj)) then

{Code which performs calculations on base elements}

endi f
enddo

enddo
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subroutine sort.s)¡m ( ind-arr1, ind-arr2 , Ns, Nx, Ny, a, b, 1x)
implicit none

c OUTPUT VARTABLES
integer
integer

c INPUT VARIABLES
inteqer
doubl-e precision

(Ns*Nx*Ny, Ns*Nx*Ny)
(Ns*Nx*Ny, Ns*Nx*Ny)

ind arrl-
ind arr2

Ns, Nx, Ny
a,b,l-x

c LOCAL VARIABLES
integer indexi, indexj, tot-seg, same, index
doubl-e precision xi, yi ,xl ,vl
doubl-e complex diffvec, j

c NOTE: Size of the following variable arrays may need to be increased
c for a large value of Nx*Ny*Ns. eg for the case of Nx=Ny=25 with Ns=3
c would require an array size of 1,2005. The parameter maxu must al-so be
c chanqed to reflect the size of the array. eg. parameter (maxu=12005)

integer uníquei1- (10000)
integer uniquej-2 (10000), maxu
double complex unique (10000)

parameter (maxu=10000 )

parameter (j = dcnplx(0.0d00,1.0d00) )

do indexi = l,maxu
uniquel (indexi) =0
unique2 (indexi) =0
unique (indexi) =dcmplx (0. 0d00, 0. 0d00)

enddo
tot-seg = Ns*Nx*NY
uniqueil(1) = 1-

uniquei2 (1) = 1-

do indexi = l-, tot-seg
do indexj = 1. tot-seg

c Determine distance between el-ements.
call xlpos (xi, yi, Ns, Nx, indexi,
call xlpos (xj , yj , Ns, Nx, indexj ,

diffvec = (xi-xj ) +j " (yi-yj )

c Determine if the distance between element i and j is unique so far
c If noL, point to index it corresponds to in array ind-arr1 and
c ind-arr2. Otherwise, point to itself.

same = 0

index = 1

do while ( (same.EQ.0) .AND. (uniqueil(index) .NE.0) )

if (abs (unique(index) -diffvec) .LT.1.0d-10) then
same = 1

el-se
i-ndex=index+1

endi- f
enddo
if (same.EQ.1) then

ind-arr1(indexi, indexj ) = uniqueil (index)
ind-arr2 (indexi, indexj ) = uniquei2 (j-ndex)

efse
ind-arrl (indexi, indexj ) = indexi
ind-arr2 (indexi, j-ndexj ) = indexj

lx
1x

a, b,
a, b,
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unique(index) = diffvec
uniqueil(index) = indexi
uniquei2 (index) = indexj

endi f
enddo

enddo
end

F.1.3.3 Subroutine AppSym

Subroutine AppSym fills in the remaining elements of the impedance matrix once the base

elements have been calculated.

subroutine appsl¡m (Z,Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny, ind arr1, ind arr2,ko)
implicj-t none

c TNPUT VAR]ABLES
inteqer
ínteger
integer
double precision

NS, NX, Ny
ind_arr1 (Ns *Nx*Ny, Ns *Nx*Ny 

)

ind_arr2 ( Ns *Nx*Ny, Ns *Nx*Ny 
)

ko

c ÏNOUT VARTABLE
doubfe complex
doubfe complex

c LOCAL VARIABLES
integer
integer
doubl-e precision
doubfe complex

parameter
parameter
parameter

Z (Ns*Nx*Ny,Ns*Nx*Ny)
Zsw (Ns *Nx*Ny, Ns *Nx*Ny)

tot_seq, indexi, indexj
sym_indi. sym_indj
f)I, LO

j

(zo = 376.7303135d00)
(pi = 3.141-592654d00)
(j = dcmplx(0.0d00, 1.0d00) )

tot-seg = Ns*Nx*Ny
do indexi = l-, tot_segt

do indexj = 1,tot-seg
if ( (ind-arr1 (indexi, indexj).EQ.indexi) .aNO.

& ( ind_arr2 (indexi, indexj ) .EQ. indexj ) ) then
z ( indexi, indexj ) =j*Zo*Z(indexi, indexj ) / (4*pi*pi*ko)
Zsw ( indexi, indexj ) -j*7o*rr* ( indexi. indexj ) / (4*pi*pì_*ko)

endif
enddo

enddo
do indexi = 1,tot_seg

do indexj = 1,tot-seg
sym_indi = ind_arr1 ( indexi, indexj )

sym-indj = ind_arr2 (indexi, indexj )

Z (indexi, indexj ) = Z (sym-indi, sym-indj )

Zsw (j-ndexi, indexj ) = Zsw (sym_indi, syrn_indj )

enddo
enddo
end
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F.1.4 Calculating the Impedance Matrix

The formula used to calculate the elements of the impedance matrix is contained in Section

E.2. The complex integration, along integration paths that do not include singularity points,

is numerically evaluated from first principles according to (F.4). Function Y(B,u) is the

integrand including the Green's function and the Fourier transforms of the subsectional

basis functions. Function Y(p,u) is a function of B and o given the index (ij) of the two

segments under consideration.

Y (p, u) pÀBÂcr (F.4)

Equation (F.5) is the formula used to treat the singularity points where:

. T(B) has a zero at Bs (i.e. the T" or T- function which has root Bs)

. f(B) is the non singular portion of the integrand including the T. or T,o function which

does not have a root a B9.

. r'(Þo) = $r (B) lp = p.

2n

.2n .B^^- 2n o'^*

J; [::Y (8, cr) BdBda = I >
cx=0Þ=Þ.¡n

Jl"-:ffiÞdcr=
nf (p0)

T'(Þo)
_J ÞAcr (F.s)

cx,=0

The numerical integration introduces four parameters which determine the accuracy of the

solution:
. Âo controls the step size of the integration over the cx variable and should be

infinitesimally small in the ideal case.

. 
^B 

controls the step size of the integration over the B variable and should also be

infinitesimally small.

. B limit controls the upper limit to the integration over the p variable and should be

ideally infinite.
. õ controls the clearance around the singularity point and should be infinitesimally

small.

For practical reasons, such as reducing the computational time, the values of these

parameters must depart from the ideal case.

Since most terms in the integrand are independent of the index (ij) and are only functions

of (B,cr), the program can be made more computationally efficient by performing the

summation for all (ij) simultaneously for each value of (B,cr) (i.e. all elements of matrix [Z]
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are simultaneously computed rather than serially computing each element Zi¡ individually).

Terms like the Green's function and tho Fourier transforms of the basis functions are

therefore calculated only once for each value of (B,cx). Equation (F.6) shows the form of the

integration along sections of the integration path that do not include singularity points.

Equation (F.7) illustrates how the singular points are treated.

2n

I (F.6)

a=0Þ

Þru*

I
=Þ*n

BABAaY
NN

i = I j = 1

[È,È-,ñËj)
2n

ÞAcr (F.7)

ct=0

F.1.4.1 Subroutine TreatSingPts

Subroutine TreatSingPts determines the contribution in the integration due to the singular

points using (F.7). The contribution due to the T- and the T" functions are added to the Z

matrix for all elements. Matrix Zr* is an exact copy of the Z matrix after the completion of
this routine. The Z matrix, however, is modif,ed in subsequent calculations while matrix

Zr* only contains the contribution due to the singularity points. It is useful in the

determination of the efficiency of the array and the proportion of power that is lost to the

substrate modes represented by the roots of the T" and T- functions.

Subroutine Treatsingpts (Z,Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny,L,W, er, d, a,b, ko,
& ind arrl-,tnd_arr2,Tmzeros,Tezeros.
& sizeTm, sizeTe, a1pha, stepa)
implicit none

c INPUT VÄR]ABLES
inteqer
integrer
integer
double precision
double precision

sizeTm, sizeTe, Ns, Nx, Ny
ind_arr1 (Ns *Nx*Ny, Ns *Nx*Ny 

)

ind_arr2 ( Ns *Nx*Ny, Ns *Nx*Ny)
Tmzeros (sizeTm) , Tezeros (sizeTe)
a1pha, stepa, L, W, ko, er, d, a, b

c IN OUT VARTABLES

c LOCAL VARIABLES

double complex
double complex

inteqer
double precision
doubfe precision
double compJ-ex
double complex
double complex
doubl-e precision
double complex

Z (Ns*Nx*Ny, Ns*Nx*Ny)
Zsw ( Ns *Nx*Ny, Ns *Nx*Ny 

)

index, indexi, indexj , tot_seg
beta, kx, ky, lx, Fp, Fu
xi, xj . yi,yl
kL ,k2 , Te, Tm, dTm, dTe
term1, term2, TeTmGxx
expterm, term
pi
j
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parameter (pi = 3.141592654d00)
parameter (j = dcmplx (0.0d00,1.0d00) )

tot-seq = Ns*Nx*Ny

c Treat alJ- singularity points associated wit.h the zeros of the
c Tm function and add i-ts contribution to the Z matrix for all
c elements simultaneously.

do index = l,sizeTm
beta = Tmzeros(index)
kx = beta*DcoS (a1pha)
ky = beta*osIN(a1pha)
call eval-1x (lx,Ns,L)
call- eval-Fp (Fp, er, ko,kx, l-x)
call eval--Fu (Fu, er , ko, ky, W)

caLl Calc-k1k2 (k1,k2, er, ko,beta)
call Calc-dTm (dTm, er.d, ko,beta)
cal-l- Calc-Te (Te, er, d, ko, beta)
terml - (er*ko*ko-kx*kx) *k2*cDcos (kl*d)
term2 = j*k1*(ko*ko - kx*kx)*CDSIN(k1*d)
TeTmcxx = (term1+Lerm2) *CDSIN(k1*d)

&

do indexi = 1, t.ot_segt
do indexj = l-, tot-seg

if ( (ind-arrl- (indexi, indexj ) .EQ. indexi) .AND.
( ind-arr2 ( indexi, indexj ) . EQ. indexj ) ) then

call xlpos (xi,yi,Ns,Nx. i-ndexi,a,b, 1x)
call xlzpos (xj,vj,Ns,Nx, indexj,a,b, 1x)
expterm = CDEXP(j*kx* (xi-xj ) ) *CDEXP(j*ky* (yi-yj ) )

term = -j "pi*Fp*Fu*TeTmGxx*expterm*Fp*Fu*beta*stepa
Z (indexi, indexj ) =Z (indexi, j-ndexj ) +term/ (dTm*Te)
Zsw(indexi, indexj ) =Zsw(indexi-, indexj ) +term/ (dTm*Te)

endi-f
enddo

enddo

enddo

c Treat all singularity points associated with the zeros of the
c Te function and add its contribution to the Z matrix for all-
c elements simultaneously.

do index = l,sizeTe
beta = Tezeros(index)
kx = beta*DCOS(alpha)
ky = beta*DSIN(a1pha)
call eval_lx (Ix,Ns,L)
call eval-Fp (Fp, er, ko, kx, lx)
call eval-Fu (Fu, er,ko,ky,W)
call- CaLc-k1k2 (k1, k2, er, ko,beta)
call Calc-dTe (dTe, er,d, ko,beta)
cal-1 Calc-Tm (Tm, er, d,ko,beta)
terml = (er*ko*ko-kx*kx) *k2*CDCOS (k1*d)
term2 = j*k1*(ko*ko - kx*kx)*CDSIN(k1*d)
TeTmGxx - (term1+term2 ) *CDSIN (k1*d)

do indexi = 1,tot-seg
do indexj = 1, tot-se9

if ( (ind-arr1 (indexi, indexj ) .EQ. indexi) .AND.
(ind-arr2 (indexi, indexj ) .EQ. indexj ) ) then
call xlpos (xi, yi-, Ns, Nx, indexi, a, b, lx)
call xlpos (xj,yj,Ns,Nx, indexj,a,b, lx)
expterm=CDExP ( j *kx* (xi-xj ) ) "CDEXP ( j*ky* (yi-vj ) )

&
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term = -j *pi*Fp"pu*TeTmGxx*expterm*Fp*Fu*beta*stepa
Z (indexi, indexj ) =Z (indexi, indexj ) +term/ (dTm*Te)
Zsw(indexi, indexj ) =Zsw(indexi. indexj ) +term/ (dTm*Te)

endif
enddo

enddo
enddo
end

F.1.4.2 Subroutine Integrate

Subroutine Integrate performs the integration def,ned by (F.6) from B = Þmin to Þ = Þrnu*

with a step size of Ap. The integration is performed over two halves so that the discrete

points used in the integration is symmetrical about the singularity point. Such an algorithm

is required to minimize the error that occurs when integrating near the singularity point for
a small value of ô.

Subrout.ine integrate ( Z, ms, Nx, Ny, L, W, er, d, a, b, ko, ind arrl-,
& ind_arr2,minb,maxb, stepb, a1pha, stepa)
impJ-icit none

c INPUT VARIABLES
doubfe precision
double precision
ínt.eger
integrer
integer

c IN OUT VARTABLES
double complex

c LOCAI, VARIABLES
integer
double precísion
doubl-e precision
double complex
double complex

minb,maxb, stepb, alpha, stepa
L,!V,ko,er,d,a,b
NS, NX, Ny
ind arrl (Ns*Nx*Ny, Ns*Nx*Ny)
ind-arr2 ( Ns *Nx*Ny, Ns *Nx*Ny 

)

Z (Ns *Nx*Ny, Ns *Nx*Ny)

indexi, indexj , tot_seg
xi, xj ,yí ,yj
midpoint, beta, kx, ky, 1x, Fp, Fu
Te, Tm, kI ,k2 , j
expterm, term, term1, term2 , TeTmGxx

parameter (j = dcmplx(0.0d00, 1.0d00) )

tot-seg = Ns*Nx*Ny
midpoint - (maxb-minbl /2-0

c Perform integratj-on over first half of integration path. The
c inteqration is split up over two halves so thaL the discete points
c used in the integration are symmetric about the singuJ-arity point.
c This minimizes Lhe numerical- error that occurs when integrating
c near the singuJ-arity point for a small- val-ue of delta.

do beta = minb,midpoint,stepb
kx = beta*DCOS (a1pha)
ky = beta*DSIN(a1pha)
call Cal-c_Te (îe, er, d, ko.beta)
calf Cal-c_Tm (Tm, er, d, ko, beta)
calf eval-_]x (1x,Ns,L)
call- eval_Fp (Fp, er, ko, kx,l-x)
calf eval_Fu (Fu, er, ko,ky,W)
call Calc_k1k2 (k1-,k2,er,ko.beta)
terml = (er*ko*ko-kx*kx) *k2*CDCOS (k1*d)
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term2 = j*k1*(ko*ko - kx*kx)*cDsIN(k1*d)
TeTmcxx = (term1+term2 ) *CDS]N (k1*d)
do indexi = l-, tot-seg

do indexj = 1,toL-seg
if ( (ind-arrL (indexi, indexj ) .EQ. indexi) .AND.

& (j-nd arr2 (j-ndexi, indexj ) . EQ. indexj ) ) then
calI xlpos (xi,yi,Ns,Nx, indexi, a,b, lx)
calI xlpos (xj,yj,Ns,Nx, indexj,a,b, lx)
expterm = CDEXP(j"k*" (xi-xj ) ) *CDEXP(j*ky* (yi-yj) )

term = Fp * Fu*TeTmGxx* expterm* Fp * Fu *be ta* s tepa * s tepb
Z(indexi, indexj) = z(indexi, indexj) + term/ (te*Tm)

endi f
enddo

enddo
enddo

c Perform integration across other half of inteqrati-on path.
do beta = maxb,midpoint,-stepb

kx = beta*DCOS (a1pha)
ky = beta*DSIN(alpha)
call CaIc-Te (Te, er, d, ko,beta)
call Calc-Tm (Tm, er, d,ko,beta)
cal l- eval--lx ( lx , Ns , L )

cal-1 eval--Fp (Fp, er, ko, kx, lx)
call- eval--Fu (Fu, er, ko,ky,W)
call- Calc-k1k2 (kL,k2, er, ko,beta)
terml = (er*ko*ko-kx*kx) *k2*CDCOS(k1*d)

term2 = j*k1* (ko*ko - kx*kx)*CDSIN(k1*d)
TeTmGxx - (term1+term2) *CDSIN(k1*d)
do i-ndexi = l-,tot-seçt

do indexj = l-, tot-seg
if ( (ind-arr1 (indexi, indexj ) .EQ. indexi) .AND.

& (ind-arr2(indexi.indexj).EQ.indexj)) then
call xlpos (xi,yj-,Ns,Nx, indexi,a,b, 1x)
calI xlpos (xj,yj,Ns,Nx, indexj,a,b,1x)
expterm = CDEXP(j*kx* (xi-xj ) ) *CDEXP(j*ky* (yi-yj) )

term = Fp*Fu*TeTmGxx*expterm*Fp*Fu*beta*stepa*stepb
Z ( indexi, indexj ) = z(indexi, indexj ) + term/ (Te*Tm)

endif
enddo

enddo
enddo
end

F.1.4.3 Subroutine Calc Zmn

Subroutine Calc Zmn is the main routine which calculates the impedance matrix of the

array.

SubrouLine calc-zmn (2, Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny, freq,L,W, er, d, a,b,ZL,
& stepa, stepb,betal-im)
implicit none

c INPUT VARIABLES
double precision
double precision
double complex
inteqer

L,W. freq,er,d,a,b
stepa, stepb,betal-im
ZL
Ns, Nx, Ny
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c OUTPUT VARTABLES
double complex
double complex

c LOCAL VARIÀBLES
integer
integer
integer
doubl-e precision
doubl-e precision
double precision
doubl-e complex

parameter
paramet.er
parameter
parameter

Z (Ns*Nx*Ny, Ns*Nx*Ny)
Zsw ( Ns *Nx*Ny, Ns *Nx*Ny 

)

index, indexi, indexj. indexx, indexy
nmid, tot_sog, sizeTm, sizeTe, size
ind_arr1 (2000, 2000),ind_arr2 (2000,2000)
ko , l-x , alpha , del ta , minb, maxb
Tmzeros (l-00), Tezeros (100), zeros (2001
pí, c,zo
j

(zo = 3't6.7303135d00)
(c = 2.99192458d081
(pi = 3.141592654d00)
(j = dcmplx(0.0d00, 1-.0d00) )

c Define stepsize in the integration, the limits of the
c integration path and clearance around the singularity points

lç6 = l*pi*freq/c
delta = ko/1000

tot-seq = Nx*Ny*Ns
nmid = (Ns+L)/2

c Initialize impedance arrays to zero.
do indexi = 1,tot_seg

do indexj = 1,tot-seg
Z(indexi,indexj ) = dcmplx(0.0d00, 0.0d00)
Zsw(indexi, j-ndexj ) = dcmplx(0.0d00, 0.0d00)

enddo
enddo

c Determine zeros of Te and Tm functions.
call eval_lx (lx,Ns,L)
cal-l- Calc_Tmzero (Tmzeros, si-zeTm, er, d, ko)
cal-l Calc_Tezero (Tezeros, sizeTe, er, d, ko)
call Sortzero (zeros,síze,Tmzeros,sizeTm,Tezeros,sizeTe)

c Determine symmetries of impedance matrix and store them into
c ind arrl and ind arr2.

cal-1 sortsym (ind_arr1, ind_arr2,Ns,Nx,Ny, a,b, lx)

c For case where there are no TE or TM surface wave poles (no singular points)
c Perform integration to cal-culate Zij.

if (síze.EQ.0) then
do alpha = 0, 2*pi, stepa

minb = 0.0d00
maxb = betafim
call integrate (Z,Ns,Nx,Ny,L,W, er, d, a.b, ko,

& ind_arrl- , tnd_arr2, minb, maxb, stepb, a1pha. s tepa )

enddo
efse

c For case where surface wave poles exist, the singluar points need to be
c treated separat.ely.

do alpha = 0,2*pi,stepa
call TreatSingpts (Z,Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny,L,W, er, d, a,b, ko,

& ind arr1, ind_arr2, Tmzeros, Tezeros,
& sizeTm, sizeTe, a1pha, stepa)

c Perform integration excluding singular points
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minb = 0.0d00
maxb=zeros(1) -delta
caIl integraLe (Z,Ns,Nx,Ny,L,vù, er, d, a,b, ko, ind-arr1,

ind-arr2,minb, maxb, stepb, a]pha, stepa)
do index = 2,size

minb = zeros (index-l-) +delta
maxb = zeros (index)-delta
call inLegrate (z,Ns,Nx,Ny,L,W, er, d, a,b,ko,

ind-arr1, ind-arr2, minb,maxb, stepb, alpha, stepa)
enddo
minb = zeros (size) +deIta
maxb = betalim
calI integrate (Z,Ns,Nx,Ny,L,hI, er,d,a,b,ko,

ind-arrl-, ind-arr2 , minb, maxb, stepb, alpha, stepa)
enddo

endif

c Use slmìrnetry to determine remainj-ng elernents of Z matri-x
call appsym (Z,Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny, ind-arrl, ind-arr2, ko)

c Add load j-mpedance into Z matrix.
do indexx = l-, Nx

do indexY = 1,NY
index = (indexy - 1) *Nx*Ns + (indexx-1) *Ns + nmid
Z(index,index) = Z(index,index) + ZL
Zsw(index,index) = Zsw(index,index) + ZL

enddo
enddo
end

F.1.5 Calculating the Voltage Vector, Current Vector and Driving Point
Impedance.

The voltage vector [V] is calculated according to (F.8)

&

&

&

þl
e

-jkn (ux,. + vy)
at feedpoints

otherwise

u = sinecoso

v = sinesino
(F.8)

(F.e)

0

In some cases, the scan angle information is not available but the progressive phase shift in

the elements across the array is known. If cx^ and o¿y are the progressive phase shifts in the x

and y directions, respectively, then the standard equations relating the phases to the scan

angle is given by (F.9).

C[* = koa singcosQ

Cr, = kob singsinÕ

Rearranging (F.9) allows the calculation of the scan angle from the element phase

information as given by (F.10).
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(F.10)

(F.11)

(F.t2)

(F.13)

There are combinations of o¿x, cry, a and b that result in no solution to (F.10). Such an

occurrence means that the two main beams due to the o* and cr, phasings do not coincide

correctly. An unconventional radiation pattern is produced which is not useful in real world
applications.

The method of moments analysis can be performed using the phase information directly by

calculating the voltage vector according to (F.11) where (p,q) is the index of the microstrip

dipole in relation to some (arbitrary) reference microstrip dipole.

dvQ_Jû*P _J

tvl =
e e

V=e

V=e

V=e

at feed of dipole (p,q)

otherwise0

Equations (F.8) and (F.11) are equivalent as shown in the following derivation. For a dipole

in the array with index (p,q), the voltage at the feedpoint is given by (F.I2) according to

(F.8). Manipulating (F.12) and substituting in (F.9) results in (F.13) where (xo,yo) are the

coordinates ofthe feedpoint ofthe reference dipole.

-jkou (xo + pa) -jkov (y, + qb¡
e

-jknuxo -jkovyn -jkoupa -jknuqbeee
-j kou xo 

^ 
-j kuvyo 

_ -j cr* p .-j orq
eec

Since the t".- 
"-jouuxo"-jknvvo 

is common to all dipoles, it can be removed from the voltage

vector since any common terms are eliminated in the determination of the driving point

impedance. The voltage vector can therefore be expressed in the form of (F.11).

Both methods of calculating the voltage vectors are included in the Fortran program. Only

one of the subroutines V Phasing or V_Scanangle need to be called.

Once the impedance matrix lZ] and the voltage vector [V] are evaluated, the current vector

[I] is determined by solving the matrix equation (F.14) using the IMSL library routine

DLSACG. Complete documentation of this library routine can be found in reference |321.
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It'l u] (F.14)

F.1.5.1 Subroutine V-Phasing

Subroutine V_Phasing is the routine that is used to calculate the voltage vector when the

phase information of the array elements is known.

Subroutine vJhasing (vo1tage,Nx, Ny, Ns, phasingx, phasingy)
implicit none

c INPUT VARIABLES
integrer
double precision

Nx, Ny, Ns
phasingx, phasingy

c INOUT VARIBALES
double complex voftage (Ns*Nx*Ny)

c LOCAL VARIABLES
integer nmid, indexx, indexy, index, tot-seg
double complex termx, termY, j

parameter (j = dcmplx(0.0d00,1.0d00) )

tot_segr = Nx*Ny*Ns
nmid = (Ns+1) /2

do index = l-,tot-se9
voltage (index) = dcmpfx(0.0d00,0.0d00)

enddo
d.o indexx = 1, Nx

do indexY = l-, NY

index = (indexy-1)*Nx*Ns + (indexx-l)*Ns + nmid
termx = CDEXP (-j*indexx*phasingx)
termy = CDEXP (-j*indexy*phasingy)
voltage (index) = termx*termy

enddo
enddo
end

F.1.5.2 Subroutine V-Scanangle

Subroutine V_Scanangle is the routine that is used to calculate the voltage vector when the

scan angle information of the array is known.

Subroutine v-scanangle (voltage,Nx,Ny.Ns, freq, L, a,b,
& deg-theta, deg3hi)
implicit none

c TNPUT VARIABLES

c INOUT VARIABLES
double complex

integer
double precision

Nx. Ny, Ns
a, b, deg-theta, deg3hi , L, f req

voltage (Nx*Ny*Ns)
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c LOCAL VARTABLES
integer indexx, indexy, index,nmid, tot_seg
double precision 1x,xm,ym, theta,phi,u,v, ko,pi, c
double complex j
parameter (j = dcmplx(0.0d00,1.0d00) )

Parameter (c = 2.99192458d081
paramctcr (pi = 3.141592654d00)

tot-seg = Nx*Ny*Ns
nmid = (Ns+1) /2
þe = l*pj*freq/c
theta = deg_theta*180/pi
phi = deg_phi*180/pi
u = DSIN(Lheta) *DCOS (phi)
v = DSIN(theta) *DSrN(phi)
cal-1 eval_l-x (lx,Ns,L)
do index = 1, tot_seg

voJ-tag'e (index) = dcmplx (0 . 0d00, 0 . 0d00 )

enddo
do indexx = 1,Nx

do índexy = 1,Ny
index = (indexy-1)*Nx*Ns + (indexx-1)*Ns + nmid
xm = (indexx - 1)"a + (nmid-l)*1x
1nn=(indexy-1)*b
voltage (index) = CDEXP (-j*ko*(u*xm + v"ym))

enddo
enddo
end

F.1.5.3 Subroutine Calc I

Subroutine Calc I solves the matrix equation (F.14) and calculates the current vector using

the IMSL library routine DLSACG.

Subroutine calc_i (current,voltage, Z, tot_seg)
implicit none

c TNPUT VARIABLES
integer
double complex
double complex

tot_segr
Z ( tot_seg, tot_seg)
voltage (tot_seg)

c OUPUT VARÏABLES
double complex current (tot_seg)

c LOCAL VARTABLES
integer index

do index = 1,tot_seg
currenL (index) = dcmplx (0.0d00,0.0d00)

enddo

c Sol-ve system of equatj-ons t.o determine unknown current using
c DLSACG library routine from the IMSL Library functions.

cal-l- DLSACG (tot_seg,Z, tot_seg,vo1tage, 1, current)
end
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F.1.5.4 Subroutine Calc Zin

Subroutine Calc Zin calculates the driving point impedance at the microstrip dipole

feedpoints from the impedance matrix and the current vector.

Subroutine calc-zin (Zin, currenL, voltage,Ns,Nx,Ny)
implicit none

c INPUT VARTABLES
integer
double complex
double complex

NS, NX, NY

current (Ns*Nx*Ny)
voltage (Ns*Nx*Ny)

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
doubl-e complex Zin (Ux, tt'ly)

c LOCAL VARIABI,ES
inteqer indexx, indexy, nmid, index

nmid = (Ns+1) /2

c Calcul-ate driving point impedance at feedpoints.
do indexx = 1,Nx

do indexY = 1,NY
index = (indexy - 1) *Nx*Ns + (indexx-1) *Ns + nmid
Zin(indexx, indexy) = voltage (index) /current (index)

enddo
enddo
end

F.1.6 Calculating the Fourier TFansforms of the Basis Functions

The following subroutines define the basis functions used in the method of moments

analysis. Different basis functions can be used in the MoM program simply by changing the

contents of these subroutines.

Subroutine evaf-Ix (1x,Ns,L)
implicj,t none

c INPUT VARIABLES
double precision
integer

L
NS

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
double precision 1x

{Code which evaluates the distance between

successive test points on a dipole]

end
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Subroutine eval_Fp (Fp, er, ko, kx, tx)
implicit none

c ÏNPUT VARIABLES
double precision kx,1x, ko, er

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
double precision Fp

c LOCAL VARIABLES
double precisi-on term1, term2, ke

{Code which evaluates the Fourier Transþrm of the

basis function used to represent the current in the x direction.J

end

Subroutine eval_Fu (Fu, er, ko, ky,W)
implj-cit none

c INPUT VARIABLES
double precision ky,W,ko,er

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
doubl-e precision Fu

{Code which evaluates the Fourier Transform of the basis function
used 10 represent the current in the y direction.]

end

F.1.6.1 Code for Piecewise Sinusoidal Basis Functions

The current distribution in the x direction is represented by piece-wise sinusoidal functions.

The current distribution in the y direction is represented by the rudimentary approximation

of a single pulse cuffent since the thin wire assumption is employed.

Subroutine evaf_l-x (1x,Ns,L)
implicit none

c fNPUT VARIABLES
doubl-e precision
integer

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
double precision l-x

Ix = L/ (Ns+1)
end

L
Ns
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Subroutine eval-Fp (Fp, er, ko, kx, Ix)
implicit none

c INPUT VARTABLES
double precision kx,lx, ko, er

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
double precision Fp

c LOCAL VARIABLES
doubl-e precisíon term1, term2 , ke

ke = ko*DSQRT ( (er+l) /2)
term1 = 2*ke*(DCOS(kx*1x) - DCOS(ke*lx))
term2 = (ke*ke-kx*kx) *DSIN(ke*Lx)
Fp = terml/term2

end

c INPUT VARIABI,ES
double precision ky,W,ko, er

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
double precision Fu

Subroutine eval-Fu (Fu, er, ko, kY,W)
implicit none

i-f (dabs(kY) .GT. 0.00001) then
Fu = 2*DSIN(ky*W/2) / (ky*W)

efs e
Fu = 1.0d00

endif

end

F.I.6.2 Code for Tliangular Basis Functions

A piece-wise linear approximation of the current distribution can be applied by using

triangular basis functions to represent the current distribution in the x-direction. The current

distribution in the y-direction is represented by a single pulse function.

Subroutine eval-lx (Ix,Ns,L)
implicit none

c INPUT VARIABI,ES
double precision L
integer Ns

c OUTPUT VARIABLES
doubl-e precision 1x

Ix = L/ (Ns+1)
end
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Subrout ine eval_Fp ( Fp , er, ko , kx , J-x )
j-mp1ícit none

c ]NPUT VARIÄ,BLES
double precision kx,1x, ko, er

c OUTPUT VARIÀBLES
double precísion Fp

if (dabs(kx) .cT. 0.00001) then
Fp = 4* (DSIN(kxttx/2)**2) / (kx*kx*lx)

else
FP = l-x

endif
end

Subroutine eval-_Fu (Fu, er, ko, ky, W)

implicit none

c INPUT VARTABLES
double precision ky,W, ko, er

c OUTPUT VÀR]ABLES
doubfe precision Fu

if (dabs(ky) .cT. 0.00001) then
Fu = 2*DSIN(ky*W/2) / (ky*hl)

else
Fu = 1.0d00

endi f
end

F.2 Method of Moments Analysis of an Infinite Array of
Microstrip Dipoles

F.2.1 List of Subroutines and Program Structure

The following is a list of the subroutine names used in the MoM analysis of an infinite
microstrip dipole afray.

File infanay.f
. Subroutine infarray (Z,Zin,cwent,Ns,Flmax,freq,L,W,e¡d,a,b,deg_theta, deg_phi,ZL)
. Subrouti n e ev al _Z (Z,Ns,Flmax,nmid,freq,L,rü,er,d,a,b, theta,phi)
. Subroutinc cval_i (Zin,currcnt,Ns,nmid,Z,ZL)
. Subroutine eval_k (kx,ky,kl,k2,m,n,er,a,b,ko,theta,phi)
. Subroutine eval_Gxx (Gxx,er,d,ko,kx,ky,k1,k2)
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File pwsdip.f or tdipole.f or pdipole.f
. Subroutineeval-Fp (Fp,er,ko,kx,lx)

. Subroutineeval-Fu (Fu,er,ko,ky,W)

. Subroutine eval-lx (lx,Ns,L)

File infarray.f contains the main subroutines needed to perform the method of moments

analysis. An additional file with the subroutines that calculate the Fourier transform of the

basis functions is needed to complete the program. There are three files to choose from

depending on the chosen basis function:
. pwsdip.f contains the routines for a piecewise sinusoidal representation.

. tdipole.f contains the routines for the triangular basis functions.

. pdipole.fcontains the routines for a pulse function representation.

To compile and run the program, a main program is needed which calls the subroutine

infarray. An example of a main program is shown below.

Program Main

implicit none

doubl-e precision freq, a,b,L,W, d, er, deg-theta, degl¡hi,Lambda
integer Ffmax,Ns
double complex zL,z(L00,I00l.
doubl-e complex zin, current (1-00 )

c Set up work space for IMSL library routines
real rwksp ( 500000 )

coInmon /worksp/ rwksp
call iwkin(500000)

c Parameter values
a = 0.5
b = 0.5
L = 0.39
W = 0.01
d = 0.19
er = 2-55
Ns=3

deg-theta = 0.0
deg3hi = 0.0
Fl-max = 50
ZL = dcmplx(0. 0d00, 0. 0d00)
freq - 3.0d08

&

call infarray (2, Z j.n, current, Ns, F1max, f req,
L, W, er, d, a, b, deg-theta, deg--phi, zL)

pri-nt *, Zín

end
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The program can be compiled using the T77 command in the following syntax:

f'77 -o <excecutabfe fiTename> main.f infarray.f pwsdip.f -limslib

I

Name of the excecutahle file or use tclipole.f or pd
depending on the basis

link ro IMSL
library routine

chosen

F.2.2 Subroutine Eval k

Subroutine Eval k calculates all the propagation constants needed in the method of
moments analysis. The equations used are given by (F.15).

_2nm,
a

u = sin0cos0 k* kou

v = sinOsinO

trkS Im {k,} < 0

þ' Im {kr} < 0

-þ'k? =

or=T+kov ul =u3
(F.1s)

Subroutine eval_k (kx, ky, kI,k2,m, n, er, a,b, ko, theta,phi)
implicj-t none

Output Variabl-es
double precision
doubl-e complex

kx, ky
kr,k2

c Input Variables
inteqer ñ,D
double precision a.b, theta,phi,ko, er

Local Variables
doubl-e precision ü, V
doubl-e precision pi
parameter (pi = 3.1415926541

Calcul-ate x and y component of propagation constant
u = dsin ( theta) *dcos (phi )

v = dsin(theta) *dsin(phi)
kx= (2.O*pi*m)/a+ko*u
ky= (2.O*pi*n)/b+ko*v

c Calculate z component of propagation constant in
c the diel-ectric k1 and ín free space k2

k1 = cdsqrt(dcmplx(er*ko*ko - kx*kx - ky*ky) )

k2 = cdsqrt(dcmplx(ko*ko - kx*kx - ky"ky))

c Make srrre thal- the k], k2 has negative imag,inary part
if (dimag(k1) .cT. 0.0d+00) then

k1 = -kl
endi f
if (dimaq(k2) .cT. 0.0d+00) then

k2 = -k2
endif
end
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F.2.3 Subroutine Eval Gxx

Subroutine Eval Gxx calculates the Green's function for the method of moments analysis.

The Green's function is given by (F.16).

T. = Êrkrcos (krd) + jkrsin (krd)

T" = krcos (ktd) + jkrsin (krd)

cfj{t., t r)
( 
'.03- 

o?)0,
sin (k,d) (F.16)

zo

ttt
_J

cos (k,d) * jk,( 4 - oi)sin (k,d)
TTem

Subroutine eval--cxx (Gxx, er, d, ko, kx, ky.k1,k2)
implicit none

c

c

Input Variabl-es
double precision er,d,kx.ky,ko
doubfe complex kI,k2

Output Variables
doubl-e complex

Local Variabl-es
double complex
doubl-e precision
double compJ-ex

Gxx

Tm, Te, term1, Lerm2, prodl

)

c

parameter (j = dcmplx(0.0d+00. 1.0d+00) )

parameter (Zo = 316.7303135)

Calculate variabl-es Te, Tm

Te = k1*cdcos (k1*d) +j*k2*cdsin(k1*d)
Tm = er*k2*cdcos (k1*d) +j *k1*cdsin (k1*d)

c Calculate Green's function for substrate supported
c structure wj-th ground plane

prodl - (-j*7o*"dsin(k1*d) ) / (ko*Te*Tm)
terml = (er*ko*ko - kx*kx) *k2*cdcos (k1*d)
term2 = j*k1*(ko*ko - kx*kx)*cdsin(k1*d)
Gxx = prodl*(terml + term2)
end

F.2.4 SubroutineBval Z

Subroutine Eval Z calculates the element values of the impedance matrix [Z] using (F.17)

z,j -fr¡¡np (k*) F, (ky) cEr (k*, kr) 
"-jo- 

(x'-x¡) 
Fe (k*) Fu (ky) (F.17)

mn

The summations occur over the Floquet mode range -mmin 1 m l mmax and

-nmin 1n 1nmax. The Toeplitz symmetry of the matrix is exploited so that only the first
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row and the first column need to be calculated. The contribution due to each parameter

value (kx, ky) is determined simultaneously for all impedance elements to increase program

efficiency. The Green's function and the Fourier transforms are calculated once for each set

of (k^,kr) values. The origin of the coordinate system can be arbitrarily set and was chosen

to be at the centre of the reference microstrip dipole.

&

Subroutine eva7._Z (Z,Ns, F1max, nmid, freq,
L,W, er, d, a, b, theta, phi)

implicit none

c

Input Variabl-es
doubl-e precision
double precision
integrer

Output Variabl-es
double complex

Local- Variables
ínt.eqer
integer
doubl-e complex
doubfe precision
doubfe precision
doubfe precision
double precision
double complex

parameter
parameter
parameter

Z (Ns, Ns )

m, n, í_index, j_index
mmax, mmin, nmax, nmin
temp, expterm, k1 ,k2, Gxx
Fp, Fu
kx, ky, 1x
xi, xj , yi,yj, ko, lambda
c, pi
j

d,er, a,b,
theta, phi
Fl-max, Ns,

L, Vü

freq
nmid

c

(j = dcmplx(0.0d00, 1. 0d00) )

(c = 2.99'792458d08)
(pi = 3 .1-41-592654)

Calcul-ate various parameters
yi = 0.0d+00
vi = 0-0d+00
nmax = Flmax
nmin = -Flmax
flrmax = Flmax
mmin = -Flmax
l-anbda = c,/(freq)
ko = (2.0*pi)/lambda
call- eval_lx ( l-x, Ns , L )

CALCULATE IMPEDANCE MATRIX
do m = mmin,mmax

do n = nmin,nmax

Determine kx, ky, k1-,k2
call eval_k (kx,ky, k1,k2,m,n, er, a,b. ko, theta,phi)

Calculate creen's function
cal l- eval cxx ( Gxx , er , d, ko , kx , ky, kl- , k2 )

Calculate Fourier t.ransform of basis functions
call- eval Fu (Fu,er,ko,ky,W)
calf eval_Fp (Fp, er,ko, kx, 1x)
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c

calculate impedance elements for row i = l-.
xi = (1_nmid)*1x
do j-index = 1, Ns

xj = (j_index - nmid) *1x
expterm = CDEXP (-j*kx" (xi-xj ) )

temp= ( Fp*Fu*Gxx* expterm*Fp*Fu) / ( a*b)
z ( 1, j-index) = z (L, j-index) - temp

enddo

Calculate impedance elements for col-umn j = 1.
xj = (1-nmid) *1x
do i-index = 2, Ns

xi= (i-index-nmid)*1x
expterm = CDEXP ( -j "kx* (xi-xj ) )

temp= (Fp*Fu*Gxx*expterm*Fp*Fu) / ( a*b)
Z(i_index,1) = Z(i_index,1) - temp

endd.o
enddo

enddo

Calculate remaining impedance elements usinq s)arìmetry.
do i_index = 2,Ns

do j-index = 2,Ns
Z ( i-index, j-j-ndex) = Z ( i-index - 1, j-index - 1- )

enddo
enddo
end

ß.2.5 Subroutine Eval I

Subroutine Eval I determines the current distribution on the microstrip dipole, by solving

the matrix equation (F.18) using the IMSL library function DLSACG. A description of this

function can be found in reference ll32).

t'l (å
at feedpoint

otherwise
tvl lzl lrl lzl = lzi:l

tll = unknown current distribution

(F.18)

Once the current distribution has been determined, the driving point impedance of the

microstrip dipole at the feedpoint is calculated using (F.19).

Vfzin (0, Q) (F.1e)
I
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Subrout.ine eval-i (Zin, current,Ns,nmíd, Z, ZL)
implicit none

c

c

Input Variables
ínteger
double complex

Output Varíab1es
double complex
double complex

Ns, nmid
Z(Ns,Ns),ZL

Ztn
current (Ns )

Local- Variables
integer id
double complex vol-tage (100)

Initialize voltage matrix
do id = 1,Ns

vol-tage(id) = dcmplx(0.0d+00, 0.0d+00)
enddo
voltaqe (nmid) = dcmplx(1.0d+00,0.0d+00)

Set up dipole loading
Z(nmid.nmid) = Z(nmid,runid) + ZL

c

c Solve matrix equatj-on to give current matrix
c DLSACG is an IMSL l-ibrary function.

cafl DLSACG (l¡s, Z,Ns,vo1taqe, 1, current)

Calculate input impedance
Zin = vo]taqe (nmid) /current (nmid)
end

F.2.6 Subroutine Infarray

Subroutine Infarray is the main subroutine which calls all the different modules required to

perforlrì the tneLhod of moments analysis of an inf,nite array of microstrip dipoles.

Subroutine infarray (2, Zin, current, Ns, Flmax, freq,
L, W, er, d, a, b, deg_theta, deg3hi, ZL)

implicit none
&

INPUT VARIABLES
doubl-e precision
integer
double complex

f req, a, b, L, W, d, er, deg_theta, deg3hi
Fl,max, Ns
ZL

c OUTPUT VARTABLES
doubl-e complex
double complex

Z (Ns,Ns]'Zír,
current (Ns )

I,OCAL VÄRTABLES
double precision pi, theta,phi
integer nmid
ínteger indexi, indexj
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c

c Perform Analysis
call eval-Z

&

call eval-i
end

(2, Ne, Flmax, nmid, freq,
t, W, er, d, a, b, theta, phi )

( Zin, current, Ns , rwt|d, Z , ZI')

Calculate other required parameters
nmid=(Ns+1)/2
th.eta = (deg-theta * pi) /180.0
phi = (deqjhi * pi)/180.0

Initialize matrices to zero
do indexi = 1,Ns

current (ind.exi) = dcmplx(0.0d00, 0.0d00)
do indexj = 1,Ns

Z (indexi, indexj) = dcmplx(0.0d00, 0.0d00)
enddo

enddo
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Source

G.L Calculation of the Resonant Dipole Characteristics

The source code for a Fortran program used to calculate the resonant dipole characteristics

is listed below. The algorithm calculates the microstrip dipole driving point impedance as a

function of microstrip dipole length for each frequency of interest. The resonant length and

resonant driving point resistance is then determined by applying a bisectional root finding

technique to the imaginary component of the driving point impedance. By definition, the

microstrip dipole is resonant when the driving point reactance is zero.

Program Resonant
ímplicit none

c Variable Declarations
integer Ns,Nx.Ny, tot-segf
doubl-e precision freq,W, er, d, a,b,phasingx,phasingy
double precision stepa, stepb,betalim, ko
double complex z(I00,l-00) , zsw(100,100)
double complex current (100),voltage(100),zL
double precision freqGHz
integer finish
double precision L-fs,L-sub, error
double precision L1-,L2,Lmid,Lmin,Lstep
double precision izinl , izín2, izinmid
double complex zinl ( 100, 100 ) , zin2 ( 100, 100 )

double complex zinmid ( 100, 100 )

double prec j-sion c, pi
parameter (pi = 3.L4I592654d00)
parameter (c = 2.99792458d08)
parameter (error = 0.1)
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c Define dipole array geometry.

d = 0.001s7
w = 0.0005
a = 1.0
b = 1-.0
Nx=1
Nv=1
Ns=3
phasingx = 0.0
phasingy = 0.0
ZL = dcmpfx(0.0d00, 0.0d00)
tot_seq = Nx*Ny*Ns

c For each frequency, calculate the resonant dipole resistance
c and resonant dipole length

do freqGHz = 6.0,10.0,0.1
freq - freqGHz*1.0d09
lç6 = I *p j* freq/ c
stepa = 0.01
stepb = ko/l-00
betal-im = 50*ko
L_fs = c/freq
L_sub = L_fslDSQRT(er)
Lmin = L_sub/8
Lstep = L-sub/B

L1 = Lmin
call calc_zmn (2, Zsw, Ns , Nx, Ny, f req, L1, W, er, d, a,b, ZL,

stepa, stepb,betalim)
call v3hasinçr (voltage, Nx, Ny, Ns, phasingx, phasingy)
caf l- cal-c_i (current,voltaqe, Z, tot_seg)
call cafc_zin (Zinl-, current, vol-tage, Ns, Nx, Ny)
ízínL = DIMAG(zin1 (1, 1) )

finish = 0

do whil-e ( f inish. EQ. 0 )

L2=LI+IJstep
call calc_zmn (2, Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny, freq,L2,W, er, d,a,b,ZL,

stepa, stepb,betafim)
call v3hasinq (vo1tage, Nx, Ny, Ns, phasj-ngx, phasingy)
call cafc_i (current,voltage, Z, tot_seg)
call caf c_zin (Zín2, current,vof t.age,Ns,Nx,Ny)
tzin2 = DIMAG (zin2 (1-,1-) |

íf (DSIeN(izinL, :-zirl2) .NE.izin1) then
fini-sh = l-

else
L1, = L2
r'z:lÍt| = 121T12

endif
enddo

finish = 0

do while (finish.EQ.0)
Lmid = L1 + DABS(iZi-n1* (L2-LI) / (izín2-iZin1) )

call cal-c_zmn (2, Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny, freq, Lmid,lrl, er, d, a,b, ZL,
stepa, stepb,betalim)

call v3hasing (voltaqe, Nx, Ny, Ns,phasingrx, phasj-ngy)
cal-1 calc_i (current,voltage, Z, tot_seg)
cal-l- calc_zin (Zinmid, current,voltage,Ns,Nx, Ny)
izinmid = DIMAG(zinmid(1,1) )

&

&

&
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if (DABS (izinmid) .LE.error) then
finish = 1

elseif (DSIGN(iZin1, izinmid) .NE.izin1) then
LZ = Irmacl

íZín2 = izinmi-d
else

.Lr -L = Lma ct

izinl = izinmid
endif

enddo
open (20, file='res. txt', access='append', status='unknown' )

write (20, 100) freqGHz,Lmid,zinmid(1, 1)
cl-ose (20)

enddo

100 formaL (4F15.5)
end

G.2 Calculation of the Mutual Impedance in a TTvo

Element Array

The algorithm used to calculate the mutual impedance parameter between two microstrip

dipoles in a DT active array is described in Section 1.2. The source code for a Fortran

program which implements the algorithm is listed below.

Program Mutualfmpedance
implicit none

integer
double precision
double complex
double precision
doubl-e complex
doubl-e complex
doubl-e precision
double complex

Ns, Nx, Ny
freq, L, W, er, d, a, b, s tepa, stepb, betalim
z(6,6), zsw(6,6ì., zL
phasingx, phas j-ngy
voltage (6) , current (6)
zin (1- ,2)
c, pi , lambda, ko
zmod(1000, 1000),vmod(1000), imod(1000)

parameter (c = 2.99'792458d08)
parameter (pi = 3.I4L592654d001

real rwksp ( 500000 )

common /worksp/ rwksp
call- iwkin(500000)

freq - 6.0d09
l-ambda = c/f.req
er = 2.2
d = 0.001-57
L = 0.0224
w = 0.0005
Nx=1
Nv=2
Ns=3
ZL = dcmplx(0.0d00, 0. 0d00)
phasingx = 0.0
PhasingY = 0.0
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ko = 2*rl:-/fambda
stepa = 0.01
stepb = kol100
betalim = 50*ko
a = 1.0

do b = 0.005,0.070,0.005
call- zmut.uaL (Z,Zsw, voltage, current, Zin,Ns,Nx.Ny, freq,

& L,W,er,d,a,b.ZL,stepa,stepb,betalim.
& phasingx,phasingy,vmod, imod, zmod)

enddo

end

subroutine zmutuaf (2, Zsw,voltage, current, Zin,Ns,Nx,Ny, freq,
& L,h/,er,d,a,b,ZL,stepa,stepb,beta1im,
& phasingx,phasingy,rrmod, imod, zmod)

implicit none

integer
doubl-e precision
doubfe complex
doubl-e complex
doubÌe precision
double complex
doubl-e complex
integer
integer
double complex
double complex
doubl-e complex
doubl-e complex

do indexl = 1, 5
imod(indexl) = dcmplx
vmod(indexl) = dcmplx
do index2 = 1, 5

zmod ( indexl, index2 )

enddo
enddo

Ns, Nx, Ny
freq,L, W, er, d, a, b, stepa, stepb, betalim
Z (Ns*Nx*Ny, Ns*Nx*Ny), Zs\¡r(Ns*Nx*Ny, Ns*Nx*Ny)
ZL
phasingx, phasi-ngy
vol-tage (Ns*Nx*Ny) , current (Ns"Nx*Ny)
Zin (Nx, Ny)
feedl-, feed2, nmid, totsegr
indexl, index2
iL, i2, zmut, ilmod
zmod (Ns*Nx*Ny-1, Ns*Nx*Ny-1 )

i.mod (Ns*Nx*Ny-1)
vmod (Ns *Nx*Ny- 1 )

(0.0d00,0.0d00)
(0.0d00,0.0d00)

&

= dcmplx (0.0d00, 0.0d00)

totseq = Nx*Ny*Ns
nmid = (Ns+1) /2
feedl = nmid
feed2=Ns+nmid

call calc_zmn (Z,Zsw,Ns,Nx,Ny, freq,L,W, er, d. a,b,ZL,
stepa, stepb, betalim)

call v3hasing (voltage, Nx, Ny, Ns, phasingx,phasingy)
cal-I cafc_i (current,voltage, Z, totseg)

i1 = current (2)
i2 = current (5)

¡¡mod (1)
vmod(2)
r¡mod ( 3 )
r¡mod (4 )

r¡mod (5 )

dcmplx (0. 0d00, 0. 0d00)
dcmplx(1. 0d00, 0. 0d00)
dcmplx(0. 0d00, 0. 0d00)
dcmplx ( 0. 0d00, 0. 0d.00)
dcmplx ( 0.0d00, 0.0d00 )
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zmod(1,1)
zmod,(L ,2)
zmod(1,3)
zmod(1,4)
zmod(1,5)
zmoð,(2,L)
zmod(2,2)
zmod(2,3)
zmod(2 ,41
zmod(2,5)
zmod(3,1-)
zmod(3,2)
zmod(3,3)
zmod(3,4)
zmod(3,5)
zmod(4,1)
zmod(4,21
zmod(4,3)
zmod(4,4)
zmod(4,5)
zmod(5,1)
zmod(5,2)
zmod(5,3)
zmod(5,4)
zmod(5,5)

z(

z(
z(

= Z(2,2)
= z(2,3)
= z(2,41
= z(2,61
= z(3,11

= z(1,,L)
= z (1' ,2)

1,3)
1,,41
L,6l
2 ,1)

z
L

z
Z

z

z

z

3,2
3,3
3,4
3,6
4,1
4,2
4,3
4,4
4'6
6'L
6,2
6,3
6,4
6,6

l_0 0

call calc_i (imod,vmod, zmod, totseg-1)
ilmod = imod(2)
zmuL = (l-0/í21 - (il-l (i1mod*i2) )

open (20, file=' Zmn.txt', access='append', status='unknown' )

write (2o,1oo) b, Zmut
format (3F15.5)
cl-ose (20)

end
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H.L Standard International (SI) Units

The following quantities and units were used in this thesis.

Quantity SI Unit Symbol

Length or Distance metre m

Power 'Watt or Decibel 'W or dB

Frequency Herlz Hz

Resistance Ohm o

Inductance Henry H

Capacitance Farad F

Conductance Siemens Q-1

Voltage Volt V

Current Ampere A

Data Rate bits per second bps

Ratio Percent Vo

Table H-l: Sl units of various quantities.
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Appendix H- Miscellaneous Information

Multiple Prefix Symbol Multiple Prefix Symbol

l0t2 tera T l0-3 milli m

10e glga G 10-6 mrcro tl

106 mega M l0-e nano n

103 kilo k l0-12 plco p

10- 1s femto f

10- 
18 atto

Table H-2: Prefixes of Sl units.

H.2 Frequency Designations

Frequency Band Frequency Range

VLF 3kHz - 30 kHz

LF 30 kHz - 300 kHz

MF 300kHz-3MHz

HF 3MHz - 30 MHz

VHF 30 MHz - 300 MHz.

UHF 300MHz-lGHz

L- band lGllz-2CHz

S-band 2GHz- 4GHz

C-band 4GHz-8GHz

X-band 8 GHz - 12 GHz.

Ku-band 12GHz - l8 GHz

K-band 18 GHz -21 GHz

Ko-band 21 GHz- 40GHz

Millimetre 40 GHz - 300 GHz

Table H-3: Frequency bands accord¡ng to the IEEE band designations
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